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From the authors 

| Tragedy of multitudes or multitudinous Tragedies |

What is the tragedy of many? This is a tragedy of numbers. Can figures form 
the basis of tragedy? Are we able to feel a sense of tragedy when we see, in a 
photograph or film, many people unknown to us standing naked on the edge of 
the pit and dropping down into it under gunfire? This sight evokes shock, but 
not a sense of tragedy. We cannot empathize with a single person in a crowd of 
people being destroyed.

Now imagine that from this crowd a person is looking at us and we see his 
face. Who is he, we ask ourselves. How can we roll back the tape of his fate? In 
the course of this study, the horror of the dead numbers turns into a story about 
the life of a living person; the story of multitudes turns to multitudinous stories.

We have worked in this way. In the four-volume Fortress over the Abyss,1 hun-
dreds of prisoners of the concentration camp/ghetto Theresienstadt are shown, 
including their characters, their interests and human weakness. The heroes of 
these books are adults and children, Zionists and Czech patriots, artists, musicians, 
writers and philosophers – and just unremarkable “ordinary” people. All of them 
are rowing against the current to survive, while it inexorably carries them to death.

The solid moral foundations that helped their people survive for more than 
a millennium served as oars for the Terezín inmates. Therefore, from the outset, 
with Hitler’s rise to power in 1933, when these foundations were undermined by 
Nazism, and until the end – until physical death – the Terezín Jews were able 
to maintain their dignity and even their creative energy, creating, in hunger 
and cold, drawings and theater productions, releasing underground magazines, 
performing the Verdi Requiem.

In the Riga ghetto, Salaspils and Kaiserwald, Nazism did not wear the 
mask of “sanatorium for deserving Jews,” as it had in Terezín. Here sadism and 
murderous “actions” were direct and brutal acts of everyday life.

Also culture in the sense of Theresienstadt was absent. Nor were there 
inmates’ diaries, reports by the Jewish authorities or even any Nazi propagan-
da films, which memorialized personal images, even though this was not their 
purpose. Therefore, in the case of the people deported to Riga our task was 
much more difficult.

Suddenly we obtained help from the Czech police and the Interior Ministry. 
As it turned out, completed forms for domestic or foreign passports for emigra-
tion from the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia (a puppet state invented by 

1  See References at the end of the book. 
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7| FroM thE authorS |

Hitler) and other documents have been preserved. Many of them had photo-
graphs. Thus some people’s stories acquired faces.

Other sources also came to our aid: historians’ books, interviews and mem-
oirs of survivors, and most importantly – a documentary by Lukáš Přibyl, Forgot-
ten Transports, in which one of the four parts is devoted to the history of Riga 
transports.

We have read and translated all the documents that we were able to get in 
different archives. Nevertheless, it was not enough to recreate the appearance 
of every individual from the list of 3000. So far we represent those of whom we 
managed to collect the most complete information.

The reader of the book and visitor of the exhibition “3000 Fates” may be 
surprised that a man with an honest and open face is involved in a whole bunch 
of crimes that are given in the police reports and denunciations of the “vigilant 
citizens.” None of them was a ground for deprivation of life. In a distorting mirror 
of the then “justice,” even a Star of David not sewn to one’s outerwear according 
to the rules, served as a pretext for arrest.

This work does not pretend to be scientific research. We just tried to rec-
reate the general picture and against its background place individuals who by 
an evil fate were put on the terrible lists.

Sergei Makarov

| An Essay on the involuntary Theme |

People of my generation, born in the Soviet Union shortly after the Second 
World War, are probably more able to feel the misery of millions. There was no 
family that had not suffered a loss. My Jewish uncle was hanged by the Nazis 
in the marketplace in Chyhyryn in Ukraine; my Armenian uncle died in Stalin’s 
torture chambers.

“What did they do? What were they killed for?” I thought as a child. As far 
as the war was concerned, one still could say: the bad attacked and the good 
fought them. The good gave up their lives so that the world would no longer be 
bad. Explaining the Stalin dungeons was much more difficult. Trying to distract 
me from unchildlike thoughts, adults answered evasively. Once they warned, 

“shut up, or your parents will be jailed.”
The world outside the family represented a threat, while on the surface 

it looked perfectly normal: on weekdays it looked casual, on holidays festive.
Many years passed. Germany apologized to mankind. The Soviet regime’s 

atrocities were publicly discussed. The Soviet Union collapsed, and none of its 
links is responsible for the mass destruction of their own people. Emotions were 
gone. Archives were opened. Historians have received a new field of research. 
Facts are checked and rechecked. Things that once were based on guesses re-
ceive confirmation. If they do not, history is rewritten.
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| Elena Makarova, Sergei Makarov | 3000 FATES8

* * *
In a thirty-year-old photo taken in the Latvian village of Ropaži, we sit in the 
garden at the dinner table: Rita, her mother (I do not remember her name), my 
daughter Manya and I. Rita’s mom then seemed to me an old lady; now, looking 
at the picture, I can see that she was as old as I am now. But never mind. What 
I want to say is that there, in Ropaži, I once saw a strange man in the window 
and asked Rita’s mother who he was and why was he walking on our garden 
plot. She said, he is a neighbor. He’s cranky. During the war he was a driver of 
the Gaswagen. 

– Was he transporting gas?
– No, killing by gas.
– Whom?
– Whomever he was told to.
– And whom was he told to?
Rita’s mother evaded the question. Maybe she had some memories of that 

time which she did not want to share with a Jew?
To balance the situation, I told her that in Khimki, in the house opposite 

ours lives someone who was an executioner of Comintern women in Stalin’s 
time. Sitting with other elderly people on the bench, he tells them that he was 
especially sorry to shoot Finnish women, so exuberant and white-skinned...

Rita’s mother bowed her head and walked out.
That same summer, Rita invited me on a trip around Latvia with people 

from the Ex-Libris Society, of which she was a member, and young Latvian poets. 
Propaganda of Latvian literature in the coastal cities of the north. Tipsy blonde 
poets read their verses in different clubs, then the exchange of bookplates took 
place. After that, everybody was copiously fed: burly beauties in national cos-
tumes carried on trays smoked eels, eelpouts and some other fishes with large 
heads and thin little bodies. After heavily drinking and eating, the gnawed-out 
remnants were thrown under the table for the cats.

Once, I do not remember in what town, our group left on a secret mission 
with a bouquet of tulips. The car stopped in a vacant lot, and upon exiting each 
of us received a flower. At sunset, the tulips burned in our hands. After walking 
in silence about a hundred meters, we approached some monument, and all in 
turn laid flowers at its foot. One of the poets, the tallest and the most handsome, 
read, not too loud, some verses, and we went to the car. I asked Rita to whom 
was this monument? She whispered in my ear: the aizsargs, fighters for the in-
dependence of Latvia. – But aren’t they murderers? – Quiet! – Rita put a finger 
to her lips and looked around. Poets were noisily discussing something in their 
native language, the driver was cleaning the side mirror. The secret mission 
ended, it was time to return to Riga. 

Elena Makarova
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| Form and Deformation |

It is not a simple evil, sweeping away everything in its way, this is an elaborate 
aggregate processing human raw material. Hair can fill pillows, teeth can provide 
golden crowns which can be melted into engagement rings; subcutaneous fat 
is useful for making soap. A man did not go to treatment naked – he had cloth-
ing and footwear. These things had to be put into boxes for subsequent sorting.

However, we are talking about the final stage of the aggregate working. 
It took years of hard work from all kinds of research centers led by PhD-sci-
entists to bring it to light. Biologists, pharmacologists, disinfectors, immu-
nologists, psychologists, physicists, chemists – they all teamed up to create 
this mechanism and test it on defective human material. The material, used 
to wandering the world since its creation, naturally exerted a high resistance. 
In order to destroy it with the least expenditure of effort, it was necessary 
to paralyze its will, strip it of its rights and wealth. However, deprivation, 
even if legalized, could induce the search activity. Having done many ex-
periments on rats and mentally disabled bipeds, scientists found a solution: 

Erich Lichtblau-Leskly, Transport to the east. An hour before departure.
Terezín, 1943. Mira Leskly-Oren Collection
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12 | Elena Makarova, Sergei Makarov | 3000 FATES

direct the search activity onto the wrong track, make the material look for 
a way where there is none.

The aggregate was in fact destroying not humans but defective matter, 
bloodsucking insects, tiny, black, creeping – they were portrayed as such in 
anti-Semitic caricatures. Who among us regular mortals, would spare a flea, 
allow it to drink our blood?

Those who were serving the aggregate had passed through their own 
deformation: they were zombified and charged with hatred for the object to be 
destroyed. Someone who discerned a human being among the material faced 
serious problems.

The aggregate served without interruption from 1933 to 1945. All revolts 
of the defective material against the aggregate were suppressed. It got out 
of order only towards the end of the war, and only because Germany was 
being defeated.

| Lists |

Three trains with about a thousand people each were sent from Terezín to Riga 
in 1942: on January 9, January 15 and August 20. Out of the first thousand that 
arrived on January 12 at Šķirotava station (Riga-switching) and then at the Riga 
ghetto, 112 people survived. Out of the second January transport 16 people sur-
vived. Upon the arrival of that transport about 65 men were selected to build 
Salaspils concentration camp; all the others were shot in a nearby forest. From 
the last, August transport, everybody was shot.

How shall we conduct our research? Let’s start with the names. The website 
Holocaust.cz has a database, but only a few photographs and documents are 
exhibited there, where are the others? We contacted the authors, and it turned 
out that almost all documents pertaining to the perished Czech Jews from the 
Prague National Archive have been scanned, although the website shows only 
10%. Digitalization is underway at the Plzeň city archives, while at the Moravian 
archives in Brno, hundreds of thousands of documents are still in boxes waiting 
for their turn.

Most of the Terezín survivors to whom we turned earlier are not with us any 
more. Happily, our retentive Maud Beer1 is alive. We sent her a list of seven per-
sons who stemmed from her native Prostějov and immediately received a reply:

“There was a Mr. Türkl2 who was befriended with my father, am not sure if 

1  Maud (Michal) Beer (Steckelmacher) resides in Tel Aviv. She wrote a book about her life, 
Co oheň nespálil, Prostějov: Muzeum Prostějovska, 2005. (What Fire Can’t Burn, http://
maudb.weebly.com/uploads/5/8/0/5/5805771/maud_book_part_a_2010_12_10.pdf.) 

2  Richard Türkl, born October 4, 1885, deported on July 4, 1942 from Olomouc to Terezín, 
then to Riga on August 20, 1942 by transport Bb. Died upon arrival, murdered along 
with the whole transport. 
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his name was Richard, it was probably him. It was not a very strong friendship 
as I saw it with my 11-12-year-old eyes. I wondered how come that my parents 
did not have strong friendships... 

Transport list, Terezín, 1942. YV
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14 | Elena Makarova, Sergei Makarov | 3000 FATES

The Bergels1 lived as far as I remember in the Židovské uličky. As far as 
I remember they had a son a few years older than me.

There was a family Bratter,2 they came to Prostějov as immigrants from 
the Sudeten. 

The Singers3 I knew best, Lotinka was the same age as my sister, in Ther-
esienstadt we lived with Mrs. Singer and Lotinka in the house Q 802 but soon 
they left for Poland.”

Even such scarce information raises the researchers’ spirit. “Lotinka” (Lota 
Singer) is not just date of birth, deportation and death, she is a live girl who not 
only met Maud in Prostějov but also lived in the same home in Terezín. 

However, this study is, for obvious reasons, based mainly on testimonies 
given long ago by witnesses and on documents. 

Let us look at the original transport lists drawn up in Terezín and stored 
in the Yad Vashem archives.

The first transport is designated “O, Osten (Riga).” The elongated ring on 
the title page of the list is drawn carefully, thick on the sides, hairlines on top 
and at the bottom; in addition, colored pencils were used, blue on the outside 
and red inside. “9.1.1943.” The year is incorrect! Most likely, this copy remained 
in the internal archive of the Terezín ghetto. The commandant was certain-
ly given a verified copy without errors on the title page. Yad Vashem archive 
workers corrected it in pencil to 1942 and wrote an inventory number on the 
top: 064/277. This was also a long time ago, in the days when they used to put 
notes on originals.

40 pages of the completely accurate list with several insets: thin strips with 
the information about the new deportee cover names removed from the list at 
the last moment. Hana Fessler was initially not on the list, but her parents were, 
let her go with them. Her parents died, Hana was released in Bergen-Belsen. 
German boxing champion Harry Stein is also glued over, but most probably he 
perished (his mystery is described in a separate story in this volume). The first 
on the list was Olga Horak, she perished; No. 999 is Zdenka Marek, survived, 
No. 1000, Elsa Klein, perished. Elsa was the wife of a goldsmith, Egon Klein. 
In 1943 he escaped, and in November 1948 he testified about the atrocities of 
the Nazis in Latvia.4

1  Pavla Bergelová, born May 14, 1882, deported on June 26, 1942 from Olomouc to Terezín, 
then to Riga on August 20, 1942. Perished.

2  Bedřich Bratter, born January 15, 1888 and Terezie Bratterová born July 18, 1892, deport-
ed on June 26, 1942 from Olomouc to Terezín, then to Riga on August 20, 1942. Perished. 

3  Max Singer, born August 11, 1891, Berta Singerová, born January 6, 1891, their daughter 
Lota, born April 1, 1934, deported on July 4, 1942 from Olomouc to Terezín, then to Riga 
on August 20, 1942. Perished.

 

4  The charges against the Nazi war criminals in Latvia, file No. 02/924. E. Klein survived 
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The list is not in alphabetical order, but in the order of enrollment into the 
transport. It has columns for “date of birth” and “profession.” Not all the pro-
fessions are correct, especially in the case of immigrants. Say, Lejzer Widawski 
had a drapery in Berlin; in Prague, he was unemployed but recorded as a worker. 
Doctoral degrees are also indicated only in rare cases. Women’s names are writ-
ten without the ending “-ová”, Czech names are converted into German ones. 
Vitezslav was turned into Siegfried (which, likely, he had been before 1919), 
Bedřiška became Friederika, etc.

The second transport, coded “P,” has on its title page a destination, Riga. 
It is alphabetical. The list comprises 20 pages. As in the “O” list, each person 
is given a line. Why then it is half as long? Because it lacks the columns “Date 
of Birth” and “Profession.” This list does not give additional information to re-
searchers, but it was not intended for them. 

The third transport “Bb” bears the designation East, 20.8.1942. “Bb” is blue 
with a red stroke. The same hand, the same colored pencils. 

It has as many as 60 pages and is also detailed, like the first list “O.” The 
reason for such scrupulousness was hardly the demand of the Kommandatur. 
What was the difference for the aggregate whom to kill first, a professor or a 
cleaning woman? At the end of July 1942, the ghetto of Theresienstadt contained 
43,300 inmates. Accordingly, the staff of the Jewish “self-administration” grew 
essentially. Its workers were excluded from the transport lists, and they had to 
demonstrate their zeal and effectiveness. 

Transport “Bb” was announced in the daily bulletin of the Jewish admin-
istration on August 15, 1942. At the same time, 3000 Jews from Munich, Berlin, 
Frankfurt and Vienna came to Theresienstadt. Shipment had to be done hastily. 
On August 17–18, the suitcases should have been submitted for review, “the new 
numbers should not be sewn on the hand luggage.”

Typists were exhausted. There were many blots and misspellings of names.
Anna Mindlin is typed twice, one record is crossed out, Siegfried Miller 

entered instead. With professions it was still worse, but it was not the fault of 
typists. They were copying the raw data, not yet corrected by the department of 
employment. The vast majority of men in the column “profession” have “worker.” 
Even the famous anarchist Dr. Walter Serner, author of manifesto “Dada,” be-
came a worker. Perhaps in the last year of his life in Prague he did work manually: 
many Jews were sent to field work or for clearing snow on the streets.

Transport “Bb” mainly consisted of those who arrived in Terezín from 
Prague in late July or early August; they were unlikely to have time to be en-
rolled and supplied. Many left wearing the same clothes they had on when they 
arrived: there was no time to check and issue their luggage.

Riga, Salaspils, Kaiserwald, Strasdenhof and Ballastdamm. He escaped in 1943 with the 
help of Karel Piesen, who arrived in the same transport from Terezín. See p. 186.
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| people, Forms and Things |

In 1938, after a successful cleansing and shrinkage of its material (the right peo-
ple are in the right places, the army serves the people, the people serve the army, 
the defective matter has been isolated and partially destroyed), the aggregate 
turned to its neighbors. In March 1938, it took over Austria; in October, the Su-
detenland region of Czechoslovakia, where there resided a large percentage of 

“ethnic” Germans. On October 1, the Germans were greeted in the Sudetenland; 
on October 5, Czechoslovak President Benes resigned; on October 7, Slovakia 
became an autonomous state, then Carpathian Ruthenia received autonomy.

In December 1938, the country’s total Jewish population was 121,512. Ac-
cording to H. G. Adler’s estimates, by June 1939, 9,186 Jews had left, of whom 
888 left via the Palestinian Bureau.

Those remaining were targeted by the aggregate. However, the warning 
signs were clear enough, and before the aggregate could pull the trigger, the 
defective matter weighed anchor from habitable places and moved to the capital, 
or to Brno, where there were large Jewish communities. The aggregate’s tactics 
of localization and compacting the defective material for subsequent mass de-
struction had fully justified themselves.

In a letter to the Prague Police Department, Rabbi Teller1 requested asy-
lum for his family: “I have been in Prague since October 24, 1938... As a rabbi of 
the Jewish community, I stood on the side of Czechoslovakia, and this caused 
a sharp reaction from residents of German nationality. My life was in danger. 
To avoid incarceration in a concentration camp, on October 8 I fled from Bil’in.”

Emil Fantes2 lived in Mariánské Lázně for half a century. He explained to the 
police that he was forced to flee to Prague because of the events in the Sudeten-
land – being an active participant in the Jewish movement, he was persecuted 
by the Nazi Party of Heinlein.

Františka Lauferová3 came from the Karlovy Vary area annexed by the 
Nazis. She moved to Prague in 1939, and the government could not decide 
what she was to the Protectorate: a citizen or a refugee. As a result Františka, 
up to her deportation to Theresienstadt, did not have a residence permit or 
the right to work.

Vítězslav (Siegfried) Jereslav, general director of flour-grinding mills in 
Gütersloh (Westphalia), in 1931 came to Prague, where he continued to do busi-
ness. In 1938, after his capture by Germans of the Sudetenland region of Czech-

1  See the story about Rabbi Teller on p. 124.

2  See p. 165.

3  Františka Lauferová, born June 29, 1902, in Dragovic near Karlovy Vary. Saleswoman. 
Lived in Prague since 1939. Deported from Prague to Terezín on December 10, 1941, then 
to Riga on January 15, 1942. Perished.
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oslovakia, he was recognized as a citizen of the 
Reich. As a citizen of the Reich, he could not be 
a citizen of Czechoslovakia; it was necessary to 
pass certification. In an appeal to the author-
ities Jereslav explains his position, as well as 
reports that he had donated CZK 1,000 for the 
defense of Czechoslovakia.

A needless sacrifice. On March 15, 1939 
the aggregate overran the whole of Czechoslo-
vakia, and those who strengthened its defense 
were blacklisted.

Czechoslovakia was declared the Protec-
torate of Bohemia and Moravia, and the an-
ti-Jewish laws, successfully tested at home, in 
Austria and in the Sudetenland, spread on its 
territory. Channels for emigration narrowed, to 
wade through them to freedom became a task 
of enormous complexity. Those who did not 
make it got onto the deportation lists.

* * *
Why did the aggregate need such a huge bu-
reaucracy? If a person did not exist for the ag-
gregate, what was the reason to have individual 
profiles and check the smallest detail during 
the arrest of a Jewish trespasser? 

Lejzer Widawski was born in Lódz in 1897. 
In 1919 he escaped from Poland in order not to 
serve in the army. He settled in Dresden, trad-
ed in textiles. Became friends with a girl of the 

“Aryan race,” for which he was nearly arrested. 
Eventually he had to flee. On November 27, 1935 
he crossed the border in Teplice Schönau and 
drove to Prague by bus. After obtaining a pass-
port he intended to go to relatives in Uruguay. 
In Czechoslovakia he had neither relatives, nor 
a work permit.

Františka Lauferová, p/p, 1940. NAP , L 450/54

Reich citizen passport of Siegfried (Vitezslav) Jereslav, 

issued in Prague on May 27, 1937. NAP, J 1330/6 
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On May 22, 1937, he was arrested in 
Prague for illegal trade in textiles and released 
after questioning. On November 11, 1937, Le-
jzer Widawski was taken to the police by Jo-
seph Mraz, denounced by a private person: 

“At the entrance to the house 258 Pilsen Street, 
Widawski traded fabrics, caught red-handed on 
the stairs.” Widawski confessed to the crime. 
After a search of his apartment and a fine of 
CZK 30, he was released.

On March 15, 1938, Widawski’s lawyer ap-
pealed to the authorities not to expel him from 
the country. He didn’t trade in fabrics, said the 
lawyer. These were two pieces of fabric left to 
Widawski by an acquaintance who had lent him 
money, and Widawski sold the pieces to repay 
the debt. “Widawski has been living in Czech-
oslovakia, deprived of his rights, since Decem-
ber 1935. On February 20, 1936, he asked for a 
temporary passport, but the request was not 
granted. He had no Polish passport, only a tem-
porary German one.”

“My expulsion from the country would lead to nothing,” says Widawski. 
“In my current situation, I cannot go back; no country will let me in. And these 
two pieces of fabric that I have sold cannot be a reason for such measures. The 
police took my temporary German passport, but have not issued a temporary 
travel one, so I cannot emigrate anywhere.”

On June 24, 1938 Lejzer Widawski was imprisoned, he was earmarked for 
extradition to the border with Poland; he was allowed to take things. Having 
paid a fine, he goes free and disappears from sight. On June 27, 1938 he is an-
nounced as wanted; soon he is found and jailed again. 

On August 28, 1940 he submits documents to leave the country.
The story with a denunciation and arrest for two pieces of fabric happened 

still in Czechoslovakia, not in the Protectorate, but it was taken into account for 
the future. On the other hand, if Lejzer Widawski hadn’t sold lengths of cloth, 
wasn’t his Jewish origin enough for his extradition to the other world?

Any social system creates bureaucracy like mycelium mushrooms, a phenom-
enon as natural as nature itself. In this sense, the destruction aggregate did not 
invent anything new. Except that each bureaucratic squiggle could now cost a life.

Since September 1939 Jews were forbidden to be out of their place of res-
idence after eight in the evening. To track down Jews in the evening was a fa-
vorite pastime for anti-Semites.

Lejzer Widawski, p/p, 1934. NAP, V 2907/2
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Police protocol of June 15, 1940:
Markéta Bondyová,1 born in Prague on 

21 June 1889, of the Jewish faith, who lives in 
Prague, Heřmanova Street 829/18, the wife of 
a Jewish traveling salesman, was arrested due 
to a report by Dr. Walter Steidinger, a German 
by birth. She was at 20.10 in the cafe Česakov 
on Bubenská Square in the company of two un-
identified women, allegedly also Jewish. Thus, 
she violated the law established for Jews. When 
Dr. Walter Steidinger reminded her about the 
law, she told him to go to hell. For this reason, 
Dr. Steidinger’s wife demanded that such be-
havior be reported to the police. Bondyová was 
taken to the police station. After clarifying the 
circumstances she was escorted to her place of 
residence.

June 20, 1940. The case is submitted to the 
Gestapo for further action.”

At the first stage the aggregate surround-
ed the defective material with an invisible wall 
in the form of a long and constantly replenished 
list of prohibitions. It was forbidden to walk on 
certain streets, squares and parks, to visit theaters, libraries, restaurants, stadi-
ums and other public places.

In March 1940, forty-year-old Rudolf Adler is stopped by a policeman at 
an intersection on Spalena Street. Adler reacts momentarily: “I lived in Ameri-
ca for 23 years but such foolery as in our Prague I have never seen.” This one is 
considered unreliable, he is to be sent to the ghetto of Lódz.2

Another example of unreliability, albeit political, is Elizabeth Deutsch, an 
underground communist, the owner of the shop “Black Rose” at On Přikopy. 
Her shop was a meeting point for German and Austrian anti-fascists. While in 
the police dossier there is no word about it, we know from reliable sources that 
the “Black Rose” was under the suspicion of the Gestapo and once was searched. 
However, instead of prohibited literature, the young Gestapo men found mag-

1  Markéta (Margareta) Bondyová, born June 21, 1899, in Prague was an official in the firm 
S. Reich & Co., one of the biggest manufacturers of glass within the Austria-Hungarian 
Empire. Her husband Arnošt Bondy, born January 12, 1890, worked in the same firm as 
a salesman. They were deported from Prague to Terezín on July 30, 1942, then to Riga 
on August 20, 1942. Perished.

2  4000 Jews from Prague were deported to the ghetto in Lódz in October, 1941; 1000 Jews 
from Brno were transported to the Minsk ghetto on November 16; the first transport 
from Prague to Terezín arrived on November 24, 1941.

Markéta Bondyová, maiden name 
Margareta Guttmanová, p/p, 1921. NAP , B 2356/9
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azines with naked beauties, and, fascinated by those, forgot why they came. 
Nevertheless Elisabeth Deutsch was also deported to Lódz.

Jews were hunted down and handed over to the police for passing through 
Senovažne Square that housed banks; the outcasts were not allowed to go past 
the banks, especially because they had owned them quite recently. (By the way, 
some of the former top-workers of the Prague banks were at that time sent to 
Lódz.)

Since March 1940 passports had been marked with the letter “J” (for “Jude”), 
and beginning September 1, 1941, external “marking” was introduced. Jews, in-
cluding children over six, could appear in the street only if their clothes bore the 
yellow Star of David with the word ‘Jude’ sewn on. The central press urged the 
citizens of the Protectorate to show the “marked” ones neither mercy, nor pity.

A young immigrant from Germany, Robert Günther Neuwald1 did not sew 
on the star as instructed. On 27 September, 1941 he was apprehended by police 
on Beethoven Street in Prague. 

“Neuwald walked through the vegetable market with the Jewish star pinned 
to his clothes by one corner. In addition, he did not have documents.” At the 

1  Günther Robert Neuwald, born November 25, 1922, in Berlin. Teacher. Son of the mer-
chant Günther Robert Neuwald and Johanna (Anna), née Lipki. Deported from Prague 
to Terezín on November 30, 1941, then to Riga on January 9, 1942, together with his 
mother Anna. Günther died. Anna was liberated in Stutthof, and in 1946 emigrated to 
the U.S.

Visual aids on how to sew the Jewish star to the clothes. Photomontage, Album 
of the Prague Jewish community, 1940. YV
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police station Neuwald immediately promised to sew the star on properly. “As 
for my documents, they are in the administrative department of the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs; my Reich passport is in the Central Office for Jewish Emigra-
tion in Střešovice.” 

Trying to flee from the aggregate that spread its tentacles over them, im-
migrants were seeking shelter in a free country and were determined to do any-
thing: to live without a work permit, to keep reporting to the police department, 
to humiliate themselves before their relatives and Jewish organizations for each 
crown received as alms. Police arrested them for any minor offense, and they 
were under constant threat of extradition to the borders of the state from which 
they had arrived, and which no longer recognized them as its citizens. There 
was no one to stand up for them, they had no patronage. As a result, they topped 
the lists for deportation. 

They were allowed to enter shops only at a specified time. Dorothea, the 
wife of the famous Dadaist Walter Serner, went to a kiosk for matches.2 She 
didn’t forget to put on the star but forgot about the Jewish curfew. Or maybe 
decided to take a chance.

2  See p. 122.

Visual aids on how to expropriate Jewish private property. Photomontage, album 
of the Prague Jewish community, 1940. YV
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“On December 28, 1941 at 18.30, policeman Rudolf Doležal, service number 
591, officer of the transport security department, brought Dorothea to the police 
station on Krakow Street, Prague 2. He had arrested her in Victoria Square in 
Prague 2 after being notified by engineer Adamec, since she had bought a box 
of matches at Čichovský’s kiosk.”

The aggregate of evil was created in Nazi Germany, which was hostile to 
Czechoslovakia. Nonetheless it succeeded in provoking an anti-Semitism not in-
herent in the Czech people. A number of sneaks appeared. Sometimes they spied 
on Jews on the instructions of the Gestapo, sometimes on their own initiative.

“Dear Mr. Counselor, in the past you have sent some policemen who went 
around and recorded those Jewish families who had a radio. They were also 
on Heydukova Street, 13. On the second floor lives Bunzlová, a Jew, she told 
police that she had no radio but she had one, she hid it in a store at Jaroslav 
Zaíjcek, in the same house where she goes every day. From his shop she every 
day brings large grocery bags and milk, without coupons, and provides it to 
all the employees of the Jewish toy store on Národní Třída in Prague under the 
arcade, and we are not given milk at all. Please, tell your police to look closely 
at 8 PM in tram number 5, and you’ll know that everything I write is true. Mr. 
Counselor, if you do not intervene, I will address the German authorities with 
a copy of this letter.

The Jewish woman Bunzlová is talking to these guys at the shop, it happens 
every night after the store is closed. She is never found at home.”

With another hand on the reverse side is written: “They laugh at our law 
enforcement officers, they say, they are refugees, no one knows them and no 
one can find where they hide the radio.” The name of the sneak is, of course, 
concealed.

The masks of anti-Semites and sneaks get glued to the face of the people, 
but they are not its face. The poison is encapsulated in the aggregate of destruc-
tion itself. The face of the people from time immemorial has been determined 
by worthy persons. It suffices to mention the Christian humanist Přemysl Pe-
ter (1895 – 1976). With his associate Olga Freisová, under cover of darkness, 
they went to visit Jewish children at home, bringing food and everything they 
could get. Such action was considered sabotage and punished either by a trip 
to a concentration camp, or by shooting on the spot. Peter was summoned to 
the Gestapo. As the story goes, he prayed, then took a toothbrush, a change of 
clothes and left. During the interrogation, he was asked why he helps the Jews, 
knowing what he was facing. “As humans you must understand this,” – he said.

“Přemysl visited us during the occupation. He came every week. It kept up 
the morale of parents and delighted us kids. ‘The believer has no right to be 
afraid of Satan,’ he said.”1

1 Elena Makarova interview with Hava Pressburger, Israel, 1991.
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Visual aids on how to pack things for transport. Photomontage, album of the Prague 
Jewish community, 1940. YV

Visual aids on how to prepare to transport. Photomontage, album of the Prague Jewish 
community, 1940. YV
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But not only among believers were there people who were “not afraid of Sa-
tan.” During the years of our historical studies we have met with striking people 
who never considered their help to the Jews as a feat or a special act. Mr. Dvorak 
hid in an apartment four Jewish women who escaped from the after-Auschwitz 
death march in January 1945. He was amazed when to his question of what to 
bring, he got an answer from one of them, “lipstick.” At this point he, still a young 
man, realized what a woman was about. Shaved bald, emaciated, locked in the 
apartment, – and she wants lipstick!

Mrs. Vera Ženatová from a small South Moravian town Bzenec helped the 
family of the Jewish physician Blumka, for which she was denounced by her 
neighbor. A German officer, who took the first floor of Ženatová’s house, helped 
her to exonerate herself before the Gestapo. Ženatová kept Dr. Blumka’s things, 
sent parcels to Theresienstadt and Auschwitz, and when he returned (his wife 
and children were killed), she nursed him back to health.

When you translate the Czech and German documents of the police de-
partment, you cannot help feeling a structured madness. It is packed in different 
types of forms: checkered, striped, stamped, repeatedly signed on the back, and 
gives the absurd an appearance of order. Say, the printed form from Brno archive 
specifies “cafe” as the standard place of detention; if somebody is detained else-
where, the word “cafe” is crossed out and the alternative is entered by hand. This 
is a “virgin” form of 1938; it is verbose and printed on a plain paper. Beginning 
in 1939, forms are edited by demand of the aggregate. New questionnaires are 

Dr. Alfred Blumka, his wife Zděna and children, Georg and Eva, Bzenec 1941. 
Collection of Vera Ženatová
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introduced: for a Protectorate passport, for travel abroad, etc. The key data is 
now nationality, religion and citizenship. By forms one can analyze the state of 
society, but that is the task of sociologists; we only share our impressions.

Police forms for detention are a poisonous red; one cannot overlook them. 
What do you need to know about a woman criminal who bought a box of match-
es at an odd hour, clad in odd pants? Everything! Place of residence, names of 
parents and relatives, religion, profession, marital status, date of registration or 
dissolution of marriage, etc. – down to hair color and teeth condition (almost 
all detainees had bad teeth although some had gold in their mouths – nota 
bene for future!). Things seized during the arrest were recorded with enviable 
thoroughness.

Summons for transport. 
Photomontage, album of the Prague Jewish community, 1940. YV
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As for the deportee, his data should not be detailed so much. He is removed 
like a rotten tooth. The Prague police headquarters form contains brief infor-
mation: Name. Surname. Year of birth. Nationality. Last address of residence 
registration. The final line is imprinted in full: “On November 30, 1941 Mr. X. 
departed with a transport in an unknown direction.”

The foul matter that had been removed interested the Reich only by what 
remained after it. 

It left with nothing, but a place that it had occupied stayed vacant. At the 
assembly point people had to hand in the keys to their apartments, as well as 
documents and valuables   that had not been handed in before. Who will do the 
sorting of what is left behind? The Jews.

Say, the Roma have nothing, so they are collected in reservations and from 
there brought straight to Auschwitz. Jews are different. They have a lot of prop-
erty, and the process of its withdrawal can become protracted. 

This ceremony was too long and the war required investment. The ag-
gregate divided the homogeneous mass of Protectorate Jews into higher and 
lower fractions applying the “Vienna method.” There, it had given the power to 
the Zionists, and one of them, the most suitable, was even brought back from 
a concentration camp. Zionists were ready for all hardships, in order to realize 
the centuries-old dream of a Palestinian state. Idea-mongers don’t watch their 
step. Their gaze is directed toward the future, they are easier to manipulate than 
the mundane matter. 

Therefore, the aggregate entrusted a suicide mechanism to the Zionist 
“bosses” whom it controlled.

On 27 July, 1939 in Prague the Central Office for Jewish Emigration opened, 
customized according to a model approved in the Reich. At its head was put a 
young Zionist, Jakob Edelstein.1 Typically, the aggregate destroyed everyone 
whom it tempted with power. Edelstein drained the cup of woe too.

All the Jews of Bohemia and Moravia were registered as potential emi-
grants. They were forced to pay a high “emigration tax” which for many meant 
the confiscation of property (at a rough estimate, the total cost of ownership 
requisitioned by the Nazis from Bohemian and Moravian Jews was about 12 bil-
lion Czech crowns).2

1  Jakob Edelstein was born on July 25, 1907, in Galicia. An active member of the movements 
Thelet Lavan, Hehaluts, Hatarbut. In 1937 he went to Palestine, established channels for 
the Czech Aliyah. Head of the Prague Jewish emigration department in Protectorate. 
Deported to Theresienstadt from Prague on December 4, 1941. The first Jewish Elder. 
On November 13, 1943 arrested on charges of promoting prisoners’ escapes. On Decem-
ber 15, 1943, he was deported to Auschwitz. On June 20, 1944, he was shot there as an 
especially dangerous criminal.

2  Source: Krejčová, Helena; Svobodová, Jana; Hyndráková, Anna (Hg.): Židé v protek-
torátu. Die Juden im Protektoraten Böhmen und Mähren. Hlášení Židovské náboženské 
obce v roce 1942. Dokumenty. ÚSD AV ČR – Maxdorf.: Praha 1997.
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A request to the police for a “certificate of loyalty” to apply for an exit visa to Shanghai. 
NAP , T 853/1
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“The Jewish Newspaper” published in Prague was true to the aggregate’s 
policy of information/disinformation. Its first issue in German and Czech was 
released November 24, 1939. Being a joint edition of the Jewish community 
and the Zionist Organization of Prague, the newspaper was in fact subordinate 
to the aforementioned office of emigration, that is to Adolf Eichmann. On its 
pages prohibitions, permissions and instructions coexisted. It is prohibited to 
buy garlic; it is ordered to hand over bicycles; you can go to San Domingo for 
agricultural work. 

Under a picture symbolizing the compass rose with the directions of New 
York, Shanghai, Buenos Aires, Sao Paulo and Tel Aviv was written: “Today it is 
a symbol of all Jews.” 

The newspaper was full of images of the beautiful parts of the world; par-
ticularly pleasing to the eye was Palestine, with its kibbutz abundance and proud 
Jews with pitchforks on their shoulders. “Into the future with Hechalutz,” “He-
brew is our mother tongue,” “With a healthy body – to our new home!” The 
paper soothes subscribers: “The U.S. Consulate has not changed its address, it 
remains in the same place in Prague Dejvice.”

“In the near future we are going to the Republic of San Domingo, where 
we’ll work as farmers,” writes a refugee from the Sudetenland Jiří Tegner.1 “It 
is expected that that country will take us in the near future, as it desperately 
needs farmers. We’ll stay a little longer in Czechoslovakia, we have the means, 
and our stay here will not be a burden for the country. I ask for myself, for 
my wife Gertrude, daughter Kateřina and my wife’s parents, Theodore and 
Hermine Heller.”2

The farming project for Jewish settlers in San Domingo did not materialize. 
In 1940, the group, finally formed and equipped with the necessary documents, 
reached the border with Italy. However, the border guards found their transit 
visas invalid and returned them as refugees to the Protectorate.

Judging by the number of questionnaires, the most popular place was 
Shanghai. Apparently, it seemed to exiles the most attainable point on the world 
map. Maybe Prague was visited by representatives of the Shanghai ghetto who 
gave it publicity? 

At least one out of ten people in our list filed for Shanghai. Some of them 
managed to get a visa. But then Italy entered the war, and the way to Shanghai 
was closed.

The money collected for requisitions from each paper, which had to be 
submitted to the visa office, went to repay the costs of rail for deportation to 
concentration camps. Not such a big amount compared to the cost of all property 
seized from Jews. A much bigger amount was paid for warfare.

1  See p. 214.

2  From Tegner’s letter to the Prague Police Department of February 3, 1939, NAP, T 236/8.
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In essence, the “Jewish self-rule” began not in Terezín but in the Pro-
tectorate. By decree of the Nazis Jews recorded themselves; they stripped 
themselves of property and themselves moved furniture from the houses of 
their brethren: the Jewish community of Prague employed over 2,000 people. 
They were accountable to the aggregate, and the “masses” were accountable 
to them: the Jewish authorities were the second link in the hierarchy after 
the Nazis.

“By 1 October 1940 the Jews of Prague occupied 14,920 apartments. Reset-
tlement of Jews in the process of their compaction released 4476 apartments. 
Deportation to Theresienstadt vacated 8101 apartments. Of these, 2901 were 
emptied in full with all the furniture removed. The released area is 232,000 sq.m. 
Over 5200 apartments totaling 416,000 sq.m. remain to be cleared of furniture. 
The available apartments will be placed at the disposal of NSPG.”1 

The value of Jewish lodging property in 1942 amounted to 24,745,799 Cz. 
crowns. By 1942, the Prague Jews were stripped of 10,458 works of art; 18,800 
more remained to be withdrawn.2 

Jewish community workers went from home to home and listed Jewish 
property. Works of art were brought to warehouses where inventory was taken. 
All addresses of the warehouses were listed. 1220 pianos were taken by lorry; 
simpler things could be fetched by their owners. All living creatures – birds in 
cages, cats and dogs – were also the responsibility of their masters.

“When they issued a decree forbidding people to keep domestic animals and 
birds, the parents didn’t want to take our birdie to the knacker’s yard, so they 
sent me to bring it to some person,” says Eva Landová-Merová. “All the way the 
canary incessantly sang. I knocked on the basement room, a man opened the 
window and I passed him the cage.”3 

There were other items that were handed in individually, such as bikes, 
cars, radios, etc. 

The aforementioned Růžena Bunzlová4 owed to Jaroslav Zaíjcek 1800 CZK; 
unable to pay, she bought a second hand radio for 800 CZK. Zaíjcek was pleased, 
and together they listened to the radio, only authorized stations. On March 3, 
1940 Zaíjcek, in accordance with the anti-Jewish law, handed the radio in under 
number 11.439. It was accepted by police officer Ferdinand Schmidtkral.5 

1  Krejčová, Helena; Svobodová, Jana; Hyndráková, Anna (Hg.): Židé v protektorátu: …, 
p. 309. 

2  Ibid. 

3  E. Makarova, S. Makarov. Krepost’ nad bezdnoi. Vol. 2. Ia — bluzhdaiushchii rebe-
nok…, 299.

4  Růžena Bunzlová, born September 18, 1900, in Prague into the family of Bogdan and 
Eleanor. She worked as a cashier at the Prague toy store “Weiskopf”. Deported from 
Prague to Terezín on August 3, 1942, then to Riga on August 20, 1942. Perished.

5  Police report of April 12, 1940.
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Things that were required for the war were declared in lists: warm 
clothes, including underwear, ski suits and skis, syringes, phonendoscopes, 
and so on. 

Drugs, cosmetics, kitchenware, shoes, toys and other small things were 
taken out of the apartments already after they departed with their 50 kg of 
allowed luggage. 

In Riga and Salaspils they also sorted things, but those of dead people. 
Josef Gärtner described the store in Salaspils as keeping photos, nails, dic-
tionaries, clothes, cameras, calculators, shoes, gramophones and a plenty 
of other things.6 

In killing people and enriching itself on their property, the aggregate evi-
dently obtained a sadistic pleasure. Only imagine: mountains of lipstick!

| The nazi head and the Jewish Body | 

The Nazis had made assurances that no transport would ever leave Theresien-
stadt. The January transports to Riga caught the Jewish authorities off guard. 
Although they did have experience making lists, a whole staff of employees 
worked in the Bureau of Jewish Prague and Brno, and the selection criteria 
had become somewhat different. Say, one’s financial situation no longer made 
any difference, but belonging to the Zionists did. Zionists had to be protect-
ed. Children and the sick, as well as members of the two initial construction 
transports along with their families, the commandant still allowed to remain 
in Terezín. It is clear that immigrants and those who had a police record got 
on the list first.

By 9 January 1942, in Terezín there were 7365 prisoners: 5365 from Prague 
and 2000 from Brno. Selecting 1000 persons seemed to be easier than it would 
be later, when a number of people applied for exclusion: one said that he was 
needed in this or that department, another said that he was a relative of such 
and such, an invalid of the First World War, etc. etc.

“I worked all night, did not go to any concerts,” says typist Hilda Han. “The 
Germans demanded one thing after another. And immediately. I do not remem-
ber how many nights I slept. I worked in the Magdeburg barracks, on the second 
floor, and printed transport lists. I remember, they came to ask on behalf of a 
pregnant woman, I turned to the authorities but did not receive permission. I re-
ceived lists of names, copied them and felt terrible, but what could I do? If there 
weren’t any lists, people would have been hunted down on the streets, which is 
even worse. This way at least they agreed on a certain number, and people got 
advance notice. But what tragedies there were!”7

6  See p. 83.

7  Elena Makarova interview with Hilde Hahn, Israel, 1997. 
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It was forty days after the formation of the ghetto, and the Jewish self-gov-
ernment received from the commandant’s office dozens of directions each day. 
Some were made   public immediately, such as mandatory haircuts (the hair 
should be spaced from the base of the skull in women so much and in men so 
much); at what distance a Jew should stand while meeting a representative of 
power and how exactly he should take off his hat with a bow. 

Other directives were made   public after much debate, for example, who 
would build a gallows and hang nine young prisoners for the transfer of letters 
to the outside world, or how to deliver news about the future transports in order 
not to sow panic or embitter the aggregate.

While all this was brewing, the Jews gathered together for cleaning pota-
toes, played vaudevilles and read lectures about beauty to each other. For ex-
ample, in December 1941, the Viennese professor Erwin Weill held lectures on 
the Renaissance for young people in what had been a stable.

When our book University over the Abyss was being written, the German 
archives1 were not available, and in Weill’s brief biography we wrote that he 
died in Riga. As it turns out, Weill continued to lecture in the Riga ghetto, this 
time on Goethe’s Faust; the professor survived Riga, Kaunas and Dachau and 
died in Auschwitz.2

The system of self-government shifted responsibility to the Jewish leader-
ship, transforming them into arbiters of fate: they decided whom to leave and 
whom to send, and they knew – with ever greater certainty – that they sent their 
people to death. In a diary entry, the Zionist Egon Redlich, one of the leaders 
of the Jewish ghetto, talked about it directly: “I petitioned that children should 
not be sent, managed to obtain consent, children do not go. Here <...> we are 
trying to save them from death.”3

So that “knowledge” would not lead to disobedience or even rebellion by 
the defective matter, information was blocked and replaced by rumors that 
were introduced into the masses according to the needs of the aggregate. Jews 
deported from Terezín to the so-called “family camp” at Auschwitz, two weeks 
before their murder were ordered to write postcards to Terezín on how well 
they lived. Receiving cards, relatives and friends were assuaged. Therefore, 
even those who in early 1942 “knew” about the treacherous behavior of the 

1  ITS (International Tracing Service Holocaust Archive in Bad Arolsen, Germany).

2  See p. 71.

3  Egon Redlich diary, record from January 7, 1942. Egon Redlich (Gonda) was born 
October 18, 1916, in Olomouc. In the 1930s he became the leader of the Zionist youth 
movement in Czechoslovakia. Deported to Theresienstadt from Prague on April 12, 
1941. Head of children and youth department, a member of the Council of Elders. 
Camp diary kept in Hebrew and Czech. Taught Hebrew. Wrote plays. On October 
28, 1944 deported to Auschwitz with his wife and six-month son. All died. Source: 
E.Makarova, S.Makarov, V.Kuperman and E. Neklyudova. A Fortress over the Chasm. 
1st Vol.: Terezín Diaries.
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Erich Lichtblau-Leskly. “Prague is cleared of Jews, 1942. Our Zion is Prague. In memory 
of Czech Jews,” 1979. Mira Leskly-Oren Collection

Unloading, Terezín, 1942. YV
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Nazis, later lost all orientation in what was happening. When in 1944 some of 
the ghetto inmates heard from an ex-Theresienstadt prisoner Vitezslav Leder-
er about the destruction in the gas chambers, they could not (would not?) 
believe it. Despite the fact that it was firsthand news: Lederer escaped from 
Auschwitz and made his way to Terezín specially to warn people of the mortal 
danger they were in.1

“What – today, in the summer of 1944 – can this mournful knowledge give 
to us,” wondered a righteous man, Rabbi Leo Baeck, “apart from sowing discord 
and multiplying our grief?” Most likely, he was right. Could he have imagined 
that after the visit of the Red Cross and the filming of the “happy life of the Jews 
in Terezín,” mass deportations to the slaughterhouse would begin?

Adolf Eichmann called Terezín a “small Zionist experiment for the future 
Jewish state.” The reins were given to the head of the Council of Elders, but this 
wagon could go only in the direction specified by the aggregate.

“You could say that we Jews did everything ourselves,” reasoned a former 
prisoner of Terezín and Auschwitz in 1997. “But look at it differently: a headless 
man is nothing. And the head was Nazi. It thought everything up, and we, the 
body acted.

“I in no way want to belittle the capabilities and talent of the Jewish Elder 
Edelstein, but he wasn’t the one who thought everything up. The Nazis did. 
Edelstein did not come up with the idea of populating Theresienstadt with Jews. 
Eichmann and Goering did. The body had to adapt to it and to act so as not to 
self-destruct. This is complete nonsense. The head is thinking how to kill the 
body, but the body resists. To a certain extent, of course. Jews were talented 
enough and able to survive for a relatively long time. Our professors, doctors and 
lawyers knew how to influence the Germans. In addition, there was no problem 
of language. Almost all of them spoke German, many better than the Germans 
themselves. And they were able to present their “projects” to the Germans so 
cleverly that they could do nothing but accept them. Therefore, the task of the 
chief of the body – Jakob Edelstein – was to involve all organs in the work. The 
idea was simple: to survive, to do anything to survive. And whoever got the job – 
the key position was largely reserved for Zionists – could survive. Until the head 
decided to eliminate the body. That is, us.”2

1  Vitezslav (Slavek) Lederer (1904). As punishment for smoking in the ghetto, Lederer 
was in December 1943 deported from Terezín to Auschwitz. Dressed in an SS uniform, 
he escaped in the spring of 1944. A brave man, a former officer in the Czechoslovak 
army, he was able to sneak into Terezín and tell the terrible truth to the members of 
the Jewish leadership. The elders decided to keep it a secret. Some former prisoners 
of Terezín believe this decision wrong. After learning the truth, they say, the prisoners 
would probably have mounted an uprising costing many lives, but which could have 
prevented the mass deportation of the fall of 1944.

2  E. Makarova, S. Makarov. A Fortress over the Chasm. 3rd Vol.: Terezín Lectures…, p. 325.
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| January 1942. Terezín – riga |

Judging from the diary of Egon Redlich, the message about the upcoming trans-
port to Riga came from the commandant on Saturday, January 3.

“4.1. Sunday
I heard the terrible news. From Terezín a transport is leaving for Riga. We 

discussed it for a long time, until someone shouted: “Basta!”
5.1. Monday
The mood is dreadful. Prepared transport. Worked all night. I and Fredy 

<Hirsch>3 achieved only one thing: children will not be included. The mother 
of one child did not want to be discharged from the list on the transport as her 
sick sister was going.

<...>
9.1. Friday
Engineer Zucker4 believes that everything should be solved in an authori-

tarian manner – but so we’ll evoke hatred of the Jews, for whom we are respon-
sible – we, puppets fulfilling orders. <...> Transport departed from T<erezin>. 
Elderly, the sick, the crippled...”

Redlich was 25 years old, apparently everyone who was over 40 seemed to 
him elderly. The average age, as shows the transport statistics, was 45.3 years.5 
What is true is that young children were not touched.

* * *
“I got a job in the office of the ghetto. I was tapping on a typewriter,” says 
Gertruda Ehrlichová-Katscherová.6 “What did I type, I don’t remember, some 
lists. <…> Then they said there would be a transport from Terezín, but don’t 
worry, the office workers and their families will be spared. We were not on 
the lists, and the roll calls confirmed it. However, they said, still another count 
was needed. After that I was included in the transport with my whole family. 
It was clearly the work of the office workers: they protected their own people. 
We had to pack again.”

3  Alfred (Fredy) Hirsch was born February 11, 1916, in Germany, a physical education 
teacher and activist in the Zionist youth movement. In Prague he headed the organ-
ization Maccabi. On September 6, 1943, he was deported from Terezín to the “family 
camp” at Auschwitz. As a senior tutor, after learning about the impending destruction 
of children, Hirsch on March 8, 1944 attempted suicide. He was saved and then was 
killed along with his pupils in the gas chamber.

4  Otto Zucker, engineer, architect, musician. Deputy head of the Council of Elders in 
Terezín ghetto. Died in Auschwitz in October 1944.

5  Wolfgang Scheffler and Diana Schulle… p. 495.

6  Gertruda Ehrlichová (Katscherová), from interview on December 4, 1992, Terezín Me-
morial, 2357-PT. 
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Arrival in Terezín, November 1941. YV

Reichskommissar Hinrich Lohse, ruler of the “Ostland” (Baltic states and Belarus) 
and his officers in the Riga Central Railway Station, 1941.
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Transport “O” left January 9, exactly twenty minutes to three. Test-
ing of the aggregate was successful. The commandant was satisfied. The 
first pancake was not lumpy, and if so, then everything else would go like 
clockwork.

Indeed, the second transport “P” was not even in the daily bulletin 
of the Jewish administration. The young chronicler Redlich preserved the 
memory of this event, although his record was associated rather with his 
moral torments.

“12.1. Monday. Many of my friends are enrolled in the transport. Each of us 
has doubts: is it right, trying to pull your friend from the transport, even if that 
friend is an outstanding personality. It looks like ‘protection.’

Doctors selected patients who cannot go. They joked. And indeed, it was 
gallows humor.

Today I was in a rotten mood. To be responsible for people’s lives, to deter-
mine people’s fates, it’s hard. Hard also because everything depends on chance.

After lunch, a good news: only one transport is leaving.
13.1. Tuesday. This month, five transports arrive. <...> I’m very tired. I can-

not send children. Maybe I’m too afraid of people, because I see all things from 
different sides.”

This time, according to Egon Redlich, he had to send also children. Accord-
ing to age statistics, in the group 0 – 20 there were 113 people, although 20 years 
is hardly childhood. The average age of the deportees was 44.1

| road to the Foreign Country |

“We were going for a long time, with more standing than moving,” says Joseph 
Gärtner.2 “Every now and then long troop trains swept past. Days and nights 
went by slowly. We rode all over Germany, then crossed the Polish border. The 
further we rode, the colder it became, they hardly heated the train, and we 
got very cold in the old cars. <…> In Poland, the train turned straight north. 
<...> We passed Königsberg, then rode through Lithuania. I remember that we 
stopped for a long time at the station of Šiauliai. Soon we crossed the Latvian 
border and reached Riga. We had arrived in a foreign country, and no one knew 
what awaited us there.”

“There were 500 people from Brno and 500 from Prague,” says Gertruda 
Ehrlichová-Katscherová.3 “We arrived at the Šķirotava station. Around us there 
were Germans with dogs, but they didn’t unleash them on us. They took our 

1  Wolfgang Scheffler and Diana Schulle… p. 514.

2  Joseph Gärtner’s story, in Russian: “В Саласпилсском лагере смерти”, – Рига: Латвийское 
государственное издательство, 1964, – 387 с., илл. (In Salaspils Death Camp, Riga, Lat-
vian State Publishing House, 1964). See also the chapter entitled “Notes of a Mechanic.”

3  See interview with G. Ehrlichová, p. 135. 
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luggage and said it will be returned, but it never was. We stayed the way we were. 
The sky was strange but clear, the sun was shining and there was a terrible frost. 
Our feet were freezing, there was plenty of snow, and every step was hard. We 
walked for quite a long time.” 

Irena Racková-Popperová recalled that after an exhausting trip by train, 
they were brought to the Šķirotava station. The elderly were taken aside and 
told that they would be carried by trucks.1 

“When they were loaded in the trucks, Edita Zeckendorfová sang ‘Ave Ma-
ria’ and everyone started to cry, both we and the Germans,” recalls Hana Te-
mel-Spiegelová.2 In the foreign country, the deportees encountered other peo-
ple’s stories. At first they were not aware of them, as they were imprisoned in 
a separate section of the ghetto behind barbed wire, and there was no commu-
nication with local Jews. The newcomers were placed in homes where other 
people’s things lay about: food on frozen plates, bedpans with frozen contents 
in them. There were blood stains on the walls and the floor.

1  From a memory of Irena Racková-Popperová, see p. 154.

2  Hana Hannelore Temel-Spiegelová in the film by Lukáš Přibyl, Forgotten Transports 
to Latvia, 2009. Hana was born on March 13, 1930, deported from Brno to Terezín on 
December 2, 1941, then to Riga on January 9, 1942. Liberated in Lauenburg. Returned 
to Brno on May 31, 1945. Resides in Colombia. 

Arrival of Jews from Lithuania in Riga ghetto, 1942. Http://www.rgm.lv/
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| The riga Ghetto |

The first to be killed in Rumbula3 were Jews from the Reich, the so-called Re-
ichsjuden. During the night of November 29, a train from Berlin brought 1,053 
people to the Šķirotava station. No place was provided for them in the ghetto, 
so 942 people were killed in Rumbula in the morning of November 30, before 
the arrival of the Jews from the Riga ghetto.

The first column of Riga Jews reached Rumbula at 9 am. The column was 
driven from the highway to the path leading to the murder scene. The guards 
formed a funnel along the way to the killing pit. The machine guns placed all 
around would have been enough to stop even a mass escape attempt. Closer to 
the pit, the formation became denser, and starting about 50 meters from the pit, 
the guards stood 6-8 meters apart and the funnel narrowed to 4-5 meters. On the 
meadow next to the forest, a group of Latvian SD took away the hand luggage 
the Jews had brought. On both sides of the trail were wooden boxes for more 
valuable things that the Jews had not yet thrown into bushes and ditches. The 
Jews were forced directly into the killing pits to save the work of moving the bod-
ies. While passing through the funnel they were forced to undress, completely 

3  A woodland in a Riga suburb.

Arrival of Jews from Münster in Riga, 
December 13, 1941. YV
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or down to their underwear. Shoes were dumped into another pile. Those who 
lingered were kicked by the butts of the rifles. Naked, they stood in the cold and 
watched their loved ones being killed. Some lost their minds.

The number of Jews from the Riga ghetto who were shot during the two 
“actions” in Rumbula (the night of November 29 – 30 and December 7 – 8, 1941) 
is estimated at 25,000 people, including 8,000 children under the age of ten. 
The total number of people executed there is 27,800 (including Jews from the 
Reich brought on the night of November 30, 1941 and about 300 Soviet prison-
ers of war, used for digging). The executions were carried by Einsatzgruppe “A” 
together with Latvian collaborators. The clothes of the killed, blood-stained and 
pierced by bullets, were carefully sorted and, together with furniture from the 
ghetto, subsequently sold to Germans and locals.”1

During these two actions, 4,900 Latvian Jews were outside the ghetto. Only 
on the sixth day after the last “action” were the men allowed to visit the “Big 
Ghetto.” Elmar Rivosh has a memorable story about how he returned to the 
house where he had lived with his wife, two children, parents and dog Charlie.

“But I think I’m going crazy. I can clearly see something move under a crum-
pled blanket on our bed. The blanket slips to the floor, and out of it, like a ghost 
of the past, comes Charlie. His sides are sunken, the vertebrae stick out sharp on 
his hunched back. He isn’t used to light and barely opens his eyes. I call him, my 
voice sounds strange. I sit on the bed. Charlie is on my lap, he whines piteously, 
licks my face. It looks like no one has been in the apartment since the “action.” The 
beds have not been rummaged through, just left unmade. Things are in almost the 
same condition that I remember from my last visit when the apartment was not 
yet empty. Only the wardrobe doors are opened and some of the contents are on 
the floor. Dima’s and Alina’s bookshelf with books and porcelain knickknacks is 
as it was too. On the wall are the same pictures. Under Lidochka’s crib is the same 
pot with frozen liquid. On the bedside table at my mother’s bed is the same pock-
et watch, my dad’s watch. It had stopped, as had the alarm clock on the kitchen 
table. <…> I do not need anything. Charlie goes with me to the ghetto. I know 
that I can be shot because of him, but I won’t leave him alone.”2

The Latvian Jews did not welcome the newcomers. They were convinced 
that their families, all their people, were killed to free up space for the foreign-
ers. In addition, the newcomers spoke German. The aggregate strengthened 
this hostility by sending the newcomers to the “Big Ghetto” to sort things that 
did not belong to them, by appointing a Cologne slaughterhouse worker as the 
Jewish chief, and by selecting a Jew from Brno as the hangman.

1  After Grigory Smirin materials, http://berkovich-zametki.com/2006/Starina/No-
mer11/Smirin1.htm.

2  El’mar Rivosh. Rizhskoe getto (Lichnye vospominaniia) (Elmar Rivosh, Personal Memoir 
about Riga Ghetto), 
http://berkovich-zametki.com/2007/Zametki/Nomer16/Rivosh1.htm.
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Prisoners of the Riga ghetto directed to work at the German Air Force depots. 
Http://www.rgm.lv/

The fence in the Riga ghetto. Http://www.rgm.lv/
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The hangman’s name was Wolf Besen.1 They said he was strong and agile, 
and hanged victims so that they died immediately, without writhing in convulsions.

“Strange people, these German Jews,” Elmar Rivosh exclaims. “Their men, 
equipped with armbands and inevitable sticks, provide internal order. Their 
very being embodies the typical German attitude. If Hitler had given them the 
opportunity, they would probably have joined the National Socialist Party and 
became exemplary SS-men.”2

That was their first impression of the new arrivals. Later, when the ban 
on communication weakened, the two groups learned to understand and sup-
port each other.

| January 1942. Salaspils |

By February 11, 1942, twenty-three transports from the Reich and two from Terezín 
had arrived in the Riga ghetto. The aggregate could no longer cope with its re-
cycling of defective material, and its deliveries to Riga stopped until August 1942. 
Transport “P” arrived at the Šķirotava station on 19th January, 1941. Men aged 
from 18 to 40 were separated, including Oskar Benedikt,3 who was twenty-one 
years old at the time. Everyone else was told to get on buses.4 When Oskar tried 
to help an old man to climb in, a German pushed him away and shut the bus door.

“Horrible cold. We walked to Salaspils for five hours. There we found out what 
had happened to our families. We cut wood in minus 16 -17 degree temperatures. 
Frostbite. Gangrene. Two-thirds died. We were trying to get food, a Czech Jew 
reached a house of Latvian farmers and begged for bread. He was immediately 
reported to the Germans. In Salaspils we sorted out the things of those who had 
been killed. If you found food, you stole it, even though it could cost you your life. 
I walked with my partner who had hidden sausage and bread. The guard ordered 
him to remove his pants and shot him to death a foot away from me.”5 

1  Wolf Besen was born on December 18, 1904, in Prague. Deported on November 30, 1941 
to Terezín with wife Antonie (b. October 31, 1903) and daughter Gerta (b. January 6, 
1928), then they were sent to Riga on January 15, 1942. Upon arrival at Šķirotava, Besen 
was selected to be sent to Salaspils, but his wife and daughter were killed in the adjacent 
forest. On October 1, 1944, Besen was transported to Stutthof. Perished.

2  Elmar Rivosh, op.cit.

3  Oskar Benedikt, born on July 11, 1920, in Brno, deported to Terezín on December 5, 1941, 
with his father Leopold (b. April 10, 1892) and mother Elsa (b. May 2, 1892). Sent to 
Riga on January 15, 1942.

4  Gertrude Schneider, author or the book Journey into Terror: Story of the Riga Ghetto, writes 
that the second Terezín transport arrived in the night of January 18. Eighty men were selected 
for Salaspils and the rest were conducted overnight to Riga ghetto, which allegedly caused 
overpopulation in the Prague street of the ghetto. Neither the witnesses, nor sources known 
to us confirm this fact. http://www.ghetto-Terezín.info/pages/r/riga.htm.

5  Oskar Benedikt in Lukáš Přibyl’s aforementioned film.
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The motif of the invincibility of evil haunts the survivors’ reports. Those 
prisoners who still retained some semblance of humanity and reached out to 
help others were destroyed. In Salaspils, the aggregate won a crushing victory 
over the defective material. 

“Hitler turned us into modern-day slaves, completely devoid of any rights,” 
writes Josef Gärtner, a former Salaspils prisoner. “What a mockery of civiliza-
tion!”6 

Only a few returned from Salaspils to the Riga ghetto. Alexander Bergman 
saw “women standing in the sun on the opposite side of the street, in the Ger-
man ghetto, and holding their husbands in their arms like infants. <…> The 
survivors of the construction of the concentration camp were returned to the 
ghetto: they were the ones I saw in the arms of their wives. You could not even 
call them ‘skin and bones’ so small and shriveled they appeared.”7

“When we returned from Salaspils to Riga, Jiří Epstein brought six potatoes 
and spinach,” recalls Otto Urbach. “It was a heavenly meal; nothing like that 
could be found in Salaspils.”8

6  See Gärtner’s memoir on p. 79.

7  A. Bergman. Zapiski nedocheloveka. (A. Bergman, Notes of an Untermensch), Riga 2005. 

8  Otto Urbach, in Lukáš Přibyl’s aforementioned film.

Salaspils Memorial. Http://ru.wikipedia.org/
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| Getting Things in order |

“We settled in homes where Latvian Jews had lived before us,” says Eliška Bendo-
vá-Bergmannová. The ghetto was empty. The houses were named after the cities 
where the transports came from: Berlin, Vienna, Cologne, Düsseldorf. We were 
‘Prague.’ We settled in and were soon sent to work.”1

“We cleaned a house formerly occupied by people who had been shot,” says 
Hana Temel-Spiegelová. “We had to sort things: anything that was good was 
shipped to the Reich. We were not allowed to talk with Latvian Jews.”2

On January 15, a women’s team went to the “Big Ghetto” to clear hous-
es. They were allowed to use the existing heaters or eat any food they found. 
Bringing anything out was forbidden. Because of a skein of yarn found on one 
of the prisoners, every fourth member of the team was shot. Thus perished Her-
ta Winterová,3 Hermína Neumannová4 and Elizabeth Herlingerová;5 the fourth 
name remains unknown.

Not all trains bound for Riga ghetto reached their final destination. The 
deportees’ things, however, arrived.

“On one side were trucks stuffed with suitcases and on the other, buses,” 
says Bendová-Bergmannová. “Everything could be found there, even baby car-
riages...”6 

In his book, Max Kaufman relates how, in the spring of 1942, a certain 
commandant Krause shot the Czech gynecologist Dr. Ranzel. While check-
ing apartments for “Ordnung,” Krause looked into the apartment where the 
doctor lived with his wife and daughter. Noticing that the wife was smoking, 
Krause slapped her. Ranzel, a former Czech army officer, slapped Krause 
back. Krause pulled out a revolver and shot the doctor on the spot. The Rus-
sian translation of the book states that Ranzel himself had been the smoker, 
and he had been slapped. Be that as it may, Dr. Ranzel was remembered as 

1  Alžběta Bendová-Bergmannová, born on September 18, 1914. See her Interview on 
p. 147.

2  Hana Temel-Spiegelová in Lukáš Přibyl’s aforementioned film.

3  Herta Winterová was born on December 28, 1914, in Prague. On March 29, 1939, she 
received a Protectorate citizen’s passport. Deported to Terezín on December 10, 1941, to 
Riga on January 9, 1942. On January 15, 1942, she and 3 other women prisoners were 
shot by Wachtmeister Otto Tuhel.

4  Alžběta (Elisabeth) Herlingerová, born on December 27, 1907, deported from Prague to 
Terezín on November 30, 1941, then to Riga on January 9, 1942.

5  Hermína (Hermine) Neumannová, born on June 26, 1902, wife of Erich Neumann, born 
on October 31, 1909. They married in Prague on June 29, 1941. Deported to Terezín 
together on November 30, 1941, to Riga on January 9, 1942. Erich was liberated in 
Magdeburg. 

6 A. Bendová-Bergmannová, op. cit.
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a man who lifted his arm against the 
devil himself.7 

Apart from practicing mass destruc-
tion, the aggregate functionaries did not 
deny itself the pleasure of killing people 
one at a time, whether for some offense, 
or just when they had had one over the 
eight. Both German and Latvian execu-
tioners were intoxicated during the “ac-
tion.”. How could it be any other way? 
They say even Eichmann vomited when 
he was brought to Minsk to be shown how   
the aggregate’s ideas were being carried 
out in practice. Eichmann was particu-
larly concerned about the moral damage 
done to the soldiers, and the quantity of 
alcohol that had to be delivered to the 
shooting pits to raise the spirit of the he-
roic army. In this sense, the gas chambers 
were much more efficient.

| Action “Dünamünde” |

There was an announcement in the ghetto 
that, on March 15, 1942, several hundred 
people aged over sixty were to be sent 
to work in the cannery in Dünamünde 
(Daugavgriva) in the suburbs of Riga, 
where they would be provided lodging 
(Kasernierung). According to the com-
mandant’s office, the cannery needed 
people for light work, which was suita-
ble for the elderly. 

Max Kaufman watched the scene 
from the window: “Dignified elderly Jews stood in rows of ten and waited calmly 
and quietly for the truck that was supposed to pick them up. Chairs were even 
brought for those who were unable to stand for a long time.” 

7  Dr. Felix Ranzel was born on April 1, 1886, in Brno. Deported from Brno to Terezín on 
December 2, 1941, with his wife Markéta (b. January 21, 1891) and daughter Renée Alžběta 
(b. December 11, 1921) , then to Riga on January 9, 1942. He was killed in March 1942, the 
fate of his wife and daughter is unknown. (Max Kaufman, The Destruction of the Jews of 
Latvia, NY 2010, p. 52. Pdf version: http://www.jewsoflatvia.com/churbnlettland.pdf.)

Elisabeth Herlingerová, “Forgotten transports to Latvia,” 2008

Hana Temel-Spiegelová, “Forgotten transports to Latvia,” 2008

Herta Winterová, “Forgotten transports to Latvia,” 2008
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Kaufman checked his watch: two large trucks accompanied by Latvian 
volunteers spent 30 – 35 minutes loading the old people, carrying them to their 
destination and returning empty for the next load. As became known later, they 
were all killed by the “Arajs team” in the Biķernieki forest. Among those killed at 
that time were about 100 people from Terezín, including Josef Gärtner’s mother. 

“Relatives of those who had been ‘kaserniered’ did not cease to believe in the 
existence of Dünamünde,” writes Kaufman. “The commandant was nice enough 
to even inform them that the people had been placed in the cannery successfully, 
and that they will return to the ghetto in the summer.”1 

| pretend Life |

Latvian Jews courted the foreign girls, penetrating into their territory through 
a hole in the barbed wire; the boys brought treats and even staged dances. Max 
Kaufman remembers how Mrs. Burian sang an aria from “Madame Butterfly” 
in a sweet voice.2 On Saturdays and Sundays, Czech and German Jews played 
football. Prisoners from the Reich and the Protectorate organized a school and a 
kindergarten. “There we were learning, dancing, preparing a show,” says Hana 
Temel-Spiegelová. “The road to the ‘school’ went past the gallows on Blechplatz, 
and I once told my father that I could not go that way any more.”3

Alžběta Bendová-Bergmannová, a teacher from Brno, organized a school 
in the ghetto and even arranged a theater show with children on Hanukkah, on 
December 3, 1942. There were only three Czech children in her school; twenty 
children were from Vienna, the rest from Germany.4

The school did not last long: all the children were taken out of the ghetto 
and killed. This was the goal of the aggregate: to nip the development of the 
defective material in the bud and exterminate its future generations.

Riga ghetto inmates lived in family groups. Many women stopped menstru-
ating, but could still get pregnant. Sometimes gynecologists said it was too late 
to have an abortion, but it also was forbidden to give birth. Pregnant women 
and newborns were to be destroyed. The aggregate destroyed the children: not 
only Jewish and Roma, but also Soviet children. In Salaspils they were poisoned 
with arsenic, kept in ice-cold premises, killed by a blow on the head to save 
ammunition. It was extremely rare for the children of the aggregate’s enemy 
to survive. Of the children who came in the Terezín transports, none survived.

1  Max Kaufman, op. cit., p. 48.

2  Luisa Burianová, an official, born on January 6, 1898, in Ostrava. Deported from Brno to 
Terezín on December 2, 1941, then to Riga on January 9, 1942. Sent to Stutthof in the fall of 
1944, liberated in Torun. Returned to Brno on May 27, 1945, moved to Prague on May 30, 1946.

3  Film Forgotten Transports to Latvia.

4  See her memories, p. 147.
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| August 1942. Terezín |

On August 15, 1942 the daily bulletin alerted the ghetto about a transport going 
to the east. What happened in these days in Terezín is shown in records from 
the diaries of Egon Redlich and Růžena Weinbergerová.5

15.8. Saturday
Egon Redlich: “There was no room for 37,000, no room for 40,000, no room 

for 45,000, either... and tomorrow another 1,000 people will come from Vienna. 
How do we deal with them? Where do we put them? ... There is so little space, 
no space at all, and three transports will take away valuable workers, excellent 
specialists, so necessary to the ghetto. “

16.8. Sunday
Egon Redlich: “No room, and what to do now? If the Jews grumble because 

of lack of space, the Germans will probably send even more transports to the 
east. Besides, the orders come from the capital, and it is far from the ghetto...”

17.8. Monday
Růžena Weinbergerová: “Early in the morning, a woman shouts from the 

balcony next to the window of our room that Mr. Grossman has died, everyone 

5  77-year-old Růžena Weinbergerová was deported from Terezín to Treblinka on October 19, 1942.

Růžena Weinbergerová (1870 – 1942, Treblinka), pre-war photo. Hana Anderová collection
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felt sorry for him, he was, as they say, a good person; this is the third case in our 
house in fourteen days. Today there is a commotion: 38 people from our room 
are being sent to P<oland>.”

18.8. Tuesday
Růžena Weinbergerová : “Trunks are prepared for travel, the yard is full of 

things and those who still hope that they will be removed from the list are the most 
nervous.”

19.8. Wednesday
Růžena Weinbergerová: “All these people will go on the transport. Terrible 

fuss, tantrums, crying; in addition, everybody moans because of the heat. The 
house has been cleaned to prevent infectious diseases. <…> Some go to Poland 
quietly, without complaint, others lose their minds completely.

It is late in the evening, and the house is still in turmoil. Thirty elderly peo-
ple came, where can they be placed? We can take a maximum of ten. We did so: 
all the women were put in one room and the men were provided with another.

Finally there was nothing to sleep or even to sit on. Three younger women 
took stools and had to sit overnight. Everyone who arrived was terribly hungry, 
we gave them some bread and salt – a notable treat – and some drinking water. 
With Roma it is easier: they know how to steal and always find a place to do so.”

20.8. Thursday
Egon Redlich: “The terrible heat. Yesterday women who came from Germa-

ny were stripped naked in search of gold and silver. The outgoing transport was 
also inspected so carefully that some people had nothing left except underwear, 
not even a shirt.”

We know nothing more. Neither circumstances of the trip, nor place of ex-
ecution. Most likely, it was the Biķernieki forest closest to the Šķirotava station.

“My God, what lies ahead?” Walter Serner, one of the August 1942 trans-
portees, had wondered back in the 1920s. And he answered his own question: 

“Absolutely nothing!”1

| october 1942. riga Ghetto |

The Latvian Jews awakened as if from a bad dream, and their thirst for vengeance 
prevailed over the fear of death. This time they would not allow the liquidation 
of the ghetto. Underground resistance members were smuggling in “small ghetto” 
weapons and hiding them in hideaways. At night, they were digging bunkers and 
secret passages to the “outside world.” In the cellar of the forge was a shooting 
range where the Jews learned to shoot.

But, despite all the secrecy, the hiding place was found: the aggregate had 
its own agents. On October 28, 1942, an armed group of ten people managed to 

1  From Walter Serner’s correspondence with artist Christian Schad.
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escape from the ghetto in a truck. The aggregate had been warned about that. The 
SS set up an ambush on the Riga-Madona highway. After half an hour of unequal 
combat, seven were killed, two were arrested, one was missing. As punishment, 
several hundred hostages were shot in Biķernieki forest on October 31 and, in the 
ghetto, thirty-four young Jewish policemen and fifty older people were executed.

After the executions the ghetto was silent. A poster announced: “Latvian 
Jewish police abetted the escapes from the ghetto and smuggled in weapons. At 
12 am they were destroyed on the Blechplatz.”

“Among them was Misha Dubin, he and I became good friends,” reminisces 
Oskar Benedikt. “I saw the police on the Blechplatz in untied shoes; the com-
mandant at the time was Roschman. One of them shouted, ‘run!’”, they began to 
run, and were all shot. I call my only son Michael, in memory of Misha Dubin.”2

| The Letter of marta richterová |

This is the only extant letter delivered from Riga to the Protectorate. Its 
author is Marta Richterová, who was born in Brno. It was written on May 
16, 1943 in the Czech language. In the railroad car repair plant where Marta 
was sent to work, she made   the acquaintance of a “courier,” an elderly man 

2  From the film Forgotten Transports to Latvia.

The Riga ghetto, Ludzas Street. The fence separates the “Small Ghetto” 
from the “ghetto of German Jews.” Http://www.rgm.lv/
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who was going to Prague on holiday. The letter is written in small compact 
handwriting; even experts at the Jewish Museum could not decipher some 
places, so ellipses have been inserted there. The figures that she gives often 
do not coincide with post-war historians’ calculations, but the events she 
describes cannot be questioned.

Unfortunately, we could not find a photo of Marta: the Brno archives have 
not yet been indexed. We do know that she was born on November 26, 1909. 
On December 2, 1941, she was deported from Brno to Terezín, then to Riga on 
the first transport. The last mention of Marta is on October 1, 1944, the day she 
arrived in Stutthof concentration camp.

Riga, 16th May 1942 [1943]
My dear Heda, Stana, and Rudíček,
Once again, I have the opportunity to write to you. I want to tell you 

briefly how things are here. I can only describe about 10% of it; no room for 
details. The transport train stops in the suburbs of Riga, about eight km away. 
We get off the train while the SS with pistols in hand are going berserk. Leave all 
baggage, watches, rings, hand over documents; then my turn came... nothing 
happened, and yet it seems that the watches are ticking more loudly. The trip 
to the ghetto.... 8 km, I only carried one bag of food. In the ghetto, we were 
received by the Jewish police with sticks, and in some cases... The beginning 
was terrible. Four transports from Germany came here before us. Muster (Ap-
pel) for men was in... days; they were sent to work 10 km from the ghetto. Men 
under 55 years old... went off, most were from our transport. They returned 
after 6 months in terrible shape. Of 2,000 men, 1,200 came back. Exactly half 
of the 430 men from Prague came back. Everywhere, the Jewish police behaves 
worst of all. In the first weeks, we were given no food, only a piece of bread a 
day, something like two slices.

The ghetto is big. The poorest people had lived here in the old days. It is 
surrounded by barbed wire and guarded outside by the Latvian police. Barbed 
wire also separates us from 4,000 Latvian Jews: they can come over to us with 
permission. Their 400 women live separately from the men. All in all, 94,000 
people lived here before. Twice in a row, they shot the women and children in 
the ghetto, during their evening muster (Appel). Then the men had to bury 
them themselves. Many found their wives, children, etc., or course dead. Three 
days later, we are sent to work in the shelters for... under escort. We can... take 
food along. There was a layer of [clothing?] on the ground up to two feet high... 
a table was set, and food... We reported there at 6:15 am and returned home at 
9 PM with a piece of dry bread. It was 35 degrees below zero, the hunger was 
terrible. Two months later, I was detailed to snow clearance at the place where 
I arrived. Work began; there were still piles of … in the ghetto. Most people sold 
watches and rings for a mere pittance.
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I could not part with mine … and because of this I was terribly hungry.
There were frequent checks at gunpoint. Black marketeering is punishable 

by death. Every day, someone was shot or hanged for it. Often, we were taken to 
the gallows to watch the executions after work. All of this was awful. We never 
got back anything from our luggage.

Only a few got their rucksacks back. Myself, I only got back my betroža [?]. 
Most probably, all our luggage was sent to the SS in Riga. There is a clothing de-
pot here but it’s hard to get anything from there except some broken things: all 
the good things had been taken by the police. A second transport arrived from 
Terezín – 65 men were sent to Salaspils, the women and all the others were tak-
en to the woods – to meet their Maker. After that, a few more transports came 
from Germany and Vienna. The first action took place here two months after 
our arrival. 1500 elderly people were taken to the forest, to meet their Maker. 
The second took place last year at Passover; the third involved Latvian Jews. 
41 Latvian Jewish policemen were killed in the ghetto by machine guns, 140 were 
sent to the forest to meet their Maker. I won’t write about individual cases. In 
Salaspils, most died from starvation or a bullet. German and Czech Jews would 
just as soon kill each other as look at each other. Aryans and Dutch Jews favor 
Czech Jews but not German ones.

A year ago, I was detailed to a factory where they repair train wagons. Forty 
Latvian Jews and 8 women from Prague work there. We report for work at a quar-
ter to seven in the morning and get home at 7 PM. Sometimes the work is very 

The inmates of the Riga ghetto walk along Gogol street. Http://www.rgm.lv/
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hard. The way from the ghetto and back takes altogether 3 hours. Here work 500 
Latvian Aryans, Russian prisoners and the Dutch. I’ve gotten very good at com-
municating in Russian. With the Aryans, I speak only Russian. There are Germans 
here as well. My friend works here, too. He is a very good man, middle-aged. He 
brought me the latest greetings from Heda and Jenda. You can’t imagine what a 
joy it was. Mail is a big problem, there is censorship; I gave him tobacco for the 
first news. I get it by black marketeering, keep a third for myself, and live from 
that. The rations are too small to survive on. We get 100 grams of sugar per two 
weeks, the bread they give us for three days lasts me a day and a half; also coffee, 
cereal, black flour, salt, gryce,1 smelly fish heads and greens. We pick nettles and 
use them as spinach – it’s delicious. We are four to one room, with the Fesslers;2 
they know Jožka, K. and E., but no collective. But I’ve had enough, I have risked 
enough already. Sometimes I am amazed that I’m still here. On the black market 
everything is very expensive: 1 kg of butter 90 rubles, 1 kg of lard 65 rubles, an 
egg 3-6 rubles, flour 25 rubles, etc. I sell textiles for money and take food at lower 
prices. They say I’m tychtig.3 No jinx! My friend, the one that brought me greetings 
from you, is leaving for 6 days on vacation. Heda, if you could arrange one thing, 
I would be very grateful to you. I need men’s shoes, size 40-41, maybe Jenda has 
an extra pair that are still good for work. I now wear men’s size 42, but they are 
almost worn out; and I can only manage the walk in comfortable footwear (ha-
frlata4 would do). Then also men’s sandals, 39-40, like those which Stana wore 
to the office. Just so they are okay. Then about 3 pairs of socks for the summer, 
I wore ski socks all summer; 2 tubes of toothpaste and a few Czech cigarettes for 
the head of our group, who is very good to me, his word means a lot in the ghetto. 
Then, my ring is at Sembera’s5 – Jenda will give you the address – also, if possible, 
my bracelet that you have, and if possible get some other gold – and hide all this 
in the heels of the shoes. Put letters from all of you under the sole and send one 
separately to his address. The package cannot be large, just a little bigger than a 
shoe box. Heda, if you have a piece of fabric of the kind they use to make aprons, 
it doesn’t matter what kind, sew it into a duvet, and I’ll have it made for a work 
dress here, add it in the package. Talk it over with Stana, and also with Jožka is 
still in Brno, if he is still in Brno. Just arrange everything quickly so everything 
reaches him in time. He is traveling from Germany on the 27th of this month, he 
has only 6 days of vacation. Send cigarettes for him separately – he’s a heavy smok-

1  Meaning not established.

2  Ludvik (1879) and Eliška (1893) Fessler from Brno.

3  Efficient, competent (from the German “tüchtig;” used in colloquial Czech before World 
War Two).

4  Low shoes with long tongues that flip over the lacings (from the Austrian German 
“Haferl;” used in colloquial Czech).

5  Evidently an acquaintance with whom Marta left the ring for safekeeping.
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er – without a letter. I don’t know if you can get it all, I don’t know your situation 
and the conditions there at all. I enclose another letter, if possible, I’d like at least 
a short answer, and check if Ota Polák is in Prague and at this address: Prague 8, 
King Jiří Square, 917. I... owe him much. Congratulations on your baby. Write me 
everything, my darling Heda and Stana, write about how you live, what is going 
on, how little Pepíček is doing, and what you hear from Isa. Getting any kind of 
word is a real miracle, so is being able to write anything. There are many parti-
sans and paratroopers in the forests around here. It is difficult to get in touch with 
them, but I already have friends here in case something happens. I do not know if 
I will be able to get out of here, after what happened in Warsaw and Kovno, we’re 
beginning to have our doubts. So, dearest Heda, Stana and Rudíček, thank you 
many times in advance for your willingness to help and for your sacrifices. Be 
healthy, all of you, stay together forever, even in times like I am facing now. It’s 
terrible when a person is alone.

All the best
Yours Marta.

Dear Jožka... and Jiříček, I cannot write much, but I think of you often. Let 
me know if your sister is writing, her exact address and how she’s doing. I would 
like to establish contact with her too. The thought of your parents, it’s terrible. 
Write what happened to them; they are old people, and you get all sorts of ide-
as in your head. But write only the truth. How are you, what’s new? Here is... 
Neugebauer’s6 brother from the [Jewish] community is here with the Latvian 
Jews, we often talk with them. What’s going on with the Kohns? Help Heda to 
send everything. Stay healthy, all of you. Greetings and a kiss,

Marta
Write a few lines to Heda, let them write everything on thin paper. I will ac-

cept things for Dicky if there is still room (in the package), she is my only friend.7

| Kaiserwald and its Affiliates |

On June 21, 1943, Himmler decreed the elimination of all ghettoes. At the time 
when Marta wrote her letter, German and Polish criminals from the Sachsen-
hausen concentration camp built a new camp on the outskirts of Riga, near 
Mežaparks. The war situation changed unfavorably for the aggregate and there 
was still a seemingly endless and ineradicable quantity of “defective material.”. 

Kaiserwald translates into English as “Imperial Forest.” Its “emperors,” the 
criminal kapos, staged “carnivals”: they herded prisoners into barracks, barred 
windows and doors with bunks and beat the helpless inmates. In the Imperial 
Forest, prisoners were abused both by the Nazis and criminals. 

6  Probably Rudolf Neubauer (b. January 17, 1904) from Prague.

7  Courtesy Jewish Museum, Prague.
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“If ‘carnivals’ occurred on Sunday, they attracted a sizeable audience. The SS 
often came with their wives,” recalls Meir Lowenstein. “Drunken laughter min-
gled with cries of the battered prisoners, creating a chilling ‘carnival symphony.’”1

1  See http://berkovich-zametki.com/2013/Zametki/Nomer2/Levenshtejn1.php.

Kaiserwald. Drawings of prisoner Bernd Haase, 1945. 
Http://www.gelsenzentrum.de/bernd_haase_gelsenkirchen.htm
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In the camp there were three men’s and three women’s barracks, a room for 
patients, dress stock with a sewing workshop, forge, various shops and a small 
radio mechanical shop. 

From the camp, Jews were sent on “deployments” to the so-called “Kaserni-
erungen,” such as the Riga VEF plant (then a subsidiary of the AEG company2), 
tailor and repair shops, etc. It was mostly businesses that were not inside Riga.

Dozens of Terezín transport prisoners ended up in Kaiserwald, among 
them Heinz Proskauer,3 Moritz Ikler,4 Hanuš Pasch5 and others. The Jewish elder, 
Oskar Steier6 from Prague, came to Kaiserwald from the Riga ghetto in Novem-
ber 1943. In the summer of 1944, he managed to escape from the Kasernierung 
called Park. According to Max Kaufmann, a Jewish elder of this Kasernierung, 
conditions there were quite tolerable, even elitist. 

In the summer of 1944, due to Steier’s escape, Kaufman and four Latvian 
Jews were taken hostage and sent from Park to Kaiserwald.

 Another Kasernierung did not have a romantic name at all: Ballastdamm. 
Its elder was the Czech Jew Karel Oppenheimer. “Oppenheimer, like a gypsy 
with a mustache and shining eyes, managed us expertly, creating the impression 
of full devotion for the boss, while in fact he was trying to create tolerable con-
ditions for existence. ... The camp was surrounded by a high fence with barbed 
wire; we were guarded by Latvians in Schutzmann uniforms.”7 

On the photograph that has survived, Oppenheimer is without a mustache, 
with no shine in his eyes. His wife, Marta, looks reserved and calm. The one who 
really has a special gleam in his eyes is Otto, Karel’s elder brother. Alas, none 
of them survived.

| Strasdenhof |

This branch of Kaiserwald was established in October 1943, before the liquidation 
of the “small ghetto.” Maria Rolnikaite describes her first impression:

“We drive into a large yard. It is surrounded by a high stone wall, above 
it – several rows of barbed wire and lamps. No barracks. There is only one big 
house. At the end of the yard is a canopy with hanging lamps in the corners. Very 
pleasant smells come from there. Is this the kitchen, and we will be given soup? 

2  German electro-technical company (Allgemeine Elektrizitäts-Gesellschaft Aktienge-
sellschaft).

3  See p. 113.

4  See p. 92.

5  See p. 171.

6  Steier Oskar (b. August 4, 1904), deported to Terezín on November 30, 1941, then to Riga 
on January 9, 1942. Survived. 

7  Alexander Bergman, op. cit., p. 121.
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We are formed up by a German in civilian clothes. Paramilitary dark suit and cap, 
very much like a prisoner. He counted us and told not to move on, and then he 
was gone. We were approached by several anxious-looking men. From them we 
learned that the camp is called Strasdenhof and it is in Jugla, the outskirts of Riga.”1

According to Gertruda Ehrlichová-Katscherová, many of the elderly, includ-
ing her mother, were taken from Strasdenhof in trucks. Their fate was unknown 
to Gertruda.2

Today we know that the 54-year-old Pavla Katscherová was gassed. The 
“actions” in Strasdenhof on July 28th and August 3rd, 1944 were brutal, especially 
the last one, when two-thirds of the camp population, 1,000 people under the 
age of 18 and over 30, were taken by buses to Dvina (Daugavas) Street and killed 
in a gas disinfection chamber. After this, the camp was disbanded.

| names and numbers |

In the ghetto people had names, in Kaiserwald only numbers. The defective 
matter became nameless. The aggregate alarm system reacted to the numbers: 
the higher the number, the worse it was for its bearer. Sometimes prisoners 
were renumbered; for example, Erwin Weill came from Prague bearing num-
ber 363, went from Terezín to Riga with number 644, from Riga via Kaunas 
to Dachau-Kaufering with number 8582. In Auschwitz, he would have gotten 
a six-digit number, but he was there for only one day.

“The time came when I didn’t pass selection in Kaiserwald,” says Oskar 
Benedikt, “and I was sent to the detention center to await my fate. It was in the 
women’s camp. Everybody there was crying and moaning. It was a shock. Late 

1  IMaria Rol’nikaite. Ia dolzhna rasskazat’. Dokumental’naia povest’ (Maria Rolnikaite, I Must 
Tell the Story) http://lit.lib.ru/r/rolxnikajte_m_g/text_0010.shtml. 

2  See her memories on p. 140.

Oskar Benedikt, 
“Forgotten transports to 
Latvia,” 2008
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in the evening I saw a German Jew who prayed with all his heart, not paying 
any attention to his surroundings. Beside him was a small child. The religious 
Jew said, our job was to pray, but I was worried about the baby. Next to me was 
another prisoner, and the three of us talked until dawn on how to deal with faith, 
and what to do with the child. We persuaded the religious Jew to spirit the child 
into the female ghetto. And we did it. Then came the cars, the commandant 
counted eleven men, and all the rest – to slaughter. I was one of the eleven.”3

| Stutthof |

“On August 12, as far as I remember, the cars came to take us,” says Irena Rack-
ová-Popperová. “The cars did come but we nonetheless had to walk through Riga, 
over a bridge spanning the Dvina, and to Kaiserwald. About three days later, we 
were taken from there by boat to Stutthof. 

“The front was approaching,” said Otto Urbach, “and the Germans began to 
build storage facilities for fuel. At that time, Karel Piesen, Honza Wollner, Franta 
Moravec and I met a German worker, an anti-Nazi, who brought us different 
things, such as bread and schnapps. Once we were caught, Honza was beaten, 
but when they thrashed him, there were so many lice on him that the Germans 
sent all of us to disinfection and from there we ran away. 

“In mid-1944, a Czech group led by Karel Piesen was formed in Kaiser-
wald. The Latvian Jew Harijs Kusmans was its ‘patron saint.’ He had connections 
among the Germans and found out that they intended to drive us somewhere 
by the sea. It was Stutthof.”4

“The chief there was a German,” says Racková-Popperová, “and the kapos 
were German women, jailed for prostitution. At three in the morning, they broke 
into the barracks with whips and expelled us all on Appel. There we stood till 
10 am. Between us walked SS-men and selected people for the gas chambers.”

3  From the film Forgotten Transports to Latvia.

4  Ibid.

KZ Stutthof barracks. Ghetto Fighters’ House archives
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“In Stutthof was a gas chamber,” says Oskar Benedikt. ”We saw a mountain 
of children’s and women’s shoes. I stayed in this camp until the end of February 
1945. From there, we were sent to Germany, on a death march. The Russians 
were very close. I lost consciousness. Two days later, I woke up and saw Russian 
tanks through the window.”1

“In Stutthof, a Nazi asked who will lay bricks,” says Otto Urbach. “Moravec, 
Piesen and I stepped forward and we were sent not to the pier but to the rail-
road. So we ended up in Magdeburg. Germany was being bombed. In the house 
where we hid, we found a mountain of potatoes; we ate until we were completely 
stuffed, and it was pure alcohol. We sat there ten days until were found by some 
man. He laughed: we were white all over with dust, like flour. He invited us to 
a restaurant. He made an order in English, but the restaurant owners, husband 
and wife, refused to serve us: we were Jewish!”

Those who managed to survive Stutthof, Dachau, Buchenwald, Ber-
gen-Belsen and Auschwitz were sent on death marches.

| return |

53-year-old Olga Ameisová recorded her entire route in a lined notebook:
29.11.1941 Gathering point in Brno, the school on Merhautova Street
02.12.1941 Terezín ghetto

1  Ibid.

Stutthof. Ghetto Fighters’ House archives
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06.01.1942 Terezín ghetto, Hamburg barracks
09.01.1942 Departure from Terezín
12.01.1942 Riga ghetto
12.07.1943 Kukas, peat work
21.10.1943 Concentration camp Kaiserwald / Mežaparks
25.10.1943 Riga ghetto
13.11.1943 Riga ghetto and AEG.
01.01.1944 Arrest due to the dress
09.04.1944 Riga, grocery warehouse
06.07.1944 Clean-shaving
25.09.1944 Riga, departure
01.10.1944 Stutthof, arrival
29.10.1944 Stutthof, departure
01.11.1944 Torun, arrival
20.01.1945 Death march – evacuation
23.01.1945 Goldfeld near Hannover, arrival
24.01.1945 Goldfeld, departure of the SS
26.01.1945 Liberation by the Soviet army, Friday, 15:30

Olga Ameisová. Routes of the war. Pavel Gerö collection
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18.02.1945 Bydgoszcz, arrival
21.02.1945 Bydgoszcz, departure
24.02.1945 Lublin, arrival
21.03.1945 Lublin, departure
24.03.1945 Humenné, Slovakia, arrival
26.03.1945 Poprad, Slovakia, meeting daughter Wanda and son Bela.
08.04.1945 Ružomberok, Slovakia, arrival
10.05.1945 Vyškov, Czechoslovakia
11.05.1945 Brno, Friday, 17:301

Ameisová’s Brno apartment was occupied by strangers. A hundred twen-
ty-five of 3,000 Jewish deportees from Terezín to Riga survived till liberation 
and returned to their homes that they had left ages ago. They knew that all their 
property was gone – they had handed it in themselves – and despite this obvious 
fact they believed that on return they’d find everything in its place. Only a few 
people realized that no one awaited them, that nothing of theirs was left, and 
they had to start from scratch.

* * *
On the train from Brno to Prague, I struck up a conversation with an attractive 
girl. She informed me that she had successfully passed the exam in botany and 
showed me a catalog of flowers. I told her that I had spent the whole day in Brno 
archives and showed her copies of documents. The girl silently looked through 
few pages and said, they had at home a porcelain service remaining after the 
Jews, beautiful, painted with flowers. Her grandmother had kept it. Maybe you 
can take it to the Jewish Museum? She said to me. It will now be hard for me 
to look at it.

We were unable to find any items that belonged to the people on our list. 
But thanks to the National Archives in Prague, the Terezín Initiative Institute 
and some private persons, we know what some of them looked like, where they 
used to live, what they did and whom they loved.

A photo of Jiří Mendl from transport “P” we sent to his sister, the well-
known writer Ruth Kluger. 

“When I opened the attachment to your last letter and suddenly looked in 
the face of the boy who a long time ago used to be my big brother,” she wrote 
to us, “it was like being hit in the stomach. And at the same time, it was like 
recovering a piece of life that had seemed lost forever in the great shipwreck of 
Jewish history.”

It is to this “recovering a piece of life” that this work is devoted.

1  Olga Ameisová, see p. 163.
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| The Teacher |

Arnoštka (Ernestine) Barbašová1 was born in Vyškov, Southern Moravia, to 
Moritz, a synagogue cantor, and Johanna, who both died in early 1939.

Barbašová graduated from the Vyškovské gymnasium with a major in Czech 
grammar and, in 1918, went to Charles University in Prague where she studied 
German, French, Italian, Spanish and philosophy. Her frequent visits to France 
would seem to disclose her particular passion for its language and culture. 

The profession to which she dedicated her scholarship was that of school-
teacher. From late 1924, she worked in Tábor at the Plzeň and later the Kremnica 
schools. She was certified in 1929, then taught at the Ostrava gymnasium until 1933 
when she moved to the Brno high school. She taught there until the year prior to 
Czechoslovakia’s occupation, when she worked at the Královské-Polské gymnasium.

Apparently, the frequent moves were related to Barbašová’s character – she 
was, as a student of hers recalls, a lonely and introverted person who found it 

1  Arnoštka Barbašová (born in Vyškov on May 20, 1899 – to Terezín on December 2, 1941 – 
perished in Riga).

Arnoštka Barbašová in the Královské-Polské gymnasium in Brno. 
Courtesy of the Museum of the City of Brno, 1938
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difficult to interact with people. In addition, she suffered from severe diabetes 
and was by law entitled to a 17-hour work week, which could be a problem for 
her employers. 

Arnoštka Barbašová quickly understood Nazism’s dangers and did 
everything in her power to communicate them. When a pro-Nazi magazine pub-
lished by “The New Czechoslovakia Movement” was circulated in spring 1938 
at the Královské-Polské gymnasium, it was Barbašová, together with her fellow 
teacher Gorničká and certain of their students, who secured the Nazi movement’s 
propagandist’s removal from their campus. 

Their stand excited interest beyond the school, and the newspaper “Equal-
ity” published a story “Cagoulards1 in the Královské-Polské gymnasium.”

In February 1939, Arnoštka Barbašová was forced to sign a written state-
ment that her parents were both Jewish. On April 18th 1939, a month after 
Czechoslovakia was occupied she was invited to resign her teaching post and 
go on indefinite leave, which she did on April 24th as a result of pressure ex-
erted by the school’s administration. On June 30th, at the age of 40, she was 
pensioned off. 

All her attempts to emigrate from this point on failed. As a Jew her rations 
were scant and her medical care practically non-existent.2 

Barbašová was transported from Brno to Terezín, then to Riga; but there are 
no records to show that she arrived. These journeys would have been arduous 
for anyone, but surviving any part of them in her state of health would suggest 
an unusual spirit, faith and survival instinct.

| philip Beran3 and his Family |

We would never have learned anything about Philip (Filip) Beran and his family, 
if not for the website that was created by Max Beran,4 Philip’s grandson. 

In his July 11, 2013 letter to us, Max says: “So all in all I do not think I have 
helped you much with solid facts or a real analysis of his personality, but it 
might be that even these few small episodes may help paint a picture of a real 
person with a real life left behind to accompany any images you display. … But 
I suppose you have much other material from the thousands of displaced people 
who passed from Terezín to Latvia. Have you more on Philip in Latvia? Was he 
one of the ones taken immediately to the execution site?”

1  French fascists (Fr.). 

2  Related by Dušan Richter, formerly a student at the Královské–Polské gymnasium.

3  Philip (Filip) Beran (born Brno on May 26, 1880 – to Terezín on December 2, 1941 – to 
Riga on January 9, 1942, perished).

4  Based on the memoir “A Tale of Two Portraits,” written by Philip’s son Rudolph Beran 
(1913 – 2008) http://brunoBeran.com/images/stories/files/jewishrecorderstory_4.pdf. 
Commented and edited by Rudolf’s son Max Beran, born in 1941 in London.
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We were able to inform Max that unfortunately Philip was among those 
who were shot in a forest immediately upon arrival at the Šķirotava station in 
Riga on January 19, 1942. 

The industrialist Alois Beran had two sons, Philip and Bruno. Philip, the 
older brother, was in the family business, while Bruno devoted himself to serving 
the muses. To study art, the gifted young Bruno was sent to the best colleges of 
art in Europe. At that time, the family could afford the expenses: during WW1, 
the Beran works supplied khaki cloth to the Austrian Imperial army. Over 1,000 
workers were employed in their Brno factories. 

In 1905, Philip married Irene Subak, the daughter of a family of well-to-do 
merchants. Two children followed: Minnie in 1906 and Rudolf, whose memoirs 
are quoted in this concise report, in 1913. 

“With the outbreak of WW1, Philip was in a reserved occupation – factory 
management – but Bruno was called up. He was a rather delicate young man, 
and army life aggravated his condition so that after six months of service he was 
discharged and came to live with us in our flat above the Mlýnská Street factory.

“It must have been in this period that mother fell in love with Bruno; and 
although as a young boy I was not aware of it, I was raised in a ménage-à-trois.” 

Brno, at this time, was a flourishing cultural centre. Irene belonged to 
the elite: she performed in the theatre, sat for famous artists, took Philip and 

Irene and Philip Beran, 1905. Max Beran collection
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Bruno to premieres and concerts, enriched her collection with works of then 
little-known artists, such as Oskar Kokoschka.

In early February 1918 the dying Gustav Klimt signed a picture of his for 
Irene; in 1928 in the Galerie Würthle in Vienna, an exhibition from the Irene Be-
ran collection was displayed, including 111 works by the Vienna and Munich Se-
cession – the work of Klimt, Schiele (20 drawings!), Kokoschka, Corinth, Haber-
man, who painted the famous portrait of Irene, and other celebrities.

“In 1929 the family’s fortunes changed dramatically. The output of the 
factory was geared to the large market of the Austrian Empire, but the em-

pire had fragmented into smaller nations, such 
as the new country of Czechoslovakia. Each 
country was trying to promote its own indus-
try by erecting trade barriers; to make matters 
worse, our factory held large stocks of quality 
wool from Yorkshire and Scotland purchased at 
a price that was undercut by cheap wool from 
Australia. The inevitable result was financial col-
lapse and takeover of the factory as well as our 
home by the bank.

“This was a period of great change for our 
family. We moved to a smaller flat in my grand-
father’s large house at the corner of Parkstrasse 
(now Drobného) and Speckbacherstrasse (now 
Erbenova), elegant streets on the northern out-
skirts of Brno. Bruno spent extended periods 
travelling and painting; sometimes alone but 
ever more frequently accompanied by Irene, 
a situation which continued until Bruno set up 
his studio in Paris, after which Irene became his 

constant companion. She brought with her many of Bruno’s earlier pictures 
and some of the family’s art collection, which were put into storage in two 
large crates where they remained until after WW2. Her own portrait, however, 
remained behind at Philip’s specific request, as he was devoted to it. In 1935 
Irene and Philip were divorced, and for the next two years, Bruno and Irene 
travelled across southern France and Spain with his easel and paintbrushes. He 
particularly loved the scenery, the light and the people of Ibiza in the Balearics, 
and they rented a house there.

* * *
“Only Philip was left in Brno now, and life there was becoming increasingly un-
comfortable. Already in the pre-war period, tensions between the German- and 
Czech-speaking populations had increased, made worse by anti-Semitism. 

Irene Subak 
posed as Salome 
for Franz von 
Stuck, 1906. 
Max Beran 
collection
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The Beran family on vacation in Austria. Philip Beran (back row, right) is next to his wife 
Irene. In the center, Alois Beran with grandchildren Mina and Rudolf, 1920’s. 
Max Beran collection

Three generations of the Beran family. Philip Beran and Mina on the right, 1910. 
Max Beran collection
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“Bruno and Irene wanted Philip to join them 
in Paris, but he refused – he had never harmed a 
fly, he said, so why should anyone harm him? So 
he remained in Brno; how tragically wrong he was 
to do so.”

* * *
Philip Beran, unlike his brother, did not become a 
celebrity. And in his family he also held a modest 
place. As Max Beran wrote to us in October 2013, 
Rudolf viewed Bruno as his father, while Minnie re-
tained stronger connections to Philip. “I met Bruno 
and Irene several times when they had made their 
home in Spain. The topic of Philip was never raised 
in my hearing, but then my father always conversed 
with his parents in German. In all official or public 
biographies, the old couple always maintained the 
myth that they had been together since their stu-
dent days. … Similarly, my Aunt Minnie, who lived 
in Paris throughout, did not refer to Philip in my 
hearing, though the photographic relics that are in 
the pictorial history all came from her scrapbooks. … 

“I did receive some interesting third-hand intelli-
gence from someone who had met Bruno and Irene in 
Canada and had known Philip and Bruno when they 
were running some sort of medical office on the east-
ern front in Galicia during the first war. Apparently, 
she took charge of the office paperwork, which she 
said was in total chaos, though she had the highest 
regard for what she thought were unworldly brothers. 
However, Philip must have had some sort of business 
acumen, as he helped run the very large family facto-
ries in Brno. Bruno, on the other hand, was allowed 
to follow his heart and become an artist, with studios 
in Munich and Paris at various times.

* * *
“The house at Drobného was confiscated – presuma-
bly with its contents. Land registry records confirm 
that the confiscation process commenced in Novem-
ber 1941 and was complete by September 1942. Con-
tact was of course impossible.”

The Berans used to breed Chinese dogs, 1933. 
Max Beran collection

A room in Beran’s apartment, 1930s. 
Max Beran collection
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| A Game Like roulette |

The businessman Oskar Blumenthal1 came from the Moravian city of Ostrava. 
We do not know when he moved to Prague, but he got a passport in the capital 
in 1930 when he was 45 years old. In 1931, he was authorized to take a driv-
er’s license test, and in 1932 he became co-owner and director of the Alhambra 
Theater on Wenceslas Square. The theater was built in 1914 by the famous ar-
chitect František Weyr (1867 – 1939). It was apparently in need of repair, which 
Blumenthal carried out with the architect’s guidance.

Blumenthal’s office employed about a hundred people. The secretaries did 
not have enough time to write letters to local and overseas art workers; establish-
ing cultural ties took all their time, so Blumenthal applied to a court, which had 
plenty of typewriters, and asked for a loan 
of two to speed up the secretaries’ work.

Weyr did not like how Blumenthal 
operated. November 20, 1933, Weyr’s 
lawyer submitted a ten-page complaint 
in court. It said that Blumenthal and his 
wife Eleanora did not pay on time, work-
ers were idle, Weyr’s instructions were not 
followed, his plans were ignored and Blu-
menthal was in fact a fraud.

In 1938, Blumenthal became the tar-
get of the National Lottery in Prague: “Oskar 
Blumenthal (1885) runs a domino-bridge 
game at the Café Mánes, which is similar to 
roulette. One of our agents was at the café 
on May 18, 1938, just as the game was in pro-
gress. We invite your attention to this fact 
and urge you to ban such games as domi-
no-bridge and domino-rummy.”

The police ordered detectives from 
the 4th Precinct to go to the café. After sev-
eral ‘raids,’ they reported: “Once the play-
ers realized that they were being watched, 
they stopped playing. Since then, Blu-
menthal has not appeared in Café Mánes 
again. Now the place is quiet, no other 
complaints have been reported.”

1  Blumenthal Oskar (b. Fryštát on August 2, 1885 – to Terezín on December 17, 1941 – to 
Riga on January 9, 1942, perished).

Oskar Blumenthal, p/p, 1928. NAP, B 2095/1
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Apparently Oskar Blumenthal was an amusing personality. It is a pity that 
police documents show us only his seedy side.

The Alhambra Theater was closed in 1949. The building now houses the 
Ambassador Hotel, one of the most expensive in Prague. After the war, nobody 
looked for Oskar Blumenthal. Either he left no valuable property, or nobody 
was left who might still need it.

| pansophist’s Destiny | 

The numerous works of Erwin Weill1 – his novels, poems, plays, and hit songs – 
remain out of print since the first time they had been published. The only excep-
tion is a novel about Mozart, published in Latvian by the Riga publisher “Liesma” 
in 1994 under the same cover as a novel about Liszt by the Swiss author Guy de 
Pourtales.

According to the Great Soviet Encyclopedia, the de Pourtales book presents 
“fictionalized, exciting and well-aimed, psychologically subtle observations.” This 
description is obviously applicable to the works of Erwin Weill, too. A website 
on Austrian writers states that, in the 1920s and 1930s, he was a popular author 
of historical novels. What are the novels about? About Mozart, Ignatius Loyola, 
the Renaissance painter Giorgione, the Seven Years’ War, Austria’s savior from 
the Turks, Ernst Rüdiger von Starhemberg, Casanova, and even Marlene Dietrich.

Weill was one of the Kulturträger writers: oftentimes, these ‘bearers of 
culture’ are eventually forgotten. He was a professor at the University of Vien-
na, he spoke German, French, English and Latin. He did not know Czech, but 
he adorned the Czech police interrogation reports with a beautiful signature 
at the bottom of each.

Confessions of the accused: “I crossed the Czechoslovakian border on Au-
gust 30, 1938 near the town of Znojmo. Prior to crossing, I lived in Vienna. I admit 
my guilt: Erwin Weill, September 1, 1938.”

Police Verdict: So-and-so had violated such-and-such article of the law. 
Penalty: A fine of 500 (600 in another document) Czech crowns.

“Adieu, Wonderful World” is the title of one of Weill’s plays. The “Wonderful 
World” came to an end after the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, but 
Weill continued to glorify it in his books: Four Women and the Emperor, Crown 
Prince Rudolf, Life of a Remarkable Person, Viscountess Folignar and Marquis 
de Saint Saaveur, Boudoir of Comtesse de P., and others. He dedicated verses to 
Hungary, which had become independent of Austria. They were set to music by 
Bela Lasky and Camilla Friedan. The “sad waltz boston” “In This Hour I’m Blue” 
and the hit “A Farewell Letter” can be heard on the Internet.

1  Erwin Weill (also Ervín Weil, b. Vienna on November 2, 1885 – to Auschwitz on October 
25, 1944). Deported from Prague to Terezín on November 30, 1941, to Riga on January 
9, 1942.
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After 1936, Weill’s work was no longer published in his native Austria. We 
do not know how actively Weill opposed Nazism. In response to the question 
of the Czech Police whether he was a member of political organizations, Weill 
replied in the affirmative. Did he understand that by doing so he put himself on 
the blacklist, not just as an illegal refugee, but also as a “politically unreliable 
element that poses a threat to national security?”

Statement to the Police Department in Prague
1) I declare that the <...> I consider myself a political refugee (political 
emigrant), which was the reason for my departure from Germany (Reich), 
where I was a member of political parties and organizations.
2) I acknowledge that in the Czechoslovak Republic I have no right to work 
or to engage in trade.
3) Also, I have no right to participate in political activities, to vote or to seek 
elective office.
Signed by: Erwin Weill

Apparently, Weill believed that he would be understood and appreciated. In 
a statement to the Prague police from August 31, 1938, Weill asks for a temporary 
residence permit in Czechoslovakia with the following rationale:

“I was a cultural attaché for the People’s Party1 and, because of that, I had 
to leave my homeland. As a writer, I’ve written a lot about Czechoslovak cul-
ture, literature and cultural life. My book Casanova was published in Prague by 
J.R. Vilímek’s publishing house. I want to continue to promote Czechoslovakian 
culture. My literary work is my livelihood.

Erwin Weill, writer.”
Conclusion of the police:
The submitted documents: A passport issued by the police department in 
Vienna on July 31,1929, valid until July 26, 1939.
Resolution: Residency in Czechoslovakia granted for 2 years.
Stamp: MAY RESIDE ONLY OUTSIDE THE BORDER REGIONS.

The Czechoslovak state gave him a temporary asylum, but Erwin Weill 
quickly realized that promoting its culture was hardly relevant. Even more prob-
lematic was obtaining his livelihood by teaching (employment was prohibit-
ed) and literary work. Why would the Czechs need his fiction, particularly in 
German? A month after the occupation of Czechoslovakia Weill submitted an 
application for a Czech foreign passport.

Erwin Weill
Born November 2, 1885
Place of birth: Vienna
Citizenship: stateless

1  The Austrian Folk Party (АFP) was against Nazism.
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Vienna cafe, 
1896. Postcard 
from Elena 
Makarova 
collection

Erwin Weill. Sailor’s song. Music by Richard 
Mox, 1920. Postcard

 Cover of Erwin Weill, Greta Garbo: 28 portraits 
with biographical sketch, Verlag Schwidernoch, 
Wien, 1930
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Address in Prague: Černá str., No. ...
Parents: Sigismund Gustav Weill and Irma 
Anna, née Haim
Religion: Roman Catholic
Divorced (former wife Angela), no chil-
dren
Face: Round
Eye Color: Grey
Hair Color: Salt and pepper
The purpose of the passport request: a trip 
to European and non-European countries 
other than the U.S.
I ask for a passport that is valid through: 
15 April 1940
Purpose of Travel: Search of a livelihood
Baptismal certificate: dated August 15, 
1938, issued by a Roman Catholic priest 
in Salzburghofen.

The form bears the official signature: 
Hloušek. And under it, a bold stamp: THE 
FORM IS FORWARDED BY THE PRAGUE 
POLICE DIRECTOR TO THE GESTAPO.

Erwin Weill had apparently hoped 
that by converting to Catholicism he would 
no longer be seen as one of the Jews. But 
the Nazis went by blood, not religion.

On November 30, 1941, 1,000 Jews were deported from Prague to Terezín. 
Number 363 was Erwin Weill.

The first construction team consisting of 342 Jews was soon augmented by 
a thousand of new inmates. Next, transports began arriving in Terezín one after 
another. There, in the Sudeten barracks, in the former stables, a unique phenom-
enon was born, which one of the prisoners called “a cultural boom, comparable 
perhaps to the era of Pericles.” Erwin Weill stood at its source.

After four years of inactivity, he finally had his podium and immediately 
mounted it. Young intellectuals peeled potatoes and hearkened to the voice of 
the “old professor” who told them about the Renaissance.

“The first systematic series of lectures was initiated in December [1941] in 
Room No. 58 by Erwin Weill, who was said to have been a professor at the Vien-
nese Academy of Art. He was a surprisingly well-educated pansophist. A hand-
ful of those who were interested listened to his stories about artistic treasures, 

Erwin Weill, 
p/p, 1941. NAP, 
V 1681/6
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mainly from the Renaissance. For instance, he knew even Brandl’s paintings from 
the Institute for the Mentally Ill in Prague, which few people had seen due to 
their inaccessibility. I was greatly saddened by his departure in the January 1942 
transport to the East. I gave him, for the trip, a bit of potassium permanganate 
and some filter paper, since I was afraid that he was going to find himself in 
conditions of poor hygiene.”1

It is impossible to imagine what a blow it was for Weill himself. However, 
the first transport “to the East” panicked the entire ghetto population: they had 
been promised that there would be no transports from Terezín, and that the 
fortress bearing the honorable Empress Maria Theresa’s name would indeed 
become “a free Jewish settlement” in which the Jews could safely get by till the 
end of the war.

Upon arrival in Riga, the 53-year-old Erwin Weill was fortunately not se-
lected for the construction of the Salaspils camp. He remained in the ghetto:

“A sign at the Arbeitsamt [Labor Office] says, ‘Lecture on Faust by Professor 
Weill, for many years lecturer of the University of Vienna. Sunday afternoon, Han-
over Street Number Two, 4 o’clock.’ Only a small group of people has gathered. 
Professor Weill recites several passages from Faust and analyzes them afterwards 
in a very interesting manner. Then there is a short discussion. Weill is an old man; 
he coughs a lot and on the whole makes a very decrepit impression. At the end, 
each of us leaves a little something on the chair – a few potatoes, a piece of bread.”2

Weill’s fate is recorded in another bit of evidence:
“Several times a week, for the modest fee of a thin slice of bread or a bowl 

of soup, Dr. Weill, formerly a professor of literature at the University of Vienna, 
gave lectures on Goethe’s Faust. Each class was devoted to the analysis of several 
scenes from the play. He forgot the realities of ghetto life to such an extent that he 
became sarcastic and sometimes even quite angry when a student missed a lecture. 
Because of his unreasonable attitude, and perhaps also such factors as fatigue and 
hunger among the listeners, his audience dwin-dled perceptibly. By the time he 
reached the second act of Faust, only a few students remained to listen to him.”3

According to the documents, Weill was sent from the main ghetto to the 
Kaiserwald (Mežaparks) concentration camp on the outskirts of Riga. Then, 
in 1943 or 1944, he showed up in the Kovno (Kaunas) ghetto. A mystery: why 
would “an old man” who was not a plumber or a mechanic be suddenly sent 
into the Kovno ghetto?4 

1  Elena Makarova et al., University over the Abyss… p. 51, Jiří Borský, Memoirs, Ms., Terezín 
Memorial, p. 24.

2  Joseph Katz, One Who Came Back…, p. 56.

3  Gertrude Schneider, ed. Journey into Terror…, from the chapter “Education in the Ghet-
to,” p. 75.

4  Consequently, Weill was in Kaunas before that date.
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But his ordeal was still far from be-
ing over. As Wikipedia writes, “on July 8, 
1944, the Nazis deported the surviving 
prisoners of the ghetto [Kaunas] to con-
centration camps on the territory of Ger-
many – to Stutthof and Dachau.”

According to the documents, Erwin 
Weill, No. 85802, arrived from Kaunas 
to Dachau on July 29, 1944; on August 
1, he was transferred from there to Kau-
fering. On October 24, 1944, he was back 
in Dachau, and on October 25, 1944, in 
Auschwitz.

However, a book by the former prisoner Joseph Katz, who knew Erwin Weill 
in the Riga ghetto, notes the following in the chapter “Death March in Germany” 
which speaks of January-February 1945: “Opposite me lies Professor Weill. He 
used to give the Faust lectures in the ghetto; before that was a professor at the 
University of Vienna. Now he lies there and sobs constantly. Again and again he 
tries to get up, but he is too weak; his legs won’t carry hime any more.

Since he knows he is going to die, he calls Stefan1 and asks him to look 
up his wife in case he should survive. Then he takes a medallion he wears on 
a chain around his neck, hands it to Stefan and asks him to give it to her as a 
last greeting. All the while he talks he is crying softly. The next morning he 
is carried outside.”2

1  Stefan, a prisoner from Germany, Katz’s friend. (His identity has not been established.)

2  Joseph Katz, One Who Came Back…, p. 206.

Request for issuing a temporary passport, 
April 6, 1939. NAP, V 1681/6

Document from KZ Kaufering about Erwin 
Weill’s deportation to Auschwitz. ITS
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A rational mind finds it easier to accept as truth what is written and pub-
lished, rather than to rely on the memory of a man who was himself on the edge 
of the abyss. One thing is certain, Erwin Weill was martyred.

Erwin Weill’s Literary Works 
(Instead of an Epitaph)

Poetry

•  The Day of the Sheaves: Poems. Published by Joseph Singer, Strasbourg and Leipzig, 1909.

•  Yew Bushes: Verses from the Gallant Times. With three etchings by Paul Walter Styx. Edi-

tion Strache, Vienna, 1921.

•  Garden of Marquise Pleasures: New Rococo Poems. With illustrations by Rudolf Hannich. 

Konegen Verlag, Vienna, 1926.

• Rococo Poetry. Hand Print (Printing Kiesel), Salzburg 1936.

Prose

• Miniatures of Love: A Novella “Wila”, Vienna Literary Agency, Vienna, 1920.

•  The House of a Dreamer: A Novel. Published by Ed. Strache, Vienna, Prague, Leipzig, 

1921.

• Indian Flames. A Novel. Rikola Verlag, Vienna, Leipzig and Munich, 1922.

• Chinchilla Fur Coat: A Novel. German-Austrian Verlag, Vienna, 1923.

• Palace of Thousands of Delights: A Novel. Schusdek Verlag, Vienna, Leipzig, 1924.

• In the Cool Earth: A Novel of Young Eichendorff. Edition Strache, Vienna, 1925.

•  Venetian Sun: A Novel about the Painter Giorgione. Edition Strache, Vienna, Prague and 

Leipzig, 1926.

•  Eternal Feminine: Stories and Dialogues. Steyrermühl Verlag, Wien, 1926. Vol. 383/384, 

series of daily library paperbacks.

•  Alice Rockebilt’s Trip to Europe: A Novel, 1926. Alice Discovers Europe. A revised version 

of the novel. Glöckner Verlag, Berlin, 1930, Glöckner-book number 81.

• The Ball: A Novel, 1927.

• A Man of Nights: A Novel, 1927.

•  Famous Robbers, Compiled from Reliable Sources. With six portraits of the former Imperial 

Library in Vienna. Steyrermühl Verlag, Wien, 1927.

• Silent gods: A Novel, Glöckner Verlag, Berlin, 1930.

•  Requiem: A Novel about Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. With a foreword by F. Schreyvogl. 

Bergland Verlag, Graz, 1932.

•  Casanova: The Picture of Life. Bergland Verlag, Graz-Wien-Leipzig 1933 (Bergland-book, 

special issue 17).

•  The Flame of Spain: A Novel about Ignatius Loyola. Bergland Verlag, Graz-Wien-Leipzig 

1933 (Bergland- book special. Issue 8).

•  The Palace of Sanssouci: A Novel on the Seven Years’ War. Bergland Verlag, Graz-Wien-

Leipzig, 1933 (Bergland-book special. Issue 10).
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•  God’s Stronghold: A Novel about Starhemberg1 from the Turkish Period. Amonesta Verlag, 

1933, Wien.

•  Four Women and the Emperor: A Novel, Bergland Verlag, Graz-Wien-Leipzig, 1935 (Ber-

gland-book special. Issue 26).

•  Crown Prince Rudolf: The Life of a Wonderful Person. Szelinski & Co., Vienna, 1936.

• Casanova. Jos. R. Vilímek, Prague, 1936.

•  Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (Erwin Weill). Franz Liszt (Guy de Pourtales), Publ. Liesma, 

Riga, 1994 (Latv.).

Small text

•  Greta Garbo. 28 portraits of her with a biographical sketch by Erwin Weil. Publisher 

Schwidernoch, Vienna Institute for graphics, Vienna, 1930 (Film Monographs, Book 1).

others

•  New Year: A Summer Story. (Posthumous work of Paul Busson, completed by Erwin 

Weill), Speidel, Vienna, 1927.

•  Introduction to Gerhard Fischer: Crescent around Vienna in 1683. A historical novel. Ber-

gland- book, 1933 Graz.

Stage works

•  Madame. (One-act play, with Georg Briting). UA 27 March 1913, Regensburg (City Theatre).

Libretti

•  A Girl from the Big City. Operetta in 3 acts, Erwin Weill and Bruno Hardt-Warden. Mu-

sic: Richard Fall and brothers Mandl, in Vienna and Leipzig, 1918, UA January 10, 1920, 

Vienna (Carltheater)

•  Adieu, Wonderful World! A cheerful play in one act. Music: Ferdinand Scherber, undated.

the texts of songs, hits and other musical works

• “Farewell Letter.” Song. Music: Camille Friedan. Mandl, Vienna, 1920.

• “On the Side of the Road.” Song. Music: Arthur Perles. Autograph, undated.

•  “There, in the Wachau.” Waltz boston. Music: Ernest Arnold, op. 37. Bruhl, Berlin, 1921.

•  “Boudoir of Madame de P.,” a song. Music: Julius A. Heller. Josef Eberle, Vienna, 1910.

•  “At This Hour, I’m Sad.” Sad waltz boston. Music: Bela Lasky. Rock Edition, Vienna, 1928.

• Confessions of Queen Marie-Antoinette. Melodrama. Music: Max Ast.

•  Viscountess Folinyar and Marquis de Saint Saaver. Melodrama. (For voice and piano). 

Music: Max Ast.

• “The Duke of Richelieu” – Zephyr actress. Chanson. Music: Karl Bittner, undated.

• “Fever.” Symphonic poem for voice and orchestra. Music: Franz Lehar, 1915.

1  German Ernst Rüdiger von Starhemberg (1638 – 1701), Austrian field marshal of the 
Starhemberg aristocratic family, led the defense of Vienna against the Turks in 1683.
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• “A Song Blown by the Wind.” Music: Karl Bittner, undated.

• “Gwendolyn... !” A song. Music: Camille Friedan. Orpheus – Wien Verlag, 1925.

• “Comedies of the Heart.” A song. Music: Louis Roth, autograph, undated.

• “Sailor’s Farewell.” A song. Music: Richard Mox (MAUX), 1920.

• “Moonlight Sonata.” A song. Music: Louis Roth, autograph, undated.

•  “Tosca.” Waltz boston. Music: Ernest Arnold, op. 207, Joseph Benefit, Vienna, 1926. 

(A radio-hit.)

• “Encouragement.” A song. Music: Georg Yokl, 1919.

| notes of a mechanic |

Josef Gärtner2 was thirty-five years old when he came to Riga. Ironically, he was 
saved by a misfortune. He had planned to be a doctor, but this dream could not 
come true because a medical education cost too much. So he became a mechanic. 
He knew how to fix everything from typewriters to watches. His gift was very use-
ful to the Nazi bosses in Latvia, and they therefore kept him for themselves. In the 
chaos during the Soviet offensive against Latvia in 1944, Gärtner found shelter and 
stayed alive. Once back in Brno, he worked in a tractor plant until his retirement.

The book of memoirs In Salaspils Death Camp, published in Riga in 1964, 
contains his story “We Were Deprived of Homeland, Freedom and Life.”3 

Gärtner was an amazing man. In Brno, he lived with his elderly mother 
(she was 65) and was one of the founders of the Czech Cycling Club in his town. 
The German occupiers considered the activities of that club criminal. Gärtner 
was likely blacklisted and, together with his mother Anna, ended up in the first 
thousand selected for deportation to Terezín. Anna was included in the first 
train going “eastwards,” and Josef joined her voluntarily. 

“The train stopped at the Šķirotava station,” recalls Gärtner, “and SS-men 
armed with batons kicked us out of the cars. It was freezing in Riga. The Nazis 
led us through the icy fog-shrouded streets of the city. People looked at us curi-
ously. It was a sad procession. We carried only the things that we had had while 
traveling. The luggage had been loaded into the front cars and we never saw it 
again. The SS “took care” of it.

On the outskirts of Riga, a few blocks were fenced with barbed wire and 
guarded by local fascists. We were placed in a three-story house on Jersikas Street. 
By chance, that house was almost exclusively settled by people from Prague, so 
from the first day on it was called “the Prague house.” A complete mess reigned 
in the apartments. Furniture was broken, leftovers were scattered on tables. Pans 

2  Josef Gärtner (born Brno on September 27, 1906 – to Terezín on December 2, 1941 – to Riga 
on January 9, 1942, survived). His mother Anna, born 1878, was executed in March 1942.

3  See References at the end of the book.
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with undercooked food stood on 
stoves. There were traces of looting 
everywhere. What happened here? 
Who had lived here until recently?

Only later did we learn that, pri-
or to our arrival, these apartments 
had belonged to Latvian Jews, who 
had been slaughtered in a nearby for-
est just before we came.”

On January 15th, the SS chief 
Krause selected 300 men, including 
Josef Gärtner. They were sent to work 
on the construction of the Salaspils 
concentration camp.

“The Germans said to the women 
that we, the men, would get ‘a vacation’ 
to the ghetto, and as soon as the con-
struction was completed, we would re-
turn to them. On parting, I reassured 

my mother that I would see her again soon. I had time to ask the Scheuer family1 
with whom we lived, to take care of her, and then I ran into the street to join the 
formation. I did not know that this was the last time I would see my mother.”

As they walked, Gärtner says, a man who slipped and could not get up was killed.
“The poor man’s blood stained the highway. We realized the horror of our 

situation but could do nothing. The corpse of our comrade was cooling on the 
icy pavement. Who will be next? Another shot rang out behind, then another. 
But that was only the beginning of the mass murder.

It was past noon when we turned left off the Daugavpils highway. On the 
far side of the Salaspils station, we crossed the railroad tracks and turned onto 
a narrow path in a young forest. Soon we stopped at a large clearing surrounded 
by forest on all sides. We saw two barracks, one ready and already occupied, the 
other still unfinished. Nothing more was to be seen. Sand and snow, snow and 
sand. The wind was howling and icy pellets beat us in the face.”

1  Hugo Scheuer (b. August 16, 1880) and Marie Scheuer (b. January 15, 1887). They evi-
dently died when the ghetto was liquidated on August 24, 1943.

Construction of KZ Salaspils, winter 1942. 
Bundesarhiv, 101III-053-30

A “department store” in Salaspils, winter 
1942. Bundesarhiv, 101III-054-23
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Gärtner speaks of the inhuman conditions of work and life in Salaspils: 
cold, hunger, punishment, harassment, and the brutality of the Nazis who would 
shoot people while intoxicated.

The cruel brutality of the Nazis embittered the prisoners themselves. They 
were exhausted physically and mentally. A Jewish kapo from Cologne, a former 
slaughterhouse worker, mocked them as 
best as he could; a Jew from Brno was ap-
pointed as hangman. This, too, was reck-
oned a job.

Many of those who had arrived with 
the first train died of exhaustion.

“Their corpses were left lying on the 
edge of the woods, wrapped in rags. The 
ground froze, and the emaciated prisoners 
were unable to dig a hole. This job was 
waiting for us, the new ones, who still had 
strength. The so-called funeral team dug a 
shallow pit, dragged the dead into it and 
covered them with sand and snow.

The ones who could not stand the fast 
pace of work were motivated by the SS ba-
tons. Once I stopped for a moment to rub 
my numb hands and immediately received 
a strong blow on the back and a second 
one on the shoulder. Sekt’s hoarse voice 
snarled: “Come on, you pig, or I’ll shoot!” 
Red and black circles flashed before my 
eyes. I bit my lip and leaned forward for a 
new board to carry to the construction site 
on my crushed shoulder. Several nights I 
suffered from pain and did not sleep. Each 
day I understood more clearly that one 
could hardly come out of this hell alive.”

Each day Josef thoroughly washed himself and rinsed his mouth with cof-
fee; he shaved twice a week. He noticed that the ones who ceased to look after 
themselves were the fastest to give up and die. There was no medical treatment 
in Salaspils, but there was a hospital: going there meant going to the other world.

Caring for the sick was the duty of the student from Brno, Emil Seidemann.2 

2  The list of 3,000 deportees contains only one family with the surname Seidemann of Prague. 
Apparently, it is Vilém Seidemann, student (Jindřich Vilém Seidemann), b. February 27, 1918, sent 
to Riga with ‘P,’ the second transport. His parents, Arnold and Františka, died in Riga on January 
19, 1942, Vilem was alive at least until August 2, 1944, when he was still in Kaiserwald.

Josef Gärtner, postwar photo. The Brno Jewish 
community archive
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In the absence of medical supplies, he tried his best to alleviate people’s suffering. 
He had piles of work and, in Gärtner’s words, treated patients “by suggestion, 
consolation and a kind word.” There were no other medicines. To those who 
were covered by “a layer of dirt, sores and scabs,” even this miraculous medical 
student was of no help. Not surprisingly, almost no living soul from the first 

“German group” survived.
The second group of about 300 Jewish prisoners arrived, and Josef received 

a letter and a parcel from his mother.
“My dear mother was worried about whether my hands or feet had frostbite. 

Written with an indelible pencil, the letter was soaked in tears. She begged me 
to take care of myself, and reported that soon we would be replaced by new 
workers; at least, so they said in the ghetto. Today, I hold this letter as my most 
precious relic. My poor mom had almost nothing left, and she sent me the last 
of her things. Bitter tears rolled down my cheeks. From the little bundle, I took 
out a little bit of tea, sugar, salt, bread and cheese. A fortune! I wanted to give 
the cheese to the fellow from Prague who had brought the bundle but he would 
not take anything.”

The third train brought another 300 men. 
“I got another letter from my mother along with warm mittens, tea, and 

a slice of bread. My mother wrote: ‘We have very little food, and I have weakened 
much. I have constant fears for you. Please, hold on yourself at least, I won’t 
last long.’ I got very sad. How could I help her? There was no answer. After a 
few days, another group of 150 men came from the ghetto and brought terrible 
news. Among the newcomers was the son of my Prague friend, Pepík Vogl1. In 
the evening he told me that a lot of old people, men and women, were taken 
out of the ghetto. Mrs. Scheuer asked him to tell me that my mother had been 
taken away too.”

This happened in March 1942. People over 60 years old were allegedly 
sent “to the fishermen’s village to repair fishing nets.” In total, 600 people were 
evacuated from the ghetto. They were allowed to take everything they wanted 
with them. As Gärtner learned later, his mother “had run away and gone back 
into the room, but the SS man noticed it and followed her. She hid behind the 
stove. The SS man dragged her out by the hair and shoved her into a crowded 
truck. In the afternoon, the truck came back loaded with shoes and clothes.”

At the same time, the construction of a new commandant office and the 
second barracks for the prisoners in Salaspils was finished. An elderly Jewish 
doctor from Vienna was given a separate room as an outpatient clinic, but still 
there was no medecine. A short distance away from these buildings, a storage 
room, which prisoners nicknamed the “Salaspils department store,” was built.

1  Pepík (Josef) Vogl (b. January 29, 1916), deported from Terezín on the 1st transport ‘O’. 
He died in Salaspils in September 1944.
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A few train cars with luggage arrived at the Salaspils station. The “depart-
ment store” was equipped with shelves and hangers for clothes, and the Jew 
Paul Feldheym,2 a specialist in textiles, was appointed its head. He and his two 
assistants were ordered to sort the contents of the cars. They were laden with 
suitcases containing:

“Heaps of photos, nails, soles, all kinds of stationery, dictionaries, profes-
sional literature, doctoral diplomas, new and worn clothes, cameras, theodolites, 
small calculators, slide rules, a number of medical devices, watch repair equip-
ment, dental instruments, even a whole dental chair with matching manual and 
electric drills, gramophones and records, underwear, outerwear, shoes and food.”

According to Gärtner, the department store was established for the SS and 
other “chosen Third Reich people” for free “purchasing.” 

Feldheym was a good man, at least to Gärtner. He helped him and his 
friends Pepík Vogl and Emil Seidemann by secretly supplying them with things 
from the “department store,” which they traded for food, now with a Latvian 
loader, now with a Latvian driver. For two blue sweaters, the loader gave Pepík 
not only foodstuffs, but also information: it turned out that trains with Jews 
coming to Latvia stop near the forest, and there the SS shoot people. The loader 
even named the places where these atrocities were happening. So that was where 
the suitcases with clothes came from! Since the clothes were not stained with 
blood, it became clear that the poor people were stripped naked before being 
shot. Pepík Vogl did not want to believe it. Is it conceivable? He said: “If there 
is a God at all, how can he look at that!”

The spring brought an outbreak of typhus. “It lasted for about three weeks 
and took away half of the prisoners.” People were skin and bones. In addition, 
civilians were forbidden to appear in the camp during the epidemic, so the ex-
change of goods stopped.

The camp was half empty, but soon filled with new victims. For them, sol-
idly built gallows and benches for beating were prepared. 

“The police barracks were equipped with benches for thrashing, punish-
ment cells and other medieval torture tools. The funeral team was digging the 
second wide and deep grave behind the camp. The dead were piled up one on 
top of another and doused with chlorinated lime. When a row was completed, 
it was filled in. In the middle of the camp, a high wooden tower was erected, 
where there were guards with machine guns and binoculars. Smaller towers 
with guards were built around the wire fence.”

Only a few Jews survived Salaspils, those who managed to avoid hard phys-
ical labor. Gärtner was lucky: the commandant’s office urgently needed someone 
to repair a typewriter. Feldheym suggested Gärtner. Moreover, he provided him 

2  Paul Feldheim (b. September 6, 1899), deported to Riga from Dortmund on January 27, 
shot near Salaspils in September 1944. 
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with necessary tools, such as screwdrivers and pliers, and in a few hours Gärtner 
repaired the typewriter.

The commandant recorded his surname and barracks number and let him go.
“Typewriters in need of repair were brought all the way from Riga. Calcula-

tors and typewriters, sewing machines and even lighters, binoculars and some 
other things accumulated in the commandant office. I was assigned as the camp 
mechanic. Einstein1 told me to equip a small workshop in Dr. Wiener’s reception 
with a table, a chair and a vice. The SS also wanted me to repair watches. Alarm 
clocks and pocket watches did not worry me too much. It was worse with the 
ladies’ hand watches that were difficult to hold in my coarsened hands.

Soon the room allotted to 
me was cramped, and Nikkel2 or-
dered me to transfer my workshop 
to the “department store” of Paul 
Feldheym. Here I was given a tiny 
room, three by four meters, with 
a couch and a mattress, a smooth-
ly planed table and two new vices, 
large and small. From Feldheym 
I received two large suitcases with 
optical lenses, glasses and frames 
ready for producing glasses. So 
I also became an optometrist.”

Meanwhile, those for whom 
Salaspils was built started arriv-
ing there: prisoners of war, polit-

ical prisoners, Russians, Latvians, Ukrainians, not only men, but also women. 
Gärtner was ordered to repair 60 rusted sewing machines, each bearing the 
name of its former owner. ”The miserable people obviously hoped that sewing 
machines could help them earn a piece of bread in a foreign land, but they nev-
er saw their things again. Now the sewing machines had to work for the Nazis.”

The commandant even entrusted Gärtner with fixing his own radio. As 
there were no suitable tools in the commandant’s office, Gärtner asked permis-
sion to take the radio to the workshop. So he and Feldgeym heard what was going 
on in the world. Gärtner shared the received information with the prisoners in 
the barracks; fortunately, there was no traitor among them. Two days later, he 
returned the repaired radio to the Kommandantur.

“The SS men and their prostitutes came to the ‘store’ for ‘shopping,’ and Nik-
kel generously gave away what was not his. The prostitutes chose leather hand-

1  Jewish elder in Salaspils.

2  Richard Nikkel, Oberscharführer SS, the Commandant’s deputy.

Riga Central Prison. Http://www.shamir.lv/
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bags, lipstick, cologne, perfume and other things that had belonged to the Jews.”
In the summer, a handful of Jewish prisoners were sent back to the Riga 

ghetto. When they arrived there, they looked so miserable that even their rela-
tives could not recognize them.

“There was also a small sewing workshop in the Riga ghetto, but there was 
no mechanic. Several sewing machines needed repair, and Krause instructed 
Nikkel to send me to Riga.”

Gärtner had the job finished within three hours, and then he was taken 
back to Salaspils. From there, he was ordered to the Riga Central Prison, where 
there was a large sewing room and they needed a mechanic.

“At the Rumbula station, forest fires were burning, emanating thick smoke,” 
Gärtner recalls. He asked the driver what was burning but received no answer.

For several days he travelled like that, from Riga to Salaspils and back, and 
smoke continued to belch upward. In the end, some Latvian said that it was the 
corpses of the executed that were being burned.3 Luggage kept arriving in Salaspils; 
it was irrefutable proof that the Germans were bringing new batches of prisoners 
to Latvia, but these prisoners did not make it to the camp, they were killed en route.

In the fall of 1944, Soviet planes started to scud over Salaspils. The only 
Jews remaining in the camp were two dentists, Hermann and Schlotschower, as 
well as Feldheym, Gärtner, Vogl and Seidemann. The last four were kept alive 
thanks to Feldheym’s request to Nikkel.

Soon Gärtner was again transferred to the Riga prison, this time, at Nikkel’s 
suggestion, for a longer time.

“Saying goodbye to friends, I was hoping that sometime I would see them. 
I was then unaware that this would be the last time, and that none of them 
would ever make it out of the death camp.”

In the Riga prison, Gärtner was searched from head to foot and put into 
a cell. “No one talked with me, no one asked anything… Thus I spent more than 
a week. Once the key clanged in the lock and a guard entered the cell. He asked 
if I was the mechanic from the Salaspils camp. When I confirmed that I was, he 
took me into the sewing workshop.”

From there he was taken to the Gestapo – to repair watches. As Gärtner 
needed special tools, he was allowed to work in the shop of an old watchmaker.

The Soviet Army was approaching. Several women brought to the Central 
Prison from Salaspils reported that Salaspils no longer existed.

3  On April 9, 1944, Obersturmbahnführer Lange gave the order to burn the corpses in Rum-
bula and Biķernieki forests and other places. Mass graves were excavated, the remains 
of the victims were burned and the charred bones were crushed by special machines. 
For this work, the group of condemned people was recruited, including both Jews and 
Soviet prisoners of war. Prisoners worked in chains, spending the night under the open 
sky in the woods, tied to the trees. The fagged out were killed and burned in bonfires of 
stacked corpses piled up by themselves. http://berkovich-zametki.com/2006/Starina/
Nomer11/Smirin1.htm.
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Soon the evacuation of the prison began. Prisoners were taken away in trucks, 
women and men separately. Those who were not taken away were sent back.

“Next to me was a very young Latvian. He had been sentenced to death 
for arson and asked what I had done. I did not want to talk, my mouth was dry, 
and I just waved my hand and said quietly: ‘What will be, will be...’ An unarmed 
man in the hands of professional killers, what could he do? I was detained in a 
cell on the first floor. The building was soon engulfed in silence. Only the jailers’ 
steps were heard in the corridors: tap, tap, tap... I lay on a rigid shelf and waited 
to see what would happen next. Different thoughts ran through my mind. The 
Soviet Army was so close, and should the end come right now? I went hot and 
cold. I heard only the beating of my own heart. I noticed iron rings affixed to 
the wall, two for hands and two for legs; around them were brown and black 
spots, probably the blood of people who had been tortured.

I finally dozed off from fatigue and hunger. At that moment, someone 
knocked loudly on the door, opened the little window and shouted: ‘Don’t sleep, 
you dog! After an hour you’ll be shot!’”

Gärtner was lucky again: an SS man who entered the cell just commanded 
him to collect the most necessary tools.

“Soon a small truck took me, one of the last, out of the Riga Central Prison... 
Planes were circling overhead. To flee now! But I was guarded. We crossed the 
bridge over the Daugava and turned into the yard of a factory. Fires were burning 
in the city. We passed a building, which was burning like a torch, and joined the 
endless stream of cars. The Germans were retreating. We passed Tukums and 
in the morning reached Liepaja. We drove into the yard of the Gestapo. I was 
locked up in a cellar where I spent three days. On the fourth day, I was put in a 
small annex in the courtyard of the Gestapo, which was located next to the SS 
commandant’s office. I was alone there. <Then> two German Jews, an elec-
trician and a welder, were brought to Liepaja from the Jewish camp located at 
the Riga textile factory, Lenta.”

The three of them repaired everything they were given, including radio 
sets, which were now broadcasting good news. The Soviet Army irrepressibly 
pushed forward. However, the Germans could escape from the ”Courland pocket” 
only by sea. The commandant of the Lenta camp at that time was the SS officer 
Brauer, a sadistic man who had ordered to a prison warden to make whips and 
weave wire into them; he had used those whips to ”train” prisoners. Many of 
them had been beaten to death.

As the Soviet Army approached, the prisoners helped the SS to pack. They 
learned from a sentry that the SS would spare none of them.

“I looked through the bars at the empty Republican Street. And then on the 
opposite side I saw a woman. It was Theresa Davis, a former prisoner, a seam-
stress from the Riga Central Prison. I called out to her. She also recognized me 
and ran to the window.”
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Theresa gave him an address in Liepaja, where a Latvian family would 
wait for him.

Gärtner survived because he repaired things left behind by murdered Jews, 
which the Nazis “bought” for free in the “department store,” and because he 
repaired clocks for the Gestapo when their days were already numbered.

| The Trap |

In 1939, Mathilde Darvas,1 an émigrée and the wife of an anti-Fascist journalist, 
managed to send her two daughters, Miriam and Nora, from Prague to England. 
Sixty years later Miriam wrote a book about her family, Farewell to Prague. 

Mathilde Darvas, née Müller, a German and a Catholic (or, according to 
other sources, a Protestant), was born in 1900 in Antwerp, Belgium. In 1920, she 
moved to Berlin, where she met and married Zoltán (János) Darvas, who was 
twenty-six years old at that time. A Hungarian-born Jew, he had fought in the 
First World War, was captured by the Russians and spent seven years in a labor 
camp in Siberia. Mathilde was fascinated. Zoltán wrote articles and poetry; as 
a journalist, he was a staunch opponent of the power-hungry Nazis.

Miriam was born in July 1926 in Cologne. The family moved to Berlin in 
the late 1920s. In 1933, after Hitler’s rise to power, the seven-year-old Miriam, till 
then a happy, loved kid, experienced the first tragedy in her life. Her best friend, 
classmate and first love, a seven-year-old Jewish boy named Kurt Bloomberg, 
was beaten to death in front of her by storm troopers. 

Soon after that Miriam’s uncle Lex, also an anti-Fascist author, was beaten 
and arrested, after which staying in Germany became deadly for them.

On September 9, 1933 Mathilde managed to obtain a travel passport, while 
Zoltán was denied one. At the Czechoslovakian border they parted ways. Mathil-
de and her younger daughter Nora went over the bridge, but Miriam couldn’t 
let go of Zoltán’s hand and stayed with him. While attempting to cross illegally, 
Zoltán and Miriam fell into the hands of the Nazi border guards. They were saved 
only thanks to Zoltán’s forged documents. During the interrogation, the seven-
year-old Miriam, who had never lied in her entire life, confirmed the fictitious 
family name given by her dad.

Eventually, the family settled in Prague as refugees with “undetermined cit-
izenship.” Zoltán-János got rations for the family from the Jewish community, 
and so they lived, extending their residence permit. However, they were closely 
watched. In a letter from the Bratislava town council to the police headquarters in 
Prague, Zoltán is called a “dangerous communist.” The letter suggests that he and 
his family be immediately deported from Czechoslovakia, especially because the 

1  Mathilde (Mathilda, Matilda) Darwas (Darvas) (b. in Antwerp on December 14, 1900 – 
to Terezín on November 30, 1941 – to Riga on January 9, 1942 – to Stutthof on October 
1, 1944 – last documented there).
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5-year period of their permitted stay in the country had expired. Characteristical-
ly, the letter was written on January 27, 1939, i.e. before the German occupation.

In the book, Miriam tells how she once came home from school and saw 
her mom burning her dad’s manuscripts in the fireplace. Zoltán had been ar-
rested. Apparently, it was then that Mathilde made   a firm decision to save the 
daughters. For some reason, sending them to Britain together was effectively 
impossible, but eventually they got there.1 

Miriam remembers how her mother led her to Wilson Station, how she gave 
her a photo of all four of them. Mom promised that she’d join Miriam in England 
in a month and then, having pushed her through the crowd, she disappeared. 

On May 5, 1939 Mathilde applied to the Ministry of the Interior for an exit 
visa from Czechoslovakia. In the letter, obviously written by someone in Czech 
while she dictated, there was a postscript in another hand: “She was married 
to Zoltán Darvas of Hungary, now deceased.”

1  According to some reports, the girls were among the 669 children taken with “Kinder-
transports” from the territory of the Protectorate. This unprecedented event was or-
ganized by thirty year-old British bank clerk Nicholas Winton (he is now 104 years old: 
see en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicholas_Winton). According to other sources, Miriam was 
shipped to England with the help of the Quakers (“Society of Friends”).

Nora, Mathilde and Miriam Darvas, p/p, September 9, 1933. NAP, D 188/1
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The 13-year-old Miriam lived on a farm in the English countryside (ap-
parently in a kind of a boarding school), and waited for her mommy to join her. 
Why this did not happen is obvious from Mathilde’s letters to Miriam, published 
in Farewell to Prague.

July 27, 1939. My dear Miriam, I was overjoyed to hear that you arrived 
safely and that you were not afraid. I am enclosing a few stamps from your 
album. You will have to buy a book for them since I cannot send yours. We 

are not allowed to send valuables out of the country. Soon you will be going 
to school, and I hope that you will apply yourself and study diligently. But 
by then I will be with you. I hope that I will soon receive permission to leave. 
I am constantly running from the Gestapo to a committee for my papers. 
I hope that you are happy and that you are not only learning to speak English 
but other things as well, so that you will become a good human being. Many 
kisses, Mutti.

August 8, 1939. My dear Miriam,... I am still running around for my papers 
and am at the point of despair. Everything costs a great deal of money, and I do 
not know where to get any more. I am doing everything to be with you as soon 
as possible. It is getting progressively harder to get a traveling permit. Tomorrow 
I am again going quite a distance to Dejvice, where the Gestapo Headquarters 

Passport obtained by Mathilde Darvas (Darwas) in Koblenz on September 9, 1933. 
NAP, D 188/1
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is. I hope the Gestapo will give me permission to leave. I would very much like 
to be with you. Many kisses, Mutti. 

August 9, 1939 My dear Miriam, I just arrived home from the Gestapo Head-
quarters in Dejvice and can tell you that I have all my papers. They are now, along 

Back side of the form to obtain a Czech travel passport, 1939. NAP, D 188/1
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with my passport, with the Gestapo. I was told that I would have permission to 
leave within ten days. You cannot imagine how much running around I had to do, 
how much money all this cost. My nerves are stretched to the breaking point. I was 
in such despair at times that I gave up hope of ever getting out of here. Now, all I 
have to do is get the ticket, as Miss W., who was supposed to supply the ticket, has 
used it for her return trip to England. I don’t know to whom to turn. Perhaps you 
could call the Society of Friends and find out who will arrange for another ticket 
for me. I am such a nervous wreck from all this running around and confusion that 
I cannot write properly. I am now going to make another trip to yet another agency 
about the ticket. If I get it, then you will not have to do anything. I will let you know 
immediately. Don’t do anything yet. I am enclosing stamps again. Many kisses, Mutti. 

August 30, 1939. My dear Miriam, Received your letter. I have now everything 
for the trip but the money. The Society of Friends, the English consulate, everybody 
has left. You must get in touch with the Society of Friends in London. But you have 
to work fast, otherwise I will not be able to get out of here anymore. The political 
situation is getting desperate and people are no longer able to get out. Try your 
best to get to London, but for heaven’s sake don’t cry, don’t lose your head. You 
cannot help that way. I would have liked to spare you all this, but there is no other 
way out. You cannot imagine how much all this has taken out of me, and now at 
the last minute and after all the effort, I cannot get out. Yesterday I had to pay out 
one hundred and thirty-five crowns for duty. Today I must pay another two hun-
dred to expedite matters. This, however, should be the last of the payments I will 
have to make. All the expense, the running around, the nerves! Now the whole 
thing is collapsing because I cannot get my ticket. It is driving me to despair. I am 
naturally going to do my utmost, but the best thing to do is to get in touch with the 
Society of Friends in London. I have also written to the Committee for Refugees in 
London. They have sent me a permit to enter England. I am so nervous I cannot 
write anymore. So, don’t cry. Try to arrange something with the Committee for 
Refugees or the Society of Friends. Many kisses, Mutti. 

Miriam did not have money for a trip to London. She wrote a letter to the 
Society of Friends, but received no reply.

On September 3, 1939, Britain and France declared war on Germany. On 
November 11, 1939, Miriam received the last letter from her mother.

My dear Miriam, I was very happy to hear from you. I thought that perhaps 
we would not be able to write to each other anymore, but your letter did come 
through. I am afraid we will not be able to see one another again till the war is over. 
Don’t despair, my darling. I will always be with you in my heart and my thoughts. 
I hope you will be able to catch up on your schooling. Is the climate very bad? That 
you like it there is a good sign and pleases me. I am calmer knowing that you like 
it, but then you are a big girl now, and with sense one can live anywhere. Learn 
English well. It is a world language and will serve you well throughout your life. 
I am well. Lex was released from prison and we now share my small apartment. 
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If he had not been released, I would have literally starved to death, since I had 
spent all my money on papers and bribes. We do not know what has happened to 
Steffie or your father.1 Needless to say, we are both quite upset, but at least we can 
share our grief. I have some very painful news for you. Angelika and her parents 
were arrested last night. I hesitated to tell you, but then decided that you need to 
know. I could not even say good-bye to them. I wonder when they will come for 
Lex and me. I have signed up at the library and sit at home with a book most of 
the time. You know that cold weather has never agreed with me. At the moment 
it is spring-like here, and I have dared to go out. I am content, and will spend the 
months ahead waiting to see you again. So, study diligently and be sensible, so 
that I will be proud of you. Many kisses, Mutti. 

Mathilde Darvas was deported to Terezín and then to Riga. But she did 
not die there, as Miriam writes in her book. According to a document from the 
archive of the concentration camp Stutthof, “Mathilde Darvas, née Müller, born 
in Antwerp on December 14, 1900, № 93839” arrived from Riga on October 1, 
1944. In response to someone’s request dated December 6, 1974 about Mathilde 

Darvas’ cause of death, the Stutthof archive ex-
plained: “No record was found on this patient, i.e. 
the information about her is not complete.”

| A Ticket to America |

On July 31, 1933, Moritz Ikler2 fled from Germany, 
where he was persecuted as a Jew. He crossed the 
border into Czechoslovakia near Cheb, where took 
the train to Prague. A citizen of Poland, he was hop-
ing to get a passport at the Polish consulate and 
return home. But things took an unexpected course.

For no obvious reason, the Polish consulate 
did not fulfill his request. Every year, Ikler applied 
to the Czechoslovak authorities for a temporary 
passport for travel. However, officials of the Min-
istry of Internal Affairs viewed Ikler as suspicious: 
what if he claims to be a persecuted Jew who is 
threatened with jail, but is in fact looking for an 
opportunity to engage in business for profit?

In 1936, the police received information that 
Ikler was selling fabrics: in other words, he was 

1  Obviously, Mathilde decided to conceal from Miriam her father’s death.

2  Moritz (Mořic) Michael Ikler (b. Kalinov, Poland, on February 10, 1906), deported to 
Terezín on November 30, 1941, then to Riga on January 9, 1942 to Riga, and finally to 
Stutthof where he died on August 10, 1944.

Moritz Ikler, 
p/p, 1940. 
NAP, I 14/1
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engaged in business, which was illegal for a refugee. Moreover, he had arrived 
without documents and had paid a fine of 500 CZK for missing a regular report 
to the police as a refugee. He was again summoned to the police on April 21, 1937 
and threatened with expulsion. However, on March 5, 1937 the persistent Ikler had 
again appealed to the Ministry of Internal Affairs for a temporary passport, but his 
request had been rejected. Next to a full-length paragraph in his three-page letter, 
there is a big exclamation mark: the official had found a hitch. The petitioner is 
incriminating himself by saying: “In two or three cases, all the money provided 
to me by my wealthy and generous friends had been spent, and so I had to sell 
something. But that does not mean that I am engaged in business. I paid a penalty 
for this misconduct, which was much more than my earnings.”

On November 15, 1938, Ikler again asked the Interior Ministry to issue him 
a temporary passport so he could leave Czechoslovakia for good. Having failed 
in this, he traveled to Plzeň for some reason. On July 18, 1939, the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs declared him a wanted man. He was found in Prague on August 
30, 1939, which was reported to the Plzeň law enforcement agency. The offender 
was captured! The report read: “At 7 am on September 1, 1939 Ikler was appre-
hended in Prague II. The Regional Court in Plzeň sentenced him to prison.”

A list of Ikler’s personal items was attached to the verdict; it included minor 
items but also fateful ones – an affidavit (of support) from the United States and 
a Nansen passport. The affidavit declared that the host country would assume all 
obligations for receiving Ikler, while the latter proved his refugee status. Ameri-

Document about Moritz Ikler’s arrival in KZ Stutthof on August 10, 1944. ITS
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ca was waiting for Ikler, he had the passport issued by the League of Nations to 
stateless refugees. The only thing remained was to buy a ticket to life.

The last document from Ikler’s life as a free man was a mere ounce of pa-
per. It reports that, “on December 15, 1941, Moritz Ikler was sent to an unknown 
destination within the framework of Jewish resettlement.”

Ikler struggled long to survive. On August 9, 1944, 6,832 Jewish prisoners were 
transported by sea from Riga to the Stutthof concentration camp. Among them was 
Moritz Ikler, who was apparently as good as dead already, for he died the next day, 
on August 10, 1944. The local morgue listed the cause of death as ‘heart failure.’

| unreliable Element |

In 1930, Rudolf Illový, Oskar Illový’s1 brother, published an article entitled “From 
the Family History.”2 The “History” started with the Jewish pogrom perpetrated 
by the Turks in Uherský Brod in summer 1683. One hundred Jews were killed in 
it, including the preacher Rabbi Natan Naty and Rabbi Abraham, son of Naphtali. 
As Rudolf Illový wrote, their tombstones had survived to that day. An Illový family 
ancestor is buried there, “the Hebrew inscription is fully preserved and reads well”:

“Here G-d’s slave Samuel is buried, true to G-d in his ministry, serving high 
in all the days of his life. This is him, Rabbi Samuel Ilava. His hands have been 
washed in cleanliness and respect, he is a honest and decent man, died on the 
17th of Adar 5455 (1695). Let his soul rest in peace forever.”

The author of the family tree found his death in Terezín in 1943. Even 
though it was against Jewish law, he was cremated, as was everybody who died 
in the ghetto after September 7, 1942. In 1945, the ashes of all the Terezín dead 
were tipped out of cardboard boxes into the Ohře river.

The cemetery in Uherský Brod is long gone, so the words of the righteous 
ancestor Samuel are preserved only in the Rudolf Illový’s article, and there in 
translation from Hebrew into Czech.

Illový’s last name is derived from the name of the river. In all generations of 
this ancient clan, the fathers were rabbis and learned men. In the 18th century, 
Jakob Illový became a rabbi in Kolín, which completely changed the direction 
of the family’s history. And not only that. Jakob Lev Illový, “a man schooled in 
the Talmud,” had had a secular education, he taught mathematics and German 
literature. His son, Bernard (Issachar Ber) received a rabbi’s diploma and studied 
Hebrew and the Torah in Padua, Italy with the local rabbi, Luzatto. While there, 
he also mastered French and German and received his Doctor of Philosophy. 
Bernard welcomed the French Revolution of 1848. While searching his suitcase 

1  Oskar Illový (b. Zásmuky on January 16, 1886 – to Terezín on November 30, 1941 – to 
Riga on January 9, 1942 – perished).

2  Rudolf Illový. Z rodinné historie. Zvláštní otisk z “Kalendáře česko-židovského” na rok 
1930-1931.
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when he was on his way from France to Kolín, the border guards were horrified 
to find a poster with “Liberté, égalité, fraternité.” Viewed as a suspicious type, he 
was jailed in Zásmuky prison, and after his release he could find work neither 
in Bohemia nor in Germany. In the end, Bernard, his wife and children left for 

Prague state security service inquiry to Kutná Hora administration, asking to check Oskar 
Illový’s  presence in the list of offenders, February 3, 1946. NAP, I 24/4
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America. There he became chief rabbi of Cincinnati, and remained orthodox 
despite all his liberalism.

The grandfather of Oskar and Rudolf was also a rabbi but their father 
Leopold was man of the world; however, out of respect for his ancestors, he ob-
served Jewish traditions. His sons finished the gymnasium, but we do not know 
about the daughters. They still lived in Zásmuky. Rudolf worked in a bank and 
was editor of the newspaper “Právo” and its literary supplement “Red Flowers.” 
Oskar was a merchant. He was married twice, first to Ernestine, then to Emilia, 
who was more than twenty years his junior. Apparently, Emilia Strossbachová 
was from Prague, since Oskar with his daughter Vera from his first marriage 
moved to the capital in 1933. In the same year, the police asked the state security 
service to urgently check Oskar Illový for loyalty. What he did to displease the 
authorities is unknown, but it is known that in July 1946, three years after his 
death, Prague State Security management asked the Kutná Hora police to check 
whether the aforementioned man had been on a list of convicts. Emilia, Oskar’s 

Oskar Illový, p/p, 1922. NAP, I 24/4 Rudolf Illový, p/p, 1920. NAP, I 36/2
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widow, needed this information for some reason. A year later she received a re-
ply that her husband had indeed been convicted, having failed to report to the 
police in response to a summons. What the Kutná Hora police needed from Oskar 
Illový remained unknown.

| Blouses |

Lea Zlata Lipschitzová1, née Glogower 
lived for twenty-six years. She was born in 
Boryslav, Poland, married the Slovak Jew 
Moritz Lipschitz, who was her senior by 
four years, and until 1939 lived with him in 
the town of Spišská Nová Ves, near Žilina. 

In 1939, Lea with her mother Regina 
Polak came to Prague. Moritz was in Slova-
kia, from where he was deported to Lublin 
on March 27, 1942, and died.

In Prague, Lea moved with her moth-
er to Truhlářská Street in the city center. 
On February 1, 1940, they applied for em-
igration to Shanghai. This route, however, 
was closed after Italy entered the war.

We learn further developments from 
the record of the criminal police depart-
ment, signed by Lea Lipschitz on October 
23, 1941.

“To the notice of Samuel Maimann, 
sentenced to life imprisonment for forgery 
of bank notes and imprisoned in Bory, I an-
swer with complete honesty the following:

We lived together, held a com-
mon household. Basically, I was the in-
come provider because Maimann rarely 
worked. I had no idea of his criminal activity, and when he was apprehended, 
my circumstances became very difficult: since I was repeatedly summoned to 
different organizations, it was impossible to work normally. Maimann spent a 
year in prison in Pankrác. I went to see him every week, spent 70 CZK on food 
and gave him 20 CZK each time. To offset these costs (including 600 CZK that 
I paid to his lawyer, Dr. Salach) I sold Maimann’s things. This yielded only 

1  Lea Zlata Lipschitzová (Lipschützová) (b. Boryslav March 4, 1915 – to Terezín on Novem-
ber 30, 1941 – to Riga on January 9, 1942 – perished).

Lea Lipschitzová (Lipschützová), p/p, 1941. NAP, L 1990/1
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2,000 CZK. The watch repair tools I gave to Goldfaden, whom Maimann knows 
well, as he has studied watchmaking with his father in Orlov near Ostrava. 
After learning that Maimann was jailed, Goldfaden asked me for the tools. 
I thought that, as a life convict, Maimann did not need them, and consent-
ed. However Goldfaden went to Poland, and, as I heard, was convicted and 
imprisoned. Maimann’s assessment of his things of 9,000 CZK is completely 
unfounded. As his partner, I had to sew blouses from his shirts and sell them 
just to help him.

I still have his papers, which I will send to him this week, and I report that 
the Jewish community has included me in the list of those who will soon be in-
voluntarily sent away to Poland. I don’t have any means of livelihood, and I do 
not have the wherewithal to pay Maimann. I think that when Maimann takes 
into account the critical situation in which I find myself, he will not demand 
monetary compensation from me.”

In fact, a watchmaker whose name was Goldfager was deported to the 
Lódz ghetto on October 17, 1941.

In a little over a month, Leah and her mother Regina were in Terezín, where 
they were separated forever. Lea was deported to Riga in January 1941 (probably 
due to her ‘criminal record’). Regina stayed in Terezín for almost two years, but 
was sent to Auschwitz in September 1943, where she was killed.

Document of sending Lea Lipschitzová to Terezín, 1942. NAP, L 1990/1
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| Don’t Learn to wait, Learn to run Away |

In Ruth Kluger’s book Still Alive: A Holocaust Girlhood Remembered,1 the author 
mentions that her half-brother Jiří,2 born in 1925, was killed by the Nazis. A few 
years ago, during a meeting with colleagues from Princeton University, a his-
torian described the destruction of one of the Riga transports from the Terezín 
ghetto. Ruth suddenly perceived a connection between this event and the death 
of her brother.

“That night I got drunk on cognac, walked home in a daze, awoke hours 
later, turned on the light, leafed through some books, and found everything on 
first try. It was all as the man had said. It had been his transport.”

The database revealed two Jiřís who were born in 1925 and deported from 
Terezín to Riga. We found Ruth’s email address and sent her the information. 
She replied immediately:

“Dear Elena, my brother is (was, will forever be) the first one you mention, 
Jiří Mendl. Here is my contribution to your request for a few lines to add to my 
brother’s name. It’s part of a poem which I wrote in his memory:

Spilled ink I give.
Tears have run through a sieve.
Wine and milk is for lovers and children who live.
Best wishes, Ruth Klüger.”

In another letter, Ruth asked if there were any more information about 
what happened to her brother after he went to Prague, and how he died.

From the documents stored in the Terezín Initiative Institute database we 
learned that Jiří’s father Karel Mendl was a minor official born in Tábor. He 
served in the army during the First World War but was discharged from the army 
due to bad eyesight. Beginning in 1934, he lived in Prague. 

1  Ruth Kluger (Klüger) was born on October 30, 1931, in Vienna. She and her mother 
Alma Gredinger were deported from Vienna to Terezín. Ruth’s father (Alma’s first hus-
band) was imprisoned and murdered, while Ruth and Alma were deported to Terezín, 
to Auschwitz and finally to Kristianstadt, a subcamp of the Gross-Rosen concentration 
camp. Both survived. Until 1947, Ruth studied philosophy and theology in Bavaria, and 
then English literature in New York and German literature in Berkeley. She received her 
doctorate in 1967. Ruth devoted her life to the translation of German classical literature 
into English, teaching and the history of the Holocaust. In her memoir, Still Alive: A Hol-
ocaust Girlhood Remembered, Feminist Press at The City University of New York, 2011, 
Ruth criticizes the “museum” attitude towards tragedy. From her point of view, whereas 
we had archived substantial material, we never did our homework on the Holocaust’s 
lessons for humanity. The authors of this book share her opinion.

2  Jiří (Georg, Schorschi), Mendl, b. Vienna on May 2, 1925 – to Riga on January 15, 1942). 
Deported with his father from Prague to Terezín on December 17, 1941, to Riga on January 
15, 1942. 
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Other extant papers are related to establishment of citizenship for the mi-
nor Jiří, who was born in Vienna to Karel Mendl and Alma Gredinger. When 
they divorced, Alma remarried and had Ruth, but Jiří remained with her. Once 
Karel, with Alma’s permission, took his son to Prague for a vacation and never 
returned him to his mother. This led to a long litigation in which both the court, 
the Austrian Consulate and the Czechoslovakian Foreign Ministry were involved.

In 1935, the Viennese industrialist Wilhelm Gredinger, Alma’s father, had 
his lawyer try to bring Jiří home. Ultimately, however, the Viennese lawyer with-
drew from the case – perhaps due to the intervention of Karel’s brother, a Doctor 
of Law. On July 16, 1937, the twelve-year-old Jiří received a Czechoslovakian 
travel passport.

On March 26, 1941, Karel applied for permission for them to emigrate to 
Shanghai.

In answer to the second question I wrote what I knew. The train left from 
Terezín on January 15, 1942, arrived at Šķirotava station on the night of the 19th. 
Of the 1,000 people, 65-70 males aged 18 to 40 were selected for the construction 
of Salaspils camp, the rest were taken to the woods, to be shot. Jiří was only 16. 

Jiří Mendl, p/p, 1937. NAP, M 2091/4 Karel Mendl, p/p, 1939. NAP, M 2088/3
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I thought hard whether I should send the passport photograph of the 
12 year-old Jiří to Ruth. It is one thing to keep an image in your mind, and 
quite another to see the face after so many years. And yet I did it. Ruth replied 
a month later.

“… Little Schorschi. I had no picture of him, and you can’t know what 
a gift you’ve given me. I didn’t quite know how to thank you and ITI people 
and have therefore delayed doing so till now. I sent copies to my sons who, of 
course, don’t share the shock of recognition with me but will know now what 
their uncle looked like.

You’ve enriched my life. With all my thanks and good wishes, Love, Ruth.”

What follows are Ruth’s memories of her beloved Jiří, whose family pet 
name was Schorschi.

“The dawn of memory: my brother, six years older than I, owned a flash-
light, which he would turn on under the blanket so that you could clearly 
see everything, even though the big light in the room was turned off. (This 
was not exactly an approved game, because in Sigmund Freud’s town brother 
and sister weren’t supposed to play together in bed.) My brother read Jules 
Verne on the toilet when he was supposed to be on his way to school and got 
scolded. He played Indian games with his friends, which I could join only on 
rare occa-sions, given the limited number and subordinate nature of Indian 
girl roles (Pocahontas wasn’t part of the Austrian Indian mythology). And in 
Grandfather’s garden he turned into a patriotic Czech, fighting the good fight 
for President Masaryk, despite the assertion of Austrian friends and cousins 
that Chancellor Schuschnigg was ‘better.’ My brother had a bicycle and could 
ride it, while I didn’t and couldn’t. He also had a library of Czech children’s 
books, which he actually was able to read. After he was gone, I sometimes 
leafed through them and marveled at the curly diacritical marks, in awe of 
Schorschi’s secret knowledge. And I fre-quently annoyed him, and sometimes 
he would play with me. 

“That’s all I know about my brother; all else is hearsay. He was my first role 
model, and I loved him with that peculiar craving of a small child to be more 
and bigger and someone else. One day I’d be like him, as far as a girl could be. 
One day he was gone. 

“My mother cried and berated her ex-husband, who hadn’t let the boy 
come back after a summer vacation in Prague. The court there had reversed 
an earlier decision and granted custody to the father on the ground that no 
Czech child (even a little Jew) should be subjected to a ‘German’ education in 
Vienna. As my mother said, resentfully and not incorrectly: ‘After 1918 the Jews 
became more Czech than Old King Wenceslas himself.’ Nationalism struck the 
small boy and the small country like one of the Egyptian plagues. In retrospect, 
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I am pleased that Schorschi was on the right 
side in Grandfather’s garden, when he de-
fended Tomas Masaryk, the first president 
of the Czech Republic, a democrat and a lib-
eral, against the Austro-Fascist Chancellor 
Schuschnigg, but I also know that his choice 
was accidental. The boys took sides solely 
on the basis of ‘my country, right or wrong,’ 
because they thought they had a country. 

“Schorschi was my first great loss, and 
every subsequent loss has seemed a replay 
of that first. I had not only lost a beloved 
family member but also a role: little sister. 
‘He’ll return,’ my parents comforted me. ‘You 
have to learn to wait.’

“Not so. If you wait long enough, death 
comes for you. Don’t learn to wait, learn to 
run away. Once, in a meadow of dandeli-
ons in bloom, you said to me: ‘Look, little 
sister, they are lions, ready to bite us. (The 
pun is more obvious in German, which 
calls the flower Löwenzahn, lion`s tooth.) 
So we started running until we were out of 
breath yelling of pretended fear, and then 
we rolled in the grass, laughing our heads 
off. My dear dead brother, we should never 
have stopped running. Running from dan-

ger, a heady game.”1 

| Antique Shop |

Královské Vinohrady, where Oskar Morawitz2 was born in 1889, had the status 
of an independent city and its own coat of arms at the end of the 19th century. 
Later it became part of Prague, now it belongs to the center of the capital. In 1921, 
the famous Theatre of Vinohrady premiered the play The Makropulos Affair by 
Karel Čapek, who at the time was a playwright and theater director. Returning 
home from work, Morawitz would surely have stopped at the theater – the trendy 
hairstyles, clothing, shoes and jewelry must have attracted him.

1  From Ruth Klüger’s book Landscape of Memory, New York; London: Bloomsbury Pub-
lishing, 2004.

2  Oskar Morawitz (Královské Vinohrady, b. on November 12, 1889 – to Terezín on November 
30, 1941 – to Riga on January 9, 1942, perished).

Ruth Kluger. www.brandigg.de
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Though a hairdresser, Morawitz dreamed of an antique shop. He had even 
found a place, but the First World War delayed his plans – he was drafted into the 
infantry. In 1923, in the Jewish quarter in Mayzlova Street, next to the old Jew-
ish cemetery, a new sign appeared: “Oskar Morawitz. Antiques.” It is not known 
how successful his business was. At that time, he fell in love with a Czech girl 
Růžena Krotylová, who also sold antiques, only in Vyšehrad Street. In 1924, they 
got married, but worked separately; however, in 1930, at the request of the state 
security chief of the Republic and with the permission of the police department 
and the Prague municipality, Morawitz moved to Vyšehrad with all his stock.

“Herewith we permit Oskar Moravitz together with his wife Růžena to buy and 
sell old things: sewing machines, bicycles, cameras, clothing, underwear, shoes, 
hats, musical instruments, gold and silver. As there are not yet any such stores in 
the area of Vyšehrad, this is reasonable from the viewpoint of consumer needs.”

In the meantime, Morawitz received a driver’s license, and bought a Ško-
da car in 1933. In 1936, he returned to the Jewish quarter, again to Mayzlova 
Street, and again with the permission of the above departments. This time he 
was warned about new rules adopted by the city authorities solely for the pur-
pose of aesthetics. Morawitz promised that he would not “put the goods out on 
the street, and will show refined works of art, rare antiques and jewelry made 
of gold and silver in the windows.”

Apparently, the couple separated. In a 1939 questionnaire, Oskar says that he 
is divorced. On Mayzlova Street something went wrong: in October 1938, Oskar’s 
store, again at the request of state security and by decision of the police department, 
moved to Malá Karlova Street, a brisk trading place close to his home.

Six months later, German tanks rumbled into Prague. The first thing the 
Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Protectorate did was to take all necessary 
measures to protect its citizens from communicating with the Jews.

Oskar Morawitz went bankrupt. To make things worse, all his favorite 
things – old sewing machines, paintings, decorations, which he was sometimes 
even loath to sell – had to be gotten rid of, and dirt-cheap, too. He had to drag into 
the house the white ancient bicycle, which, it was said, Kafka himself had ridden; 
he had to sell for a song all the golden rings, crystal pendants and brooches...

Oskar became ill and was unable to come to the police station at the ap-
pointed hour to get the red “J” stamp on his ID. He was reminded of this in 
April 1941.

“On May 5, 1939, I was summoned to the police to receive the “J” stamp on 
my passport, but I did not show up, and I admit my guilt. But I am a poor, very 
sick man without any means of subsistence, which is confirmed by the attached 
letter from the Jewish Hospital in Prague, where I was treated for free. For God’s 
sake, please replace the 1,000 Czech crowns by 100.” 

On June 18,1941, the police asked the municipal authorities to pardon 
Moravitz, but were refused.
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“No doubt, it’s quite pessimistic to liken 
human society to insects,” wrote Karel Čapek 
in the introduction to The Makropulos Affair.

It is hard to imagine Oskar’s suffering 
when the movers from the Jewish commu-
nity arrived, how bitterly he followed with 
his eyes the imperial-era sofas and chairs 
that the movers had strapped to their backs. 
Although, on the other hand, the less you 
have, the easier it is to select the fifty kilo-
grams authorized for deportees. On Novem-
ber 30, 1941, with a suitcase and a folded-up 
mattress, Morawitz made   it to the collection 
point at Veletržní Fair, lay there on the mat-
tress for two days until his number was called, 
then traveled on the train, walked on foot 
from Bohušovice to Terezín, was checked 
again, again lay on a mattress, only now in 
a crude barracks heated only by the breath 
of thousands of people. Finally, he was set-
tled – now he had a place to sleep and some-
thing to do. Peeling potatoes in the Sudeten 
barracks with young people can even be a 
lot of fun. Perhaps, for the first time in years, 
he was celebrating the new year (1942) in 
such company. He got used to it, somehow 
even calmed down; and then came an order: 
a transport to Riga. Not he alone, of course, 
everyone kept asking everyone else, what 
is there in this Riga? There is amber, for in-
stance. He had had things from Riga: gold 
earrings with transparent yellow drops, and 
bracelets, and a necklace of raw amber – for 
these pieces of resin, one lady had paid the 
huge sum of 500 crowns!

* * *
On February 5, 1948, Rosalie (Růžena) Morawcová, a widow from Dobříš, 

who formerly lived in Prague on Karlova Street, wrote a statement to the state 
security service that her husband had owned a Škoda Jadran, model 422, which 
had disappeared, and asked for a certificate which she could use to seek com-
pensation for damages and losses caused by the war.

Oskar Morawitz’s driving license, 1933. NAP, M 3415/2
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Exactly one month later, she received a note from the Party Central Com-
mittee and the State Security Department of the Republic: “Oskar Morawitz, 
dealer, Prague 1, Charles 153, on 16 October 1933 bought the car Škoda P-20891, 
in 1941 the [license plate] number was changed to PD-20891, with this number 
it was on July 2, 1944 given for sale to Mrs. Ketka in Prague XVI. The Škoda PD-
20891 was purchased by Maria Pechová, Prague XII, Uruguay Str., 12.”

Karel Čapek could probably have read a lot of protocols and petitions and 
used them to write a great play but, alas, he died in 1938. And we, as the hero 
of The Makropulos Affair puts it, “have nerves that are too weak for such a great 
process.”

| A Suspicious Character |

Chaja Frida Nordmann (Nordmannová),1 born in July 1898 in the Polish coun-
tryside and killed in Riga in 1942, has left no mark on history.

But Friedl (Frida) Dicker,2 who was born in July 1898 in Vienna and who 
perished in Auschwitz in 1944, has.

Both Chaja and Friedl lost their mothers in childhood, and their fathers 
were salesmen. Both lived in pre-war Prague under the supervision of state 
security as politically unreliable; both were accused of passport forgery; both 
spoke German; both were in Marienbad (Mariánské Lázně) for medical treat-
ment; both had bad teeth.

The similarity ends here. Friedl doesn’t mention Chaja in her letters, and all 
we know about Chaja is extracted from the documents of the Police Department 
and the state security service.

She was born in the town of Govarczew, near the city of Radom. Before 
the war, there had been a Jewish cemetery there, and hence, Jewish life. Most 
likely, her mother, Esther Dutkiewicz, née Fischer, was buried there. The rest of 
the Jews who had not managed to die naturally were killed by the Nazis. Chaja’s 
father, Abraham Dutkiewicz, and her married sister, Anna Pinchas, had moved 
to France by then.

From 1919 to 1938, Chaja lived in Germany. It is not known when she mar-
ried Samuel Nordmann, nor whether he was a native of France or just lived in 
France, but they had a son Leo (in some sources, Georg Leo). 

On November 17, 1938, Chaja requested a residence permit so she could 
live in Czechoslovakia: “According to the decision of the Polish state, I am not 
a Polish citizen any more. I cannot go abroad because my passport has expired. 
Please give me the opportunity to live here. I’m not a burden on Czechoslovakia. 

1  Chaja Frida Nordmann (Nordmannová) (b. Gowarczew, Poland on July 14, 1898 – to 
Terezín on November 30, 1941 – to Riga on January 9, 1942, perished).

2  Friedl Dicker-Brandeis, a well-known Austrian Jewish artist and pedagogue. See http://
makarovainit.com/friedl/home.html. 
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I am married; my husband lives in Paris 
and supports me.”

The Czechoslovakian security organs, 
however, had their own opinion.

January 13, 1939. The Prague police 
management to the foreign department:

“TOP SECRET!
Nordmannová Chaja [all her data], 

born in Poland (passport issued by the 
Polish consulate on May 6, 1935), a Ger-
man citizen, is suspected of belonging to 
a group of passport counterfeiters and is 
a dangerous element whose presence is 
a threat to national security. For this rea-
son, the aforementioned woman was tak-
en into custody, and it was suggested that 
she should be taken to the border for ex-
tradition. Looking forward to your prompt 
solution.”

January 13, 1939; 1:15 PM. Chaja 
Nordmannová was put in prison cell No. 
11. According to the police, she had the fol-
lowing items on her person:

“415 Czech crowns, a leather wallet, 
men’s white watch, women’s white watch 
on a pendant, a yellow bracelet, a white bracelet with a watch, a white ring 
with the monogram ‘A,’ 5 keys, 1 pencil, 1 powder box, 1 tweezers, 1 comb, a pen, 
1 tube of face cream, 2 pencils, a lipstick, a mirror, a handbag, 1 pair of woolen 
mittens, 1 warm scarf and various notes. Document: a Polish foreign passport.”

Officer Dóstal, who described Chaja’s things, was apparently interested in 
color; he especially liked white and yellow. He did not mention the color of the 
wallet (we know from the list of Chaja’s belongings made during her next arrest 
that it was black), but he did notice the monogram “A” on the ring!

Alexander Isidor’s name pops up in the next letter. It turns out that Chaja 
and Alexander are partners of a sort and they have a common patron, the lawyer 
Vladimír Nádvorník. On January 20, 1939, the latter wrote an appeal with the 
request not to expel Chaja from the country:

“Chaja Nordmannová’s husband is in Paris; her acquaintance, Alexander 
Isidor, will bring her to him. Both have passports (the foreigner has a temporary 
one). They have been in Prague since October; prior <to their arrival to Prague> 
they were under <medical> treatment in Marienbad. They came to Prague only 
because they did not know how things would shape up.

Chaja Frida Nordmannová, p/p, 1939. NAP, N 1281/3
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The document confirming Mrs. Nordmannová’s identity has been sent by 
airmail to Czechoslovakia. The bearer of this letter requests permission not to 
take them back to the border and to give them 14 days to prepare for emigration.”

The thought creeps in: What if Chaja fled not from Germany, but from her 
family, in order to spend the summer at a resort with her lover?

In subsequent protocols, the name Alexander Isidor is omitted. The Yad 
Vashem database has four dead Alexander Isidors: one, from Düsseldorf, was 74 
years old in 1938; the second one was two years younger than Chaja; the third 
and fourth were much older.

Chaja was allowed to stay in Prague until March 6, 1939; in February, she 
gained the support of the Jewish community “Hitzem,” which, in turn, appealed 
to the authorities to assist them in their efforts to send Chaja to Palestine.

In March, the Germans occupied Czechoslovakia, and Palestine disap-
peared beyond the horizon. Chaja, like so many emigrants, found herself in a 
deplorable situation: she had no visa, no possibility of reuniting with her family, 
and no permission to work. She received financial support from her husband’s 
brother, Abraham Nordmann, then living in Brussels.1 

On September 12, 1939, Chaja was arrested by the police due to lack of 
registration.

This time she had 1,403 Czech crowns (of which she paid a 1,000 fine), 
1 black ladies’ handbag, 1 black wallet, 3 keys, a pencil, a white ring, a bracelet 
with a clock and a Polish passport obtained at the Düsseldorf consulate and 
valid until May 5, 1940.

Chaja wandered from house to house and rented apartments from various 
Jews. On May 8, 1940, she submitted documents to leave for Shanghai.

On May 29, 1940, at 6:50 PM, police officers Josef Holec and Stanislav 
Stodola noticed a Jewish woman walking along the avenue of Vrchlický Park 
and immediately escorted her to the police station.

This time Chaja had the following: a handbag, 341 Czech crowns, food 
stamps, small things, 1 fountain pen, 1 calendar, 1 lighter, 1 bottle of eau de co-
logne, 1 gray umbrella, 1 silver ring with a red stone, 1 brooch, an invalid Polish 
passport and a document from a Jewish community doctor. She was once more 
placed in prison cell number 11.

Here is Chaja Nordmann’s explanatory letter:
“On May 29, 1940, I went through Vrchlický Park, and I’m Jewish. I wanted 

to relax a bit, but did not know that the Jews were forbidden in this park. I was 
there for five minutes.”

After the circumstances had been clarified, she was released. She did not 
have the 1,000 crowns to pay the fine; most likely, she had spent the money on 

1  During the war, Abraham Nordmann ended up in the Drancy concentration camp and 
then in Auschwitz, where he died in March 1944.
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gathering the documents necessary to obtain a visa to Shanghai. She was allowed 
to postpone payment until January 7, 1940.

Thus, Palestine did not happen, nor did Shanghai. In September 1941, there 
was another attempt to rescue Chaja from the Protectorate, this time by an 
American, Mr. Grossman.

This time things looked bright. However, in a typed letter to the Head of 
the Interior Ministry Foreign Department of September 9, 1941, Chaja request-
ed a postponement of her departure from the country for a few days to settle 
personal affairs.

“Dear Head of Department,
According to the instructions of the Police Department in Prague (over-

seas section), I have to leave the Reich on Saturday, September 13, 1941. In this 
connection I would like to point out the following: in March 1940 the honorable 
Head of Department issued an instruction [on the term of leaving the Protec-
torate – Ed.], which was handed to me. However, I have been planning to travel 
abroad, namely to the United States of America, since much earlier, since I came 
from Duisburg to Prague in 1938. I have worked on this issue throughout my 
stay in Prague. I have taken all the necessary steps to achieve the goal. I want 
to emphasize to the honorable Department Chief’s information that after two 
years I have got all the papers, allowing my travel to the US.

Inquiry about Chaja Nordmannová’s deportation on November 30, 1941, to an “unknown 
direction,” 1942. NAP, N 1281/3
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On August 17th of this year, I received a telegram from my New York ac-
quaintance, who is helping me with moving to the United States; it follows from 
the telegram that relevant guarantee commitments are ready in New York and 
travel via Cuba by ship was granted in Havana. 

In this telegram, the original of which I enclose, a one-entry visa to Cuba 
is confirmed. Due to the above, allow me, Sir, to apply to you with the follow-
ing request:

I ask you now that I am actually on the verge of departure to the United 
States through Cuba to postpone the mentioned instruction in relation to a par-
ticular term of my departure, so that I could settle some personal issues here, 
in Prague. To confirm the circumstances described by me and to reinforce my 
request for your understanding. I have also attached a letter of July 28, 1941, 
written by Mr. Grossman from New York. It follows from the letter that my de-
parture will in all probability take place within the shortest time.

I certify that I will earn the postponement by continuing to maintain a 
perfect lifestyle. I want to say, by the way, that I lived in Germany from 1919 
to 1938 and nothing reprehensible was noticed about me during all that time. 
Neither in that country nor in Czechoslovakia was I involved in any judicial or 
police harassment.

I hope that the esteemed Head of Department will regard the above cir-
cumstances and react positively to my request for a delay of my expulsion from 
the Reich.

Prague, 9 September 1941 – Chaja Nordmann.
Appendices x 2 originals: 1 telegram and 1 letter.”

On November 30, 1941, “Chaja Nordmann was transported in an unknown 
direction,” per a response to a request from the police of February 3, 1942 on 
a form marked WANTED URGENTLY. Chaja, who had first been deported to 
Terezín and then to Riga, was apparently still alive; there were about two weeks 
before 3,740 old men, women and children from the Reich would be extermi-
nated.

On March 28, 1949, one Rolf Israel Nagle from New York was looking for 
Chaja Nordmann. Who was Rolf Israel Ragle? Was he a relative of the dead 
Chaja Nordmann?

Sometimes, a few bits of information can be collected from an image, and 
sometimes nothing comes out of many. We know what Chaja Nordmann looked 
like, we know that she had bad teeth and that a wart on her chin (not seen in 
the photograph) was her distinctive feature; we know what she was wearing 
at the time of her detention, what color her umbrella was and what was in her 
purse – but who she was and what was really going on in her brief and turbulent 
life remains a mystery to us.
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| A memorable Family from Brno | 

We know almost nothing about Edith (Edita) Placzek,1 a 23-year-old student 
from Brno, deported with the second Terezín-Riga transport in January, 1942. 
However, the family in which she grew up certainly deserves a separate story. 

The Placzek family left a positive legacy both in the hearts of people and in 
the history of science. Edith’s great-grandfather Abraham Placzek (1799-1884) was 
a chief rabbi of Moravia for decades; he was known as a profound Talmud adept 
and as a courageous defender of Jewish rights during anti-Semitic disturbances.2

Edith’s grandfather, Dr. Baruch Jacob Placzek (1835 – 1922), son and suc-
cessor of his father, served as chief rabbi for Moravia and later Brno. He was a 
distinguished scholar and a renowned public figure, a bearer of the Order of 
Francis Joseph. He was a close friend of the “father of genetics” Gregor Mendel, 
and he corresponded with Charles Darwin. 

Baruch Placzek’s works include “Apes,” “Weasels and Cats,” “Birdsong,” 
“Protection of Birds or Protection of Insects,” “Atavism,” and finally, “Head and 
Heart” (the logic of animal behavior). He was also an author of a novel and a 
collection of poems.3

Baruch’s son Alfred,4 however, got engaged in industrial business and phi-
lanthropy. Alfred and Marianna Placzek had three children: George (1905), Fritz 
(1906) and Edith (1918). 

Georg, the only survivor of the family, became a world-famous nuclear phys-
icist. He fortunately had time to emigrate from Nazi Europe to the U.S., where he 
was one of the key figures in the Manhattan Project that resulted in the A-bomb. 

It is known, however, that Georg Placzek (and his brother Fritz) attempted 
to rescue the family from Nazi-occupied Czechoslovakia. He is also known for 
his strong affinity for his people, although he, like his brother and sister, was 
raised in a secular spirit.

In a recent biography of the “Moravian genius” we read: ”After a brief res-
idence in Kharkov, Placzek had been offered a position at the new University of 
Jerusalem, which was a great honor for a Jewish scientist. But it took the combined 
efforts of all his friends in Copenhagen to ensure that he got to the train station 
just in time to catch his train, which was fortunately one minute late. In Jerusalem, 
Placzek was supposed to learn Hebrew and give his lectures in that language. This 

1  Edith (Edita, Carolina) Placzeková was born on March 8, 1918, in Alexovice, Moravia, to 
Alfred and Marianne Placzek, née Pollak. A student. Deported from Prague to Terezín 
on November 30, 1941, then to Riga on January 15, 1942. 

2  http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/12200-placzek-abraham.

3  http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/12201-placzek-baruch-jacob; 
http://www.rationalistjudaism.com/2011/07/most-fascinating-rabbi-youve-never.html.

4  Alfred Placzek (1870 – 1942).
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Fritz, Marianne with her newborn Edith, George and Alfred Placzek, April, 1918. 
Jana Kocourková collection 

Textile factory in Alexovice. Jana Kocourková collection
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did not deter the polyglot who had already mastered Czech, German, Danish, and 
English; in Jerusalem he acquired some Arabic as well. Attempting to lecture on 
nuclear physics in Hebrew, he discovered that its vocabulary was deficient what it 
came to this branch of modern science. After the first year, his colleagues received 
a brief message from Jerusalem: ‘Through with Jews forever.’”1

Beginning in 1914, Alfred Placzek was the owner of a textile factory in Alex-
ovice near Brno. During the First World War, the factory received army contracts, 
which gave Alfred Placzek the opportunity to save the lives of many young men 
who worked there and were therefore exempt from the draft. Alfred Placzek sup-
ported schools and other educational institutes, and when famine came at the 
end of the war, he provided “unlimited financial assistance” to starving people. 
In 1922, Marianne and Alfred were acknowledged honorary citizens of Alexovice. 
Their factory flourished; in 1927 their son Fritz took over management. In 1938, 
Alfred Placzek became an honorary citizen of Ivančice.

The Nazis liked Placzek’s factory and took steps to take it over. Fritz Placzek 
protested. We don’t know the details, but on March 23, 1939, Fritz Placzek was 
found dead. The investigation concluded it was a suicide, but people believed 
that he was killed by the Germans. His death stirred Alexovice. It was known 
that Fritz had returned from England, leaving behind his pregnant wife, only to 
persuade his parents to flee the country. However, the parents rejected both this 
offer and an invitation from Georg, who then worked at Niels Bohr’s laboratory 
in Copenhagen. The couple could not imagine leaving the factory. Eventually, in 
1941, the factory was “Aryanized”: the confiscated property was sold to a German 
by the name of Reinhardt for 20,000,000 Czech crowns.

Edita Placzeková, as far as we know, was the only member of the family 
who tried to escape from the country after the occupation. In 1936, after finish-
ing the high school in Brno, she went to Prague to study. December 3, 1939, she 
filed for emigration without a designation of the destination country. On June 
11, 1941, during her second application, she indicated the USA.

She was deported from Prague to Terezín on November 30, 1941, then to 
Riga on January 15, 1942. She is not listed among the survivors.

Alfred died in Terezín in 1942 at the age of 72, whereas Marianne was de-
ported to Auschwitz in October 1944 and perished during the death march on 
April 10, 1945. She was 63.

| A man in overalls |

A puny little man of forty-five, with big horn-rimmed glasses and blue overalls, 
who authored entertainment literature before the war. This is how Percy Gur-

1  Gordon Fraser, The Quantum Exodus: Jewish Fugitives, the Atomic Bomb, and the 
Holocaust, Oxford University Press, 2012.
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vich1 characterizes camp electrician Heinz (Hanuš) Proskauer,2 with whom he 
happened to live and work in the Spilve3 labor camp near Riga in the summer 
of 1944. Friends who were fellow prisoners and their “ladies” spent Sunday 
nights at Heinz’s workshop; at the time, says Gurvich, “conditions in Spilve were 
quite civilized.” There were even Germans, workers of the German Red Cross 
(DRK) Zoology and Disinfection Institute, who sympathized with the Jews. Three 
friends, Percy, David and Heinz, under the supervision of a security guard, went 
to them for a week’s provisions for the Jewish group. 

With the Soviet Army approaching, Percy and David conceived a plan of 
escape and were trying to arrange for asylum with nearby Latvian farmers.

And then the unexpected happened. One afternoon, Percy, who was stand-
ing near the building of the Institute, saw a figure moving on a dirt road towards 
the woods.

“Do you know who that is?” asked David, who came running up to him this 
very moment. “Heinz Proskauer. He escaped from the camp.”

“How come? Is he crazy? He speaks neither Latvian nor Russian.”
“I told him that, too. And he says that, due to all these shady exchange 

machinations, he is in debt to half the camp, and is being threatened. And so 
he took to his heels.”

It turns out that Proskauer asked David for help, hoping that David would 
hide him somewhere. David replied that their escape plan was not ready yet, 
and in any case they simply could not burden these peasants with another Jew, 
even a German Jew... and they could not do it to the boss4 either. David gave 
him a lump of black bread and some milk for his journey.

They could still see Proskauer on the dirt road: he only had about 50 me-
ters to go to reach the forest. “Warn the farmers, ask them for help,” flashed 
through Percy’s brain. But fear immediately suppressed this idea: what if their 
own escape failed because of this? Now Proskauer was at the edge of the forest. 

“Run after him and stop him?” Percy thought. “No, it’s too late.” 
Proskauer disappeared into the woods.
On the very same day, Proskauer was captured by a Latvian police patrol 

and taken to the camp. The sentence: death by hanging. After two days in the 

1  Source: Percy Gurwitz article, Die Schuld am Holocaust: http://erlangenwladimir.files.
wordpress.com/2010/12/die-schuld-am-holocaust-percy-gurwitz.pdf.

2  Jindřich, Josef, Heinz, Hanuš Proskauer (b. July 30, 1904 in Breslau – Terezín on No-
vember 24, 1941 – Riga on January 9, 1942. He was executed in Riga ghetto in 1944). 

3  A group of prisoners was sent to Spilve from the Riga ghetto at the request of the Institute 
of Zoology and Disinfection of the German Red Cross (DRK). Medical tests on prisoners 
made this Institute dubious. In the area across the Daugava river were an airfield and a 
cement factory; the outside labor camp or “Kasernierung” was located on the premises 
of the Iààuciems brewery.

4  Refers to Dr. Fritz Steiniger, DRK Institute Director, who helped to establish prisoners’ 
links with nearby farmers.
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lockup, Proskauer was led to his execution. Standing with a noose around his 
neck, he asked the camp commandant:

“Don’t you have any mercy, Oberscharführer?”
“Unfortunately not, Proskauer,” the commandant replied, “and look, your 

Jews don’t have any for you either.”
With those words, he knocked the stool from under Proskauer’s legs.

“Remember Heinz Proskauer!” urges Percy Gurvich, who became a profes-
sor of philology and a publicist after the war. But how can you remember a person 
of whom you know nothing except that he was frail and that he wore massive 
horn-rimmed glasses and blue overalls? No photos of him remain, and not even 
a composite sketch can be created on the basis of the few available tidbits.

Heinz (in Czech, Hanuš) Proskauer was born in 1904 in Bratislava into the 
family of the editor Karl Chupik and his wife Bertha, née Munch. When Proskau-
er was three years old, the family moved to Prague and took up residence in the 
capital’s center, at Národní Třída 416/37. This building now houses the Café-Bar 
Platýz. Tax records reveal that, in the early 1920s, Heinz refused both service in 
the Czechoslovak army and university education. According to notifications of the 
tax authority, he served as a clerk in a bank (1923) and in a tourist company (1935). 
In the late twenties, Heinz Proskauer settles in Berlin and becomes an editor for 
the daily newspaper Berliner Tageblatt. We assume that this is the reason why he 
changed his name from Chupik to a solid-sounding Proskauer. This newspaper had 
a circulation of 100,000 copies and was practically the only media outlet directly 
critical of the Nazis at that time. Proskauer lived in the wonderful Berlin neighbor-
hood of Charlottenburg, on its central street, the Spandauer Damm, where he was 

Percy Gurvich, 2000. www.amnesty-erlangen.de
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often visited by Czech journalists. He celebrated the 
advent of 1933 with Franta Kraus, a journalist and 
former classmate.1

“Of course, here in Germany everything will 
be decided soon. Maybe in a few weeks – perhaps 
even before the March election,” said Heinz, gestur-
ing nervously. The editor of the Berliner Tageblatt, 
a pro-democracy newspaper, certainly knew what 
was what. “And with these intrigues on all sides, the 
gentlemen in brown will certainly take advantage. It 
is amazing with what indifference local Jews react 
to what is happening in Germany,” Heinz said an-
grily, “as if they’ve never seen Mein Kampf!”

The journalist Franta Kraus lived with 
Proskauer through the month of January 1933. 
He gladly accepted Heinz’s offer of lodging, part-
ly because he did not want to spend his Prague 
newspaper’s money (a hotel would have cost him 
30 Reichsmarks a day), but partly because the 
house in which Proskauer lived was just opposite 
the Charlottenburg Palace, and many interesting 
people, from whom much could be learned, were 
coming and going. Kraus reported that that Jan-
uary was the longest month of his life despite the 

fact that time at Proskauer’s apartment raced at an incredible pace.
“I remember our conversation at the New Year’s table. At the time, I thought 

that Heinz exaggerated the danger of what was happening. Now, I don’t think so.”
After the Reichstag fire on March 3, 1933, chief editor Theodor Wolff of 

the Tageblatt was fired for attacking the Nazis and for being Jewish. Proskauer 
managed to find another job as the producer for the Tobis-Cinema (Tobis-Klang) 
Company, where he also worked part time writing copy for commercials. In De-
cember 1934, he married Rita Wolsfeld, a Berlin Jew.2 Though they were German 
citizens who held foreign passports, the couple probably never considered the 
possibility of escaping from the country.

1  František R. Kraus and Roman Cilek. Tisíce obyčejných smrtí (Thousands of Ordinary 
Deaths: Evidence from a Journalist Who Saw the Beginning and the End of 1933–1945.) 
Prague: P3K, 2011.

2  Rita Proskauerová, née Wolfsfeld, born on October 23, 1904, in Berlin. Deported from 
Prague to Terezín on December 14, 1941, after her husband Heinz who was deported 
to Terezín on November 24, 1941. They were both deported to Riga on January 9, 1942. 
In the summer of 1942 she was arrested by the guards for having strawberries and shot 
in the cemetery in the middle of the ghetto. (Interview of survivor Eliška (Elisabeth) 
Bendová-Bergmannová by Anna Lorencová. Prague Jewish Museum, cassette 094.)

Rita Proskauerová, p/p, 1941. NAP, P 3883/9
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But Proskauer was lucky. In 1935, the film company started shooting 
a Czech-German film titled Poor Dogs’ Philanthropist. As a producer, he had to go to 
the Barrandov film studio in Prague to reach a deal on financing and the set. Appar-
ently, Proskauer failed in this, and the film was ultimately shot in Moldova. The mov-
ie is a tearjerker about a dogcatcher who meets an orphan, Peter, and his dog Puntá, 
comes to love them and can no longer kill dogs. It was written by the famous Czech 
actor Hugo Haas, directed by Max Fritch, the budding star of Czech cinema, and 
featured Hans Moser in the title role. The film has also another name, Paradise Alley.

On April 10, 1936, Proskauer crossed the border into Czechoslovakia at 
Zinnwald and then, as he wrote in his explanatory letter to the police, “drove 
through the resorts and reached Prague on May 15.” Because he had to go di-
rectly to Barrandov Studios to deal with the film and to negotiate Prague-Berlin 
cooperation in the field of documentary and feature films, he checked in with 
the police late, for which he apologized. His wife would arrive in Prague on May 
30, their passports were valid until August 22, 1940. An apartment was availa-
ble: his mother lived in Prague. He also began a novel on the history of Prague.

Proskauer was arrested on the street on June 9, 1937, in a drunken state 
and released after he sobered up; but other than that, nothing discreditable 
about him was found.

While living in Berlin, Proskauer wondered why some Jews could not under-
stand the impending threat, but now, in Prague, he too apparently stopped being 
vigilant. It is true that he and his wife filed papers to emigrate to the US on March 25, 
1939, but Jews, foreigners and in particular anti-Fascists stood no chance of joining 
the torrent of those seeking to leave the country immediately. So Proskauer’s sec-
ond escape attempt failed, and we already know how the third and last one ended.

The police blotter has added several features to the Proskauer’s appearance: 
oblong face, mouth normal, snub nose, dark brown hair, ears normal, some 
teeth missing, brown hat, raincoat light color, clothes light color, black shoes. 
The “special characteristics” line is blank.

| nought and horseplay |

The last disappointment? 

It is when one exposes the illusion that you have no illusions.

Walter Serner3 
In March 1918, two events occurred without the world around them taking note. 
A blacksmith, Anton Drexler, created a new political party in Munich (Adolf 

3  Walter Serner (b. Karlsbad, January 15, 1889, deported to Terezín on August 10, 1942, 
then to Riga on August 20, 1942, where he was killed) originally bore the name Walter 
Edward Seligmann, and was the son of the owner of the newspaper Karlsbader Zeitung. 
He changed his name when he received a passport, so his PhD in law is already in the 
name of Serner. He was a gifted author and co-founder of Dadaism.
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Hitler would come to one of its meetings only in September 1919). And the law-
yer and journalist Walter Serner finished his Dada Manifesto called “The Last 
Loosening” in Lugano.

Both these very different men – a proletarian anti-Semite and a Jewish 
intellectual – unanimously opposed the domination of bourgeois banality, bore-
dom, and philistinism.

Both demanded action. Drexler wanted to overthrow the power of the 
Jewish bourgeoisie, and Serner, to destroy the bourgeois canons of art and 
culture.

“To bring a redeeming heaven over this chaos of filth and enigma! To per-
fume and order this pile of human excrement! Thanks a lot!… <…> THAT’S 
the reason <…> why philosophies and novels are sweated out of people’s pores, 
pictures are daubed, sculptures hewn, symphonies groaned out and religions 
founded. What appalling ambition, especially because these vain asinine games 
(i.e. especially in the German regions) have come to a complete nought. Nothing 
but horseplay!”1

“We wish to organize the economy and sexuality rationally, and we do not 
give a hoot for culture, which was no tangible affair. We wish an end to it and 
with it an end to the philistine writer, the manufacturer of ideals that were 
nothing but its excrement. We wish the world moved and movable, disorderly 
instead of orderly – away with all the chairs, away with feelings and noble ges-
tures! <…> Down with the German philistine!” 

 (Raoul Hausmann).2

The Dadaist riot may seem like carnival madness. In Zurich, Vienna and 
Paris cafés they organized what would later be called “happenings.” Shouting 
obscenities, dancing in bizarre geometric costumes, reciting verses based on 
letters randomly pulled out of a bag, etc. Something similar was taking place in 
Russia, by the way, only it had a different name. This impertinence, looseness 
and licentiousness were a means of combating the fat cat Everyman, he was the 
target of the challenge.

The Drexler – Hitler riot had far more dire consequences. Serner predicted 
those in his manifesto: “This <…> is the biggest opportunity for that important 
feeling of boredom to somersault its way up and become a thought considering 
its own cause. Lovely moments of this kind set up the desperado <…>, who 
creates all sorts of mischief as a prophet, artist, anarchist, statesman etc.”3

1  “ Last Loosening” (Letzte Lockerung), part 1, paragraph 6. Cit. by P. Sloterdijk Critique 
of Cynical Reason. Yekaterinburg, Publishing House of the Ural University Press, 2001, 
pp. 433-446.

2  Raoul Hausmann, “The German Philistine Gets Upset.” First published as “Der deutsche 
Spieàer ärgert sich,” Der Dada, no. 2 (1919), 2. In: Kaes, Anton. Jay, Martin, Dimendberg, 
Edward. The Weimar Republic Sourcebook. University of California Press, 1994. pp. 482f.

3  “Letzte Lockerung,” part 1, paragraph 3.
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The second prediction is also to his 
credit. A little earlier, Serner met with 
Lenin in Zurich, and after the October 
Revolution, he noted: “Any revolution is 
just a rebellion of those seeking a fist they 
favor more.”4

As for Dr. Walter Serner, who was 
nicknamed by newspapers the “King of 
Chaos and Provocation,” he turned away 
from Dadaism as early as 1920, endowing 
it with acid farewell comments. Rejecting 
Dada, he behaved as a true Dadaist, repu-
diating any -isms. However, his colleagues 
considered it a betrayal and started calling 
him “the con man.”

In the 1920s Serner wrote many 
short stories and a short novel, The Tigress, 
all of these in a quite realistic, moderately 
expressionist manner. The subject, how-
ever, was provocative: the dregs of socie-
ty. His characters – swindlers and prosti-
tutes – are solely engaged in insinuating 
themselves into the confidence of the rich 
bourgeois and cleaning out their pockets. 
In Serner’s oeuvre there was no moral 
judgment, and in this he remained true 
to the Dadaist program.

In a society where the Christian ethic 
was still alive, along with bigotry, hypocri-
sy and mistrust of humanity after the carnage of the First World WarI, Serner’s 
writings caused a scandal. (Today, in an age of cynicism and corruption, they 
do not ring as defiant as then but their artistic value has not waned.)

Serner was in all respects out of the ordinary. “His cheeky demeanor,” says 
a researcher, <...> “his impeccably precise language, brilliant mind, first-class 
psychology, his behavior with the ladies, sometimes resembling the behavior of 
a caveman – all this made Serner a kind of baron among Dadaist foot soldiers. 
Neither Tzara, nor Hülsenbeck, who wore monocles, could compete with his 
manner of wearing a monocle. Serner’s monocle looked “natural.” <...> Sern-
er’s appearance, elegant, although occasionally a bit shabby, was something 
more than the Viennese desire to look good, it was an expression of personal 

4  “Letzte Lockerung,” part 2, paragraph 13.

Walter Serner, p/p, 1929. NAP, S 1519/38
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cleanliness, to which Serner, despite his rejection of all values,   attached great 
importance.”1

The brightness of Walter Serner’s personality is emphasized by its con-
tradictions, which can be attributed to the play of masks, the impossibility of 
distinguishing mask from face. A Catholic, he repudiated all religions, a Juris 
Doctor, he subverted all laws. Serner had elegance and style, both in his manner 
of writing and in his behavior. He was nicknamed “dandy,” although according 
to contemporaries he was poor. But this also might have been a mask: Serner 
had a rich sponsor, the Dutch millionaire Anton van Hoboken to whom “The 
Last Loosening” was dedicated. And then his father, the owner of a Karlsbad 
newspaper, was probably not poor either.

Another of Serner’s features was restlessness. In Zurich alone, from 1915 to 
1933, he was registered in thirty-four different abodes. “To be a Dadaist means 
to let oneself be moved by things, to oppose all sedimentation; to sit in a chair 
for a single moment is to risk one’s life (Mr. Wengs pulled his revolver out of 
his pants pocket).”2

Serner truly “did not sit on a chair for a moment” but “Mr. Wengs” was 
already taking his revolver out of his pocket. Adolf Hitler (who, à propos, was 
also born in 1889), concocted a mutiny in Munich, then was briefly in jail (a com-
fortable one), then was busy consolidating the ranks of his party, and engaged 
in literary work: he wrote Mein Kampf and minor masterpieces such as leaflets 
and newspaper articles.

We know nothing about Serner’s health. He looks lean and acrimonious in 
the photos; it is quite possible he suffered from stomach ulcers, especially given 
his crazy way of life. But we do know something about the Führer: he was tor-
mented by gas. He was constantly troubled with wind, and his personal doctor 
Theodor Morell prescribed four Dr. Köster anti-gas pills which Führer took every 
day for the rest of his life.3

But anti-gas pills did not help Hitler digest the Jews and that “degen-
erate art hostile to the German spirit.” Having seized power, the first thing 
he did was to burn the ”degenerate” works of art. On May 10, 1933, in Opera 
Square in Berlin, a mass execution of literature was performed: it included 
Serner’s books.

While Hitler was coming to the fore, Serner dissolved in the shadows.

1  H. Richter Profile. Zürich, 1961. S. 105.

2  R. Hülsenbeck, Dada Manifesto of 1918.

3  The gas theme accompanied Hitler for many years. On October 15, 1918 Corporal Hitler 
was severely poisoned with gas at La Montaigne from an explosion of a chemical shell 
next to him. As a result, he temporarily lost his sight. Then the topic of gas appears in the 
Dr. Morelli diagnoses, and in the end, in the reports of the destruction of the enemies 
of the Reich in the gas chambers. 
Wikipedia: ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bolezni_Gitlera (Hitler’s illnesses).
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 Christian Schad, cover of Serner’s magazine Sirius, 
1915. Photo from the book Manifest dada i ugolovnye 
rasskazy. Moscow: Gileia, 2012

Poster of the Dada High Ball prepared by Serner, 
Geneva, 1920. Photo from the book Manifest dada 
i ugolovnye rasskazy. Moscow: Gileia, 2012

Walter Serner, cover of the novel Tigress, 1925.

www.liveauctioneers.com
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This indomitable rebel and anarchist, this fidget and épateur stopped ap-
pearing both in public and in literature. In 1938 he settled in Prague, married 
his long-standing Berlin girlfriend Dorothea Herz and became a humble teacher. 
Close to nothing is known about his views and life in Prague up to his deporta-
tion to Terezín in 1942. Perhaps he wrote “for the desk drawer,” and who knows, 
maybe one day this drawer will open. But generally speaking, we can assume 
the following. While violently attacking the decrepit culture of the “declining 
West,” he inwardly remained romantic and idealist. Hitler’s victory made   ev-
ident not only the end of Europe, but also of Serner’s ideals. In his writings 
and public behavior Serner had played with masks on the borderline of good 
and evil, moral law and crime. Now the line had been crossed; crime became 
all-powerful and evil omnipotent. The enemy turned out to be not satiety but 
hunger, not culture but barbarity.

From this point of view, Serner’s transformation to a “man-shadow” is 
explicable. Mentally he already lived in a place ruled by the slogan: “Abandon 
all hope, ye who enter here.”

In physical reality, however, he had to prove his residence in Prague (which 
the authorities called into question despite his Czech birthplace). He also filled 
in the form to leave for Shanghai (October 13, 1940), and even received a certif-
icate from the police (December 19, 1940) that pronounced him free of criminal 
penalties and gave him the green light to go abroad.

Today we know that the Shanghai ghetto, numbering 23,000 Jews, was 
reached by only a few dozen out of the thousands of Protectorate applicants.

The Serners were not among the lucky ones. Perhaps Eichmann, who was 
in charge of Jewish emigration, recalled Serner’s “degenerative” past. Hardly 
so: Eichmann was too busy in the “final solution of the Jewish question” on a 
broad scale. Nazis at that time cared above all about material solvency. The only 
thing required of Serner was to cover the costs of his own destruction. To do this, 
Eichmann needed an emigration department: let them pay for passports, visas, 
certificates. This will defray the expenses of their deportation, and other “final 
solution” expenses will be covered by proceeds from ‘Aryanized’ Jewish property.

Prague police reports recorded two events of the last year of the Serners’ 
life: the loss of a handbag and a purchase of matches.1

REPORT #1: 
Compiled in Prague, October 23, 1941
Name: Serner Dorothea, née Herz
Date of birth: 1889
Charged with: To be determined
Accommodation: Prague 1, Leimergasse 5

1  The source: National Archives in Prague, S 1519/39 . 
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The applicant, warned of the need 
to tell the truth, said the following:

Yesterday afternoon, from 16.15 to 
16.30, I was in the vegetable store on Lan-
gengasse. I put the bag and the package 
on the counter. Then I handed the vege-
table ration card to the seller. As I left the 
store, I noticed that the bag was missing. 
Inside was my passport, a postal mon-
ey transfer notice for over 50 DM from 
Berlin, 2 ration cards for potatoes in the 
name of Walter and Dorothea Serner, 2 
food ration cards for November, 2 ration 
cards for milk, 2 cards for fats for this pe-
riod, and a small mirror.

The extent of damage: 50 Cz. cr.
Signature [trembling hand]

REPORT # 2:
Police Department in Prague. The 

office in Horní Nové Město, Prague, De-
cember 28, 1941.

Case: Serner, Jewish, was taken 
into custody for buying in hours forbid-
den to the Jews.

A. Personal Data.
Dorothea Serner, a Jew, born Janu-

ary 18, 1889, in Berlin, citizenship hither-
to unknown, married, residing in Prague 
1, Leimerová, 5.

Vaclav Čichovský, the owner of ki-
osk #147 in Victoria Square in Prague 2b 
near the cinema “Adria” who resides in 
Prague 2, Biskupský Yard, 3.

Railroad engineer Jozef Adamec 
who resides in Prague 10, Olomoucká, 3.

B. Basic data.

Above: the detention protocol of Dorothea 
Serner, Prague, December 28, 1941. 
NAP, S 1519/39 

Below: “Determination of Walter Serner’s 
residence,” p. 3. NAP, S 1519/38
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On December 28, 1941, at 18.30 police guard Rudolf Doležal #591 <…> 
brought to the police station one Mrs. Serner, who was detained in Victoria 
Square in Prague 2 since she was buying a box of matches at Čichovský’s kiosk. 
(Informed by the railway engineer Adamec.)

Also, Serner was wearing close-fitting men’s trousers, which drew the at-
tention of passers-by. She argued that she wore them because she was cold. <…>

A copy of the report on the event was sent to the headquarters of the police 
in the early morning.

EXPLANATION OF THE ACCUSED:
I wore pants because of the frost, I was cold. I have seen German women 

wearing pants. The fur I had on I had properly [ordentlich] registered.1 
Dorothea Serner

POLICE CONCLUSIONS:
1) On December 28,1941 at 21.45 Dorothea Serner was released, after an 

interrogation in the 4th department and after she had put on a skirt brought by 
her husband, Dr. Walter Serner at the instruction of police adjutant Voneš. The 
bill for the payment of a CZK 1,500 fine is attached to the file.

2) Marital status, financial position, solvency: 
She is married and probably insolvent, without a bank account. Her hus-

band is a teacher of foreign languages  , his property is good.
Penalty: CZK 2,500.

* * *
It is not quite clear whether the final penalty was CZK 1,500 or CZK 2,500. 

It is also not clear whether the penalty was assessed because of the box of match-
es bought by a Jew at a non-Jewish kiosk at a non-Jewish hour, or for wearing 
the offending pants, or for both. 

Dr. Walter Serner and his wife Dorothea were exterminated in a forest not 
far from the Riga railroad switching yard (Šķirotava). Thus did the paranoiac 
fan of ‘Ordnung’ settle a final score with the King of Chaos and Provocation.

| Dr. rabbi Abraham Teller |

Abraham Teller was born on February 3, 1896, in Trebovlya, a small town with a 
long and tangled Western Ukrainian history. When filing papers in Prague in May 
1940 to obtain a passport, Rabbi Teller attributed Trebovlya to the Soviet Union, 
while in another application from the same period, he attributed it to Poland.

His last visit to Western Ukraine took place in July 1938. It was to the city 
Stanislaw (now Ivano-Frankivsk), the birthplace of his wife Hinde Salmon. He 

1  Wearing fur without special permission was forbidden to the Protectorate Jews.
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made the trip with his wife and six-month-old son, Edward, to perform a Jewish 
wedding ceremony, in which her family took part. 

From 1929 to 1938 he was rabbi at Bílina. In this town in the Teplice District 
named after the Bílina river, over a hundred Jews had once lived. There was a 
synagogue, the Jewish community and the Jewish cemetery. Teller was obvious-
ly the rabbi of the new congregation. He studied in Berlin, where Progressive 
and Reform Judaism flourished in the 1920s. It was Berlin where the rabbinate 
ordained female rabbis in the 1930s. The first one was Regina Jonas, later also 
sent to Terezín and killed in Auschwitz.2 In addition, civil marriage is incompat-
ible with Jewish orthodoxy, and Rabbi Teller, according to the documents, had 
lived with his wife for eight years in just that type of marriage.

Based in the Sudetenland, the Rabbi wrote The History of the Jews in and 
around Bílina with his co-author Weihs. The book grew and evolved into The 
History of the Jews in and around Bílina, including Teplice. It was published in 
Brno in 1934.3

In early October 1938, the Sudetenland region of Czechoslovakia (almost a 
third of the country’s territory) was occupied by Hitler’s army. At that time, Czech-
oslovakia had fourteen million inhabitants, including 3.5 million ethnic Germans 
who lived in the Sudetenland, as well as in Slovakia and the Trans-Carpathian 

2  Elena Makarova et al., University over the Abyss…, pp. 108 – 111. 

3  A.H.Teller, Geschichte der Juden in Bilin und Umgebung, Alphabetischer Katalog der 
Heimatbilbliothek Bilin B-1-040; Teller, A.H. & Weihs, Friedrich, Geschichte der Juden 
in Bilin und Umgebung (A). Geschichte der Juden in Teplitz (B), Brünn, 1934.

Jews in Bílina. www.zanikleobce.cz
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Ukraine. The Sudeten Germans, who were 
descendants of medieval colonizers of the 
East, accounted for about 90% of the re-
gion’s population. They maintained that 
they were under a Slavic yoke and de-
manded unification with Germany. This 
campaign was unleashed by the national-
ist-separatist Sudeten German Party head-
ed by Konrad Heinlein. The Czechoslovak 
government took several steps to ensure 
the Sudeten Germans’ representation in 
the National Assembly and the local gov-
ernment, and promote their education in 
the mother tongue, but tension remained. 
In February 1938, Hitler addressed the Re-
ichstag with a call to “draw attention to the 
appalling living conditions of our German 
brethren in Czechoslovakia.”1

And so doomsday began. The Czech 
and Jewish population began to flee. 
Prague was filled with new refugees, now 
out of their own country. (They had not 
fled to Prague only, of course.)

In a letter to the Prague police de-
partment, Rabbi Teller asks for asylum for 
his family: “I have been in Prague since 
October 24, 1938. On the 9th of October, 
I was in Louny but there was no place to 
live and I went to Prague. ... As a rabbi of 
the Jewish community I had been on the 
side of Czechoslovakia, and this caused a 
sharp reaction from the residents of Ger-
man nationality. My life was in danger. On 
October 8, to avoid being sent to a concen-
tration camp, I fled from Bílina. I could not 

1  Facts taken from Wikipedia.

Hinde Tellerová, p/p, 1940. NAP, T 314/41

Abraham Teller, p/p, 1940 . NAP, T 556/5
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Synagogue in Bílina. Jaroslav Klenovský collection 
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take my one-and-a-half-year-old son and my wife, Hinde, along because our son 
was seriously ill. Please allow my wife, Hinde, to move to Prague with our son.” 

On December 12, 1938, police allowed his wife to move to Prague with the 
child and to live there until March 31, 1939. The family was reunited. But what 
next? How to make a living?

“I was the rabbi of the Jewish community in Bílina,” writes Teller. “And 
I had not received a salary for six months, an equivalent of 10,257 Czech crowns. 
After Bílina had been captured by the Germans, the community was deprived 
of funding and dispersed, without any payment of dues. As a result I did not get 
a salary from January 1, 1939, to May 30, 1939. This can be confirmed by two 
persons: Alfred Herman, the head of the community, Prague II, Smečky 4, and 
Hugo Fleischner, synagogue elder, Prague III, Biel, 16.”

The Prague Jewish community was not likely to appreciate Rabbi Teller. It 
was run by the Orthodox Jews. And once in Terezín, they were similarly strict 
towards representatives of Progressive Judaism. For example, Regina Jonas was 
forbidden to officiate in the ghetto. For some reason neither Rabbi Teller, nor 
his wife were on the list of Prague’s 3,987 Jewish community workers. It can 
be assumed that they ate with the Jewish poor, or maybe were supported by 
someone else.

On August 10, 1942 the Teller family was deported to Тerezín. This was a 
terrible time even by camp standards: transports arrived and departed one after 
another, and the new arrivals received summons for their next transport before 
they could even get their luggage.

“Terezín Daily Orders No. 195 of August 15, 1942. Transport to the east, Au-
gust 20, 1942. According to the order of the commandant, the eastward transport 
leaves August 20, 1942. The first part of the summons will be issued August 16, 
1942, to those whose luggage has yet to be examined. Deadline for submission of 
petitions is at noon on August 16, 1942. Irrevocable decision to be taken August 
17, 1942: those who received a summons must take luggage to the checkpoint. 
The rest of the agenda will be presented on Tuesday, August 18, 1942.”1

“Terezín Daily Orders No. 196 of August 17, 1942. Transport to the east, Au-
gust 20, 1942. Because of arriving transports (on August 18-19, 2,500 Jews ar-
rived from Germany), the summons will be delivered today to start checking 
luggage at the checkpoint tomorrow morning. So far, only suitcases should be 
checked in. Hand-carried luggage should in no case be labeled with the new 
transport number.”2

“Terezín Daily Orders No. 199 of August 21, 1942. On August 20, 1941, trans-
port Bb with 1,000 people departed to the east.”3

1  Acta Theresiana, … p. 212-213.

2  Ibid., p. 213.

3  Ibid., p. 215.
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Riga, it is not quite the east. Those who assembled and dispatched this 
transport knew the destination. But it is done. This is what matters. Now it is 
time to settle in the German Jews and then to send the next transport, Bc, on 
August 25th.

Abraham and Hinde had had their child when they were in their forties. 
And now they squeezed themselves into a crammed car with five-year-old Ed-
ward, anxiously looking for a place. They prayed that Edward might survive 
the journey.

They did not know that they will go three days without drinking water, and 
they did not know what their hope would turn out to be.

On August 23, the train arrived at the Šķirotava station (Riga railroad 
switching yard). It is certain, as historians maintain, that all 1,000 people were 
killed on the spot. In any case, no one 
from the aforesaid transport appear in 
any further lists except for those of the 
dead.

| reduta |

Ervín (Erwin) Fischl’s4 police record 
opened in Prague on September, 21, 
1922, as he fired a pistol in the street. 
He fired just so, without any target, 
yet the Czech police fined him 1,300 
Czech crowns. Expenses were born by 
his mother Františka, as evidenced by 
a document with her signature.

Erwin started his working career 
in 1921 in his father Leopold’s shoe 
factory. He continued working in the 
factory of his uncle Filip Fischl (1870 – 
1942, Treblinka). The factory, which 
produced playing cards and stationery 
products, sent the young merchant to 
the US in 1923 to establish trade links 
and acquire the know–how to optimize 
the manufacturing process.

Between 1930 and 1935 Fischl, 
who changed the family name to Fal-

4  Ervín (Erwin) Faltys (Fischl) b. Prague on November 8, 1903 – to Terezín on November 
30, 1941 – to Riga on January 9, 1942 – perished.

Ervín Faltys, photo on the driver’s license, 
1929. NAP, F 84/2
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tys, was convicted several times: for scheming while selling a photo camera, 
for problems at the stock exchange caused by his inept work, for taking part in 
illegal games, and finally for disturbing the peace. In this last incident, which 
took place on April 3, 1935, he and his friend Josef Ryzhy (Ginger) raised a ruck-
us at 2 am in the Hotel Phoenix on Wenceslas Square. During the arrest Faltys 
threatened the policeman by telling him that, as editor of the newspaper The 
Noon Issue (Polední List), he would publish an article exonerating himself. But 
when he filled out the police form, he called himself a musician.

“I am a musician, and I share my modest salary with my father Leopold 
Fischl, who cannot work due to illness. Last week, I played twice, and my fees 
were just enough to make ends meet. And then, finally, I have a contract for a 
three-month tour of Czechoslovakia with a band. Going to jail now means losing 
the job and leaving my father without support. After the tour I will have money, 
and if I should go to jail then, my father will have some money to live on, he 
won’t have to go begging.”

At the bottom of the page, however, there is a handwritten note that the 
father is cared for by Faltys’s sister, Olga Orlíková, so the prison sentence should 
not be delayed.

On August 15, 1940, Erwin applied for emigration to Shanghai. While wait-
ing for a visa, he played at the restaurant Reduta during the evening, most likely 
under a false name. Jews were not allowed to go out after eight PM, let alone 
perform in a restaurant.

In January 1941, Reduta became as unattainable as Shanghai. According 
to a report from the anonymous Gestapo officer number 11084, “Faltys Erwin, 
a Jew, unmarried, musician, born in Benešov, who resides in Prague, àeznická 
13, and works as a pianist in the restaurant Reduta, was brought to the Krakow 
Street police station at 23:30 by police officer Rudolf Chudomel, No. 1203.”

Faltys wrote in his defense that did not know that, as a Jew, he was forbid-
den to be in Reduta, and that the director did not know that he was Jewish. In 
the Reduta, all music-related issues were the purview of Jaroslav Kubr, so the 
police should turn to him. What happened to Kubr is unknown, but Faltys was 
jailed despite all the petitions written in his beautiful handwriting. 

According to a German-language letter sent from the Prague police to the 
Gestapo on January 9, 1941, Faltys was sentenced to fourteen days in prison for 
appearing and working in the restaurant Reduta, which was off limits to Jews; 
moreover, he was there after curfew. Inquiries with the management showed 
that they did not know about his (Jewish) background. A Czech-language ad-
dendum states that Faltys was released early, on January 14, 1941.

Reduta means a redoubt, a fortification designed for all-round defense. 
The Terezín fortress, where Faltys arrived as a prisoner on November 30, 1941, 
had such redoubts. 

Faltys was able to hold out there for forty days before being deported to Riga.
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Faltys ultimately died but the Reduta thrived. After the war, it became a fa-
vorite gathering place for Prague youth. One frequent visitor was Václav Havel, 
the future president of the Czech Republic, and Bill Clinton, the president of 
another country, played the saxophone there. 

They say that sometimes in the night, when the Reduta is already closed, 
one can hear muffled sounds of another instrument, a piano playing hits of the 
1930s. Then a gray figure steps forth from the dark doorway. It is clad in a gray 
felt hat, dark blue coat and high gray boots. This image mysteriously coincides 
with the way Erwin Faltys was dressed in that distant January night of 1941, 
which was noted in the protocol of Prague police officer Rudolf Chudomel, ser-
vice number 1203.

| The missing Champion |

On the third page of the stapled notebook listing 
transport “O” Terezín-Riga, a strip of paper with the 
name Harry Stein1 is glued over someone else’s name. 
It is Prisoner Number 70, the famous boxer Harry 
Stein, who was born on January 20, 1905, birthplace 
unknown.

His boxing career was easy to find. 
1922 and 1923: German amateur champion in the 

flyweight (112 lbs) category.
1925 – 1928: German champion as flyweight pro-

fessional.
1932 – 1933: German champion as featherweight 

(126 lbs) professional. 
In 1930 Harry Stein starred as a boxer in the film 

Love in the Ring, where the role of the leading boxer 
was played by the European champion Max Schmeling 
(1905 – 2005). The part of his promoter was played by 
Kurt Gerron (1897 – 1944, d. Auschwitz), an outstand-
ing Austrian actor and director who shot the infamous 
Nazi propaganda film in Terezín in the summer of 1944; 
he begged the Nazis to pardon him for this but was killed in Auschwitz along 
with the others.

According to Wikipedia, Harry Stein emigrated from Germany to Czecho-
slovakia in 1933 and died, but where and when is unknown.

1  Harry Stein (b. Berlin (?) on January 20, 1905 – to Terezín on November 30, 1941 – to Riga 
on January 9, 1942).

Harry Stein. Http://boxrec.com/
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Boxing fans have taken care of the records: all Harry Stein’s fights are post-
ed, and so his sports career can be traced. There are statistics of his victories and 
defeats in all countries – we know where and when he went into the ring and 
whom he fought. Until 1927, Harry Stein fought mainly in Germany, in 1927 in 
Gdansk and Königsberg, and in 1929 and 1930, repeatedly in Paris. In 1930, he 
returned to Germany and mostly remained there until 1933.

On April 22, 1933, he was in the ring in Caracas, and his next fight was 
on December 12, 1933, in Prague, in the famous Lucerna, against Tomáš Bělina. 
Throughout 1934, he fought in some matches in Czechoslovakia, and then he 
disappeared. 

Where he lived and what he did for next seven years is unknown. No docu-
ments in Prague archives, not a single document in German archives alludes to 
him. Nor could the Sportmuseum Berlin help us. Unfortunately, the only hard 
evidence are the above-mentioned list and the registration card from Terezín, 
filled out on arrival, and then on departure from Terezín to Riga. According to 
unconfirmed reports, Harry Stein was killed in Salaspils.

Postscript: The Belarus boxing website reveals sensational albeit bizarre 
information that (in the 1930’s) the “…contribution to the development of the 
Belarusian boxing was made by <…> the world champion in the lightweight H. 
Stein, who left Nazi Germany. As was pointed out by experts, he <…> thorough-
ly familiarized Belarusian boxers with the secrets of sportsmanship in boxing, 
its teaching and training methods.”1

Further, on two specialized Web sites,2 we find that in 1945 Harry Stein was 
a boxing trainer in Moscow: “Stein was Jewish and fled to the USSR to escape 
Nazi persecution.”

And finally, in a 2012 article titled They Fought for Survival, we read the 
following: “Harry Stein <…> was able to emigrate in 1933 and went to the So-
viet Union. His fate is unknown, but the German magazine Box-Brevier wrote 
in 1948: ‘Harry Stein died as a boxing instructor in Soviet Russia.’”3 

So the enigma around the champion remains. Is it possible that Stein first 
fled to the USSR, then returned to Prague, was apprehended there and, at the 
last moment, included in the transport to Terezín? Or did the Gestapo, exploit-
ing the Soviet-German “friendship” after the Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact had been 
signed in 1938, achieve Stein’s extradition to the Reich? Stein’s case cries for 
investigation.

1  http://www.boxingbelarus.by/federation/the-history-of-boxing/

2  http://boxrec.com/media/index.php/Harry_Stein and http://archive.is/RV8XL

3  Martin Kraus, Ums überleben kämpfen. Jungle World Nr. 46, 15. November 2012 
(http://jungle-world.com/artikel/2012/46/46623.html).
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Gertruda Ehrlichová1 

| my mom was wonderful |

I was born in Brno on October 30, 1914. For 28 years, I lived in this apartment 
on Traubova Street No. 5. Prior to this I rented a flat, because I had returned to 
Brno too late and got no place. From June 23 until August 23, 1945, I was in the 
hospital for repatriates who were unable to walk.

I grew up in Brno, studied and worked here. My mother2 was a seamstress. 
She had a small bridal salon: part of our apartment was a sewing workshop. She 
sewed herself, and kept three or four girls as assistants. Mom was a wonderfully 
skilled worker. In fact, everything about her was wonderful. Our parents talked 
to each other in German and with us in Czech. I had a Czech governess, we went 
for walks with her, she took me to school and activities, and it was from her that 
I learned Czech. At work too, things were mainly in Czech. I graduated from 
a college and took typist-stenographer courses.

I never faced anti-Semitism at school. But when we moved to Odolná there 
was this house-keeper. One day I was walking home from school, and she was 
washing the stairs. She looked at me with a sarcastic smile and said loudly: 

“Židovka!”3

I worked as a secretary at the factory of the Brothers Fuchs, my mom’s 
brothers. They produced glass and mirrors. My sister (five years older than me) 
and her husband4 lived separately and also worked for the Fuchses. Father also 
worked there. But it was not a family business; there were a lot of jobs. They 
opened a branch in Bratislava; my sister’s husband was the head there, so they 
moved to Bratislava. When Czechoslovakia was divided, they had to flee from 
Bratislava to Brno.

When they told us to wear a star, I was the first to go out with the star. 
I walked to work, nobody had stars. It was morning, plenty of people, everybody 

1  Excerpts from an interview with Gertruda Ehrlichová (nee Katscherová), born on October 
30, 1914, in Brno. Interview on December 4, 1992 in Brno, Terezín Memorial, # 2357-PT.

2  Pavla Katscherová, born on November 26, 1882, deported to Terezín on December 2, 1941, 
then to Riga on January 9, 1942.

3  A Jewess (Cz.).

4  Nelly Rufeisenová (née Katscherová), born on December 29, 1909, deported to Terezín 
on December 2, 1941, then to Riga on January 9, 1942, perished. Her husband Erwin 
Rufeisen (1910) was liberated in Breslau, then sent by the Red Cross to Sweden, then 
returned to Brno, where he died on November 19, 1946.
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was looking at me but no one uttered a word. I was calm. Then came an “Ary-
anizer” and kicked us, the Jews, out of the factory. Later he came and asked us 
to go back to work. This “Aryanizer” then lived opposite us; he had a little son 
Fritz who shouted at me: “Jude, Jude!” Mom once heard this and said to him, 

“Fritz, you mustn’t.” But he went on. We lived then on the Cejl, in Tovární Street. 
I was no longer able to meet Czech friends, but we had a large family and Jew-
ish friends. We signed up for the Palestine transport, my sister and her husband 
and I. But my mother did not want to go there, and my brother-in-law took us 
off the list. It was the transport that the British did not let into Palestine anyway.

There were plenty of refugees from Germany and Austria, they told us how 
things were, but we did not believe them. I remember a singer from Vienna who 
asked us to let him give a concert, his wife will play the piano. For free, just for 
small alms. I was at that concert, I felt so sorry for him, he had no voice, but my 
uncle tried to help him as long as he could. My mother developed severe myopia 
before the German occupation, so she could not sew.

I asked the Aryan boss to let me stay at the factory, so that I, my mom and 
sister would not be taken on the transport, but he said no.

...We were gathered at Merhautova Street in a high school. It is there to 
this very day. We lay on the floor for two or three days, I don’t remember; it 
was clear that nothing good awaited us. All of us went off: I, my mom – father 
had died in 1937 – my sister with her husband, and his sister with her husband.1

1  Alfred Rosenberg, born on May 4, 1901, deported to Terezín on December 2, 1941, then 
to Riga on January 9, 1942, then to Kaiserwald in autumn 1943, perished; Nelly Rosen-
bergová, born September 3, 1908, deported to Terezín on December 2, 1941, then to Riga 
on January 9, 1942. Died in autumn 1943 during the liquidation of the ghetto.

Gertruda Katscherová. “Forgotten Transports to Latvia,” 2008
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The train was icy cold. When we arrived in Terezín, the barracks were 
still empty. We slept on the floor. We were running somewhere to get straw 
or mattresses. Before us came some guys, they were called Arbeitskommando. 
Whatever we needed, we had to procure ourselves.

I got a job in the office of the ghetto. I was typing on a typewriter. What I 
typed I don’t remember: some lists. There were big lines for meals; they always 
gave us the same thing: tomato sauce or tomato soup. Then they said there 
would be a transport from Terezín but don’t worry, the office workers and their 
families would be spared. We were not on the lists, and the roll calls confirmed 
it. However, they said, still another count was needed. After that I was included 
in the transport with our whole family. It was clear the office workers had done 
this: they looked out for their own people. We had to pack again.

There were 500 people from Brno and 500 from Prague. Where we were 
going we did not know, but the cars were normal. <…>

We were put in a deserted part of Riga, there were homes, and everyone 
rushed to take their place. In the house where we stopped and then lived to the end, 
everything had been thrown on the floor. Mountains of linen, clothing, empty dishes.

Then a car driver told us how he took the people out of there to be shot in the 
woods. It was scary. He drove very slowly with the last truckload and did not have 
time to get to the forest as the Germans said “aus,” “enough” – they had already 
had enough dead. Over time we learned more, but at first no one was allowed to 
talk to us. At work it was possible. Later on, in the ghetto, we could meet Latvian 
Jews who were given passes to cross to our part. Moreover, there was a hole in the 
barbed wire. Our house was at the very edge of the “German” section of the ghetto.

In addition, a thousand people from Vienna and 20 thousand from Germa-
ny were brought in. In the ghetto was a medical office; there were two doctors 
from Brno. They took me in to write everything down, every patient and every 
medication. For a while I worked there but during one operation I felt sick – 
I could not look at it.

There were beds that held frost-bitten inmates, you had to cook a meal for 
them but it was so scarce that one could die not just of wounds but of hunger. 
None of frostbitten was saved, they all died from gangrene.

In Terezín they had given some prepared food, but here we got almost 
nothing, and out of this nothing we had to cook something. Only those who 
worked outside the ghetto could survive and feed their families.

I worked wherever I was sent, and my sister too. Her husband was a medical 
assistant of Dr. Aufrecht,2 a German Jew and most clever man. He was able to en-

2  Hans Aufrecht, MD, was born in Poland. He lived in Cologne before the war. His wife 
was Ilse, née Rotziger. She was deported to Riga from Cologne on December 7, 1941. 
Aufrecht headed the “Central Laboratory.” He helped ghetto prisoners as much as he 
could. Ilse was his assistant. After his liberation in Lauenberg, he learned that his wife 
had died. He lost his mind, screamed and raged, and was shot by a Russian soldier.
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sure that we had a hospital and medication. The rations were meager; mother did 
not work, so if it were not for my sister and me, we all would have died of starvation.

We were in the ghetto for about two years. We lived in family groups, some-
times three families in one small house. We had a narrow room, like spaghetti. 
There were six of us: me, my mother, my sister and her husband, and the hus-
band’s sister and her husband. There was no place for a normal table, so we 
made a little one. During the first year, there were also two other men with us, 
so we were eight, but then the Ältestenrat resettled them. We had three con-
vertible beds.

At first there was a terrible famine. Once I ventured out to the other side 
where soldiers with weapons used to walk. This time, however, there was no 
one around and I entered a house. I found no food, only some dry goods like 
seasoning for soup, nothing more. But I took dishes and other things, put them 
in a bag and brought them home. I was not caught.

After the war I met one family in Brno, a mother with two daughters – they, 
too, miraculously survived – and they said that it was supposedly better in Riga 
back then than in Brno now. I could not believe my ears, but then I realized that 
they had resided in a house where the Jewish bosses lived. Those who had ties 
to the Jewish authorities could barter things for food outside the ghetto so they 
did not starve. And we were nearly dying of hunger.

The Germans hanged and mocked the prisoners at will. During the Appel, 
we were assigned to jobs: you go here, you go there. And one day, after they had 
hanged several people, I told mom I would not go to the Appel, and I hid. And 
this was the Appel in which they chose people for transport, and the Germans 
went to the flats to look for those who had hidden themselves. We were not 
allowed to lock up. I stopped breathing, and the German left. Fortunately, my 
mom returned with my sister, they were not taken away. Then there was another 
transport. One of the doctors and his wife went on it.1 She told him that this was 
the end, but he did not believe her. Alas, she was right.

Another “action” was Salaspils where only men were selected. My future 
husband2 was there too. He later told me what went on there. He was unbeliev-
ably lucky that he was able to survive there at his age.

Mom stayed indoors, she did not go out. The Germans came to check for 
neatness, and she was praised: the house was clean. They came unexpectedly; 

1  Robert Königsgarten, MD, born on February 14, 1892, and Melita Königsgartenová, born 
on July 3, 1904, deported from Brno to Terezín, then to Riga, died in August 1942.

2  Jakub Ehrlich, born on September 7, 1889, in Vienna, lived in Czechoslovakia (Svi-
tavy). His first wife was Ilona Ehrlichová, born on May 1, 1896, in Budapest. Deported 
to Terezín from Brno on December 2, 1941, then to Riga on January 9, 1942. Ilona was 
killed during an air raid on Latvia (see below in this interview). From Riga, Jakub was 
taken to Stutthof, then to Lauenburg, where he was liberated. He returned to Brno 
on August 17, 1945, married Gertruda Katscherová in 1948. Died in Brno on October 
3, 1963.
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there was Gimmlich3 and 5-6 other Germans. In the afternoon, the ghetto was 
empty; everyone except the elderly was at work. We were escorted to the place 
of work and back, usually by two guards. At work, we sometimes met good peo-
ple who helped. I picked out dirty, rotten vegetables for the Germans, and we 
always said, let them gobble it up. But we were not even given this garbage. The 
only thing that I could carry out was salt; there was none in the ghetto. I also 
worked in logging. There were Germans from the Organization Todt,4 quite de-
cent people. We were taken there by truck.

Unlike Terezín, there was no cultural life. The main thing was day-to-day 
survival. After work, you washed, ate something and got some rest. After 8 PM, 
no one was permitted to go out, except to visit neighbors. One day, my mother 
sent me to a neighbor for an iron. On my way back, I was stopped by Gimmlich. 
He asked what I had and why I was without a star. I stood there and smiled. It 
was next to the house where the Ältestenrat was located. Irons were forbidden: 
we were not allowed to consume electricity. I was afraid that he would take it 
away. But he only cared about my star. Then the Ältestenrat chief came running 
out of the house and yelled at me, what are you smiling at, what’s so funny? 
I kept on smiling, and Gimmlich did nothing to me. Incidentally, this was the 
only time I went out without a star.

Then the ghetto began to fall apart. Some people were sent away. Others 
went to Kaiserwald. I was sent to dig peat: there was a transport to Libau.5 I was 
promised that when I came back I would see my mother and sister. I was in Li-
bau for three weeks. It was hard work: you had to drag everything on your back 
without a break. There I broke down.

When I returned, there was only mom. My sister, her husband and the 
Rosenbergs6 were already somewhere else. Mom and I were sent to Stras-
denhof.7 It was a factory building where we patched and repaired German 
uniforms and winter coats, fur inside, leather outside. They were torn and 
blood-soiled things belonging to the wounded. Mom was very handy at this. 
I was given a test: putting a patch on a pair of military trousers. Some Ger-
man Jew gave me a needle. He stood behind me and watched how I sewed; 
he annoyed me by saying I couldn’t hold the needle properly. But my mother 
said that she was a professional seamstress and would teach me. We repaired 
the clothes by hand; another shop was equipped with sewing machines that 

3  Scharführer SS Max Gimmlich, the ghetto commandant’s adjutant.

4  Todt (OT) – The German military engineering company (named after its founder, Fritz 
Todt). Under Nazism it widely used prisoner labor in construction and other work.

5  Probably a mistake. To our knowledge, there is no peat deposit at Libau (Liepaja).

6  The Rosenberg couple – the husband of Gertruda’s sister and his wife (see above).

7  For a detailed description of the ‘Kasernierung’ at Strasdenhof, see the introductory 
article in this edition.
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were being used by professional men. There were only a few of our ghetto 
people there.

My sister did not survive all this. Her husband did, but died in Brno a year 
after the war. His heart failed.

In Strasdenhof, we slept in three-tier bunks in a large room. My mother 
and I were in the middle. Most of the others were Polish girls and women. The 
food was ghastly. Soup was nothing but water; it was served at lunch time with a 
tiny piece of marmalade, cheese or bread. Ten people sat at a table, and I did the 
serving. Once we were given colored water with a green leaf floating in it. I went 
to the chief and said that this was impossible to eat. And he gave me another can.

Then they took my mom. Every day there were Appels, morning and evening. 
They counted and recounted us without end. And once, when there had been al-
ready three Appels, we heard a bell but at first did not realize that it was another 
Appel. It was 4 in the morning. Mom was selected. I clung to her; a German saw it 
and slowly moved toward the SS officer and said something to him. The SS-man 
came up to me and began to beat me with a wooden stick, driving me away from 
my mom. I had to step back. They were led to the building nearby, with huge win-
dows. When we were told to go home, I approached the house and saw my mother 
at the window. She threw up her hands as if to say: what can you do? I said, wait, 
I’ll bring you a bowl. They will give you food and you don’t have a bowl. I brought 
her a bowl. I did not know what would happen. Trucks arrived, and these poor old 
people... They were crammed into the backs of the trucks, and there they began 
to cry, weep, and call for help. There was one medical nurse, maybe more, I don’t 
know. And this nurse tried to reassure them that they were going to another camp, 
and they kept saying no, it looks different. But she was optimistic and assured that 
they were wrong. However, they still did not believe her. Then she said, I will go 
with you and prove that I am right. She was a German Jew, a wonderful woman. 
She was not selected. She went with them voluntarily.

This was the end of Strasdenhof. Almost all inmates were selected, a thou-
sand or more, among them my mom. All were taken away, and to this day I do 
not know where they were killed.1

Only a few women were left. The men lived in a separate room. More wom-
en from Poland were brought. We washed in a large tub, standing close to each 
other; people get used to everything. Already, I could not stand waiting until the 
end of the day. I ran into the room and fought with fleas there. When we had 
arrived, we had been given disgusting blankets, full of fleas. I don’t know where 
they got them from. Everybody suffered from them; we washed the blankets, 
but nothing helped. The fleas did not allow us to sleep.

1  Actions at Strasdenhof, July 28 and August 3, 1944. The latter was the most severe: 2/3 
of the camp population. All prisoners younger than 18 and older than 30 were murdered. 
We found out later that these prisoners were taken by buses to Dvinskaya (Daugavpils) 
street, where they were gassed in the disinfection chamber.
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Soon we, the remaining ones, were taken to some train station. We were 
crammed onto cold, open platforms. It was pouring rain. Along the way we 
switched trains and rode further. I do not remember the details, but we finally 
arrived in Sosnowiec (Sosnewalde). From there, again from the same platform, 
they brought us to Gdansk. Finally, we arrived in Stutthof.2 

It was a huge dreadful camp. Something from another world. I was almost 
naked, my dress had been stolen, and I only had a nightgown on. It was hot. 
Every morning we stood on Appel for an hour. There was a Russian woman 
kapo. We had to stand at attention like in the army. This Russian was very cruel, 
she had a whip.

Fortunately, I met a woman from Slovakia. She worked in the kitchen. I told 
her, look at me, I’m naked, and she promised to find me something from her 
friends, and she really found a beautiful brown crepe de chine dress.

There were lines everywhere. You would only just finish standing in the line 
for washing, and here you were, time for Appel. It was awful; you had watery 
soup at 9 am and then nothing for the rest of the day. Next day you had soup in 
the evening. Even though we did not work, we only stood Appel; we were losing 
what little strength we had left. We kept company with a Czech girl from the 
Riga ghetto. She said they were signing people up for some job. I said it’s all the 
same to me, transport or work, I want away from here. We signed up and were 
taken to Sofienwalde the next day.

There was nothing there. Some cardboard houses for 10 people each. Sleep-
ing on the ground, on the straw, no blankets. I had a coat and clogs and that dress. 
One day we were told to report if we needed clothes. I was given a blanket and 
a demi-season coat. Fortunately, it was too big for me, and when cold weather 
came and it snowed, I wrapped myself in the blanket and put the coat on over it. 
I was told that it was forbidden. Everything was forbidden. But I walked around 
like that all the same. It was hard work; it seems they were going to build an air-
field. We carried bricks, wood and bags, we shoveled sand into trucks. It was in 
Germany, in Pomerania.3 There were a number of young women in Sofienwalde 
and when we were in a good mood, we chatted. 

Once we worked in the field with the girls and some people taunted us 
from afar. I had no strength to go but the girls went and got from the peasants 
potatoes, greens and kohlrabi.

We were always under guard. If anything happened, the guards would 
shoot. That particular time, the guard was a decent man and he did not do 
anything. The others would have shot, not at people but in the air, but it was 
scary anyway.

2  In another part of the interview, Gertruda says that they went from Riga by a large 
steamer; they feared that they will be carried to the open sea and drowned, but they 
landed in Gdansk.

3  Pomerania was the border area between Poland and Germany.
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Once an SS VIP came: a tall imposing man in brown uniform with a whole 
retinue. They stopped at the shack in which we lived. We were kicked out and 
he entered with his retinue, and then they came out and he told an army man 
in a green uniform: even a Saint Bernard would not live in a dump like this. Get 
out of here!

So we had to pack. The next day the camp was liquidated, and we were 
sent to a place where houses were being built. We continued to work there, but 
now lived in unfinished homes where there was nothing inside. I saw for the first 
time how the Germans build: from the bottom up, no scaffolding, only bricks. 
Bunks had been built inside these houses, also three-tiered. It was even worse 
than the shacks. Water was dripping down the walls. We were freezing. True, 
there were stoves, and sometimes after work we fired them up. Food was almost 
non-existent. Sometimes, if I was lucky, I found potato peelings and baked them 
in the oven. Sometimes they gave us a little piece of horsemeat; we put it on the 
stove and ate. Also, other prisoners arrived. <…> 

Once the bunk collapsed before my very eyes. I stood at the stove, and 
suddenly I saw how everything fell apart. Two women got caught in it, I don’t 
remember what happened to them. This all happened because of the humidity. 
The bunk was then repaired and we continued to sleep there.

But soon it was over. We were again sent somewhere. We went zigzagging 
and reached Lauenburg. It was in January or February 1945.1

Thus began the wanderings. Local residents were fleeing from their places 
with all their possessions. On the way, we met people who were going in the 
same direction. The Germans did not know where to lead us or what to do with 
us. We walked and walked. I could not walk any more. I barely dragged along, 
like a robot. Since that time, I have had hip problems. Sometimes we made stops 
to rest. I remember a large barn, there had probably been a rich courtyard in 
front of it. There were stalls. On the other side stood horses. The barn was full 
of people from other transports. I was looking for a place to sit down. I was ex-
hausted and wanted to sit down, but a woman shoved me off – it was her place. 
But I could not stand and asked to help, so they moved somehow and I sat down. 
There were people from different countries. We were not there for long, suddenly 
there was a terrible commotion and Russian was heard.

1  About 5,000 prisoners from Stutthof subcamps were marched to the Baltic Sea coast, 
forced into the water, and machine-gunned. Other prisoners were sent on a death march 
to Lauenburg in eastern Germany, where they were cut off by advancing Soviet forces. 
The Germans forced the prisoners back to Stutthof. Marching in severe winter conditions 
and treated brutally by SS guards, thousands died during the death march. In late April 
1945, the remaining prisoners were removed from Stutthof by sea, since Stutthof was 
completely encircled by Soviet forces. Again, hundreds of prisoners were forced into 
the sea and shot. Over 25,000 prisoners, one out of two, died during the evacuation 
from Stutthof. Soviet forces entered Stutthof on May 9, 1945. (Death Marches – United 
States Holocaust Memorial Museum – http://www.ushmm.org/outreach/en/article.
php?ModuleId=10007734).
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The SS fled. Everyone ran out to look at the Russians. I was left alone in 
the barn, I couldn’t budge. Then I barely got up and came out. A German sol-
dier was lying there, shot by the Russians. There were plenty of Germans lying 
around. They were without shoes; our people had probably taken them. These 
Germans had not managed to escape with carts full of things which still stood 
there. There was not a single German soul; all the homes, according to the 
Russians, were empty. We were told that we could settle wherever we found a 
place. Everyone went, and I could barely move. Fortunately, there were Czech 
Jews: two girls, Anita and Zdenka, and a young man – I knew them from Riga. 
I joined them. The girl who was with me in Sofienwalde had to stay, [as] she 
had a frostbitten toe and could not walk. I never saw her again.

We settled in an empty house, there I found a baked chicken in the oven. 
The table was set, and there was coffee there. The Russians said, you can take 
whatever you want, and later we’ll see. I could not walk, but my companions 
surveyed the place and got some food and clothes. I stayed in the home, and the 
Russians came to me to eat. They killed a cow and a chicken. My friends went 
to them and were given the giblets. The Russians did not know that liver was 
eatable. And they gave us milk. That gave us diarrhea. During all the time in 
Riga, I had the flu just once, and once I cut my foot when I worked in the kitchen.

I don’t know how long we stayed in that house, maybe two weeks. There 
was still fighting in Czechoslovakia, so it was impossible to get there. I got a sore 
throat from all the cold and dampness in the house. A Russian doctor brought 
me vitamin B. After some time, the Russians said that this area would belong 
to Poland now, so if we don’t want to remain in Poland, we should leave. Polish 

The Soviet army. Photo from Edith Kraus-Blody collection
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women lived in the house next to us. They procured a horse and a cart, stuffed it 
with featherbeds, pillows, blankets and whatever they could. But we had noth-
ing. I sewed myself a cloak from a blanket cover and I took a gown there. I later 
returned home in this gown: it was a knit dress, a centimeter thick. I exchanged 
my clogs for men’s shoes, they were odd but they were shoes. The Polish women 
took us along. It was so hard to walk, my legs ached. They took us to Lauenburg. 
There we were taken in by a German family, an elderly husband and wife. They 
were proud that they took in Jews, and were not punished for this. We stayed 
with them for a long time. They said that trains will run again soon, and we 
will be able to go home. We got to the station. I do not remember how we went 
there. The first train that came continued on through all of Poland to the West-
ern Ukraine. It was sometime in May. We rode and rode. I lay on the third bunk 
and thought I’d suffocate. The train arrived in Western Ukraine. It was late night. 
Half the train emptied, all Czechs went out. I stayed and rode to Yugoslavia. In 
Yugoslavia, on the border, I was carried from the train to the hospital.

There were clean clothes and food, but there were no drugs to treat patients 
with. There was one doctor who spoke Czech, because he had studied in Prague. 
He said that he could not send me home; I would die on the way. So I stayed 
there, I don’t know how long, until one day the cleaning lady came and said that 
the doctor had discharged me. She helped me get dressed. I was brought to the 
station in a wheelchair and left there. There was no train; it was a huge station, 
hundreds of people. And suddenly there appeared a guy about seventeen years 
old and said, “Are you looking for someone? I am from Czechoslovakia.” I say 
yes, I’m sitting here and I cannot budge. How did you get here? It turns out he 
got to Yugoslavia through Hungary. He stayed with me. It was my salvation. At 
the station they were handing out bread and soup. He brought me some. It was 
a real soup of meat. There was a piece of bacon floating in it. But I could not 
eat. I took bread. Delicious bread. A train came, but it was for the military, they 
did not want to take me, but he persuaded them, and we were given two seats. 
This train was traveling to Budapest, we stepped down there, but a few hours 
later came another train to Prague – via Brno! 

It was August 23, 1945. I got off in Brno-Žideniсe, and the young man went 
on to Brno to find out how to get me into a hospital. Now, a man approached me 
and asked what I was doing here. I said that I had returned to Brno after many 
years. And where are your documents? No. I had nothing. When we were going 
to Yugoslavia, somebody stole my coat with a passport which I had had while 
still in Brno: I had hidden it and kept for four years. The man took down my in-
formation and left. Then a woman approached and asked if I was all right. I said 
that I could not walk, that I was waiting for someone to take me to the hospital. 
She said that no one was allowed to sit there and left. Then she came back and 
said there was a car that delivers newspapers, they’ll take you to Brno. I was 
taken to the hospital for repatriates in the hotel Padovec. When I got out of the 
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car, there was that guy who said, oh, you’re here! Very good! He had to catch 
a train in 15 minutes, so he went home. The Padovec is near the train station, a 
five-minute walk. Now there is a restaurant in this corner building. It’s a pity 
that I don’t remember the name of this guy. A good man.

The treatment helped. After a few days I myself could walk to the wash-
room. Two months passed. The first time I ventured out of the hospital was to 
the funeral of my uncle.

I could leave the hospital, but where to? My mom’s old apartment was 
occupied by strangers. The new apartment, where we all lived together before 
Jews had been forced to move in together, was occupied. When I was in the 
hospital, I was visited by my cousin with his wife: they survived. My sister’s 
husband also survived: the Red Cross had taken him to Sweden, from where 
he returned to Brno. My brother and his wife housed yet another family, so that 
there was no room for me. 

I was also visited by the Tandler couple: we had once worked together in 
Uncle Fuchs’ factory. They invited me to stay with them. I agreed to stay until 
I found an apartment. I got a job at the post office. This was good luck: I ran 
into an acquaintance who had worked at the post office before the war, and they 
were just looking for a worker. For nineteen years I rented a room at a friend’s 
house in Černá Pole. I had a big room. All this time I was going to different or-
ganizations in search of my own accommodation, to no avail.

In 1948, I got married, and my husband moved in with me. I was given an-
other little room which I remodeled into a kitchen. I even made a sink so we did 
not have to wash at the neighbors’. And we had our own restroom, too – theirs 
was on the second floor.

Gertruda Ehrlichová-Katscherová. “Forgotten Transports to Latvia,” 2008 
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My husband was born in Svitavy. He lived in Brno, then in Vienna. When 
Hitler came there, he and his wife moved to Brno, leaving all their property 
behind; and when Hitler got to Brno, then they went on the same transport to 
Terezín, then to Riga. I had known his wife Ilona back in Brno, but I never knew 
him. I did see him once when we went to visit my friends who lived in the same 
room with him and his wife, but we did not talk. His wife died in the last airstrike 
in Latvia. There was a terrible bombardment, and one bomb fell directly on her. 
My sister’s husband saw it and could confirm. My sister was not with him, they 
had been separated.

When we decided to marry, my sister’s husband had to sign a paper saying 
that he had seen my fiancé’s first wife die. My husband was 25 years older. We 
met in the Jewish community at a luncheon. He paid attention at me and de-
cided to get to know me. I told him that we had seen each other. At that time he 
had worked at his old job as an accountant in the firm Aurora. They made gold 
tooth crowns. After the war, it was renamed Safina. He returned later than I. He 
had been to many places including the same hospital. He was also living in an 
apartment sublet by an acquaintance. I told him that my friend and I go to such 
and such a café Sundays, come if you want. He came. He, like me, had nobody. 

We got married. I quit the post office and worked as an accountant for the 
National Theater. Ties with German theaters were being restored, and my Ger-
man came in handy. I began to translate, in writing and verbally, on the radio. 
But over time it started to irk me, and at some point I gave up. My boss came to 
my home, asked what went wrong and what they were to blame for. I said, after 
all I’ve gone through I cannot do it. Sorry. 

One day the phone rang, and a man’s voice said: “How is it you had not 
been choked by gas in Treblinka? What have you done with our Eichmann?” It 
was also at the time when I worked in the theater. I was never in Treblinka, so 
the one who called was poorly informed. But he did know that I was in a con-
centration camp.

My husband had a heart condition. After the third heart attack, he died. It 
was in 1963, just when we had decided to buy an apartment. He was in the hos-
pital; I asked him, are you able to stand the move, and he said of course. I went 
to pay, and the next morning received a telegram that he had died.

My cousin invited me to England but I did not go. I don’t know what’s 
keeping me here. Why am I stuck here all alone?
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Alžběta Bendová1

| we Decided to make a School |

During the First World War, I lived in Hradec Králové with my grandmother 
because my father2 was in the war. He returned in 1918, the year when my sister 
Maria was born. Then we moved to Pardubice. My father worked in a bank there 
until 1930; when he retired, we moved to Brno. We were raised as Czech Jews: in 
Eastern Bohemia, Jews were Czechs.3 Dr. Vohryzek4 organized the Czech-Jewish 
Union, and my father became a member. There were also a few Zionist families.

In our generation, German education was absent. My grandparents had 
gone to German schools but my parents and I went to Czech ones. My paternal 
grandmother was the daughter of a rabbi. My grandfather Bergmann went to 
the synagogue on Friday and Saturday, read the Torah and, at the end of his life, 
when we lived in Brno, he served as replacement for a cantor. One day, while 
returning from the synagogue, he fell and broke his leg. He died shortly after 
that. My maternal grandmother ate only kosher. We celebrated Yom Kippur, the 
Jewish New Year and Passover, but we were not religious.

I went to a Pardubice primary school, then the gymnasium. In 1938, I even 
managed to graduate from the Philosophy Faculty of the Brno University. Before 
the Germans came, I taught French and German in a gymnasium in Kroměříž. 
Then, when we had to leave school, for obvious reasons, my younger sister and 
I took cooking courses and learned to cook. In addition, I gave private lessons. 
At that time, there was no anti-Semitism among the Brno Czechs, rather the 
contrary. Czech ballerinas came to me to take German lessons, we talked quite 
normally. When we were already wearing the stars, my colleague, a Czech teach-
er, said: “It is a shame for all of us that you’re wearing the star.” We had a lot of 
friends. We visited each other’s homes all the time.

1  Excerpts from an interview with Alžběta Bendová (Bergmannová), born September 18, 
1914, in Hradec Králové. Interview by A. Lorencová, March 4, 1992, Prague Jewish Mu-
seum, cassette 094.

2  Father Karel Bergmann, born December 16, 1882; mother Olga Bergmannová, born May 
20, 1889 and sister Maria Bergmannová, born October 14, 1918. The whole family was 
deported on December 2, 1941 from Brno to Terezín, then to Riga on January 9, 1942. The 
parents died there, whereas the sister survived, she was liberated in Bydgoszcz in 1945.

3  In the spirit of President Masaryk’s policy of ‘Czechoslovakism,’ integration of Czech, 
Jewish and German cultural elements in the country. 

4  Viktor Vohryzek (1864 – 1918), one of founders of Czech-Jewish (Čechožidé) integrative 
ideology and corresponding public movement.
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My sister graduated from high school in 1938, but could not study any fur-
ther. She gave private English lessons.

At the time I was friends with a young man whose friends had graduated 
from the Forestry Institute and were therefore exempt from military service, al-
though in general before the Germans came we had obligatory military service. 
He told me and my sister: “Talk with the guys, they will bring you to Canada.” 
My sister and I wanted to leave but father said, “Smart people do not leave Brno. 
Don’t go, we’ll survive.”

And then we went to Terezín. Ours was the first transport from Brno to 
Terezín, the previous transport was to Minsk. We were fortunate that we wer-
en’t sent to Minsk.

I remember that, on New Year’s Day, we had a concert called World Tour 
in Terezín. It was in the Dresden barracks. We performed different numbers 
and songs.

Once and again, it fell to us to go away in the first transport, this time from 
Terezín to Riga. We did not know where we were going. There were a thousand 
of us on the transport. I do not know how long we travelled: two or three days, 
maybe. As we looked out of the window, our first thought was we were going 
to Lódz; they said there was some kind of ghetto there, but we ended up in Riga. 

When we arrived in Šķirotava, we went to the ghetto on foot. The luggage 
had already been taken. It took about half an hour. It was very cold. We never 
got our things back. We were settled in homes formerly occupied by Latvian Jews. 
They all had been shot. The men who remained alive told us about it. The ghetto 
was empty. The houses were named according to the cities where the transports 
came from: Berlin, Vienna, Cologne, Düsseldorf. Our house was Prague.

Alžběta Bendová-Bergmannová. “Forgotten Transports to Latvia,” 2008
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We settled in and soon were sent to work. The Latvian Jews told us that 
everybody on the next Terezín transport had been shot, except for a few able-bod-
ied men who were sent to build Salaspils. Besides the shootings, there were the 

“Gaswagen”-buses. But that was for smaller groups of people.
Everyone from our transport lived together. Mr. Steier was elected our el-

der. There was also one Epstein, a ghetto policeman from the German Jews. The 
Lagerälteste was a Jew from Cologne; I do not remember his name. Herma Schin-
delářová1 had some kind of affair with him. I do not know whether she is still alive.

In the ghetto, we were busy with sorting things. When a transport arrived – 
and we knew in advance that it was coming – trucks and buses came packed 
with suitcases and whatever else there was aboard it, even perambulators... And 
the Latvian Jews were pleased, they said: Look, another transport and again 
everybody was killed!2 Women working in the “dressing room” sometimes found 
documents that told them where these people were from.

We were the first and the last transport that remained in the ghetto. We 
lived as a family, four to one small room. There was a kitchen, and someone 
lived there, too. We would go to clean in the Latvian part of the ghetto. It was 
huge. I do not know who was housed there at the time. We found some food 
there, and brought it to our ghetto. We cooked food at home, we were given a 
certain amount of flour and some other foodstuffs. Those who worked on the 
docks brought fish, and whoever went to the slaughterhouse, fetched meat.

Foodstuffs were traded, but if someone sold food for money, he got shot. 
There was a terrible Nazi chief called Lange, and our boss was SS Krause. There 
was also a doctor, I do not remember his name. He was killing young children.

The Jewish police were local men, they checked everyone at the barrier at 
the entrance to the ghetto. Jews tried to smuggle some items out, like gold or 
a watch, to barter with Latvians for food. Sometimes it worked, sometimes not. 
Mrs. Proskauerová3 was shot on account of strawberries. There was a cemetery 
in the middle of the ghetto: she was taken there and shot. There was also a 
ghetto prison. Another story concerned gold, for which six people were hanged 
in different places in the ghetto, they hanged there for several days, and we had 
to walk past the corpses.

We decided to organize a school and teach the children. I did some teach-
ing. The things were in German: we were attached to the Viennese, so that we 
had a common school for our and Vienna children. We taught German, mathe-
matics, in short, whatever one wanted. Sometimes the SS came to check on us. 
There was also a kindergarten. Each transport had their own school. First, we 

1  Hermina Schindelářová-Polák (Herma Šindelářová), born March 8, 1904, survived.

2  So it is in the original.

3  Rita Proskauerová (b. October 23, 1904 – d. summer 1942), wife of the writer Heinz 
Proskauer (his story is given on p. 113).
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studied together with the Viennese, then it was canceled for some reason, and 
we studied with the Dortmunders. There were school benches, even a school 
board. But the kids felt everything...

On Hanukkah of 1942, I staged Snow White with the children. We did it in 
the Cologne house where there was a spacious hall. The children learned their 
parts and sang the songs with great zeal, and we had music, special music for 
the production. It was a memorable performance. The children were so pleased 
that they learned everything, and all went well.

It was like a family camp. We went to work: for example, we cleared snow. 
Our experiences with the Latvians were not very pleasant, but the Russians were 
just great. And afterwards, too, no matter where we moved, the best relation-
ships we shaped with the Russians – whether they were POWs or the liberating 
Red Army soldiers.

In the ghetto, we did not starve because no one lived on rations alone. Yes, 
clearly, we were not left in peace. Two or three months after our arrival, there was 
a campaign called “Dundaga.” First, a rumor began to circulate that the elderly 
would be taken to this Dundaga where they will not have to work and where their 
life will be easier, so everyone should sign up voluntarily. Of course, nobody did. 
Then they called a muster (Appel) and selected the older people. At the time, the 
Czech foreman was one Mr. Panzer, who ran to find out where, in fact, they were 
to be taken. They said: “Don’t worry, it’s really Dundaga.” Panzer was still naive. 
He did not understand what they were up to, so they told him: “Come with them.” 
And it was those same Gaswagen buses. Then, there was the Salaspils action. This 
time, able-bodied men were chosen who had to build the camp. The conditions 
there were gruesome. Those who survived returned back to the ghetto. One of 
them, for example, was Moser’s1 relative from Karlovy Vary. He lived with us.

So it was in 1942. We still lived together, and from time to time reminded 
father: “You see, if not for you, we would not be here...”

In 1943, the situation got more tense. The Warsaw ghetto uprising broke 
out. We thought that, because of it, they would liquidate the ghetto. So it was, 
in fact. In the summer, my parents volunteered to work on the peat bogs. We 
were brought there at night, but there was no room for us and we had to wait. 
The managers were Russians from Latvia. They treated us well, and gave us work 
assignments which we could handle quickly and easily, and then go to help our 
parents. There were some young women who had gone through it all. They told 
us: “Be happy, that you still have your parents.”

There were facilities for Russian prisoners of war. They had a tailor’s work-
shop, and they read us Pushkin by candlelight. Once they invited five or six of 
us and gave us bread and butter and tea. They had their own choir, they came 
to us to sing. While we were there, the liquidation of the Riga ghetto took place.

1  Ludvík Moser (b. July 13, 1917), liberated in Buchenwald in 1945.
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Everybody was transferred to Kaiserwald. From there, people were sent 
to different work places. When we returned, we also were sent to Kaiserwald. 
Our parents were told that they will be given an easier job, where they will be 
sent from the Šķirotava station.

Steier escaped, but before he disappeared we asked him about our par-
ents. He did not know. He said people had been taken from Šķirotava by train 
somewhere, but did not know where. Since then we heard nothing about them.

Sometime around the Dušičky holiday,2 the ghetto was completely liquidated.
Kaiserwald was a concentration camp in Riga. It was not as terrible as 

Stutthof was later. We lived in barracks, men and women together. We went to 
work in the AEG factory, which was both inside and outside the camp. We were 
sent in teams to various places of work, where we lived.

We signed up for Dundaga. We went there by bus. We thought that if we 
were together and away from the camp, things will be better, but it was a real 
nightmare. We lived in some huts, stood for hours on Appel in the middle of the 
swamp. There was an extremely nasty boss who always yelled at the men: “Up 
and down! Here’s your Jewish revival after three thousand years!”

The food was awful and very scarce. The boss, an elderly man, was a true villain. 
Once I fainted during Appel and they took me into my shack. He noticed that one 
person was missing, and was told that I fainted. “How dare you faint?” he screamed 
and hit me with a whip. Fortunately, I was in a warm coat, so I did not feel the blow.

He sent us to hard labor in the forest. There were Dutch prisoners of war, 
and they gave us something to eat. I felt sick, and when I came back to camp and 
went to the doctor, he said that I had jaundice. He transferred me to another job, 
to Vlasov soldiers, to peel potatoes. They were Ukrainians from the Vlasov Army; 
in my opinion, they were from Operation Death.3 The Ukraine had already been 
retaken by the Russians, and they had no choice but to flee because there they 
were threatened with death. And they came to the German Army. Those that 
worked in the woods said they were guarded by the Austrian SS. But these Aus-
trians behaved decently. They removed from us the crazy old SS-man who was 
replaced by Gustav Eisener, an officer, and things became easier. We were sent 
to different jobs, we could spend the night there and somehow fill our bellies.

But then the Russian offensive began, and we had to go back. We had our 
heads shaved and were sent to Dundaga, this time on foot. We walked two or 
three days with this Eisener. Some of us escaped en route. Then we were told 
that buses will come and take us to some train station. We decided that these 
were those buses. It was the end. But we were lucky: real buses came to take 

2  All Souls’ Day, Commemoration of All Deceased (Czech: Dušičky) is celebrated on No-
vember 2. 

3  Perhaps what is meant is Operation Death Valley at Leningrad in 1942. During it, 
the army of General Andrey Vlasov was surrounded, he was captured and began 
cooperating with the enemy, heading the army which was formed of Soviet POWs.
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us to Liepaja. We spent the night there in a factory. Some of us were still afraid 
that they would gas us. We had already heard about it; we did not know exactly 
what it was, but the rumors reached us.

Early in the morning, we were put on a freight train and transported to Stut-
thof in Poland. There we met all those whom the Germans had not had time to 
kill. They had been brought by a steamer. The other ship with prisoners had sunk.

In Stutthof we had Appels twice a day. The kapos were Poles: scary villains. 
We were tormented by lice and terrible hunger. But there were other Poles, po-
litical prisoners who worked in bread delivery. We met with them, they told us 
about the situation on the front and gave us advice. Then there was a big Appel, 
the weak were selected and sent somewhere, probably to the gas chambers.

We wanted to go to work in Ravensbrück, Germany, but they talked us out 
of it. We were offered work on the railroad in Bydgoszcz. We certainly could not 
choose for ourselves, but when jobs were being assigned we could join one com-
mando or another. We could also remain to do field work in Stutthof and spend the 
night in the camp. However, those who remained later died in a typhus epidemic.

So we walked to Bydgoszcz, three hundred people, guided by camp com-
mandant Kniske. He got drunk and yelled: “I’ve got three hundred women pris-
oners and not even seven whores!” By whores he meant Polish SS-women.

In Bydgoszcz, we repaired the rails at the station. But there were only a few 
of us from Riga/Kaiserwald. Mostly, there were Jewish women from Carpathian 
Ruthenia, Hungary and Slovakia, who until then had been in Auschwitz. There 
we finally learned all about the gas chambers. One Czech woman had been a 
doctor in Auschwitz: she was not sent to the gas chamber, and even managed to 
save her mother. One prisoner in Bydgoszcz gave birth to a child, and the elderly 

Alžběta Bendová-Bergmannová. “Forgotten Transports to Latvia,” 2008
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SS-man, I think his name was Schmidt, gave   the baby an injection and the baby 
died. Then we were checked by a gynecologist, and two pregnant women were 
sent back to Stutthof, most likely to the gas chamber. This was the last check 
by the gynecologist, since the Russians were approaching. Schmidt shouted: “If 
East Prussia surrenders, all of Germany will go to hell.”

On New Year’s Day of 1945, we had an evening party, I composed a play 
“One Day in the Cat’s Nest.” We were all cats and acted out scenes of camp life, 
even those whores. We even danced the krakowiak.

Another elderly SS-man, Anthony, told us that it was his sons’ fault that he 
had to do such work. At first he had been in KZ Mauthausen, there were terrible 
capos who walked around with long batons and beat everyone in a way that 
he could not have imagined possible. So he asked to be sent out to do railroad 
repair. All in all, he was a decent man who got this job by accident. He allowed 
us, for example, to weigh our rations to check whether he had not been robbed 
when receiving provisions.

One day, he came to us and said, “Sorry, you’ll have to go to Germany, 
everything is being shut down.” We were sent to some camp, I think it was Brau-
nau,1 and from there to Germany. The pregnant woman whom he had not sent 
to the gas chamber, gave birth on the way. We decided that the boy would be 
called Anthony, in honor of the good SS-man; and she, poor thing, carried the 
child to the very first shelter, left him there and went on.

The next night, we slept in a barn on straw. In the morning, I woke up and 
wanted to get outside, but my hand chanced upon a manhole. We decided that 
now we would no longer be such fools as we were in Latvia, and we ran away. 
In the afternoon, my sister, myself, and a girl named Alma,2 came to a village 
called Vojnov and hid in the straw. Together with us were those ‘Polish whores,’ 
who wanted to get to the British or Americans at all costs. They learned that 
my sister knew English and began to study with her. I’m talking about January 
1945. Poland was liberated. We were told that in Bydgoszcz was a huge camp of 
POW’s from Belgium and France and they needed interpreters. My sister and I 
went there and were taken on. Then the Russians gave us some papers and sent 
us to Czechoslovakia. On May 1st, we were in Košice.

We did not return in Brno. In Prague, I started working in a school, mar-
ried a former Yugoslavian partisan and, in 1951, had a son. From 1951 to 1971, 
I taught different languages   in public school, gymnasium and technical school, 
then worked as a guide for Čedok,3 and that is what I do to this very day.

1  Braunau – labor camp in western Austria.

2  Alma Bendinerová (b. October 25, 1898), deported to Terezín on November 24, 1941, then 
to Riga on January 9, 1942. Survived. 

3  Čedok is the oldest (founded 1920) and the biggest tour operator in Czechoslovakia/
Czech Republic.
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Irena Racková1 

| i Dreamed of Becoming a Doctor |

My father2 had a small marmalade factory in Jičín. In 1933, due to the crisis fa-
ther sold the factory and all the money invested in the company Polak and Co. 
in Brno. We moved there.

My older sister Hana graduated from the Commerce School. We, young 
generation, were all genuine Czechs. We did not belong to the Zionists, neither 
spoke German, although our parents did. The middle sister Zdenka started stud-
ying at the Conservatory in Brno. But she could not graduate and in 1940 was 
expelled from the 4th year. 

In 1940 my father was taken from his office by the Gestapo: he did not agree 
to “Aryanization” of his company. (After liberation we could get the documents 
preserved in the pension department.) For fourteen months father was in var-
ious concentration camps and then was deported to Auschwitz. Mom stayed 
with the three of us.3

On November 29, 1941 we arrived at the assembly point in Brno and in 
three days were sent to Terezín. From there, on January 9, 1942, we were sent to 
Riga. The trip conditions were appalling. A thousand people were pushed into 
the train. On the 12th we arrived in Šķirotava, the Riga switching station. Riga 
itself had a big station but we didn’t get there. The elderly were separated. We 
were told that they will be taken by trucks. They were, of course, never seen 
again. All the others walked.

With mom we never parted for a second. She was small in stature, we hid 
her among us. We came to the ghetto: small wooden huts behind the barbed 
wire. They can be seen in the photographs that I gave you. It was a suburb. 

1  Excerpts from an interview with Irena Popperová (Racková), born on July 23, 1925, 
in Jičín. Interview by Anna Hyndráková on January 10, 1994, Prague Jewish Museum, 
cassette 259. Also text fragments from Lukáš Přibyl’s film “Forgotten Transports to 
Latvia” are used.

2  Jindřich Popper (b. December 6, 1892), died in Auschwitz.

3  Olga Popperová, née Traubová (b. July 1, 1888). Her parents, Josef Traub (b. September 
20, 1862) and Emilia (b. November 9, 1861) were deported from Kladno to Terezín, where 
they died in early 1943. Daughters: Irene (b. July 23, 1925), Hana (b. January 14, 1920) 
and Zdenka, (married name Schick, b. May 15, 1921) were deported to Terezín and then 
to Riga and Stutthof. All except Zdenka survived and returned to Brno. Zdenka died in 
Stutthof in 1944, her husband, Dr. Jindřich Schick (b. October 17, 1913) also came from 
Riga to Stutthof, liberated in Terezín.
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When we arrived, it was 35 degrees below zero; for us it was awful. We saw 
broken doors, mattresses frozen down to the ground, frozen food on the table. 
Then we learned that a few days before us Latvian Jews – women and chil-
dren – were there, and all of them were driven away. Where they were taken 
or where they were shot, we never learned. The houses belonged to workers. 
There were no cisterns, etc. Washing was impossible. There was a running 
water system but the water was frozen. We cleared away the snow (there was 
a lot of it) and waited for it to melt.

All the things that we carried in suitcases from Terezín disappeared. What 
we had were the things from the people who lived there before us, so we had 
nothing to do but take them for ourselves. We covered ourselves with their 
blankets. We tried to wash all these things, of course, without soap. At that 
time we were the only group from Prague. Before us arrived transports with 
German Jews.

Then we realized that a street went through the ghetto. On the other side, 
behind the barbed wire, were Latvian Jewish men. Among us were some men 
too, but not many, almost all had been sent to Salaspils.

We worked. My mother worked in the “dressing room,” she sorted out 
things, both from the local Jews, and German clothing from the front soiled 
with bloody spots. They were sorted, washed and patched. My oldest sister 
worked in a sawmill. My other sister, married to Dr. Schück, worked as a nurse 
in the outpatient clinic.

I was sent to a pharmaceutical factory. I was then small, weak and thin – 
people were chosen to work by age and strength. (The choice was made by   the 
Jewish authorities.) We made bandages, cotton wool and all kinds of medical 
supplies for the front. I worked on a machine that produced gauze. We went to 
work on foot through Riga, escorted by the Germans. If it was far, for example, 
in the port area, then we were carried by truck.

Each day we had only a top crust of bread and a handful of cereal. The 
hunger was terrible. Everyone who went to the city to work brought to the ghetto, 
under pain of death, whatever was possible to obtain. It happened if a barrel fell 
apart in the port with some provisions and we could take some flour, sugar or 
butter. Or some gauze for our physicians. Sometimes mom brought some clothes. 
The Nazis stood at the barrier on the entrance to the ghetto, and if something 
was found, it meant death. But we would have died from starvation anyway. 
Although in the factory we were given soup. 

The Germans divided people into groups, each had its Jewish boss. Besides 
there was the Jewish chief of all the ghetto. 20 % of the inmates were German 
Jews. The main language spoken was German.

Things that we carried out of the ghetto we sold to Latvians with whom we 
worked. For a coat I got 250 grams of butter and 1 kg of flour. Thus one could 
still somehow survive.
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In 1943, the Germans suspected that there was a connection between us 
and the Latvian Jews. The Latvian Jews treated us very well, they made their 
way to us through the barbed wire, brought bread or something else. Comman-
dant Krause was a terrible killer. He was the chief in Salaspils. Of those who 
got there only a few people survived, maybe a hundred. Those who came back 
to the ghetto resembled walking corpses. Talk to Viktor Loheit, he was there.

There I had my first love. It was a Latvian Jewish police Salomon Schabel-
stock, he gave me a ring which I kept in all subsequent wanderings in the camps.

Salomon was one of 40 policemen. One day he told me that today we had 
to be careful and, if he did not come in the evening, where he would find me 

after the war. People said later that the Latvian ghetto police were connected 
with guerillas and brought weapon into the ghetto. Someone gave them away. 
That was in 1943.

Gradually they began to liquidate the ghetto and on October 1, 1943, we 
were sent to work with peat in Smārde. My mom, one of my sisters, and I dried 
the muddy peat. When we returned to the ghetto we saw there had been a purge, 
some were taken away to death, the others, to the new camp Kaiserwald. By 
December 1943, the ghetto was liquidated.

Until that time, we wore our own clothes, but when a group of SS came to 
take us to Kaiserwald, we were stripped, shaved bald and given striped clothes 
and white headscarves.

In Kaiserwald were not only Jews, but also as far as I remember, some 
students who had been incarcerated for the unrest. I remember Jožka Ostrý, a 
medic who worked there. From Kaiserwald, some people were sent to different 
plants where they spent the night. 

Irena Popperová (Racková). “Forgotten Transports to Latvia,” 2008
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Soon we were taken to a huge rubber factory, “Meteor.” On a big table I 
glued up the holes in rubber boats. It was a production for the Wehrmacht. There 
was a corporal who liked me, so for watches and some gold he recruited more 
people from the ghetto to the factory, including my mom.

I remember Mrs. Spiegelová1 of Brno who was shaved bald and made to 
stand for 24 hours before the commandant’s office with the inscription “Ich 
sollte nicht tauschen.”2 She was lucky that she wasn’t shot. Everything depend-
ed on the commandant’s mood at that moment. Good thing it was summer, so 
she survived. Then she had a fever and we nursed her. She lives somewhere in 
South America.

The Germans mercilessly liquidated the children. I remember Miriam, she 
was 5-6 years old, from the late marriage. Her parents, German Jews, doted on 
her. And there was another girl, I don’t remember her name. Somehow parents 
managed to hide the kids at “Meteor.” But the Germans got wind. It was so aw-
ful when the girls were led away. Parents cried and begged to be taken along, 
but they were not.

The Latvians who looked after us at the factory had a Sunday rest and we 
were sent to a sawmill. A cart with logs toppled over and I broke my arm. I had 
it put in a cast by a German Jew, Dr. Bischops. Because I had a hand in a cast, 

1  Adolfina, Dolla Spiegelová, née Bergerová was born on November 27, 1905, in Brno; she 
was deported from Terezín to Riga with her mother Ida (1884) and daughter Hannelore 
(1930). Mother died in Riga, and Dolla with her daughter were deported to Stutthof, 
then to Lauenburg. They returned to Brno on May 31, 1945 and soon emigrated to 
Colombia.

2  “I must not trade things.”

Zdenka Popperová. “Forgotten Transports to Latvia,” 2008
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the SS wanted to take me away, but the commandant of the plant said I was a 
good worker and the plaster will be removed tomorrow.

Around August 12, 1944, several cars arrived ostensibly to take us, but 
nonetheless we walked through Riga on foot, across a bridge over the Dvina, to 
Kaiserwald from where in about three days we were taken by boat to Stutthof. 
Again we were lucky, we got on the ship which miraculously made it to Gdansk. 
The other ship hit a mine and exploded. There we were still together with my 
mother. This passage on the steamer was loathsome. 

In Stutthof we no longer worked. We were put in small huts where we slept 
three across on double-decker bunks. Before us there were people who had lice, 
so we also got them.

The chief was a German and our supervisors were German prostitutes who 
were imprisoned for that. At three in the morning they broke into the barracks 
with whips and drove everyone out on the Appel. There we stood till 10 am. The 
SS men walked among us and selected people for the gas chambers.

My sister had studied at the Conservatory and could do makeup very well. 
She rubbed mom’s cheeks with red chicory, put a lock of her own hair hidden 
during the haircut on the mom’s forehead under the white handkerchief, and 
mom was not selected.

We realized that we needed to somehow get out to work. Unfortunately, 
my middle sister Zdenka was taken by someone on a farm in a village, and since 
then we heard nothing about her. <…>

After a few days we were selected on Appel and sent on foot to Sofienwal-
de. There were houses made   of plywood. We slept in groups of twenty, on the 
bare ground and under a single blanket. Worked on road work, built barracks 
for the Germans, carried coal, etc. At such a cold and the exhausting work we 
were given a tiny piece of bread and a plate of soup per day. And so it went until 
the winter of 1944. Then he walked 20 km on foot, toward the city Lauenburg, 
as the Russian troops were approaching. <...>

We were ten women under the command of a German woman. In the town 
of Hynov we came to big sheds where there were about 100 Russian prisoners of 
war and some English. Everybody was terribly hungry. A horse fell and people 
ate it raw. On the ground some oats was scattered, and we collected them. In 
the morning the Russians were led away. 

On March 10, Russian tanks arrived. Then came Russian soldiers and they were 
very surprised to find us there. They had been told that the Germans had shot every-
body, we were the first to survive. For four weeks we had been starving, and here 
the Germans left a whole cartload of provisions. Everyone pounced on the food, and 
some died immediately. Mom would not let us eat anything but bread and potatoes. 

I forgot to say that there was a Nazi doctor in Sofienwalde who experi-
mented on us. On some prisoners he extracted healthy teeth, just like that. He 
infected me with phlegmon, gave seven injections.
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I had fever, sores on my hand and a huge tumor under my arm. Then a Rus-
sian frontline doctor said that the infection had spread to the lymph glands. He 
cut the tumor open and placed a bucket under the wound for pus. He said I was 
lucky: the infection didn’t reach my heart. I could not bend my hand and held 
it on a sling. 

In the morning the Russians gave us a cart and told us to go away; I had 
never dealt with horses but the Russians helped. We took Mrs. Spiegelová with 
her daughter who was a year or two younger than me, and two other women 
from Vienna, one named Faya Rosenkrantz and the other’s name I don’t re-
member. So we harnessed and drove away from the front. We drove slowly and 
every house where we wanted to stay was already occupied. We were again in a 
village near Lauenburg and finally found there a home. The Germans left some 
food and we ate it.

We did not have any documents. Four days later, someone knocked on the 
door. Russian officers entered and said they had heard that there were Czechs, 
how could they help? We said we had no potatoes, and we were afraid that 
someone could attack us. They gave us a guard. Mrs. Spiegelová had typhoid 
fever but she recovered. There we were till May 5, 1945. We were told that we 
had to go home through Poland, via Katowice and Rybnik and that they were 
not responsible for us any more. Part of the way we were walking. A few weeks 
later we got to Brno.

It was awful, to get home and to have no place to live. Those who had been 
taken to Germany for work, returned to their families, and we were stripped 
of everything, and even had nowhere to sleep. Zdenka had not returned. My 
older sister, before we were deported to Terezín, was going to marry. She had 

Irena Popperová (Racková). “Forgotten Transports to Latvia,” 2008
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an apartment of her own and her fiancé (who was not Jewish) lived there. We 
went there but no one opened. The house manager said: “Mr. is not at home, 
but there’s his wife.” My sister took it hard: through all these terrible times she 
was consoled only by the thought that somebody was waiting for her at home. 
The man finally appeared and asked, “What do you want?” “To be at home,” my 
sister replied. He left but took everything we hid, jewels, gold, etc. Sister wanted 
to sue him, but mom did not allow it. She said we had already lost so much that 
it won’t help us anyway.

Mom was given a pension of 190 Czech crowns, and I and my sister had to 
work to make ends meet. I wanted to study to be a doctor but instead I worked 
first at the Youth Union, then in a savings bank. Gradually life became easier 
but medical studies remained inaccessible. Mom was with us, sister got married. 
In 1949 I also got married, to a military man. My husband got a job in Prague 
and in 1958 we moved there. My sister died of cancer: her hardships had serious 
consequences. Mother lived to be 99.

What more can I tell? Evidently, one has to love life and not rake over old 
ashes.
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| Transport “o” |

olga Ameisová was born on January 5, 1892, in the town Hrušov near Os-
trava. Her father, Markus Elbel, died in 1906, her mother Anna, in 1939. Olga 
was married to commercial agent norbert Ameis from Poland. On January 
10, 1941, while preparing to assassinate Obergruppenführer Reinhard Heydrich, 
Norbert Ameis was arrested and sentenced to death. On October 14, 1941, he died 
in Mauthausen. Vanda, the daughter of Olga and Norbert, married a Hungarian 
national, which saved her life.

Olga was deported to Terezín from Brno on December 2, 1941, then to Riga 
on January 1, 1942. From the Riga ghetto she was transferred to Kaiserwald, then 
to Stutthof, then to Torun. After two months of death marches, she arrived in 
Goldfeld, where she was liberated by the Soviet Army.

After the war, Olga moved from Brno to Liberec, where she lived with Van-
da and her son, Dr. Béla Herö, until February 1946; then she returned to Brno 
where she spent the rest of her life. On April 8, 1990 Olga went to Liberec again, 
where she died on May 3, 1990. She was buried in the Jewish cemetery in Prague.

Olga and Norbert Ameis, Brno, 1935. Paul Gerö collection
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Salamon (Šalamoun) Alexander 
Bernfeld was born on May 5, 1917, in Jasina 
(Hungary), the son of Salomon Kreimler and 
Clara, née Bernfeld. Student of Commercial 
School. He lived in Prague with the support of 
his American uncle and his mother who sent 
him a monthly stipend on CZK 300; he board-
ed with the Jewish community. On March 29, 
1939, he applied to the Foreign Ministry for 
a temporary passport for traveling to Europe.

From the interview on June 14, 1940: 
“Since 1937, I have been in Prague. I am a refu-
gee and a past Soviet citizen. I never submitted 
any request for a residence permit, a new pass-
port or citizenship. I promise to declare myself 
a foreigner and submit a request for permis-
sion to reside here. I promise to conduct my-
self properly and not to give your department 
reason to worry.”

On July 16, 1940, he applied for a visa to 
Shanghai.

Deported from Prague to Terezín on No-
vember 30, 1941, then to Riga on January 9, 
1942. Perished.

vilém (wilhelm) Edelstein was born on 
July 1, 1914, in Vienna into the family of Jo-
seph and Ida Edelstein, née Cohn. He worked 
in his father’s shoe business. In March 1938, 
Germany annexed Austria, shortly after that 
Wilhelm was arrested because he, a Jew, was 
dating a non-Jew: under Nazi rules, this was 
considered a crime. Later he was released on 
condition that he leave Austria within 30 days. 
After several unsuccessful attempts, he and his 
Jewish friend Wilhelm crossed the border into 
Czechoslovakia. In Prague, William lived with 
relatives.

Above: Salamon Bernfeld, p/p, 1939. NAP, B 1538/22 

Below: Vilém (Wilhelm) Edelstein, p/p, 1940. 
NAP, E 41/3
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He was deported from Prague to Terezín 
on November 30, 1941, then to Riga on January 
9, 1942.

In the Riga ghetto, he was appointed 
a foreman of a group of prisoners, peeling po-
tatoes in the part of the ghetto where Jews from 
the Reich lived. On August 8, 1944, Wilhelm 
was deported to Stutthof, and on August 16, 
1944, to Buchenwald.

In Buchenwald, he was able to establish 
contact with a farmer who often traveled to 
Vienna, and who returned with bread sent to 
Wilhelm by his aunt.

On March 8, 1945 Wilhelm was trans-
ferred to Bergen-Belsen, where he died on April 
15, 1945, a few days before the camp was liber-
ated by British troops.

Emil Fantes was born on November 18, 1884, 
in Marienbad into the family of Hynek and Jo-
sefa, née Dubská. He lived in Prague since 1938.

Police reports from November 11, 1938 and 
January 10, 1939, state that Fantes fled to Prague 
from Mariánské Lázně (former Marienbad, Su-
detenland) on June 22, 1938, because, as an ac-
tive member of the Jewish movement, he had 
been persecuted by the Nazi Party of Heinlein.

In May 1940, he applied for emigration 
to Uruguay.

He was deported from Prague to Terezín 
on November 30, 1941, then to Riga on January 
9, 1942. Perished.

Lota (Lotte) Fuchsová was born on June 
25, 1909, in Chernivtsi, into the family of the 
cantor Benjamin Cherner and Sheba, née Kush-
ner. She lived in Prague since 1914. She married 
Jakub Fuchs. In 1930, Lota tried to throw her-
self out a window and was placed into a mental 
hospital.

On July 17, 1940 she applied for emigra-
tion to Shanghai.

Emil Fantes, p/p, 1930. NAP, F 88/56

Lota Fuchsová, p/p, 1930. NAP, F 1973/4
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She was deported from Prague to Terezín 
on November 30, 1941, then to Riga January 9, 
1942. Perished.

vilemína (vilma, wilhelmine) Gold-
farbová  was born on March 16, 1909, in 
Prague into the family of Josef and Anna, née 
Kornová. She lived in Prague since 1936.

On January 7, 1941, Vilemína applied for 
emigration to Shanghai.

Deported from Prague to Terezín on No-
vember 30, 1941, from there to Riga on January 
9, 1942. She was sent from Riga to Stutthof on 
January 10, 1944. Perished.

viktor immergut was born on May 12, 
1895 in Vlkyš (Stříbro) into the family of Ado-
lf and Albina, née Lederer. He had four sisters 
and one brother. He lived in Prague since 1938.

On December 10, 1938, he was detained and 
questioned by police as a “suspicious person.” He 
had on him: a black leather bag, a black wallet 
with one hundred and twenty CZK, a fountain 
pen, scissors, an English dictionary, a notebook, 
a metal cigarette case, pension documents, gloves 
and two keys. The police dossier noted that he 
spoke Czech, German and some English; he was 
tall, had a small head, blue eyes and bad teeth.”

On March 31, 1939 Immergut submitted 
documents for a European passport, and on 
February 20, 1940 he applied for emigration 
to Shanghai.

He was deported from Prague to Terezín 
on November 30, 1941, then to Riga on January 
9, 1942. Perished.

vítězslav (Siegfried) Jereslav was born on February 21, 1889, in Rosen-
berg, Upper Silesia, into the family of David and Ernestine, née Liebes. Studied 
in Berlin, was general manager of the milling industry in Gütersloh (Westphalia). 
In 1931 he moved to Prague, where he continued to do business.

In 1938, after the Germans occupied the Sudetenland region of Czechoslo-
vakia, Jereslav was recognized as a citizen of the German Reich.

Viktor Immergut, p/p, 1939. NAP, I 14/1

Vilemína Goldfarbová, p/p, 1938. NAP, G 604/1
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From the police report of October 15, 1938: 
“I have lived in Czechoslovakia (in Prague) 
permanently since March 7, 1931, i.e. 8 years. 
I would like to stay here, I have a family here 
and I have Czech citizenship. I earn my living: 
as a representative of a foreign company I get 
paid and pay my taxes. I donated CZK 1,000 
to the defense of Czechoslovakia. My German 
passport, issued by the Consulate of Germany 
in 1937, is valid until May 23, 1942, and for a stay 
in Berlin until May 4, 1943.”

On December 30, 1940, Jereslav passed 
another security check. Everything was in or-
der, except that he was a Jew and an immigrant.

Deported from Prague to Terezín on No-
vember 30, 1941, then to Riga on January 9, 
1942. Perished.

Emilie (Emma) Kafková was born on May 
8, 1883 in Bechyně near the town of Tábor into 
the family of Pereles Markus and Maria, née 
Reinišová. She lived in Prague since 1920. She 

Siegfried Jereslav, p/p, 1937. NAP, J 1330/6 Emilie Kafková, p/p, 1939. NAP, K 877/3

Marie Kafková, p/p, 1939. NAP, K 1322/12
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was a saleswoman by trade. In 1920 she mar-
ried Richard Kafka, and on August 10, 1922, she 
had a daughter, maria (marie) Kafková.

On August 8, 1941, Maria was fined CZK 
1,000 for failing to inscribe the letter “J” (“Jew”) 
in her identity card, issued December 4, 1939.

Maria and Emilie were deported from 
Prague to Terezín on November 30, 1941, then 
to Riga on January 9, 1942. Both perished.

Chaim Koniozpolski was born on March 
14, 1894, in the Polish town of Radožice into 
the family of Berek and Feiga, née Horowitz. 
He moved to Berlin, where he married Sa-
lome Tornheim and opened a fabric store. In 
the spring of 1935, he removed the Stürmer 
anti-Semitic posters from his store’s show-
case, for which he was sent to a concentra-
tion camp. He managed to avoid the camp 

by paying a bribe of DM 1,000. However, the 
Gestapo seized his passport and warned that 
if he ever got into their hands, he would end 

his life in a KZ.
Koniozpolski decided to flee the country. 

On December 10, 1935, he crossed the border 
in Teplitz-Schönau. He was questioned for a 
long time, then monitored by security services 
as “a suspicious person” for several years. On 
March 16, 1938, he finally obtained a residence 
permit without authorization to work, and on 
May 15, 1939, he applied to the Ministry of In-
ternal Affairs in Prague for a foreign passport. 
On January 27, 1941, Koniozpolski applied for a 
Protectorate citizen’s passport, and was issued 
one. On November 30, 1941, Koniozpolski was 
deported to Terezín and then to Riga on Janu-
ary 9, 1942. Perished.

ota Löwit was born on October 13, 1894, in 
Prague into the family of Leopold and Clara, 
née Löwyová. He was a widower and a shop-
keeper.

Chaim Konieczpolski, p/p, 1939. NAP, K 3639/2

Ota Löwit, p/p, 1931. NAP, L 1509/2
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On October 20, 1939, Löwit was impris-
oned for two days for card gambling. When he 
was arrested he had on him 250.50 CZK, a bag, 
a lighter, a pen, a watch, and gloves. 

On September 27, 1940, he applied for em-
igration to Shanghai. 

On November 30, 1941, he was deported 
from Prague to Terezín, then on January 9, 1942 
to Riga. Perished.

Jankel markovič was born on June 27, 1917, 
in the Ukrainian village of Gorinchovo into the 
family of Mayer and Frieda, née Berkovich. He 
lived in Prague since 1939. On April 22, 1939, 
he received a passport valid until April 22, 1940.

On March 6, 1940, he applied for an em-
igration visa. On October 20, 1941, Markovič 
was urgently recalled from the Lipa labor camp, 
where he had been since July 1941: the recall 
was in connection with his forthcoming depor-
tation to Terezín.

He was deported from Prague to Terezín 
on November 30, 1941, and from there to Riga 
on January 9, 1942. Perished.

Cyrila nováková, née Weinbergerová was, born on July 27, 1898, in Lublin 
into the family of Mojžíš and Chaja, née Kinzburg. The family was large. Cyrila 
left the house early. In 1921 she met the shoemaker Maximilian Prager of Děčín, 
and married him in 1922. She was detained in Prague due to her “indecent ap-
pearance.” A 1923 police report calls her “feeble-minded,” but this did not keep 
her from being punished. Upon leaving prison, Cyrila was forbidden to appear 
in the evenings in stations, trade passages and hotels. Cyrila’s illiterate mother 
used the help of friends to write queries to the Czechoslovak police: her daughter 
was out of touch for three years; someone saw her in Plzeň.

On September 12, 1924, Cyrila divorced Prager. On July 22, 1925, she was 
jailed as a result of carpenter Josef Dub’s denunciation. Ostensibly, she had robbed 
Dub in the hotel “Mouse” in Bystřice near Benešov and did not want to admit it. By 
February 1935, Cyrila had been imprisoned three times. On February 22, she tried 
to jump off the Hlavkov bridge in Prague “to drown because life was so abomina-
ble,” but the police were present. Cyrila was transferred from prison to a psychi-
atric hospital for treatment. According to the questionnaire, the “feeble-minded” 
Cyrila knew five languages: Polish, Russian, Czech, German and Yiddish.

Jankel Markovič , p/p, 1939. NAP, M 1110/5
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Cyrila was deported from Prague to Terezín on November 30, 1941, then 
on January 1, 1942, to Riga, where she perished.

In May 1942, Prager, Cyrila’s ex-husband, was deported from Terezín to 
Lublin, the city where she was born, and perished there.

Karel oppenheimer was born on February 
11, 1901, in Dobříš into the family of Friedrich 
and Etty, née Polaková. He was a civil worker. 
His wife, marta, née Reinerová was born on 
April 7, 1908 in Dobříš.

Karel’s brother ota (otto) oppen-
heimer, a bank employee, was born on De-
cember 14, 1897, in Horosedly near the town 
of Písek. The Oppenheimers lived in Prague 
from 1939.

On May 11, 1940, Karel and Marta applied 
for emigration to Shanghai.

They were together deported from Prague 
to Terezín on November 30, 1941, then to Riga 
on January 1, 1942.

Karel Oppenheimer was a Jewish elder in 
Ballastdamm, a subcamp of the Riga concentra-
tion camp Kaiserwald. According to a former Karel Oppenheimer, p/p, 1936. NAP, O 276/1

Cyrila Nováková. Photo taken during her detention by De in police, 1923. NAP, N 1429/30
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prisoner, Alexander Bergman, he behaved intelligently vis-à-vis the Nazis, and 
took advantage of their trust to do everything in his power to alleviate the plight 
of the prisoners. Karel Oppenheimer died in Kaiserwald on August 2, 1944. The 
circumstances of the deaths of Marta and Otto Oppenheimer remain unknown.

hanuš (Jan) pasch was born on July 29, 
1898, in Prague into the family of Sigmund and 
Mathilda, née Natanová. Salesman. In 1923 he 
married Grete Fischlová (b. October 17, 1901) 
from Prague. Their daughter zuzana (zuz-
ka) was born on November 10, 1924.

On May 17, 1938, Hanuš received a pass-
port, valid until April 24, 1940. Hanuš, Greta 
and Zuzana were deported from Prague to 
Terezín on December 10, 1941, from there to 
Riga in January 9, 1942. The last piece of in-
formation about Hanuš Pasch being alive dates 
to December 1942. Greta and Zuzana were lib-
erated in Grottendorf.

From the memory of Irma Weiglová 
(b. April 23, 1906):

“When my sister, Greta Paschová, learned 
that her husband was on the list for a transport 
out of Terezín, she took her daughter, Zuzka, 
and went to see the commander in charge, an 
SS-woman named Hoppe who insisted on being 
called Dr. Hoppe.

Ota Oppenheimer, p/p, 1939. NAP, O 246/7Marta Oppenheimerová, p/p, 1936. NAP, O 276/1

Hanuš Pasch, p/p, 1936. NAP, P 416/2
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“What does the Jewess want?” Hoppe 
asked. Greta explained that they were a fami-
ly and begged the SS-woman to keep them to-
gether.

“So what, at least this way there will be no 
more stinking Jews born, when the males and 
females are separated,” was the answer.

“None of us stinks,” my sister responded.
Hoppe promptly dealt her a big slap on 

the face. Zuzka, a girl of fifteen, jumped on the 
woman and started tearing her hair, scratching, 
biting… until she was disengaged by two aides 
and her own terrified mother. Next day, [my] 
family was united – in the transport.”1

Dora polakoffová  born on October 21, 
1884, in the Ukraine in the town Lokachi into 
the family of Samuel and Rebeka Brenner. She 
was an entrepreneur. On December 26, 1904, 

1  Http://www.beneden.com/lifebook/gallery/weiglova_irma.html

Zuzana Paschová p/p, 1941. NAP, P 420/5

Dora Polakoffová, p/p, 1938. NAP, P 2812/3 Greta Paschová p/p, 1939. NAP, P 384/1
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in Odessa, she married Hynek Polakoff from Romania. In 1905, they moved to 
Prague. In 1911, Hynek went abroad and never returned. As it turned out, he 
had married a French woman in Paris. Dora got a divorce only in 1934. How-
ever, due to regulations introduced after World War I, she could not regain her 
Romanian citizenship.

Dora brought up alone three sons: Antonín (1905), Adolf (1907) and Sam-
uel (1910). Antonín emigrated to Buenos Aires, Adolf and Samuel served in the 
Czechoslovak army.

In 1934 Dora owned a house at Benedictine Street 1, which she rented out. 
On November 11, 1935, the police declared her a stateless resident. On April 16, 
1938, Polakoffová received a passport for travel to Argentina. On April 19, 1941, 
she received a Protectorate citizen’s passport.

She was deported from Prague to Terezín on December 10, 1941, from there 
to Riga on January 9, 1942. The last piece of information about her dates to July 
9, 1942. She probably died during the liquidation of the ghetto.

Szmerl (zelig) rath was born on March 18, 
1895, in the Polish city of Kolomyia into the 
family of Joel and Jetta, née Helwing. He 
arrived in Prague from Dresden on March 
18, 1933. In Dresden, he had a dental 
instruments store but because of 
the persecution of Jews in Germa-
ny – constant inspections and direct 
threat to life – he had to leave the 
country. He brought CZK 50,000 
with him to Czechoslovakia and 
was compelled to pay rent from this 
amount because he did not have a 
work permit. His sister Pavla Für-
tová (married name), the wife of a 
store director, helped him with food 
and washing. He could not go back 
to Germany because his passport 
was invalid and he was Jewish. But 
it became impossible to live in the 
Protectorate, and he appealed to the 
Jewish Community for help. 

On January 16, 1941, he applied for 
emigration to Shanghai. 

On November 11, 1941, he was deported from Prague to Terezín and on 
January 9, 1942, to Riga. Perished.

Szmerl Zelig Rath, p/p, 1935. NAP, P 384/1
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pavla raudnitzová was born on June 15, 
1904, in Prague into a family of Siegfried and 
Anna, née Priester. She was engaged in busi-
ness. In 1938, she requested the issuance of a 
free gas mask due to a difficult financial situ-
ation. 

On February 7, 1941, she applied for emi-
gration to Shanghai.

She was deported from Prague to Terezín 
on November 30, 1941, and then Riga on Jan-
uary 9, 1942.

On July 19, 1944, Pavla was in the Kovno 
ghetto from where she was transferred to Stut-
thof. According to the conclusion of the Stut-
thof camp hospital, she died there of skin dis-
ease on December 31, 1944.

marta rynarzewská, née Vantohová was 
born on July 27, 1905 in Vienna into the family 
of Kamil and Františka, née Strauss. She was 
a civil worker. On March 11, 1930, she married 
the painter Gerhard Ebner-Eshenheim from 
Poland. Marta was a Czechoslovak citizen, but 
her husband lost his Polish citizenship in 1921, 
and when the couple divorced in 1939, Marta 
became a stateless person.

On April 18, 1940, she married Dr. Benno 
Rynarzewski (b. April 9, 1893).

Together, they were deported from Prague 
to Terezín on November 30, 1941, then to Riga 
on January 1, 1942. Dr. Rynarzewski died in 
Riga, Marta was liberated in Stutthof.

Evžen wolf was born on June 12, 1913, in 
Prostějov into the family of Hugo and Hanna, 
née Weitzenhofová. He moved to Prague in 
1939, where he lived at the home of a married 
woman, Charlotte Tibergerová.

On January 2, 1940, he applied for emi-
gration to Shanghai.

On November 18, 1941, at 8:20 am, Wolf 
was informed that he was included in the trans-Marta Rynarzewská, p/p, 1925. NAP, R 1585/5

Pavla Raudnitzová, p/p, 1922. NAP, R 379/1
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port. According to Charlotte, he reacted calmly, 
and she went to the Jewish community. When 
she returned home at 9:15 am, she saw Wolf 
lying in the hallway unconscious, and imme-
diately called the doctor Olga Večerová. After a 
cursory examination, Večerová suggested that 
Wolf be taken in the Jewish hospital in Ljubljan-
ská street, 57. The duty physician said that Wolf 
poisoned himself with pills, and he was put in 
hospital ward #15 headed by Dr. Klein.

At 9:40 am Večerová informed telephoned 
the police station on Jindřišká street to report 
the incident. Police officer Prokop Kotýnek was 
sent to Tibergerová’s apartment, conducted   a 
search but did not find any pills.

On November 30, 1941 Wolf was deported 
to Terezín and from there to Riga. Perished in 
Dachau on March 23, 1945.

hanuš (honza) wollner was born on 
March 21, 1906 in Plzeň, into the family of Ar-
nold and Pavla, née Weilová. In 1936 he married 
Alice, née Eisnerová. In 1939, they divorced.

On April 21, 1939 Wollner collected docu-
ments to obtain a permission to travel to Aus-
tralia via England. On May 8, 1940 he applied 
to emigrate.

Deported from Prague to Terezín on No-
vember 30, 1941, then to Riga on January 9, 
1942.

He was selected to work on the construc-
tion of the concentration camp Salaspils near 
Riga. There he befriended Karel Piesen, Franta 
Moravec and Otto Urbach. During the liquida-
tion of the Riga ghetto, they were reunited in 
KZ Kaiserwald. In October 1944, Hanuš and his 
friends were deported to Stutthof, on Novem-
ber 19, 1944 to Buchenwald, then directly to the 
Magdeburg Polten-Werke military factory. Ac-
cording to the conclusion of the camp doctor, 
Dr. Widau, Hanuš Wollner died of heart failure 
at 11:30 am on March 29, 1945. Hanuš (Honza) Wollner, p/p, 1939. NAP, V 3787/23

Evžen Wolf, p/p, 1939. NAP, V 4996/5
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Edita (Edith) zeckendorfová was born 
on October 21, 1923 in Brno, into the family of 
Hynek and Agnes, née Knopfelmacher.

Edita and her parents were deported to 
Terezín from Brno on December 2, 1941, then to 
Riga on January 9, 1942. A selection took place 
at the Šķirotava station, and when the elderly 
were taken away, Edita sang “Ave Maria” and 
everybody wept. This episode is engraved in 
the memories of those who survived.
On August 9, 1944, Edita was deported from 

Riga to Stutthof concentration camp. Perished.
Circumstances of the death of her mother Agnes are unknown. Her father 

was sent to Stutthof on August 16, 1944, then to the labor camp Remsdorf, a 
subcamp of KZ Buchenwald. According to a certificate from the camp hospital, 
Hynek Zeckendorf died on January 3, 1945, due to coronary deficiency.

Edita Zekendorfová. “Forgotten transports to 
Latvia,” 2008
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marie (mimi) Bandlerová, née Fisherová 
was born on November 1, 1899. She was the 
wife of Max Bandler born in 1887, the son of 
a Šumperk shop owner Eduard Bandler and 
Camille, née Kern. Mimi and Max married in 
Šumperk in 1930. In 1938, Max fled the country 
with a British officer. Mimi moved to Most and 
intended to go to England with her elder broth-
er, Dr. Rudolf Fischer. Unfortunately, they did 
not make it and went to Prague. On December 
17, 1941, they were deported to Terezín, then on 
January 15, 1942, to Riga. Perished.

Max Bandler worked in London for vari-
ous magazines and then moved to Israel, where 
he died in 1975, aged 88.

Karel Bayer (Bajer, Baier) was born on 
January 25, 1896 in Prague into the family of 
Karel and Anna, née Petzová. He was a mer-
chant, a bank employee; a Roman Catholic.

In 1925, he married markéta Kahn in 
Prague. Markéta was born on July 13, 1902 in 
Sovenice near Poděbrady.

From the police report: “From Decem-
ber 27, 1935, through February 19, 1936, Bayer 
stayed at the hotel ‘Střelnice’ in Klatovy and left 
without paying   CZK 560. He left a suitcase in 
the room and said he was going to see a doctor 
in Domažlice.” 

According to other police documents, 
he was arrested for 6 days and deprived of 
the right to vote on March 3, 1936. On May 3, 
1938, he was kept under arrest for two weeks 
for fraud.

Karel Bayer, p/p, 1921. NAP, B 844/1 

Marie (Mimi) Bandlerová, 1920. 
http://www.zmizeli-sousede.cz/aj/
aj_ pracestudentu/panely / sumperk.pdf 
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In the police questionnaire he indicated that he was editor of the news-
paper of the Congregation of St. Michael. It was also noted that he was of-
ficially divorced from Markéta. However, they were deported together from 
Prague to Terezín on October 12, 1941, and from there to Riga on January 15, 
1942. Perished.

Julie Becková, née Seidemannová, was born on June 18, 1895, in Prague 
into the family of Julius and Anna, née Funnotová. Julie married Gustav Beck 
in Prague in 1921. They had a daughter, Zuzana born on July 4, 1925. Gustav 
was a disabled war veteran who died in 1933. Julie, as a widow, got a welfare 
pension (348 CZK monthly) and support for her daughter from the Ministry of 
Education (174 CZK monthly).

Julia and Zuzana were deported from Prague to Terezín on December 14, 
1941, then to Riga on January 15, 1942. Perished.

Berta Brennerová , née Koch, was born on November 28, 1880, in Vr-
bice into the family of David and Františka, née Fantová. She was widowed 
in 1930.

Markéta Bayerová, p/p, 1922. NAP, B 866/5

Julie Becková, p/p, 1922. NAP, B 1024/30
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Her children Gertruda (b. July 5, 1910) 
and Františka (b. December 15, 1908) were 
born in Prague.

Nevertheless, their ID applications show 
their citizenship as Polish because their father, 
Rudolf, a disabled veteran of WWI, failed to file 
for Czechoslovakian citizenship in 1918. They 
were listed as “refugees” without a right to work. 
Gertruda, a lawyer’s secretary, was fined by the 
police. She wrote a letter in 1937 stating that they 
had always lived in Prague and that their late 
father had served in the Czechoslovak Army. “If 
I lose my job, I cannot support my sick mother,” 
she averred. Eventually, they were recognized as 
Prague residents, but then Hitler came. 

On June 7, 1940 Berta applied for emigra-
tion to Shanghai. On November 7, 1940 Františ-
ka and Gertruda did as well.

Berta, Františka and Gertruda were de-
ported from Prague to Terezín on December 
17, 1941, and then to Riga on January 15, 1942. 
Perished.

Above: Berta Brennerová, p/p, 1939. NAP, B 2840/41 

Left: Františka Brenner, p/p, 1939. NAP, B 2840/17 

Right: Gertruda Brennerová, p/p, 1939. NAP, B 2840/16
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helena (hella) Brucková , née Passerová, was born on May 19, 1902, 
into the Prague family of the merchant Daniel Passer and Bedřiška, née 
Kiašeková.

She was the wife of František Bruck, a trader, born on March 15, 1892, in 
Kolín. They had a son, Tomáš, who was born on October 22, 1922 in Kolín. The 
Bruck family moved to Prague in 1937. 

Helena, František and Tomáš were deported to Terezín on December 10, 
1941, then to Riga on January 15, 1942. Perished.

Arnošt Ellinger was born on December 2, 1918 in Pohořelice near Mikulov 
into the family of Josef and Pavla, née Straussová. Arnošt was a student and 
his sister, marie Ellingerová, born on November 26, 1920 in Pohořelice, a 
seamstress. Ellinger lived in Prague since 1932.

On November 10, 1939 Arnošt applied for emigration to Peru.
Arnošt and Marie were deported from Prague to Terezín on December 14, 

1941, then to Riga on January 15, 1942. Both perished on January 19, 1942.
Their parents Josef (born 1887) and Pavla (born 1888) were deported from 

Prague to Lódz (Ghetto Litzmannstadt) in October 1941 and were liberated in 
May 1945.

Tomáš Bruck, p/p, 1939. NAP, B 3125/20Helena (Hella) Brucková, p/p, 1939. NAP, B 3125/20 
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oskar Freund was born on July 10, 1912, in 
Týnec nad Labem into the family of Edward and 
Olga, née Steinerová. He was a salesman. In 
1939 he moved from the Sudetenland to Prague.

On November 4, 1940, Olga Freundová was 
questioned and detained for 3 days due to an 
accusation that her hotel in Týnec nad Labem 
had no sign in German. Kateřina Brožová, a hotel 
worker, had reported this to the police.

Olga and Oskar were deported to Terezín 
on December 17, 1941, then to Riga on January 
15, 1942. Both perished.

irma Kienová (Kien), née Bobaschová was 
born on July 6, 1895, in Prostějov into the family 
of Jakob and Regina, née Schwarz. She was a 
seamstress who married Edmund Kien (1875 – 
1928), owner of a textile factory in Warnsdorf 
(Sudetenland). Irma moved to Prague in 1938.

Arnošt Ellinger, p/p, 1931. NAP, E 295/11

Oskar Freund, p/p, 1939. NAP, F 1562/5

Marie Ellingerová, p/p, 1939. NAP, E 295/32
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On May 24, 1940, Irma applied for emigra-
tion to Shanghai.

She was deported from Prague to Terezín 
on December 17, 1941, then to Riga on January 
15, 1942. Perished. 

Her daughter Gina Kien (b. 1923) was able 
to emigrate to Scotland, where immigrant Ger-
man-speaking girls were required to teach the 
local children German. “It was December 12, 
1939. I told my mom about this proposal, she 
said, try, maybe it is fate and it will save your 
life. I would never leave my mother...” (From 
interview with Gina Kien, London, 2008.)

The artist and poet Franz Peter Kien 
(Warnsdorf, 1919 – Auschwitz, 1944) was Irma 
Kien’s nephew.

marta Königová , née Prieslerová, was 
born on June 12, 1901, in Prague into the 
family of Wilhelm and Julia. She was self-em-

Marta Königová, p/p, 1936. NAP, K 2837/15 Jiří König, p/p, 1936. NAP, K 3664/19

Irma Kienová with her daughter Gina, 1934. Elena 
Makarova collection
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ployed. In 1926 she married merchant Oskar König (b. February 14, 1895) 
in Prague.
On February 28, 1937, she and her son Jiří (b. October 7, 1927, in Prague) went 
abroad to buy goods for Marta’s haberdashery shop. In 1938 the store became 
unprofitable and Marta sold it.

Marta, Oscar and Jiří were deported from Prague to Terezín on December 
14, 1941, then to Riga on January 15, 1942. Perished.

mořic Laufer was born on January 26, 1912, in the Galician town of Žyrawno 
(Žurov) into the family of Jakob and Lea Jita, née Wald. Mořic was an officer. 
On April 14, 1940, he married a Jewish woman from Hungary, rebeka Erbszt 
(b. June 15, 1905). The wedding took place in the Prague Jewish community.

In November 1939, both applied for emigration to Peru.
Mořic and Rebeka were deported from Prague to Terezín on December 14, 

1941, then to Riga on January 15, 1942. Perished.

Ema (Emma) Löblová , née Ledererová was born on May 14, 1887, in Kynšperk 
nad Ohří into the family of Leopold and Louise, née Eisenschimlová. Her husband 
Emanuel Löbl died in Cheb in 1926. They had three sons, Walter, Karl and Hugo. 
Emma’s nephew Fritz Lederer was a famous artist.

Rebeka Lauferová, p/p, 1940. NAP, L 639/3 Mořic Laufer, p/p, 1940. NAP, L 638/2
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On February 1, 1939, Emma wrote to the 
Police Department in Prague: “I came to Prague 
for three months. Earlier, I lived in Cheb (Su-
detenland). On September 20, 1938, before the 
German occupation of the Sudetenland, I vis-
ited Klaipeda (Lithuania).” The reverse side 
reads: “Her son Hugo Löbl lives in Prague VIII. 
He has his own repair workshop where over 
65 people are employed. February 9, 1939.”

Emma was deported from Prague to 
Terezín on December 10, 1941, then to Riga on 
January 15, 1942. Perished.

Emma’s son Walter was killed in Lithua-
nia. Karl and Hugo emigrated to England. Karl 
Löbl eventually became the distinguished Israe-
li diplomat Amnon Lev (1916–2003). 

Anděla Löwitová  was born on August 12, 
1895. Together with her daughter ruth Löwi-
tová (b. April 16, 1929), she was deported from 
Prague to Terezín on October 12, 1941, and then 
to Riga on January 15, 1942. Perished.

František moravec was born on June 24, 
1921, in Ledeč nad Sázavou to Otto and Eliška, 
née Silberová. He became a clerk. He lived in 
Prague from 1938.

On March 6, 1941, he applied for emigra-
tion to Shanghai.

Moravec was deported from Prague to 
Terezín on December 17, 1941, then to Riga on 
January 15, 1942.

He was selected to work in the Salaspils 
concentration camp, from which he was trans-
ferred to Kaiserwald, then, on November 19, 1944, 
to Stutthof. He was further transferred to Buch-
enwald and, without a stop, to the Polte-Werke 
Magdeburg Arms Factory, where he was liberated 
together with Karel Piesen and Otto Urbach (q.v.).

Ervín ofner was born on February 23, 1908, 
in Zavlekov, Klatovy, into the family of Leopold 

Anděla Löwitová with her daughter Ruth, in 1935. 
Löwit family collection.

Ema (Emma) Löblová, p/p, 1940. NAP, L 558/72
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and Rosaria (Růžena), née Janovská. Ofner had 
five sisters and one brother. He was engaged in 
trade, and resided in Prague since 1935.

On September 13, 1940, Ervín Ofner was 
waiting for his nephew Karel Löbl at the railway 
station. “I was overcome with thirst, and I went 
to drink tea in the station café. I was not going 
anywhere, so I did not have a ticket.” Ervín was 
fined 3,000 Czech crowns.

On December 13, 1940, at 9:40 am, Ervín 
walked past the Stock Exchange building on 
Senovážné Square during working hours, 
which was forbidden by the anti-Jewish de-
cree number 28893, dated December 9, 1940. 
Moreover, he stopped near the building. (He 
was again waiting for his nephew Karel, who 
suddenly decided to buy a newspaper.) At this 
time, Ervín was fined 2,000 Czech crowns. He 
didn’t have the money and was rescued by his 
brother Ludvík.

Ervín and his sister Ela (b. June 10, 1904) 
were deported from Prague to Terezín in differ-
ent transports: Ervín on December 4, 1941, and 

Ervín Ofner, p/p, 1939. NAP, O 76/21 Ela Ofnerová, p/p, 1928. NAP, O 77/11

František Moravec, p/p, 1939. NAP, M 3342/3
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Ela on December 10, 1941. Together, they were 
deported to Riga on January 15, 1942. Both died 
on January 19, 1942.

On June 10, 1942 Ludvík Ofner (1896) 
with his wife Josefa (b. 1900) and son František 
(b. 1925) were deported from Prague to Ujazdov, 
a labor camp near the Sobibor concentration 
camp. All perished.

Karel piesen was born on August 17, 1908, 
in Prague into the family of Robert and Gabri-
ela (Barbora), née Türková. His father died in 
1928, his mother married a businessman named 
Rosenfeld. Karel ran the company Seeman and 
Piesen Prague: “everything you need for your 
brewing business.” 

On March 14, 1932 Piesen asked for per-
mission to open a women’s clothing store on 
Jungmannovo Square, 1.

Together with his wife Helena (b. Decem-
ber 16, 1914) he was deported from Prague to 
Terezín on October 12, 1941, and then to Riga 
on January 15, 1942. Helena Piesenová died on 
January 19, 1942.

Karel Piesen survived. According to rec-
ollections of ghetto inmates he was a brave 
man, helped arrange escapes, and in particular, 
saved the life of prisoner Egon Klein, as Klein 
testified after the war. Karel passed through 
Riga-Kaiserwald, Stutthof and Buchenwald, 
and was liberated in Magdeburg together with 
František Moravec and Otto Urbach.

Lina Ternová (pines) was born on October 
15, 1895 in Rochany, Slonim, Belarus. 

She lived in Velká Bučina near Kladno. 
A secretary, she was the daughter of Samuel 
Pines and Bassia, née Sender.

She was the wife and secretary of Dr. Jan 
Franz Terna (Taussig), who was born on 
September 18, 1893, in Prague. They married 
in 1935 in Prague and divorced in 1940. 

Karel Piesen, p/p, 1949. NAP, P 2019/5

Lina Ternová, p/p, 1940. NAP, T 371/35
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On December 10, 1939, she applied for em-
igration to Peru. 

She was deported from Prague to Terezín 
on December 14, 1941, then to Riga on January 
15, 1942. Perished.

Dr. Jan Terna (Taussig) was deport-
ed from Terezín to Auschwitz on October 19, 
1944, where he perished. His son Fred (Fred-
erick) Terna (Taussig) survived Terezín and 
Auschwitz, and was liberated in Kaufering. In 
an interview, Fred said that his mother died 
in 1931 when he was 9 years old. He doesn’t 
remember Lina at all.

mořic rabinowitz was born on October 28, 
1896 in Memel (Klaipeda), the son of Samuel and 
Sarah, née Naftali. From Lithuania Mořic moved 
to Dresden, where he opened a drapery shop.

On August 18, 1935, he crossed the bor-
der into Czechoslovakia near Teplitz-Schönau 
in the company of German police. According to 
him, he had already been expelled from Ger-
many for the first time in 1919 because he did 
not fight for Germany and was a member of the 
Social Democratic Party.

There is also a document describing 
Mořic’s border crossing at Teplitz-Schönau 
with fingerprints and a detailed description of 
his appearance. He had no documents other 
than his Berlin passport, which was valid until 
1932. Moreover, he did not register in Teplitz-
Schönau, but went directly to Prague. Accord-
ing to the police, Rabinowitz therefore had to 
be expelled from Czechoslovakia.

On February 21, 1936, he applied for 
a temporary passport in Teplitz-Schönau. 

On August 14, 1936, he submitted an appli-
cation to emigrate to Palestine, but did not get 
permission. On December 29, 1936, he received 
a temporary passport for his wife, matylda, 
née Gorsteinová (born on June 2, 1905, in 
Kharkov), and son Siegbert (born on July Mořic Rabinowitz, p/p, 1936. NAP, R 26/2 

Jan Terna. Form for issuing a passport, 1939. 
NAP, T 649/4
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20, 1926 in Munich). The family was reunited. For residing illegally at Dlouhá 
Street 29 in Prague, Matylda was fined 100 CZK.

On December 5, 1938, Mořic confessed that he had left Teplitz-Schönau 
without the knowledge of the magistrate. This offense cost him 500 crowns.

On February 5, 1940, Mořic applied for emigration to Shanghai. On August 
26, 1940, so did Matylda.

Mořic, Matylda and Siegbert were deported from Prague to Terezín on 
October 12, 1941, then to Riga on January 15, 1942. All perished.

Gustav rubin was born on August 7, 1891 in Volyně near Strakonice. Sales-
man. His wife Berta rubinová , née Baschová was born on April 6, 1888 in 
Prague into the family of David and Karla, née Soudeková. Berta sold gloves 
and fancy gadgets for women. Their daughter Eva Rubinová was born on May 
31, 1926, in Prague.

On July 3, 1940, Berta and Eva applied to emigrate to Shanghai.
Gustav, Berta and Eva were deported from Prague to Terezín on December 

17, 1941, then to Riga on January 15, 1942. All perished.

mořic Simkovič was born on November 23, 1908, in Velký Berezný, Western 
Ukraine into the family of David and Rosa, née Singer. He was a laborer. He was 

Matylda Rabinowitzová, p/p, 1936. NAP, R 27/1 Siegbert Rabinowitz, p/p, 1941. NAP, R 26/4
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married to Melanie Simkovičová, née Weisová born 
on September 9, 1910 in Uzhgorod.

On May 15, 1939, Simkovič applied for 
a temporary passport to Europe and USA, “in 
search of a livelihood.”

On March 12, 1940, he applied for emigra-
tion to Shanghai.

Mořic and Melanie were deported from 
Prague to Terezín on December 17, 1941, then to 
Riga on January 15, 1942. Both perished.

hanuš Taubner was born on March 24, 1913, 
in Linz, Austria, into the family of Ernst Taubner 
and hedvika, née Zittová (b. January 8, 1886, in 
Prague). Taubner was a metallurgical engineer. 
Hanuš’s father, the head of the Czech Bank Union 
in Prague, died in 1932. Hanuš’s sister Hana was 
born on December 6, 1918 in Prague.

Gustav Rubin, p/p, 1939. NAP, R 2157/37 Berta Rubinová, p/p, 1939. NAP, R 2159/1

Mořic Simkovic, p/p, 1939. NAP, S 2226/14
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On October 20, 1940, Hanuš applied to emigrate to Shanghai. 
He was deported with his sister from Prague to Terezín on December 17, 

1941, then to Riga on January 15, 1942. Perished.
Their mother, Hedvika Taubnerová, was deported from Prague to Terezín 

on July 27, 1942, then to Maly Trostinec on August 4, 1942. Perished.

Arnošt Taussig was born on January 8, 1887 in Prague into the family of 
Max and Emilie, née Reachová. He was a bank official, married to vilemína 
Taussigová, who was born on June 5, 1889, in Prague to Arnošt Wiener and 
Hedvika, née Brethová.

Arnošt and Vilemína were deported from Prague to Terezín on December 
17, 1941, then to Riga on January 15, 1942. Perished.

Edvard Taussig was born on April 15, 1891, in Rakovník into the family of 
Karel and Hermína, née Propperová. He worked as a private secretary. His wife 
markéta, née Rubínová, was born on February 22, 1905 in Prague to shop 
owner Vítězslav Rubín and Anna, née Kaudersová. 

Their daughter hana was born on May 24, 1927, in Prague.
Edward, Markéta and Hana were deported from Prague to Terezín on De-

cember 17, 1941, then to Riga on January 15, 1942. All perished.

Hedvika Taubnerová, p/p, 1940. NAP, T 305/3 Hanuš Taubner, p/p, 1940. NAP, T 303/2
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Arnošt Taussig, p/p, 1940. NAP, T 187/19 Vilémína Taussigová, p/p, 1940. NAP, T 225/8

Edvard Taussig, p/p, 1936. NAP, T 353/1 Markéta Taussigová with her daughter Hana, p/p, 
1936. NAP, T 219/1, T 219/22
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Julius Taussig was born on July 24, 1879, in Nové Strašecí into the family of 
Bernard and Caroline, née Hellerová. He was a military officer, commanding 
a sapper company. Later, he was head of the branch of the large ROHAG firm 
that was engaged in import of raw materials from Germany, Poland and Austria. 
His wife Anna, née Glaser was born on January 3, 1896 in Lenešice into the 
family of Adolf and Matylda, née Taussig, the keeper of a second-hand goods 
store in Prague.

On June 19, 1940, Julius was sentenced for some offense to 14 days in jail 
or a fine of 4,000 CZK. He did not turn himself in to the police, and his case 
was transferred to the Gestapo. A letter from the Security Ministry on January 
15, 1941, states that if he does not surrender himself to the police, the police 
will come for him. So it happened: on January 25, 1941, he was arrested by the 
Gestapo at Karlsplatz. Judging by the fact that he had signed for a Protectorate 
passport stamped “J” on February 27, 1941, he must have been in prison for less 
than a month.

Julius and Anna were deported from Prague to Terezín on December 17, 
1941, then to Riga on January 15, 1942. Perished.

Anna Taussigová, p/p, 1931. NAP, T 210/7 Julius Taussig, p/p, 1940. NAP, T 378/1
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Karel Taussig was born on June 3, 1881, in Hovorčovice near Brandýs nad 
Labem. An entrepreneur, he was the son of Vojtěch and Marie, née Šiková. His 
wife ida Taussigová, also an entrepreneur, was born on February 14, 1884, in 
Český Krumlov. 

Karel suffered from inflammation of the kidneys, and there was no doctor 
in the village of Hovorčovice. They left without registering for Černovice near 
Tábor. On October 28, 1938, Karel asked permission to move to Prague for better 
medical treatment. 

Karel and Ida were deported from Prague to Terezín on December 17, 1941, 
then to Riga on January 15, 1942. Perished.

marta Taussiková  was born on February 7, 1899, in Ústí nad Labem to 
Jindřich and Františka, née Kahnová. She was a music teacher. 

On February 5, 1940, Taussiková received a police ID form marked with the 
“J” letter. It stated: “Citizenship will be determined.”

She was deported from Prague to Terezín on December 17, 1941, then to 
Riga on January 15, 1942. Perished.

Karel Taussig, p/p, 1939. NAP, T 363/1 Ida Taussigová, p/p, 1939. NAP, T 204/18
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Eva ullmannová  was born on January 28, 
1892, in Prague into the family of Alois Anspach 
and Antonie, née Sternová. She was the wife of 
Max Ullmann (b. March 29, 1892). 

On August 20, 1940, she applied for emi-
gration to Shanghai.

She was deported with her husband from 
Prague to Terezín on December 17, 1941, then to 
Riga on January 15, 1942. Perished.

Ludvík urbach was born on March 2, 1889, 
in Klínec into the family of Josef and Anna, 
née Sternhausová. He was a trader. He fought 
in the First World War. His wife, Berta Ur-
bachová, was born on January 16, 1895 in 
Benešov. Their son Otto was born on June 
30, 1922 in Prague.

Marta Taussiková, p/p, 1939. NAP, T 219/19

Ludvík Urbach, p/p, 1928. NAP, U 209/19

Eva Ullmannová, p/p, 1922. NAP, U 118/3
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The family was deported from Prague to 
Terezín on October 12, 1941, then to Riga on 
January 1, 1942. Ludvík and Berta perished on 
January 19, 1942.

Otto Urbach survived. After passing 
through Terezín, Riga-Kaiserwald, Stutthof, 
Buchenwald and Magdeburg, he was liberated 
along with František Moravec and Karel Piesen. 
The joyfulness, clear memory and humor of the 
indestructible 86-year-old Otto Urbach capti-
vate viewers of the film “Forgotten Transports 
to Latvia.”

irma, Josefa and marie zeimer were born 
into the family of Jindřich Zeimer and Teresa, 
née Fantová.

Irma (b. July 14, 1890) and Josefa (b. No-
vember 20, 1897) were born in Prague. Marie 
(b. October 26, 1893) was born in Nové Strašecí. 
Marie had a daughter, Lili, born on September 
24, 1923 in Prague.

On January 5, 1941, Irma applied for emi-
gration to Shanghai.

Irma Zeimerová, p/p, 1922. NAP, Z 746/3

Marie Zeimerová, p/p, 1933. NAP, Z 737/9 Lili Zeimerová, p/p, 1933. NAP, Z 737/9
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Irma, Marie and Josef were deported from Prague to Terezín on October 
12, 1941, then to Riga on January 15, 1942. All perished.

Lili was deported from Brno to Terezín on August 4, 1942, then to Rejowiec 
(Poland) on April 18, 1942. Perished.

Eliška zeiselová  born on December 25, 1882, in Prague. An entrepreneur, 
she was the daughter of Josef Pick and Malvina, née Jelenitzová. She married 
Otto Zeisel. Their son Karel was born on September 21, 1912, in Pardubice. Ka-
rel zeman, LL.D. married Helena (b. May 13, 1913).

Eliška, Karel and his wife Helena were deported from Prague to Terezín on 
October 12, 1941, then to Riga on January 15, 1942. Perished.

valtr (walter) hugo hermann zutrauen was born on April 22, 1916, in 
Berlin into the family of Julius and Gertrude, née Furstenberg. On June 18, 1938, 
when applying for travel abroad, Walter professed his loyalty and non-involve-
ment in politics. On August 18, 1938, he informed the authorities of his intention 
to serve in a French colony. On May 24, 1939, he applied for an emigration visa. 
On April 3, 1941, he applied for emigration to Shanghai.

On June 9, 1941, Zutrauen married Edita Brodová, who was born on April 
5, 1910, in Neštěmice near Ústí nad Labem into the family of Emil and Selma. 
From 1929 to 1938, Edita lived in Vienna.

Eliška Zeiselová, p/p, 1939. NAP, Z 751/3

Karel Zeman, p/p, 1939. NAP, Z 972/3
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Valtr and Edita Zutrauen were deported from Prague to Terezín on Decem-
ber 17, 1941, then to Riga on January 15, 1942. Edita died on January 19, 1942. 
Valtr was sent to Salaspils, then to Kaiserwald, then to Stutthof on August 9, 
1944, and to Buchenwald on August 13, 1944. The last document indicating he 
was alive is from Buchenwald, and is dated August 21, 1944. Perished.

Valtr (Walter Hugo Hermann) Zutrauen, p/p, 1939. 
NAP, Z 1764/1 

Edita Zutrauenová, p/p, 1939. NAP, Z 1764/5
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Anna Beranová, née Preislerová, was born 
on December 4, 1898, in Votice near Sedlčany. 
She was a bank employee and the wife of Josef 
Beran. She moved from Brno to Prague in 1938. 
On May 22, 1936, she received a travel passport 
to all European states except the USSR.

She was deported from Prague to Terezín 
on July 30, 1942, then to Riga on August 20, 
1942. Perished.

Josefina Bergerová , née Friedová, was 
born on December 14, 1902, in Prague into the 
family of Bohumil and Augusta. Her husband 
was Robert Berger (b. May 31, 1897). They had a 

Anna Beranová, p/p, 1923. NAP, B 1340/12 

Josefina Bergerová, p/p, 1938. NAP, B 1422/2

Karel Berger, p/p, 1938. NAP, B 1422/2
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son, Karel (b. July 12, 1930). On March 14, 1938, Josefina and Karel got a travel 
passport that was valid until March 6, 1944.

Josefina, Robert and Karel were deported from Prague to Terezín on July 
30, 1942, then to Riga August 20, 1942. All perished.

marie Bischitská , née Germanová was born on February 5, 1908, in Prague 
into the family of Bohumil and Berta, née Schnürdreherová.

On June 25, 1931, she married the bank clerk pavel Bischitský (b. June 
9, 1898). Marie and Pavel lived in Prague. In 1936, they had a daughter Kateřina 
(Kaethe).

Marie, Paul and Kateřina were deported from Prague to Terezín on July 30, 
1942, then to Riga on August 20, 1942. All perished.

Bedřich (Sigismund Friedrich) Bock was born on October 22, 1888, 
in Ratiborz, Germany (now Poland), the son of Moritz and Berta Bock, née 
Lowenthal. He was a sailor, then a teacher of foreign languages. In 1936 he fled 
Germany where he was persecuted as a Jew. He had no Czechoslovakian pass-
port. The Jewish community of Prague provided him with shelter and procured 
permission for him to give lessons of English. On July 17, 1939, he applied to the 

Marie Bischitská, p/p, 1931. NAP, B 1823/3 Pavel Bischitsky, p/p, 1931. NAP, B 1822/5
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authorities asking for a permission to stay in 
Prague until he can go abroad.

On November 21, 1940, Bock applied for 
emigration to Shanghai.

He was deported from Prague to Terezín 
on July 30, 1942, then to Riga on August 20, 
1942. Perished.

Božena (Beatrix) Brandfeldová  was 
born on May 12, 1898, in Prague into the family 
of Ludvík and Jindřiška, née Bondyová. Worked 
in Česká eskomptní banka in Karlín. In the 
spring of 1934, she went to Moscow on a tour 
with the Travema company, a subsidiary of the 
Soviet Intourist travel agency.

On February 15, 1939, she received a cer-
tificate confirming that she had no debt to the 
state and handed over all the documents for 
emigration to USA.

On February 25, 1939, she was told to wait 
for confirmation of her visa by the Interior Min-
istry until she received a special invitation in 
the form of a “red ticket.”

On March 21, 1939, Božena with her moth-
er were about to leave for USA. Božena got an 
affidavit from her brother Leo Brandfeld, who 
worked in New York for the Twentieth Century 
Fox film studios. The US Consulate agreed to 
issue the visa. The two women had to pay 9,000 
CZK for the trip and to leave together as soon 
as possible. Something, however, went wrong.

Božena was deported from Prague to 
Terezín on August 3, 1942, then to Riga on Au-
gust 20, 1942. Perished.

Her mother, Jindřiška, was deported from 
Prague to Terezín on July 20, 1942, then to Tre-
blinka on October 22, 1942.

Above: Bedřich Bock, p/p, 1940. NAP, B 2298/18 

Below: Božena Brandfeldová, p/p, 1921. 

NAP, B 2669/1
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vladimír Brückner was born on February 5, 1923, in Prague, into the fam-
ily of Karel Brückner (b. July 26, 1886) and Alžběta Brücknerová, née Löwyevá 
(b. April 28, 1894). He was a student, and the brother of Milan Brückner (b. June 
2, 1927). The family lived in Prague since 1938.

Vladimír, Milan, Karel and Alžběta were deported from Prague to Terezín 
on August 3, 1942, then to Riga on August 20, 1942. All perished.

markéta (Greta) Brücknerová , née Helerová, was born on April 28, 1894, 
in Prague into the family of Mořic and Kamila, née Voglová. She was the wife 
of a salesman.

On June 24, 1936, she received a passport valid until June 24, 1941. In 1938 
she moved from Nejdek (Sudetenland) to Prague. On March 8, 1940, she applied 
for emigration to England.

She was deported from Prague to Terezín on August 3, 1942, then to Riga 
on August 20, 1942. Perished.

Arnošt Brunner was born on May 10, 1895, in Dolní Kounice, South Moravia, 
the son of Emil and Marie, née Funková. In the 1920s, he was an engineer in the 

“Lukeš a spol” (Lukeš & Co.) factory manufacturing sheet glass; from 1928 on, he 

Vladimir Brückner, p/p, 1939. NAP, B 3133/24 Markéta (Greta) Brücknerová, p/p, 1939. 
NAP, B 3135/33
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worked as an engineer for the “Petschek a spol” 
building and banking company in Prague. On 
August 26, 1938, Arnošt married irena Rein-
ischová, born on December 6, 1911. They were 
deported from Prague to Terezín on August 
3, 1942, then to Riga on August 20, 1942. Both 
perished.

ota (otto) Buchsbaum was born on Sep-
tember 10, 1891, in Rohatec near Velké Meziříčí, 
into the family of Jakub and Fani, née Glasová. 
He was a salesman. He was married to Zděn-
ka Buchsbaumová (b. July 28, 1892). They had 
three daughters: Eva (b. June 20, 1921), Hana 
(b. April 23, 1924) and ilona (b. May 17, 1925).

According to the police protocol dated 
August 30, 1929, Otto Buhsbaum was put in 

Irena Brunnerová, p/p, 1939. NAP, B 3173/27 Arnošt Brunner, p/p, 1939. NAP, B 3291/1

Ota (Otto) Buchsbaum, p/p, 1928. NAP, B 3642/2
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a detention cell on suspicion of theft, and for 
immoral behavior (forbidden card game). On 
August 29, the amount of 12,500 CZK disap-
peared from the Elastic hosiery factory in Tep-
lice where he worked. When he was brought to 
the police for questioning, he said that he had 
lost all the money on the night of August 28-29 
in the “Pick” café, playing the forbidden game 

“Our aunt – your aunt” in a group of 8-10 “skilled 
players.” All players will be called to account, 
the police paper states.

In 1931 he allegedly stole something 
again, and the report to the police stated that 
he should not have been released from prison. 

A letter to the court on May 23, 1933, states 
that Buchsbaum had been jobless for a year, 
and that he behaved well at home.

Ota and Zděnka with their three daugh-
ters were deported from Prague to Terezín on 
August 3, 1942, then to Riga on August 20, 1942. 
All perished.

Arno Buxbaum was born on April 17, 1928, in 
Ústí nad Labem into the family of Oskar (b. March 
3, 1891) and Pavla (b. May 8, 1899). His brother 
Erich Buxbaum was born on September 16, 1926.

Arno, Erich, Pavla and Oskar were deport-
ed from Prague to Terezín on August 3, 1942, 
then to Riga on August 20, 1942. All perished.

Desiderius Diamant was born on Novem-
ber 26, 1899, in Vienna into the family of Moritz 
and Pauline, née Samek. He was a salesman. 
His wife Hertha Diamond, née Wechter was 
born on May 6, 1908, their son Peter was born 
on June 1, 1937. The family moved from Vienna 
to Prague on October 2, 1938. 

He was requested to pay his debt of 150 
Reichsmarks to the Viennese municipality. 

April 20, 1942: Inquiry of Viennese Radio 
Authorities about the Jew Desiderius Diamant – 
where is he?

Ilona Buchsbaumová, p/p, 1939. NAP,  B 3644/22

Arno Buxbaum, p/p, 1939. NAP, B 3642/30
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May 4, 1942: Prague police responds: De-
siderius Diamant, Jewish, born on November 
26, 1899, in Vienna, belonging to the jurisdic-
tion of Slovakia, currently resides in Prague I, 
Sanytrová 18. 

August 3, 1942: the Diamants were deport-
ed from Prague to Terezín and then to Riga on 
August 20, 1942. All perished.

Arnošt Eisenstein was born on February 
19, 1897, in Pečky, the son of Mořiz and Erna, 
née Fischerová.

On October 3, 1920, Arnošt was at a per-
formance of The Merry Wives of Windsor at the 
German Theater in Prague. He sat down while 
having a standing ticket and made too much  
noise, causing a disturbance. He was arrested, 
but his father Mořiz rebuked the police by say-
ing that his son was mentally ill, and Arnošt 
was released. 

On May 14, 1927, Arnošt was sentenced to 
24 hours in jail for indecent behavior in street-
car number 3. The conductor asked him to leave 
the tram but he did not obey. The conductor 
then called the ticket collector, one Třešňák, but 
that did not help either. On the contrary, Ar-
nošt’s behavior deteriorated, and he scared the 
passengers, who began to get off the streetcar. 

On September 7, 1927, Mořiz Eisenstein 
petitioned the court to set aside the punish-
ment because his son was mentally ill: arguing 
that Arnošt had seizures and no prison would 
cure him; on the contrary, it would only worsen 
his condition. Attached was a psychiatric as-
sessment from Dr. Popper. The police psychi-
atrist Dr. Hládek confirmed the diagnosis and 
Arnošt was pardoned.

On May 7, 1942, Arnošt Eisenstein was de-
ported from Prague to Terezín, then to Riga on 
August 20, 1942. Perished.

Mořiz Eisenstein (b. September 17, 1862), 
a widower and father of three children, was 

Desiderius Diamant, p/p, 1940. NAP, D 474/9 

Arnošt Eisenstein, p/p, 1939. NAP, E 181/3
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deported from Tábor to Terezín on November 
16, 1942, where he died on February 20, 1943.

František Eisner was born on July 15, 1902, 
in Prague, the son of Adalbert and Anna, née 
Orliková. He was an accountant. František’s 
brother Karel Eisner was born on Decem-
ber 20, 1893, in Prague. He was a salesman. He 
was married to irma, née Nähnaglová (b. April 
19, 1891). They had a daughter Anna (b. Sep-
tember 25, 1926).

František, Karel, Anna and Irma were de-
ported from Prague to Terezín on August 3, 1942, 
then to Riga on August 20, 1942. All perished.

Emil Erhardt was born on June 14, 1885 in 
Brno into the family of Ignác Kohn and Gisela, 
née Eislerová. He was a worker. On May 28, 1922 
Emil married Anna, née Satlerová (b. May 5, 
1892) in České Budějovice. They moved to Brno, 
then to Prague in 1938.

Irma Eisnerová, p/p, 1939. NAP, E 214/55 František Eisner, p/p, 1939. NAP, E 201/17 

Karel Eisner, p/p, 1939. NAP, E 204/17
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Emil Erhardt, p/p, 1938. NAP, E 473/45

Anna Erhardtová, p/p, 1939. NAP, E 474/8

Berta Felixová, 1926. Jan Ditko collection Gabriela Felixová, p/p, 1936. NAP, F 351/21 
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On March 24, 1939, Emil applied for emigration to Australia.
On April 29, 1939, Anna received a passport which was later canceled.
On August 3, 1942, Emil and Anna were deported from Prague to Terezín, 

then to Riga on August 20, 1942. Both perished.

Berta Felixová  was born on July 15, 1906, 
in Brandýs nad Labem into the family of Kar-
el and Rosa, née Neumann. Milliner. Her sister 
Gabriela (b. March 10, 1904) was employed 
in private business.

On January 2, 1941, Berta applied for em-
igration to Shanghai.

Berta and Gabriela were deported from 
Prague to Terezín on August 3, 1942, then to 
Riga on August 20, 1942. Both perished.

Artur Flusser was born on August 5, 1891, 
in Osek into the family of Jindřich and Ma-
rie, née Löwyevá. They had six children. Ar-
tur, a warehouseman, married Chana Gitla, 
née Ohringerová, a saleswoman born on April 
24, 1910, in Radymno, Poland. They lived in 
Modřejovice until 1930, then moved to Prague. Artur Flusser, p/p, 1939. NAP, F 1120/3

Chana Gitla Flusserová with her daughters, Irena and Marie, p/p, 1936. NAP, F 1047/28
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They had two daughters, irena (b. August 25, 1930) and marie (b. February 
18, 1938).

On October 23, 1940, the family applied for emigration to Shanghai.
On March 21, 1941, Artur was arrested for selling 24 pieces of leather. Ac-

cording to the police report, he was wearing a gray hat and black shoes. For his 
crime, he had to pay a fine of 10,000 CZK or go to jail for a month. So far he paid 
2,500 CZK. The rest was due within 22 days. Unable to pay, Artur Flusser went 
to prison on January 16, 1942. 

On August 3, 1942, Arthur, Chana, Marie and Irena were deported from 
Prague to Terezín and then on August 20, 1942, to Riga. All perished.

Anna Glaserová , née Bondyová was born 
on February 7, 1915, in Žatec. She was a sales-
woman, and the daughter of Artur Bondy and 
Bedřiška, née Taussigová. She married the busi-
nessman Arnošt Glaser (b. July 8, 1902), and was 
the mother of Hana Glaserová (b. December 22, 
1937) and Petr Glaser (b. September 28, 1934).

Anna, Arnošt, Hana and Petr were deport-
ed from Prague to Terezín on August 3, 1942, and 
then to Riga on August 20, 1942. All perished.

Josef Jedlinský was born on May 2, 1893, 
in Šebiřov near Tábor. He was the son of Šalo-
mon and Růžena, née Roubíčková. He was the 
chief officer of the Prague Trade Bank. In 1929, 
in Prague, he married Anna Jedlinská , née 
Bretischová (b. September 11, 1904 in Prague). 
Anna’s father was the owner of the K.B.Bretisch 
cognac factory in Prague, and Anna worked there 

as a clerk. Their son Vladimír Jedlinský was born on December 12, 1933, in Prague.
On July 27, 1942, Josef, Anna and Vladimír were deported to Terezín and 

then to Riga on August 20, 1942. All perished.

Josef Jelínek was born on October 20, 1895, in Benešov into the family of 
Leopold and Růžena, née Bienenfeldová. He was a disabled veteran of WWI. 
Since 1920, Josef lived in Prague. 
As an employee of the L. Mazáč publishing house, Josef Jelínek distributed bro-
chures, announced future publications and collected prepayments. His brother 
Franz (František) (b. January 12, 1899) worked in the same publishing house. 
The younger brother Ludvík (b. May 8, 1905) worked in an office, and their 
sister Josefa Jelínková , born on March 7, 1901 in Prague, was a bookkeeper.

Anna Glaserová, p/p, 1933. NAP, G 451/7
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Anna Jedlinská, p/p, 1922. NAP, E 950/2 Josef Jedlinský, p/p, 1928. NAP, E 950/1

Josefa Jelínková, p/p, 1932. NAP, J 1102/5 Josef Jelínek, p/p, 1925. NAP, J 1043/3
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In 1927 Jelínek collected prepayments for 
the book of Peter Kompiš “Osloboditeľ. Román 
súčasných dňov” (The Liberator. A Novel of 
Contemporary Life). 

Josef, František, Ludvík and Josefa were 
deported to Terezín on August 10, 1942, then to 
Riga on August 20, 1942. All perished.

hugo Kraus was born on July 31, 1887, in 
Náchod. His wife Emilie, née Frankenbuscho-
vá, was born on October 21, 1894, in Náchod 
to Jindřich Frankenbusch and Žofie, née Gold-
schmiedová. On April 18, 1910, they had a son, 
Evžen.

Ludvík Jelínek, p/p, 1941. NAP, J 1149/4 

Emilia Frankenbuschová (Krausová), 1907. Pavel 
Koubek collection

Wedding photo: Hugo and Emily Kraus, 1909. 
Pavel Koubek collection
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Hugo and Emilie were deported to Terezín on August 10, 1942, then to Riga 
on August 20, 1942. Both perished.

Their son Evžen Kraus, a professor of medicine, survived Terezín and 
Auschwitz and was liberated in Oranienburg.

Arnošt (Ernst) Schlomo Larisch was born on March 24, 1902, in Vienna 
into the family of Maximilian (Markus) Larisch and Klara, née Tauská. He was a 
salesman. His wife hildegard, née Taussigová was born on January 22, 1906, 
in Prague. Their daughter zuzana Ottilie was born on May 14, 1935, in Prague. 
The family lived in Prague II, at Jungmannovo 
Square 9, in the house of Hildegard’s father and 
his second wife Henrietta (they were deported 
to Terezín, and from there to Ujazdov, where 
they perished).

On September 12, 1940, Arnošt applied for 
emigration to Shanghai.

Arnošt Schlomo Larisch. Hedva Zur collection 

Lower left: Hildegard Larishová, p/p, 1941. 
NAP, L 522/1

Lower right: Zuzana Larischová. Hedva Zur 
collection
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On October 7, 1941, Hildegard was arrested and wrote a letter of defense to 
the police: “Regarding the decision by the police in Prague-Braník to fine me 1,000 
CZK and put me on probation for 5 days in jail. The reason: my little daughter had 
bathed in a public location on the Vltava River, and I was sitting on the bank.”

Her defense: “By being on the banks of the Vltava, I did not commit any of-
fense, as there was no prohibition against being on the bank of the Vltava. Swim-
ming in the Vltava river was not forbidden to Jews by city regulations of August 
14, 1939, and no law to this effect had been issued. The ‘no swimming rule’ is in 
force at public pools and beaches, where a warning ‘Jews not permitted’ is posted.

“Jews are forbidden to enter the city’s parks and gardens, but there is no 
prohibition against being on the river banks or on the waterfront. So I did not 
commit any illegal action, and I consider the punishment incorrect.”

Arnošt, his wife and daughter were deported to Terezín on August 3, 1942, 
then to Riga on August 20, 1942. All perished.

rudolf oplatka born on December 19, 1898, in Prague into the family of 
Karel Oplatka, LL.D., and Hedvika, née Weissová. Rudolf, a car mechanic by 
profession, married helena, née Brüková (b. June 13, 1900) in Prague in 1926.

On August 3, 1942, they were deported to Terezín, from there to Riga on 
August 20, 1942. Both perished.

Helena Oplatková, p/p, 1922. NAP, O 286/4 Rudolph Oplatka, p/p, 1939. NAP, O 295/2
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David ornstein was born on October 29, 
1899, into the Mukachevo family of Ignat and 
Ida, née Pollack. He was a doctor of dentistry. 
His brother hugo ornstein, a salesman, 
was born on October 21, 1911.

In 1936 Hugo assisted David in his den-
tist’s office in Kostelec nad Labem, then they 
moved to Prague, where they lived in the same 
apartment.

On October 2, 1940, Hugo applied for em-
igration to Shanghai. Twice (on June 10, 1939 
and May 28, 1941) he was arrested for unknown 
reasons. 

On August 3, 1942, David and Hugo were 
deported to Terezín and then to Riga on August 
20, 1942. Both perished.

margita (marketa) Tauberová  was 
born on August 4, 1911, in Trnava, Slovakia, the 
daughter of Samuel and Berta (Barbora), née Deutsch. She was a seamstress. 
The family lived in Nitra (Slovakia) until 1941, then in Prague.

David Ornstein, p/p, 1937.  NAP, O 354/4 Hugo Ornstein, p/p, 1939. NAP, O 346/2

Margita (Marketa) Tauberová, p/p, 1942. NAP, T 298/4
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A “verification of honesty” by the police 
did not expose any signs of inappropriate con-
duct on her part. Her passport of the Protec-
torate citizen was ready on August 19, 1942 but 
there was no one to take it, as on July 30, 1942, 
Margita was deported from Prague to Terezín, 
then on August 20, 1942 to Riga. Perished.

Jiří Tegner was born on May 23, 1895 in 
Karlsbad (Karlovy Vary), the son of Isak and 
Karolina, née Taussigová. Farmer. His wife 
Gertruda was born on March 6, 1899, in 
Hoštka near Litoměřice. Jiří and Gertruda were 
married in 1919 at the Jewish community center 
in Ústí nad Labem. Their daughter Kateři-
na, born on February 16, 1920, in Hoštka, was 
a seamstress.

Jiří Tegner, p/p, 1939. NAP, T 236/8

Kateřina Tegnerová, p/p, 1939. NAP, T 236/9Gertruda Tegnerová, p/p, 1939. NAP, T 236/10 
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On February 3, 1939, Tegner wrote a letter 
to the Prague police: “I was jailed in Litoměřice 
without any reason, and I spent a long time in the 
Oranienburg concentration camp. A return to Li-
toměřice was dangerous for me and my family.

Soon we are going to move to the Republic 
of San Domingo, where my family and I will work 
as farmers. It is expected that the country will 
take us in the near future, as they need farmers. 
We’ll stay in Czechoslovakia for a short time, we 
have the means to do so, and our stay here will 
not be a burden to the country. I ask for myself, 
for my wife Gertrude, daughter Kateřina and for 
my wife’s parents, Theodor and Hermine Heller.”

On April 29, 1939, Kateřina received a pass-
port valid for all European countries. She tried 
to flee to England, but without a Protectorate 
citizen’s passport it was impossible, and she was 
given such a passport only on January 9, 1941.

Jiří, Gertruda and Kateřina were deported 
from Prague to Terezín on August 10, 1942, then 
to Riga on August 20, 1942. All perished.

Theodor Heller (born 1869) was deported 
to Terezín on July 13, 1942, and died there on 
August 21, 1942, the day after his family depart-
ed for the east.

Arnošt Teichner was born on March 8, 
1916, in Hrušov near Ostrava, into the family 
of Mořic and Charlotte, née Preislerová. He was 
a worker. On January 22, 1939 he married Anna 
(b. December 25, 1920), née Lišerová. 

On April 2, 1940, he got a passport marked 
with the letter “J” (“Jude”).

Arnošt and Anna were deported to Terezín 
on August 10, 1942, then to Riga on August 20, 
1942. Both perished.

Arnošt’s mother Charlotte Teich-
nerová  (born December 6, 1883) was deport-
ed to Terezín from Ostrava on September 22, 
1942, then to Auschwitz on December 15, 1943. 
Perished.

Arnošt Teichner, p/p, 1936. NAP, T 267/58 

Charlotte Teichnerová, p/p, 1939. NAP, T 267/60  
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oskar Tokayer was born on October 8, 1895, in the Polish city Złoczów into 
the family of Vincenz and Laura, née Deutsch. He worked at the post office in 
Karlovy Vary. In 1926 he married Gabriela Richlerová (b. July 13, 1885).

Oskar’s elder sister helena (b. July 27, 1891), an unmarried clerk, lived 
in Karlovy Vary. In 1939, Helena followed her brother and his wife to Prague: 
staying in Karlovy Vary became dangerous. “It was a matter of life and death. 
It can be confirmed by the photographer Kubla from Karlovy Vary, with whom 
I worked for three years. My brother gives me full support. I have friends, and 
they will help me get out of here.” (From her written statement of January 
19, 1939.)

On September 13, 1940, Oskar applied for a visa to Shanghai.
On August 10, 1942, Oskar and Helena were deported from Prague to 

Terezín, then to Riga on August 20, 1942. Both perished.

richard Töpfer was born on March 10, 1878, in Prague in a family of Isidor 
and Malvina, née Deutschová. He was the co-owner of the factory “Brod and 
Töpfer.” His wife ida, née Weinbergová, was born on January 2, 1884, in Prague 
into the family of Joseph and Theresa, née Pollaková. They had a daughter, Fran-
tiška, who apparently managed to emigrate.

Helena Tokayerová, p/p, 1939. NAP, T 777/42 Oskar Tokayer, p/p, 1939. NAP, T 777/40
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On July 30, 1942, Richard and Ida were 
deported from Prague to Terezín, then to Riga 
on August 20, 1942. Both perished.

Erich Turnovský born on July 17, 1920, in 
Podmokly near Děčín into the family of Hugo 
and Ludmila, née Reiman. He was a laborer. He 
was married to Hana born on January 24, 1922, 
in Prague.

On July 10, 1942, he was arrested for not 
wearing the Jewish star and put in a prison for 
criminals.

On July 22, 1942, he was transferred to 
the Jewish hospital because he had tubercu-
losis. The hospital warned the police that they 

“don’t have the means to prevent the criminal’s 
escape.”

Ida Topferová, p/p, 1932. NAP, T 343/8 Richard Topfer, p/p, 1939. NAP, T 601/6

Erich Turnovský, p/p, 1939. NAP, T 2597/11
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On August 10, 1942 Turnovský, still sick, was deported to Terezín.
On August 11, 1942, the Jewish community reported the deportation to 

the police.
On August 16, 1942, the police decided: “Due to the transport, the Turno-

vský case is postponed.”
On August 20, 1942 Erich and Hana were deported from Terezín to Riga. 

Perished.

raimund ullmann was born on June 14, 1894, in Humpolec into the family 
of Albert and Sabina, née Ruhová. He was an employee of the Austro-Czecho-
slovakian bank. His wife marie, née Brilová, also employed, was born on No-
vember 23, 1905 in Mnichovo Hradiště. On March 17, 1932, they had a daughter, 
Eva Hana, in Prague.

Raimund, Marie and Eva Hana were deported from Prague to Terezín on 
August 10, 1942, then to Riga on August 20, 1942. All perished.

Marie Brilová (Ullmannová) 1925. NAP, U 116/2

Raimund Ullmann, p/p, 1928. NAP, U 114/15 
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Transport “o” January 9, 1942 

Perished:

Abelesová Bedřiška, Abelesová Helena, Abelesová Marta, Abelesová Růžena, 
Abisch Adler Šmaja, Adlerová Mariana, Altschul Ervín, Antscherl Heřman, Arn-
stein Pavel, Ascher Karel, Ascher Oskar, Austerlitz Kurt, Austerlitzová Berta, 
Bäckerová Gertruda, Bader Arnošt, Bader Samuel, Baderová Jana, Baderová Flo-
ra, Badner Evžen, Badnerová Jana, Ballon Arnošt, Ballon Rudolf, Ballonová Irma, 
Ballonová Truda, Barbašová arnoštka, Bardoš Artuš, Baschová Eleonora, Ba-
schová Gertruda, Baschová Ingeborg Alice, Baschová Irma, Bauer Rudolf, Bäuml 
Alexandr, Beck Josef, Beck Karel, Becková Alice, Becková anna, Becková Char-
lota, Becková Marie (10.9.1899), Becková Marie (23.2.1902), Beer Oskar, Beerová 
Bedřiška, Beerová Berta, Beerová Herta, Bejkovská EvŽenie, Berger Bedřich, Berg-
er Theodor, Berger Bruno, Bergerová Alice, Bergerová ida, Bergerová Leontina, 
Bergerová Růžena, Bergler Ota, Bergmann Karel, Bergmannová Eva, Bergman-
nová Olga, Berkovič-Katz Alexandr, Berkowicz Natan, Bermannová Gréta, Bern-
feld Šalamon, Biber Hersch, Bienenfeld Ota, Blattová Milada, Blau Vilém, Blauová 
RůŽena, Bleicher David, Bloch Gustav, Böhm Arnold, Böhmová Eliška, Bolková 
Charlota, Bondy Emil (24.5.1906), Bondy Emil (3.3.1894), Bondy Emil (27.4.1890), 
Bondy Pavel, Bondyová Olga (24.2.1898), Bondyová Olga (14.2.1910), Bondyová 
Růžena, Borgerová Františka, Brand Oskar, Braun Karel, Braunfeldová Františka, 
Breda Bedřich, Bredová Dina, Brennerová Aloisie, Brennerová Emilie, Breth Jan, 
Bretisch Julius, Broll Ludvík, Brollová Helena, Buchwald Edgar, Čechová Olga, 
Chitz Rudolf, Czaczkowski Pinkas, Czech Erik, Czechová Alice, Czuczková Mirel, 
darwasová Matylda, Deutschová Nelly, Drucker Alexandr, Dukes Leopold Josef, 
Eckstein Samuel, Edelstein vilém, Ehrlichová ilona, Eksteinová Ilsa, Ellend Ju-
lius, Ellendová Gertruda, Elsner Karel, Epstein Arnošt, Epstein Hugo, Epstein 
Jiří, Epsteinová Ema, Fabianová Valeska, Faltys Ervín, Fanta Vilém, Fantes Emil, 
Fantl Ota, Feder Pavel, Federer Ota, Federmannová Hana, Federmannová Žofie, 
Feitis Arnošt, Felsenberg Mořic, Fessler Ludvík, Fesslerová Elsa, Finger Ervín, 
Fischel Alfred, Fischel Julius, Fischelová Berta, Fischelová Matylda, Fischer Artur, 
Fischer Jakub, Fischer Josef, Fischer Ota, Fischerová Elsa, Fischerová Gizela, Fis-

1  All names are given in their Czech version. Names of persons considered in the book 
are bold-faced. 
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cherová Marie, Fischerová Olga, Fischerová Sofie, Fischl Ota, Fleischer Gustav, 
Fleischerová Dorota, Fleischerová Lotte, Frank Kurt, Frankel Jiří, Franklová Selma, 
Freimuth Hugo, Freisleben Alois, Freund Egon, Freund Emil, Freund Hugo, Fre-
und Josef (10.4.1912), Freund Josef (23.3.1895), Freund Julius, Freundová Hed-
vika, Freundová Irma, Freundová Markéta, Fried Alois, Fried Richard, Friedl Lud-
vík, Friedländer Gustav, Friedländerová Irma, Friednerová Josefina, Friedová 
Berta, Friedová Blanka, Friedová Olga, Fuchsová Anna, Fuchsová Arnoštka, 
Fuchsová Irena, Fuchsová Lota, Funk Max, Galandauer Alfred, Galandauerová 
Rachel, Gans Arnošt, Gartner Rudolf, Gärtner Rudolf, gärtnerová anna, Geber 
Karel, Geiger Karel, Geigerová Kamila, Geigerová Marie, Gellner Edvin, Gerst-
mann Artur, Gerstmann Emil, Gerstmann Ota, Gerstmann Zikmund, Gerstman-
nová Anna, Gerstmannová Karolína, Glaser Bedřch, Glaser Robert, Glaser Löbl 
Ota, Glaserová Marta, Glasner Isidor, Glässer Leo, Glässerová Bedřiška, Glück Leo, 
Glücklichová Irma, Glücklichová Olga, Glückner Antonín, Glückner Karel, Glück-
nerová Elsa, Glücksmannová Františka, Glücksmannová Gertruda, Glücksman-
nová Lisa, Goldbaumová Gertruda, Goldberger Salomon, Goldbergerová Selma, 
Goldbergová Marta, Goldfarbová Ester E., goldfarbová vilemína, Goldschmid 
Arnošt, Goldschmidtová Ilsa, Goldstein Armin, Goldsteinová Arnoštka, Goldstei-
nová Frieda, Goldsteinová Elsa, Gottlieb Ferdinand, Gottlieb Jiří, Gottlieber Vilém, 
Gottliebová Pavla, Götz Arnold, Graf Adolf, Graf Arnošt, Graff Harry, Grafová 
Eliška, Greenberg Selig, Greger Karel, Grimm Rudolf, Gross Arnošt, Grossmann 
Ferdinand, Grossmann Jan, Grossmann Kurt, Grossmann Ota, Grossmannová 
Pavla, Grossová Babeta, Grotte Jan, Grotteová Markéta, Grün Rudolf, Grünfeld 
Max, Grünfeldová Bedřiška, Grünfeldová Leontina, Grünhut František, Grünhut 
Rudolf, Grünhutová Olga, Grünová Gizela, Grünstein Bruno, Gumplová Jeanetta, 
Gunst Leo, Guth Emil, Guth Ota (6.1.1886), Guth Ota (4.9.1898), Guthová-Felsen-
burg Anna, Gutmann Karel, Gutter Oskar, Guttmann Rudolf, Guttmannová Hilda, 
Haasová Berta, Haasová Marie, Haasová Olga, Hacker Karel, Haislerová Marta, 
Haller František, Hanaková Gizela, Hanaková Jana, Hansel Gustav, Hanselová 
Marie, Havlinová Gertruda, Hecht Ervín, Hecht Jindřich, Heidenheimer Ludvík, 
Heinischová Klára, Heissová Helena, Heller Artur, Heller Bedřich, Heller Leo, Hel-
ler Ota, Heller Robert, Hellerová Karolína, Hellerová Lily, herlingerová Elisabeth, 
Hermann Leopold, Hermann Richard, Hermannová Emilie, Hermannová Mina, 
Herrmann Oskar, Herrmann Richard, Herrmannová Anna, Herrmannová Fran-
tiška, Herschan Max, Herschanová Kamila, Herz Jiří, Herzler Hugo, Herzlerová 
Hildegard, Hirsch Alfréd, Hirsch Beřich, Hirsch Max, Hirsch Mořic, Hirsch Rich-
ard, Hirsch Rudolf (8.4.1891), Hirsch Rudolf (15.10.1904), Hirsch Rudolf (24.3.1881), 
Hirsch Viktor, Hoffmann Oskar G., Hoffmann Otakar, Hofmannová Marta, Ho-
henbergová Markéta, Holländerová Marie, Horáková Olga, Hornstein Rudolf, 
Hornsteinová Ema, Horowitz Bernard Eisig, Horschitzová Markéta, Hübscher 
Rudolf, Hübscher Vilém, Huschak Valtr, Huschak Zikmund, Huschaková Arnošt-
ka, Huschaková Helena, Huschaková Charlota, Huschaková Lilly, ikler Mořic, 
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illový oskar, immergut viktor, Inwald Rudolf, Inwaldová Elsa, Jakob Alexandr, 
Jankelová Antonie, Jereslav vítězslav, Joachimsthalerová Mariana, Kaffová Ger-
truda, Kafková Emilie, Kafková Marie, Kalfus Jindřich, Kalfusová Dagmar, 
Kalmus Kurt, Karsten Karel, Karstenová Julie, Katscherová Pavla, Kauderová Her-
mína, Kauderová Julie, Kauderová Truda, Kauders Oskar, Kaudersová Alice, Kio-
wská Anna, Klein Abraham, Kleiner Jindřich, Kleinová Eliška, Kleinová Hilde-
garda, Kohn Max (25.8.1883), Kohn Max (25.8.1882), Kohn Ota, Kohn Richard, 
Kohnová Bedřiška, Kohnová Markéta, Kominík Hugo, Konieczpolski chaim, 
Königsgarten robert, Königsgartenová Ervína, Königsgartenová Melita, König-
stein Felix, Kopfstein Eduard, Kopp Felix, Körbelová Zuzana, Korn Isidor, Kornfeld 
František, Kornová Helena, Krása Karel, Kraus Artur, Kraus František, Kraus Ka-
mil, Krausová Anna, Langer Arnošt, Langerová Adéla, Lauerová Marta, Laufer 
Emil, Laufer Izák, Lauferová Regina, Lawetzký Vilém, Lebenhart Bedřich, Leben-
hart Hanuš, Lebovič Mořic, Lederer Ervín, Lederer Hugo, Lederer Karel 
(23.5.1892), Lederer Karel (16.8.1894), Lederer Karel (17.6.1901), Lederer Ludvík, 
Lederer Rudolf, Ledererová Gertruda, Ledererová Charlota, Ledererová Ida, 
Ledererová Selma, Lehmaier (Lehrmeier) Justin, Lehrer Adolf, Leidertová (Lidert) 
Eliška, Leitnerová Tea, Leske Heřman, Levit Erich, Levy Hugo, Levy Valtr, Lewin 
Valtr, Lewit Pavel, Lichtensternová Eliška, Lichtschein Bernard, Lieben Alois, Lieb-
ermann Arnošt, Liepmann Bedřich, Lipschützová Lea, Löbl Artur, Löbl Josef, 
Löbner Arnošt, Löbner Richard, Lobosický Karel, Lohdeová Helena, Lovosický 
Valentin, Lövy Julius, Löw Kurt, Löwit ota, Löwy Alfréd, Löwy Armand, Löwy 
Arnold, Löwy Artur, Löwy Bedřich, Löwy Ferdinand, Löwy František, Löwy Hugo, 
Löwy Jiří, Löwy Karel, Löwy Lev, Löwy Max, Löwy Ota, Löwyová Alžběta, Löwy-
ová Anna, Löwyová Elsa, Löwyová Gréta, Löwyová Hilda, Löwyová Josefina, Löwy-
ová Justina, Löwyová Mathilda, Löwyová Matylda, Löwyová Olga (25.11.1885), 
Löwyová Olga (6.6.1888), Löwyová Pavla, Lurie Karel, Lustig Bedřich, Lustig Ervín, 
Lustig Hugo (29.4.1883), Lustig Hugo (18.5.1889), Lustig Jiří, Lustig Otakar, Lust-
ig Vilém, Lustigová Anna, Lustigová Ella, Lustigová Elsa, Lustigová Marie, Lustig-
ová Markéta, Mandelbaum Mořic, Mandelík Ludvík, Mandler Ota, Mann Evžen, 
Marková Helena, Markovič Jankel, Matzka Gustav, Mautner Heřman, Mautner 
Max, Mayerová Josefina, Mayerová Kateřina, Meinster Alexander, Metzger Jiří, 
Minichová Frida, Morawetz Karel, Morawitz oskar, Morgenstern Hugo, Müller 
Arnošt, Müller Emil, Müllerová Valerie, Munk František, Nalosová Ida, Nettlová 
Elsa, Nettlová Gabriela, Nettlová Teresa, neubauer rudolf, Neuernová Markéta, 
Neufeldová Gisela, Neuhauserová Josefa, Neumann Arnošt, Neumann Bedřich, 
Neumann Josef (9.4.1897), Neumann Josef (19.9.1904), Neumann Rudolf, Neu-
mannová Alice, Neumannová Ella, Neumannová Elsa, Neumannová Hermína, 
Neumannová Kornelie, Neumannová Marta, Neuradová Pavlína, Neuschulová 
Hilda, neuwald günter, Neuwirth Emil, nordmannová chaja Fr., nováková 
cyrila, Nussbaumová Zděnka, Oberstová Marie, Offenbach Max, Ohrenstein Fran-
tišek, Opalková Hermína, Oplatek Hugo, Oplatka Hugo, oppenheimer Karel, 
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oppenheimer ota, Oppenheimerová Evženie, oppenheimerová Marta, Op-
penheimová Růžena, Ornstein Hugo, Ornsteinová Irma, Österreicher Arnošt, Ös-
terreicherová Helena, Österreicherová Regina, Pacanovská Sylva, Pachner 
Heřman, Pachner Rudolf, Pachnerová Elsa, Pächter Max, Pächterová Olga, Pa-
covská Elsa, Palma František, Panzer Erich, Pasch hanuš, Paskusz Alexandr, 
Passer Karel, Passerová Emilie, Pereles František, Perelesová Lisbeta, Perlmann 
Moses, Perlmannová Rachel, Pfau Karel, Pfeffer Josef, Pfefferová Anna, Pfeiferová 
Margot, Pick Adolf (20.8.1904), Pick Arnošt, Pick Bedřich, Pick František, Pick 
Hanuš, Pick Josef, Pick Ota, Pick Pavel, Pick Rudolf, Picková Anna, Picková Elsa, 
Picková Ema, Picková Gusta, Picková Malva, Picková Růžena, Piková Marie, Pio-
watá Mariana, Piowatá Markéta, Piowatá Olga, Planterová Jetty, Plohn Bedřich, 
Poláček Zdeněk, Polák Bohumil, Polák Rudolf, Polakoffová dora, Pollak Adolf, 
Pollak Arnošt, Pollak Bedřich, Pollak Josef (7.12.1883), Pollak Josef (5.7.1906), 
Pollak Ota, Pollak Rudolf (9.6.1889), Pollak Rudolf (22.12.1886), Pollak Valtr, 
Pollak Vilém, Pollak-Konirsch Vilibald, Pollaková Anna, Pollaková Arnoštka, Pol-
laková Kamila, Pollaková Karla, Pollaková Olga (14.4.1891), Pollaková Olga 
(2.5.1884), Polláková Milada, Pollatschek Rudolf, Pollatschková Amálie, Popper 
Emil, Popper Rudolf, Popperová Elsa, Popperová Gréta, Popperová Marie, Pop-
perová Růžena, Popperová Zdeňka, Porges Adolf, Porges Alfred, Porgesová Mar-
ta, Prager Bedřich, Prisant Alexandr, Proskauer Jindřich Josef heinz, Proskau-
erová rita, Quartner Vilém, Raabová Irena, ranzel Felix, ranzelová Markéta, 
ranzelová renée Liesbet, rath Szmerl, Rathaus Eliáš, Rauchenbergová Alice, 
Raucher Bertold, Raucherová Růžena, Raudnitz Arnold, raudnitzová Pavla, Re-
ich Rudolf, Reichová Valerie, Reik Bruno, Reimann Karel, Reinigerová Růžena, 
Reiniš Karel, Reinisch Josef, Reinišová Kamila, Reiter Hanuš, Reiter Viktor, Reit-
erová Ella, Reitler Bedřich, Remes Adolf, Rezek Karel, Richterová Laura, Richter-
ová Marta, Riemerová Anna, Riesenfeldová Marie, Riesz Josef, Riesz Karel, Rob-
insohn Egon, Robitschek Arnošt, Robitschek Max, Römer-Birner Salomon, 
Rosenbaumová Fenia, rosenberg alfred, Rosenberg Erich, Rosenberg Max, 
Rosenberger Lev, Rosenbergová Irma, rosenbergová nelly, Rosenblüth Michal, 
Rosenthal Gustav, Rosenthalová Bedřiška, Rosenzweig Rudolf, Rosnerová Lily, 
Rostoker Josef, Roth Alfred, Roth Emil, Rothschildová Kity, Rothschildová Marké-
ta, Roubiček Josef, Rubitschová Ida, rufeisenová nelly, Růžek Leo, Růžková 
Markéta, Rybář Emil, rynarzewski Benno, Saalberg Hanuš, Sachs Bernard, 
Sachs Jan, Sager-Sandel Josef, Salus František, Salus Max, Salusová Anna, Sam-
cová Emilie, Samec Ota, Samek Karel, Sander Ota, Sattler Alexandr, Sattler Ru-
dolf, Saxlová Adéla, Saxlová Otilie, Schächterová Josefina, Scharf Alexandr, 
Scharf Ota, Schärfner Rudolf, Schärfnerová Helena, Scharfová Jetty, Scherzová 
Olga, Scheuer hugo, Scheuerová Marie, Schick František, Schiller Richard, 
Schilzer Oskar, Schilzerová Cecilie, Schindler Adolf, Schindlerová Linda, Schin-
dlerová Margit, Schlesinger Oskar, Schlesinger Pavel, Schmelzer Israel Moses, 
Schnabel Bedřich, Schnecková Ester, Schnecková Hermína, Schön Bedřich, 
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Schönová Marie, Schöpkes Bedřich, Schostal Josef, Schrecker Jiří, Schreckerová 
Eliška, Schück Josef, Schulhof Emil, Schulz Karel, Schwarz Eliáš, Schwarz Jakub, 
Schwarz Jiří, Schwarz Karel, Schwarzkopf Pavel, Schwarzová Bedřiška, Schwar-
zová Eleonora, Schwarzová Olga, Schweber Markus, Seger Ota, Sekler Adolf, 
Sekler Emanuel, Seklerovvá Štěpánka, Sidon Ignác, Sidonová Cecilie, Sieben-
schein Max, Siegler Adolf, Sieglerová Ida, Silbermann Martin, Silbersteinová 
Hilda, Silberstern Arnošt, Silberstern Erich, Silbersternová Anna, Simeles Arnošt, 
Simonsohn Meinhard, Simonsohnová Erna, Singer Arnošt, Sladkus Josef, Slad-
kusová Berta, Sohr Heřman, Sojka Adolf, Sperber Sigmar, Spiegl František, Spir-
mann Norbert, Spitz František, Spitzer Egon, Spitzová Markéta, Stahler Jindřich, 
Steidler Jindřich, Steidlerová Olga, Steif Beno, Steifová Gizela, Steifová Lea, Stein 
Egon, Stein Ervín K., Stein František, Stein harry, Steinberg Ludvík, Steiner Ota, 
Steinhagen Werner, Steinkopf Arnošt, Stern Jan, Stern Jindřich, Stern Valtr, Stern-
licht Evžen, Sternlichtová Jetty, Sternová Lily, Sternová Růžena, Stiassná Olga, 
Stössler Valtr, Strakosch Helmut, Strakosch Rudolf, Strakoschová Žofie Edita, 
Stránský Emil, Strauss Richard, Sträussler Julius, Sträusslerová Hildegarda, 
Straussová Kamila, Šubrt Antonín A., Svoboda Valtr, Svobodová Hildegarda, Taus-
sig Alfred, Taussig Hugo, Taussig Ota, Taussik Josef, Taussiková Helena, Teweles 
Felix, Thalheimer Heřman, Thalheimerová Adéla, Theimer Julius, Ticho Pavel, 
Tofflerová Františka, Traub Rudolf, Troller Josef, Tschupiková Berta, Türk Rudolf, 
Türk Valtr, Ucko Bertold, Ullmann Karel, Ungarová Gizela, Vantochová Tereza, 
Vesselý Pavel, Vitriol David, Vitriolová Františka, Vogel Ludvík, vogl Josef, Vogl 
Rudolf, Vohryzek Karel, Votický Oskar, Votický Rudolf, Votický Viktor, Vrba Pav-
el, Wahleová Anna, Wahleová Hedvika, Waldo Artur, Walter Viktor, Wantochová 
Alice, Wartenbergerová Berta, Weigner Otakar, Weil Egon, weill Ervín, Weil 
Robert, Weilová Gertruda, Weilová Hermína, Weilová Irma, Weilová Marie, Wein-
bein Heřman, Weinbergerová Gabriela, Weinbergerová Charlota, Weiner Emil, 
Weiner Kamil, Weinerová Kamila, Weinreb Robert, Weisl Leo, Weisl Ota, Weiss 
Arnošt (28.11.1909), Weiss Arnošt (1.5.1900), Weiss Leo, Weiss Ota, Weissenstein 
Ota, Weisskopf Ludvík, Weisskopfová Rudolfina, Weissová Bedřiška, Weissová 
Kamila, Werner Zdeněk, Wesselá Marta, Wessely Štěpán, widawski Lejzer, Wie-
ner Josef, Wiener Ota, Wiesner Julius, Wiesnerová Ema, Wilderová Lea, Winter 
Bohumil, Winter Ota, Winterberg Oskar, Winternitz Artur, Winternitzová Ger-
truda, Winterová Edita, winterová herta, Winterová Irma, Winterová Malvína, 
Winterová Marie, Witriol David, Witriolová Františka, Wohlgemuthová Kateřina, 
wolf Evžen, Wolff Arnošt, Wolfová Hilda, wollner hanuš, Wollnerová Josefina, 
Wotzilková Ela, Wurm František, Wurm Josef, Zaitschek Julius, Zaitschková Eliš-
ka, Zaitschková Ema, Zaitschková Regina, Zeckendorf Hynek, Zeckendorfová 
Agnes, Zeckendorfová Edita, Zeiner Evžen, Zeiner Viktor, Zeinerová Žofie, Zei-
sel Bruno, Zeisel Egon, Zeisel Leo, Zeiselová Adéla, Zeiselová Klára, Zelenka Fran-
tišek, Želinová Žofie, Zenker Rudolf, Zentnerová Gertruda, Zentnerová Irma, 
Ziegler-Werner Oskar, Zimmer Richard, Zweigenthal Manfred, Zwillinger Hynek.
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Survived:

Abelesová Arnoštka, Altschulová Elvira, ameisová olga, Bardošová Ilsa, Bar-
došová Kateřina, Beck Ota, Beer Valtr, Bendinerová alma, Beranová Hermína, 
Bergerová Bronislava, Bergmannová (Bendová) alžběta, Bergmannová Ma-
rie, Bernstein-Berka Ludvík, Bienenfeldová Anna, Bock Gustav, Bocková Alice, 
Bondyová Ela, Brod Stanislav, Bunzl Max, Burianová Luisa, Davidovič Vilém, 
Diamantová Hilda, Donath Bruno, Ehrlich Jakub, Fantl Josef, Felber Rudolf, 
Fessler Ota, Fesslerová hana, Fingerová Emilie, Fischer Bedřich, Frankl Zdeněk, 
Galandauerová Hilda, Galandauerová Josefina, gärtner Josef, Glässnerová Ida, 
Glücksmanová Arnoštka, Goldberg Karel, Gutmannová (Koritschonerová) Ce-
cilie, Guttmann Vilém, Kalmusová (Hechtová) Kateřina, Katscherová (Ehrli-
chová) gertruda, Klein Egon, Klein Robert, Koritschoner Heřman, Levenwirth 
Simon, Loheit viktor, Loheitová (Marková) Zděnka, Löwy Ota, Mondschein 
Samuel, Moser Ludvík, Nettl Hanuš, Neumann Alter, neumann Erich, Neu-
mann Viktor, Neumanová Emilie, Neumanová Marie, neuwaldová Jana (anna), 
Paschová greta, Paschová Zuzana, Pick Adolf, Pick Arnošt, Pick Ludvík, Pick-
ová Marie, Poláčková Eliška, Polák Evžen, Pollaková Olga, Popperová hana, 
Popperová olga, Popperová (racková) irena, Pragerová Melanie, Prisantová 
Antonie, Reinigerová Malvína, Reinischová Markéta, Rothová Marie, Roubiček-
ová Margita, rufeisen Ervín, rynarzewská Marta, Salus Erik, Salusová Herta, 
Schindelařová (Polak) hermina, Schick Jindřich, Schreiberová Malvína, Seger 
Josef, Selková Lota, Spiegel Karel, Spiegelová adolfina, Spiegelová (temel) 
hana, Stahlerová Edita, Stahlerová Charlota, Stahlerová Irma, Stahlerová Korne-
lie, Stahlerová Lilly, Steier oskar, Steierová (Grünfeldová) Eliška, Stein Arnošt, 
Stein Bedřich, Steinová Františka, Süss Bedřich, Süssová-Stahlerová Marta, Ungar 
Herbert, Vogel Jirí, Weinbergová Elsa, Weiss Ota, Weisskopfová Julie, Werner-
ová Františka, Winter František, Wodák Alfred, Wolf Emil, Würzburgová Lina, 
Wyplosz Berek, Zinner Edvard.

Transport “p” January 15, 1942

Perished:

Adlerová Bedřiška, Altmannová Berta, Altschulová Kamila, Andresová Markéta, 
Anšerlíková Bedřiška, Anspachová Olga, Anspachová Zuzana, Arnstein Erich, 
Arnsteinová Marta, Baier Jindřich, Baier Jirí, Bayer Karel, Bayerová Markéta, 
Bandlerová Marie (Mimi), Batzelbergerová Růžena, Bauer Erich, Bayer Josef, 
Bayerová Zděnka, Becková Julie, Becková Zuzana, Beerová Pavlína, Benedikt 
Leopold, Benediktová Elsa, Benešková Olga, Benjamin Alfred, Beran Filip, 
Bergerová Amálie, Besen wolf, Besenová antonie, Besenová herta, Blann 
Richard, Blannová Alžběta Ruth, Blannová Felicia, Blum Isidor, Blumenthal 
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oskar, Blumenthalová Margarethe, Bock Alfred, Bock Ervín, Bock Josef, Bock 
Leopold, Bock Ota, Bock Valtr, Bocková Adéla, Bocková Berta, Bocková Lily, 
Böhm Bedřich, Böhmová Eleonora, Bondy Karel, Bondyová Mariana, Bondyo-
vá-Fischlová Gertruda, Brabcová Lily, Brada Alfred, Bradová Janka, Brandeis 
Karel, Brandeisová Františka, Bratová Rebeca, Brattová Pavla, Braun Armin, 
Braunová Hana, Braunová Kateřina, Bredová Hana, Bredová Ida, Breichenstein 
František, Breinerová Eliška, Brennerová Berta, Brennerová Františka, Bren-
nerová gertruda, Bretiš Rudolf, Bretiš Zdeněk, Bretišová Evženie, Bretišová Lu-
isa, Brettschneiderová Eliška, Brettschneiderová Lily, Brosanová Ela, Bruck Fran-
tišek, Bruck tomáš, Brucková helena, Brumlík Rudolf, Brumlíková Otilie, 
Bušinová Helena, Cech Pavel, Cechová Helena, Cehová Marta, Cvrcková Marie, 
Czech Pavel, Czuczková Berta, Czuczková Kity, Deutsch Hugo, Deutschová Elsa, 
Deutschová Josefína, Dub Karel, Dym Kurt, Dym Richard, Dymová Irma, Eckstein 
Oskar, Ecksteinová Margit, Ehrlich Mendel, Ehrlichová Berta, Eisingerová Jetty, 
Eisingerová Kity, Eislerová Růžena, Eisner Hanuš Arnošt, Eisner Hary Jirí, Eisner 
František, Eisnerová Anna (25.6.1886), Eisnerová Anna (23.11.1911), Eisnerová 
Mariana, Eisnerová Zuzana Edita, Ekler Emil, Eklerová Emma, Ellinger arnošt, 
Ellingerová Marie, Fantl Emanuel, Fantl Jaroslav, Fantlová Helena, Fehreová 
Bedřiška, Feiglová Irena, Feiglová Kamila, Feilerová Regina, Feinberg Heřman, 
Feinberg Salomon, Feinbergová Jindřiška, Feinová Elsa, Feldblumová Jindřiška, 
Ferberová Berta, Fialová Adéla, Finnová Helena, Fischer Alexander, Fischer Al-
fred, Fischer František, Fischer Jindřich, Fischer Karel, Fischer Leopold, Fischer 
Norbert, Fischer Rudolf (1.4.1883), Fischer Rudolf (25.4.1879), Fischerová Alice, 
Fischerová Elsa, Fischerová Gertruda, Fischerová Hedvika, Fischerová Charlota, 
Fischerová Kamila, Fischerová Lily, Fischerová Marta, Fischerová Milada, Fis-
cherová Štepánka, Fischgrund Gustav, Fischgrundová Malvína, Fischgrundová 
Ruth, Fišer Karel, Fišerová Kamila, Fluss Ota, Fränkelová Inge, Fränkelová Jose-
fa, Franklová Elsa, Franková Hedvika, Freimuth Josef, Freund oskar, Freund-
ová Bedřiška, Freundová olga, Fried Hugo (7.9.1880), Fried Hugo (29.9.1881), 
Fried Leopold, Fried Valtr, Friedjungová Jana, Friedler Oskar Louis, Friedlerová 
Doris E.M., Friedlerová Zuzana, Friedmannová Melanie, Friedová Anita, Frie-
dová Daisy Alice, Friedová Ida, Friedová Marie, Friedová Markéta, Friedová Olga, 
Fröhlichová Gertruda, Fuchs Pavel, Fuchs Robert, Fuchsová Marta, Fuhrmann 
Leopold, Fuhrmannová Ida, Galandauer Jindřich, Glaserová Herta, Glässner Ar-
nošt, Glückauf Alois, Glückauf Karel, Glückaufová Hedvika, Goldberger Rudolf, 
Goldbergerová Josefina, Goldmannová Alžběta, Goldmannová Hedvika, Gold-
schmid Vilém, Gottlieb Leopold, Gottliebová Eleonora, Gottliebová Žofie, Gott-
lobová Helena, Gottlobová Klára, Grätzer Rudolf, Gregrová Emilie, Grimm Oskar, 
Grimmová Eliška, Grodecká Věra, Gross Max, Grossfeld Karel, Grossová Anna, 
Grossová Elsa, Grossová Jindřiška, Grossová Kamila, Grossová Olga, Grün Alfred, 
Grün Jindřich, Grün Max, Grün Ota, Grünbaum Pavel, Grünbaum Vilém, Grün-
baumová Kateřina, Grünbaumová Valerie, Grünbaumová Ida (19.10.1884), Grün-
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baumová Ida (20.1.1892), Grünberg Ota, Grünberger Arnošt, Grünbergová Lea, 
Grünfeld Alexandr, Grünfeld Emil, Grünhut Karel, Grünhut Kurt, Grünhutová 
Hermína, Grünhutová Ida, Grünhutová Karolína, Grünová Eliška, Grünová Gise-
la, Grünspan Bertold, Grünspanová Marie, Grünwald Leopold, Grünwald Pavel 
Samuel, Grünwaldová Marta, Gümplová Irma, Guth Josef, Haas Erich, Haasová 
Štepánka, Haberová Gertruda, Hahnová Josefina, Hájková Josefa, Hamlischová 
Valerie, Hanušová Emilie, Hausnerová Jana, Heller Josef, Hellerová Vilma, Her-
ling Helmut, Herling Jindřich, Heřmann František, Herrmann Josef, Herrmann 
Karel, Herrmann Richard, Herrmann Zdeněk, Herrmannová Eleonora, Herr-
mannová Hedvika, Herrmannová Irma, Hildebrandová Marie, Hirsch Hugo, 
Hirsch Ludvík, Hirsch Osvald, Hirsch Rudolf, Hirsch Vítězslav, Hirschová Adéla, 
Hirschová Irena, Hirschová Josefina (22.3.1897), Hirschová Josefina(, Hirschová 
Lily, Hirschová Zděnka, Hitnerová Žofie, Hochfeld Arnold, Hochwald Bedřich, 
Hochwaldová Berta, Hochwaldová Edita, Hochwaldová Růžena, Hofferová Ma-
rie, Hoffmann Erich, Hoffmann Jindřich, Hoffmannová Adéla, Hohenberg Julius, 
Hohenbergová Ida, Holubová Irma, Holzer Kurt, Holzerová Erna, Holzerová Jana, 
Hornek Ervín, Hornek František, Horoszovská Irena, Hortnerová Gertruda, Hu-
ber Arnold, Huber Hugo, Huber Karel, Huber Kurt, Huber Viktor, Huberová 
Arnoštka, Huberová Bedřiška, Huberová Eliška, Huberová Elsa, Huberová Ger-
truda, Huberová Olga, Huberová Tereza, Husserl Josef, Husserlová Margita, Jak-
erlová Elsa, Jakerlová Malvína, Jelínek Hugo, Jelínek Rudolf, Jelínková Gertru-
da, Jellinková Elsa, Jellinková Klára, Jellinková Luisa, Jellinková Markéta, 
Ješetická Zděnka, Jokel Emil, Joklová Jenny, Justitz Hugo Pavel, Justitzová Eri-
ka, Justitzová Ida, Kaffová Helena, Kafka Emil, Kafková Margita, Kaiser Emil, 
Kallos Alexandr, Katz Alois, Katzová Karolína, Käuflerová Alice, Kaufman Bedřich, 
Kaufmann David, Kaufmann Leopold, Kaufmannová Jana, Kaufmannová Marie, 
Kaufmannová Zděnka, Kellner Alfred, Kellner Bedřich, Kellner Karel, Kellner 
Ludvík Max, Kellner Mořic, Kellnerová Hilda, Kellnerová Růžena (3.8.1910), Kell-
nerová Růžena (19.8.1886), Kempinski alex, Kerschenbaum Martin, Kessler 
Vilém, Kesslerová Gisela, Kesslerová Jenny, Kesslerová Markéta, Kienová irma, 
Kienzlová Růžena, Klar František, Klar Ota, Klarová Bedřiška, Klarová Debora, 
Klarová Jana, Klarová Ruth, Klarová Tereza, Klauber Emil, Klein Max, Klein Sam-
uel, Klein Viktor, Kleinová Alžběta, Kleinová Anna (28.7.1887), Kleinová Anna 
(30.3.1899), Kleinová Karolína, Kleinová Luisa A., Kleinová Malvína, Kleisner 
Holzer Pavel, Kleisnerová Markéta, Klingenberger Bertold, Klingenbergerová 
Růžena, Knappová Gerda, Kohn Bedřich, Kohn Egmond, Kohn Egon, Kohn 
Heřman, Kohn Jindřich, Kohn Kurt, Kohn Josef Petr, Kohn Rudolf, Kohn Viktor, 
Kohn Vilém, Kohn Vítězslav, Kohnerová Berta, Kohnerová Erna, Kohnerová 
Kateřina, Kohnová Berta, Kohnová Flora, Kohnová Gertruda, Kohnová Hermína 
(11.12.1892), Kohnová Hermína (14.8.1880), Kohnová Hilda, Kohnová Magda, 
Kohnová Marta, Kohnová Tereza, Kohnstein Bedřich, Kohnsteinová Alice, Kohn-
steinová Ema, Kohnsteinová Helena, Kolár Arnold, Kolárová Hermína, Kolárová 
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Klára, Kolbertová Alžběta, Kollinská Valerie, Kommerová Josefa, König Jirí 
(18.9.1901), König Jirí (7.10.1927), König oskar, Königová Hana, Königová Her-
ta, Königová Marta, Königsgarten Valtr, Königsgartenová Lili, Königsteinová 
Laura, Koppl Adolf, Koralek Rudolf, Korceková Charlota, Körnerová Marta, Ko-
rnitzer Pavel, Kornitzerová Valerie, Kos Alfred, Kos Valtr, Kosová Alžběta, 
Kozelková Františka, Kramerová Evženie, Krämerová Edita, Krása Jirí, Krása Ota, 
Krásová Irma, Kraus Theodor (Bohdan), Kraus Kurt, Kraus Richard, Krausová 
Adéla, Krauss Vítězslav, Kudrnková Julie, Kuhl Vítězslav, Kulhánková Jana, Kulk-
ová Charlota Marie, Kulková Jindřiška, Kulková Růžena, Künstler Jindřich, Kurz 
Jakub, Kurz Jindřich, Kurzová Hilda, Kurzová Renée, Kurzová Vilma, Lahis Ber-
nard, Lahis Herbert, Lahisová Gréta, Lammel Julius, Lammelová Regina, Lampl 
Bedřich, Lampl Jakub, Lamplová Alice, Lamplová Hedvika, Landmann Felix, 
Landmann Mořic, Landmannová Helena, Lang Oskar, Langer Adolf, Langer Ha-
nuš, Langerová Berta, Langerová Marie, Langová Věra, Langsteinová Marta, 
Lasch Robert, Laschová Markéta, Laschová Otilie, Lassnerová Charlota, Lassner-
ová Klára G., Lauerová Anna, Laufer Mořic, Lauferová Alice, Lauferová Fran-
tiška, Lauferová rebeka, Lauscherová Růžena, Lažanská Elsa, Lebenhartová 
Zděnka, Lederer Alfred, Lederer Karel, Lederer Leopold, Ledererová Anna, 
Ledererová Arnoštka, Ledererová Berta, Ledererová Elsa, Ledererová Irma, 
Ledererová Jana, Ledererová Zděnka, Lemingerová Marie, Lengsfeld Jirí, Lengs-
feldová Anna, Levitusová Marie, Lichtensteinová Gizela, Lieben Jirí, Lieben Oskar, 
Liebenová Hermína, Liebenová Otilie, Liebenová Truda, Liebreichová Amálie, 
Linhartová Pixi, Löbl Albert, Löbl Jindřich, Löbl Vilém, Löblová Ema, Löblová 
Helena, Löblová Ida, Löblová Julie, Löblowitz Josef, Löblowitzová Ida, Löbner 
Arnošt, Löbnerová Eliška, Löbnerová Filipina, Löbnerová Hana, Lokschová Irena, 
Loosová Klára, Lornek Mořic, Lorneková Eva, Lorneková Marie, Löwenbach 
Vilém, Löwenbachová Ida, Löwenthalová Evženie, Löwenthalová Markéta, 
Löwenthalová Thea, Löwit Felix, Löwit Hugo, Löwit Oskar, Löwitová anděla, 
Löwitová Ela, Löwitová Gizela, Löwitová ruth, Löwová Hedvika, Löwová Marta, 
Löwy František, Löwy Karel, Löwy Ladislav, Löwy Vítězslav, Löwyová Eva, Löwy-
ová Hermína, Löwyová Pavla, Machlupová Rosalie, Maderová Gertruda, Mahl-
erová Anna, Mahlerová Gisela, Mahlerová Hedvika, Mahrerová Emma, Maiero-
vá Rita, Malková Terezie, Mammer Bruno, Mammerová Gréta, Mammerová 
Zuzana, Mandelik Arnold, Mandeliková Josefa, Mandelíková Janette, Mandl 
Bruno, Mandl Viktor, Mandlerová Julie, Mandlová Markéta, Mannheimerová 
Helena, Mannheimerová Lily, Manská Irma, Marek Kurt, Margolius Vítězslav, 
Margoliusová Berta, Marguliesová Lola, Markovič Hynek, Mautner Bedřich, 
Mautner Hanuš, Mautner Karel, Mautner Leo, Mautnerová Eliška, Mautnerová 
Elsa, Mautnerová Margita, Mautnerová Marie, Mautnerová Pavla, Mautnerová 
Truda, Mayerová Gertruda, Mayerová Matylda, Meerschwamm Zikmund, Meer-
schwammová Chana, Meisl Hugo, Meislová Elsa, Meissel Viktor, Meisselová Ilsa, 
Meisselová Metta, Meller Hugo, Meller Kurt H., Mellerová Erika, Mellerová 
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Markéta, Melnik Richard, Melniková Helena, Melzerová Žofie, Mencíková Ida, 
Mendel Vilém, Mendl Jirí, Mendl Karel, Mendlová Gusta, Messingerová Kami-
la, Metzel Valtr, Meyer Hynek, Mireová Olga, Mischkönigová Gréta, Modenacho-
vá Ida, Molnár Max, Morawitz Bedřich, Morawitz Kamil, Morawitzová Gisela, 
Morgenstern Bernard, Morgenstern Samuel, Morgensternová Berta, Moser Ad-
olf, Moserová Gréta, Moserová Lissy, Müller Bedřich, Müllerová Anna, Mundstei-
nová Hermína, Munk Herbert, Munk Josef, Munk Rudolf, Munk Valtr, Munková 
Gizela, Munková Julie, Munková Markéta, Munková Olga, Mužáková Zděnka, 
Neubauerová Josefina, Neubauerová Regina, Neuländer James, Neuländerová 
Markéta, Neumann Albert, Neumann Emil (24.8.1880), Neumann Emil 
(6.10.1881), Neumann Jirí, Neumann Miloš, Neumann Rudolf, Neumannová 
Anna (13.7.1903), Neumannová Anna (29.5.1913), Neumannová Antonie, Neu-
mannová Evženie (2.10.1877), Neumannová Jenny Evženie (7.1.1880), Neuman-
nová Marie, Neumannová Věra, Neumark Hanuš, Neumark Jakub, Neumarková 
Rebeka, Neuwirth Robert, Neuwirthová Olga, Novotná Gréta, Oesterreicher 
Mořic, Oesterreicherová Elsa, ofner Ervín, ofnerová Ela, Passerová Elsa, Pas-
serová Hedvika, Pater Oskar, Paterová Herta, Paterová Irma, Pentlarz Arnošt, 
Pentlicková Marie, Peters Wolfgang, Petersová Magdalena, Petrášková Sylva, 
Pichlerová Alice, Pichlerová Edita, Pick Rudolf, Picková Emilie, Picková Stepán-
ka, Piesenová helena, Pirák Jindřich, Pirák Kurt, Piraková Lily, Pisková Kamila, 
Placzeková Edita, Polácek Oskar, Polácková Ela, Polácková Ruth, Pollak Arnošt, 
Pollak Artur, Pollak Felix, Pollak Hynek, Pollak Mořic, Pollaková Alice, Pollaková 
Anna, Pollaková Bedřiška, Pollaková Edita, Pollaková Erika, Pollaková Irma, Pol-
laková Štepánka, Pollaková Hildegarda, Pollenz Ervín, Pollenzová Gréta, Pollen-
zová Irena, Porges Arnošt, Porges Josef, Porges Karel, Porges Rudolf, Porgesová 
Alžběta, Porgesová Cili, Porgesová Edita, Porgesová Gertruda, Porgesová Irma, 
Porgesová Marie, Presser Hugo, Presserová Markéta, Preusz Rudolf, Priesterová 
Elsa, Proper František, Propper Jirí, Propperová Hana, Propperová Hermína, 
Propperová Marie, Putzker Bedřich, rabinowitz Mořic, rabinowitz Siegbert, 
rabinowitzová Matylda, Rafalovic Samoil, Rafalovicová Olga, Rafalovicová 
Pavla, Rajmannová Malvína, Rappaportová Irena, Redererová Emilie, Reich Ota, 
Reichmann Efraim, Reichmannová Gertruda, Reichová Berta, Reichová Eliška, 
Reichová Emilie, Reichová Flora, Reichová Žofie, Reif Alfred, Reif Julius Kurt, 
Reifová Gertruda, Reifová Kateřina Emilie, Reimann Viktor, Reimannová Hana, 
Reiner Ladislav, Reiner Mirko, Reinerová Anna, Reinerová Hermína, Reinerová 
Marie, Reinisch Rudolf, Reinischová Elsa, Rezek Arnošt, Rezková Štepánka, 
Riegelhaupt Arnošt, Riessová Theodora, Ritterová Amálie, Ritterová Bedřiška, 
Robitschek Valtr, Robitschková Gertruda, Römišová Růžena, Rosenfeld Zikmund, 
Rosenfeldová Erna (18.1.1923), Rosenfeldová Erna (1.9.1889), Rosenfeldová Ga-
briela, Rotbartová Olga, Roth Jindřich, Rothová Josefina, Roubíek Adolf, Roubíek 
Ota, Roubíková Anna, Roubíková Otilie, Roubíková Ruth, Roubíková Selma, Rou-
bitcková Anna, rubin gustav, Rubinová Anna, rubinová Berta, rubinová Eva, 
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Rubinová Hedvika, Rubinová Irma, Russ Artur, Ruttnerová Marie, Růžičková 
Markéta, Rybner Adolf, Salus František, Salus Jakub, Salusová Irma, Schaferová 
Bedřiška, Schaferová Elsa, Schaferová Regina, Schanzerová Anna, Schanzerová 
Hana, Schanzerová Růžena, Scheinová Herta, Schermer Bedřich, Schermerová 
Anna, Schermerová Marta, Schildová Chaje, Schiller Vítězslav, Schillerová Julie, 
Schlesinger Jindřich, Schlesinger Robert, Schlesingerová Alice, Schlesingerová 
Marta, Schmeidlerová Mina, Schmidek Jan, Schmidková Eva, Schmidková 
Evženie, Schmitzová Kateřina, Schmulowitzová Amálka, Schneiderová Lota, Sch-
neiderová Růžena, Schön Jan, Schönberger Hanuš, Schönbergerová Gertruda, 
Schönbrunnová Klára, Schönová Irena, Schrötter Alfred, Schulhof Hugo, Schul-
hofová Ida, Schulz Bedřich, Schulz Ervín, Schulzová Alžběta, Schulzová Hedvi-
ka, Schwarz Ota, Schwarzbart Robert, Schwarzkopf Max, Schwarzkopfová Ger-
truda, Schwarzová Alžběta, Schwarzová Elsa, Schwarzová Gréta, Schwarzová 
Jeaneta, Schwarzová Marie, Schwarzová Ruth B., Schwarzová Štepánka, Seide-
mann Arnold, Seidemann Jindřich vilém, Seidemannová Františka, Seykorová 
Elsa, Simkovic Mořic, Simkovicová Melanie, Sinaiberger Robert, Sinaibergerová 
Hedvika, Sinaibergerová Zuzana Josefa, Singerová Feigel, Singerová Ida, Sing-
erová Kamila, Skutecká Olga, Skutezky Alois, Slatkes Evžen, Slatkesová Hermí-
na, Soudek Artur, Soudek Hanuš, Soudková Erna, Soudková Gréta, Spitz Fran-
tišek, Spitzerová Mariana, Spitzová Hedvika, Spundová Anna, Sputzová Berta, 
Stadler Kurt, Stankiewiczová Berta, Stefansky Alfred, Stein Artur, Stein František, 
Stein Robert, Steinová Irma, Steinová Josefína, Steinová Růžena, Stern Karel, 
Sternová Gréta, Sternová Ingeborg Eliška, Sternová Lily, Sternová Marie, Stiassná 
Bedřiška, Strakosch Leopold, Strakoschová Ilsa, Stránská Rudolfina, Stránský 
Ota, Stránský Rudolf, Straussová Elsa, Strebinger Isidor, Strebingerová Judita, 
Šulcová Otilie, Tannsteinová Marta, Tarischová Gertruda, Tauber Jirí, Tauber 
Ota, Tauber Rudolf, Tauberová Emilie, taubner hanuš, Taubnerová Hana, Tausk 
Heřman, Tausková Eliška, taussig arnošt, taussig Edvard, Taussig František, 
taussig Julius, taussig Karel, Taussig Rudolf, taussigová anna, Taussigová 
Eliška, taussigová hana, Taussigová Herta, taussigová ida, taussigová Marké-
ta, taussigová vilémína, taussiková Marta, Tejkalová Olga, Tellerová Malvína, 
ternová Lina, Tichová Fany, Tomaschoff Ota, Tragatsch Leo, Treulichová Zděn-
ka, Trost Samuel, Trostová Olga, ullmann Max, ullmannová Eva, urbach Lud-
vík, Urbachová Berta, Vintr Jaroslav, Vintr Ota, Vintrová Kamila, Wachsmann 
Leo, Wagnerová Berta, Wagnerová Erika, Wagnerová Marie, Wahlová Růžena, 
Waldberger Nachmen, Waldbergerová Irma, Wandlová Gertruda, Wantochová 
Irma, Wassermannová Gizela, Wassertrillingová Julie, Wasservogel Hanuš, We-
ber Gustav, Weberová Jana, Weich Arnošt, Weinberg Albert, Weinbergová Ella, 
Weinerová Berta, Weinigerová Malvína, Weinstein Jan, Weinstein Karel, Wein-
stein Vítězslav, Weinsteinová Flora, Weishutová Kamila, Weiss (Weisz) Oskar, 
Weissenstein Zdeněk, Weissensteinová Herta, Weisskopf Kurt, Weisskopfová 
Marta, Weissová Cecilie, Weisz Emanuel, Weisz Nandor, Weiszová Berta, 
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Weiszová Gréta, Weiszová Helena, Weiszová Pavla, Wellischová Marie, Wendel-
bergerová Marta, Werner Eda, Werner Vilém, Wernerová Anna, Wernerová Ma-
rie, Wesselá Matylda, Wiener Oskar, Winter Bedřich, Winterová Hermína, Win-
terová Josefina, Wittlerová Hedvika, Wodák Arnold, Wodáková Hana, Wolf 
Leonard, Wolfová Melanie, Wurm Ota, Würzburgová Arnoštka, Würzburgová 
Zuzana, Zamazalová Emilie, Zeimer Jirí, Zeimer Kamil, Zeimerová Adéla, 
Zeimerová irma, Zeimerová Josefa, Zeimerová Marie, Zeinerová Eliška, Zei-
sel Emil, Zeisel Evžen, Zeiselová Eliška, Zeman Karel, Zemanová helena, Zuck-
er Ota, Zuckerová Alžběta, Zutrauen valtr, Zutrauenová Edita.

Survived:

Benedikt oskar, Deutsch Julius, Friedjung František, Friedjung Hanuš, Jelínek 
Albert, Liebreich Hynek, Mautner Erich, Mermelstein Mořic, Moravec František, 
Müller Petr, Piesen Karel, Schwarz Vilém, Senger Hary, Štiassny Felix, urbach 
ota, Wassermann Jindřich.

Transport “Bb”  August 20, 1942

Perished:

Abeles Vítězslav, Abelesová Kamila, Antscherl Ota, Arnstein Alois, Arnstein Petr, 
Arnstein Rudolf, Arnsteinová Markéta, Baderle Zikmund, Baer Arnošt, Barthová 
Helena, Barthová Karolína, Beckmannová Pavla, Becková Olga, Bender Oskar, 
Beranová anna, Bergelová Pavla, Berger Karel, Berger robert, Bergerová 
Josefina, Bergmann Arnošt, Bergmann Ludvík, Bergmannová Irma, Berkovic 
Josef, Bermannová Marta, Bienenfeld Josef, Bienenfeld Milan, Bienenfeldová 
Emilie, Bienenfeldová Olga, Billitzová Amálie, Bischitzká Arnoštka, Bischitzká 
Kateřina, Bischitzká Marie, Bischitzký Pavel, Blauová Bedřiška, Blauová Senta 
Klára, Blažek Pavel, Blažková Dagmar, Blažková Edita, Blechová Růžena, Bleier 
Richard, Bleierová Anna, Bleierová Eva, Bloch Artur, Bloch Robert, Blochová 
Arnoštka, Blochová Ella, Blochová Emma, Blochová Ester, Blochová Frieda, Blo-
chová Hana, Blochová Josefa, Blochová Josefína, Blochová Marie, Blochová Mar-
ta, Blochová Romana, Blochová Ruth, Blochová Růžena, Blum Bedřich, Blum 
Pavel, Blumenfeld Max, Blumenheim Jirí, Blumenheim Verner, Blumová Elvíra, 
Blumová Helena, Blumová Klára, Bock Bedřich, Bohácová Hermína, Böhm Pav-
el, Böhmová Gertruda, Böhmová Markéta, Böhmová Olga, Böhmová Zuzana, 
Bondy arnošt, Bondy Jaroslav, Bondy Jindřich, Bondy Karel, Bondy Karel, Bon-
dy Miloš, Bondy Richard, Bondy Viktor (25.11.1888), Bondy Viktor (20.9.1901) , 
Bondyová Anna, Bondyová Augusta, Bondyová Frieda, Bondyová Eliška, Bondy-
ová Emilie, Bondyová Eva, Bondyová Gertruda, Bondyová Hana, Bondyová Irena, 
Bondyová Kamila, Bondyová Liliana, Bondyová Mariana, Bondyová Markéta, 
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Bondyová Marta, Bondyová Olga, Bondyová Pavla, Bondyová Peša, Bondyová 
Věra, Bondyová Zděnka, Borgerová Herta, Borkovcová Ludvíka, Borosová Irena, 
Boschanová Hedvika, Brand Josef, Brandeis Ota, Brandeiská Gertruda, Brande-
iská Markéta, Brandeiský Karel, Brandfeldová Beatrix, Brandl Ota, Brandlová 
Anita, Brandlová Ela, Brandová Kateřina, Bratter Bedřich, Bratterová terezie, 
Braun Antonín, Braunová Anna (18.4.1912), Braunová Anna (31.8.1900), Braun-
ová Věra, Breitenfeld Arnošt, Breitenfeldová Anna, Breitenfeldová Marta, Breitler 
Rudolf, Brenner Artur, Brennerová Gertruda, Brichta Emil, Brichta Jindřich, 
Brichta Juraj, Brichtová Alice, Brichtová Heda, Brichtová Karolína, Brock Jirí, 
Brodheimová Charlota, Brodová Alice, Brodová Alžběta, Brodová Mariana, Bruck 
Josef, Brückner Karel, Brückner Milan, Brückner vladimír, Brücknerová 
alžběta, Brücknerová Markéta, Brucková Gertruda, Brucková Marie, Brücková 
Gisela, Brücková Karolína, Brummel Konrad, Brummelová Berta, Brummelová 
Markéta, Brunner arnošt, Brunnerová irena, Buchsbaum Josef, Buchsbaum 
ota, Buchsbaumová Eva, Buchsbaumová hana, Buchsbaumová ilona, Buchs-
baumová Zděnka, Budlovská Anna, Budlovský Karel, Bullatá Ela, Bunzl Robert, 
Bunzl-Federnová Mariana, Bunzlová Františka, Bunzlová Markéta, Bunzlová Re-
nata, Bunzlová Růžena, Burková Ema, Busch Josef, Buschová Irena, Buschová 
Mirceau, Buxbaum arno, Buxbaum Erich, Buxbaum oskar, Buxbaumová 
Pavla, Chaberová Emilie, Czechová Thea, Deiml František, Deimlová Pavla, 
Deutsch Ralf, Deutschová Marie, Deutschová Markéta, diamant desiderius, 
diamant Petr, diamantová herta, Dietrich Felix, Douchová Klára, Drábová 
Marie, Dub Ota, Dubský Josef, Eckstein Josef, Ecksteinová Anna, Ecksteinová 
Helena, Ehrenhaft Viktor, Ehrlich Valtr, Ehrlichová Irma, Eisenstein arnošt, Ei-
senstein Leo, Eisner František, Eisner Karel, Eisnerová anna, Eisnerová Eliška, 
Eisnerová irma, Eisnerová Josefa, Eisnerová Olga, Eisnerová Věra, Engelová 
Olga, Englová Hermína, Epsteinová Berta, Epsteinová Eliška, Epsteinová Hedvi-
ka, Epsteinová Regina, Epsteinová Zděnka, Erdélyi Pavel, Erhardt Emil, Erhard-
tová anna, Estreicherová Antonie, Fabianová Mariana, Falková Hilda, Falková 
Markéta, Fanta Arnošt, Fanta Karel (22.8.1896), Fanta Karel (27.5.1897), Fanta 
Rudolf, Fantlová Edita, Fantlová Irma, Fantlová Matylda, Fantová Hana, Fantová 
Hilda, Fantová Irma, Feder Bohumil, Feigl Karel, Feiglová Eva, Feiglová Jana, 
Feinerová Františka, Feldstein Arnošt, Feldsteinová Katinka, Feldsteinová Olga, 
Felix Max, Felixová Berta, Felixová gabriela, Felixová Irma, Ferda Josef, Fer-
dová Ema, Fialová Gisela, Fialová Gisela, Finklerová Ester, Finková Marta, Fischel 
Hanuš, Fischel Max, Fischelová Helena, Fischelová Karolína, Fischer Alexandr, 
Fischer Arnošt, Fischer Hugo, Fischer Karel, Fischer Otto, Fischerová Anna, Fis-
cherová Berta, Fischerová Elis, Fischerová Hermína, Fischerová Herta, Fischerová 
Charlotta, Fischerová Irena, Fischerová Josefa, Fischerová Mariana, Fischerová 
Marie, Fischerová Marta (12.9.1890), Fischerová Marta (20.10.1890), Fischerová 
Zděnka, Fischl Artur, Fischl August, Fischl František (9.1.1900), Fischl František 
(5.5.1900), Fischl Hanuš, Fischl Robert, Fischl Hans, Fischlová Adéla, Fischlová 
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Inge, Fischlová Irma, Fischlová Marie, Fischlová Olga, Fischlová Věra, Fišer Evžen, 
Fišer Leo, Fišerová Marcelina, Fišerová Marie, Fišerová Štepánka, Flašnerová Jo-
sefina, Fleischer Leo, Fleischer Maxmilián, Fleischer Robert, Fleischer Vilém, 
Fleischerová Hana, Fleischerová Marie, Fleischmann Karel, Fleischmannová Mi-
lada, Fleischner Oskar, Fleischnerová Markéta, Fleiszer Barak, Fleiszerová He-
lena, Fleiszerová Sára, Flinkerová Eliška, Flusser artur, Flusserová chana, Flus-
serová Ida, Flusserová irena, Flusserová Marie, Fořstová Božena, Francová 
Lucie, Frank Alfred, Frank Arnošt, Frank Eduard, Frank Jan, Frank Jirí (24.11.1928), 
Frank Jirí (4.6.1935), Frank Josef, Frank Otto, Frankenbuschová Edita, Franken-
buschová Marie, Frankenstein Ervín, Frankfurterová Hilda, Frankfurtherová 
Elisa, Frankfurtherová Marta, Frankl Hanuš, Franklová Ilsa, Franklová Julie, 
Franklová Ludmila, Franková Alžběta, Franková Anna, Franková Erna, Franková 
Irena, Franková Marie, Franková Regina, Freilich Artur, Freilich Imrich, Freilich 
Samuel, Freilichová Alice, Freilichová Anna, Freilichová Lily, Freiwirthová Elsa, 
Freund Alfred, Freund Arnošt, Freund František, Freund Otto, Freundová Alžbě-
ta, Freundová Eliška, Freundová Hermína, Freundová Irena, Freundová Marké-
ta, Freundová Terezie, Freundová Věra, Fried Bedřich, Fried Otto, Friedensthal 
Emil, Friedenthalová Arnoštka, Friedländerová Helena, Friedländerová Valerie, 
Friedler Jindřich-Harry, Friedlová Františka, Friedmann Heřman, Friedmannová 
Anna, Friedmannová Berta, Friedmannová Evženie, Friedmannová Ida, Fried-
mannová Pavlína, Friedmannová Vilma, Friedmannová Zuzana, Friednerová 
Antonie, Friednerová Marion, Friedová Anna, Friedová Doris, Friedová Hana, 
Friedová Josefa, Friedová Marie, Friedová Marta, Friedová Marta, Friedová Olga, 
Friemová Františka, Friemová Žofie, Frišmann Emil, Frišmann Josef, Frišman-
nová Růžena, Frišmannová Věra, Fruchthändlerová Frieda, Fuchs Adolf, Fuchs 
Alexandr, Fuchs Erich, Fuchs Heřman, Fuchs Jaroslav, Fuchs Jirí, Fuchs Mořic, 
Fuchs Otto (3.9.1893), Fuchs Otto (2.8.1897), Fuchs Pavel, Fuchsová Alena, 
Fuchsová Alžběta, Fuchsová Anna, Fuchsová Bedřiška, Fuchsová Bedřiška, 
Fuchsová Cecilie, Fuchsová Edita, Fuchsová Gizela, Fuchsová Helena (12.10.1928), 
Fuchsová Helena (11.4.1891), Fuchsová Libuše, Fuchsová Růžena, Fuchsová 
Štepánka, Fuchsová Štepánka, Füttermann Bedřich, Füttermann Rudolf, Fütter-
mannová Amálie, Füttermannová Hana, Gans Ervín, Gansová Marie, Gansová 
Mina, Ganzová Berta, Ganzová Irma, Geduldigerová Alice, Gerber Richard, Ger-
berová Anita, Gerberová Jana, Getreuerová Eliška, glaser arnošt, Glaser Bedřich, 
glaser Petr, glaserová anna, Glaserová Arnoštka, glaserová hana, Glaserová 
Kateřina, Glasner Mořic, Glasnerová Alice, Glasnerová Irena, Glasnerová Greta, 
Glasnerová Serafina, Gläsnerová Hedvika, Glässner Alfred, Glässner Emil, Gläss-
nerová Bedřiška, Glässnerová Margita, Glässnerová Marta, Glasz Pavel, Glaszová 
Alice, Glatz Artur, Glatz Bedřich, Glatzová Anna, Glauber Bedřich, Glauberová 
Věra, Glauberová Zuzana, Gleitzmannová Bedřiška, Glesinger Viktor, Glesinger-
ová Irma, Glückaufová Hedvika, Glückaufová Irma, Glückaufová Mariana, Glück-
lich Edgar, Glücklich Otto, Glücklichová Dina, Glücksmannová Marie, Goldberg-
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er Gustav, Goldberger Josef, Goldberger Otto, Goldbergerová Kamila, Goldmann 
Egon, Goldmannová Helena, Gottlieb Karel, Grabenstein Oskar, Grabensteinová 
Terezie, Grimm Karel, Gross Wolf, Grossmann Gustav, Grossmannová Hana, 
Grossmannová Růžena, Grotte Richard, Grünberger Valtr, Grünfeld Zikmund, 
Grünhut Hanuš, Grünhutová Frieda, Grünwald Karel, Guth František, Guth Ka-
rel, Guthová Marta, Guttmann Werner, Guttmannová Regina, Haberová Serafi-
na, Hahn Pavel, Hahn Vilém, Hahnová Adolfa, Hahnová Dora, Hahnová Gizela, 
Hahnová Jana, Hahnová Josefa, Hammelová Jochebed, Händel Alfréd, Händel 
Schmiel, Händelová Marie, Hannak Ota, Harthová Hildegarda, Hartstein Max, 
Hartsteinová Markéta, Hasenbergová Gréta, Hasenbergová Marta, Haubenová 
Eleonora, Haubenová Jiřína, Haubenová Ludmila, Haupt Hanuš, Haupt Leo, 
Hauptová Alice, Hauptová Marta, Häusler Hanuš, Häuslerová Klára, Hecht Hynek, 
Hecht Karel, Hecht Ota, Hechtová Julie, Hechtová Marie, Heim Ota, Heimová 
Valerie, Heinemannová Růžena, Heller Jindřich, Heller Jirí, Heller Vilém, Hel-
lerová Anna, Hellerová Elfrieda, Hellerová Herta, Hellerová Marie, Hellerová 
Otilie, Hellmann Robert, Herrmann Richard, Herrmannová Pavla, Herrmannová 
Valerie, Herzka Leo, Hirschenhauserová Terezie, Hirschová Pavla, Hitschmann 
Alfred, Hitschmann Robert, Hitschmannová Františka, Hochhauser Hersch, 
Hochhauserová Adriana, Hochhauserová Erika, Hochhauserová Helena, Hof-
bauerová Eva, Hoffmann Emil, Hoffmann Josef, Hoffmannová Marie, Hoffman-
nová Jana, Hofmann Bedřich, Hofmann Leo, Holzer Jindřich, Holzerová Hedvi-
ka, Holzerová Rita, Huber Antonín, Huber Oskar, Huberová Gertruda, 
Humburger Rudolf, Humburgerová Jindřiška, Jarušek Jan, Jawetz Hynek, 
Jawetzová Ida, Jedlinská anna, Jedlinský Josef, Jedlinský vladimír, Jelinek 
František, Jelínek Heřman, Jelínek Josef, Jelínek Ota, Jelínek Ludvík, Jelínk-
ová Gertruda, Jelínková Helena, Jelínková Hermína, Jelínková Josefa, Kačer 
Alois, Kafková Elsa, Karpner Edmund, Karpner Otto, Karpnerová Kamila, Kauf-
mann Edvard, Kaufmann Karel, Kaufmannová Amálie, Kaufmannová Eliška, 
Kaufmannová Marta, Klauber Arnošt, Klein Gerson, Klein Vilém, Kleinberger 
Alter, Kleinbergerová Chana, Kleiner Kamil, Kleinerová Růžena, Kleinová Chaje, 
Klement Robert, Klimeš Kamil, Klinger Emil, Klingsbergová Anna, Kohn Artur, 
Kohn Ludvík, Kohn Oskar, Kohn Robert, Kohner Leo, Kohnerová Pavlína, Kohnová 
Matylda, König Viktor, Korálek František, Korálek Karel, Kornblühová Anna, Ko-
rnblühová Blanka, Kornblühová Elsa, Kornfeld Emil, Kornfeldová Edita, Korn-
feldová Markéta, Korte Rudolf, Košerák Josef, Košerák Max, Kosiner Antonín, 
Kosinerová Luisa, Kosulík Gustav, Krásová Alice, Krassná Gisela Ela, Krassná Ma-
rie, Krassny Alfred, Kraus hugo, Krausová Anna, Krausová Emilie, Krausová 
Marta, Kristian František, Kristianová Mariana, Kroll Erich, Krüger Arnošt, 
Krügerová Marta, Krügerová Ruth, Kunewälder Emil, Kunewälderová Ema, 
Landsmann Adolf, Langerová Ida, Langová Charlota, Langstein Bedřich, Lang-
steinová Selma, Larisch arnošt, Larischová hildegard, Larischová Zuzana, 
Lasch Rudolf, Laschová Hedvika, Laschová Mariana, Laschová Pavla, Lederer 
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František, Lederer Kamil, Ledererová Julie, Leider Abraham Juda, Leuner Kurt, 
Leunerová Marie, Levitová Marie, Lichtenstern Karel, Lichtensternová Adéla, 
Liebermannová Rachel, Lieblichová Kamila, Löblová Gertruda, Löblová Hana, 
Lopper Abraham, Löw Ota, Löwenbeinová Ela, Löwidt Ota, Löwithová Anna, 
Löwy Arnold, Löwy Arnošt, Löwyová Gertruda, Ludvícek Emil, Ludvicková Anna, 
Lüftschitz Kurt, Lüftschitz Ota, Lüftschitzová Alžběta, Lüftschitzová Gréta, Lüfts-
chitzová Liana, Lüftschitzová Ruth, Lux Hanuš, Lux Robert, Luxová Alžběta, Mai-
erová Elsa, Majer Aron, Mandl Valtr, Mandlová Karolína, Mautner Arnošt, May 
Vilém, Mayová Gertruda, Meisel Emanuel, Meisel Leo, Meiselová Hermína, Meth 
Bedřich, Methová Margita, Miller Vítězslav, Millerová Marie, Mindlin Sidor, 
Mindlinová Anna, Moravetz Alfred, Morgenstern Vilém, Moškovič Šulem, Möst-
lová Helena, Müller Ota, Müllerová Ela, Nettel Jan, Nettlová Piroška, Neuman-
nová Erna, Nowák Osvald, oplatka rudolf, oplatková helena, Ornstein Ber-
told, ornstein david, ornstein hugo, Ornsteinová Ida, Oserová Berta, Pereles 
Pavel, Pereles Vilém, Perelesová Marie, Pick Josef, Pick Kamilo, Pick Max, Pick 
Oskar, Pick Rudolf, Picková Evelina, Picková Mariana, Picková Otilie, Plowitz 
Erich, Plowitzová Růžena, Pohlová Olga, Polácek Edvard, Polácek Karel, Poláck-
ová Amálie, Polácková Eliška, Polácková Olga, Polesi František, Polesi Karel, Pol-
esi Otto, Polesiová Flora, Pollak Karel, Pollaková Anna, Pollaková Berta (7.7.1881), 
Pollaková Berta (5.4.1879), Pollaková Gertruda, Pollaková Helena, Pollaková 
Hilda, Pollaková Marie, Pollaková Marta, Pollaková Valeska, Pollitzer Josef, Pol-
nauer Otto, Popper František, Popper Jirí, Popper Karel, Popper Mořic, Popper 
Petr, Popperová Lily, Popperová Marie, Porges Josef, Porgesová Eva, Porgesová 
Otilie, Ptáček Ladislav, Puchmajerová Marie, Ráblová Markéta, Raubitschek Jo-
sef, Raudnitz Arnošt, Rawitz Julius, Rawitzová Adéla, Reach Egon, Reachová 
Hermína, Reachová Marta, Rederer Richard, Reichová Irma, Reichová Pavla, 
Reiniš Ota, Reiniš Rudolf, Reinisch Alexander, Reinisch Jirí, Reinischová Her-
mína, Reinischová Marie, Reinišová Růžena, Rezková Ida, Richter Valtr, Riesso-
vá Elsa, Ritter Jan, Ritterová Marie, Rohatynová Alena, Rohatynová Irma, Rosen-
stein Benjamin, Rosenthal Alfred, Rosenthalová Marta, Rosenzweig Arnošt, Roth 
Josef, Roubiček Josef (26.6.1911), Roubiček Josef (10.4.1906), Roubicková Mel-
ita, Roubiková Marta, Roždalovic Josef, Ruberl Ota, Ruberlová Gizela, Russová 
Růžena, Salusová Olga, Schick Oskar, Schick Otto, Schicková Antonie, Schifferes 
Jirí, Schindler Hugo, Schindlerová Kateřina, Schlesinger Arnošt, Schönová Mel-
ita, Schrollová Hedvika, Schücková Gréta, Schulhof Otto, Schwarz Hugo, 
Schwarzkopf Richard, Schwarzkopfová Anna, Schwarzová Valerie, Seidler Bo-
humil, Seiner Arnošt, Seiner Richard, Seinerová Sifra, Serner valtr, Sernerová 
dorothea, Šiler Alois, Šilerová Anna, Šilerová Eliška, Šilerová Vlasta, Singer Ka-
rel, Singer Max, Singer Otto, Singerová Berta, Singerová Lota, Skall Bedřich, 
Skuč Arnošt, Skučová Mariana, Sommer Bruno, Sommer Hugo, Sommer Jirí, 
Sommerová Markéta, Sondheimová Olga, Sonnenschein Emanuel, Sonnen-
schein Karel, Sonnenscheinová Blanka, Sonnenscheinová Gréta, Sonnenschei-
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nová Hana, Soudek Oskar, Soyka Kurt, Soyková Ela, Spiegelsteinová Gréta, Spiegl 
Oskar, Spieglová Josefina, Spirová Otilie, Spitz Konrad, Sputz Oskar, Sputzová 
Liana, Sputzová Marta, Stangel Ludvík, Stangelová Dolores, Stangelová Ingrid, 
Starková Charlota, Stein Erich, Stein Karel, Stein Pavel, Stein Valtr, Stein Viktor, 
Steiner Adolf, Steiner Alfred, Steiner Alfred, Steiner Hanuš, Steiner Leo, Steiner 
Maxmilián, Steiner Robert, Steiner Rudolf, Steinerová Irma, Steinerová Karolína, 
Steinerová Leopoldina, Steinerová Marie, Steinerová Marta, Steinerová Věra, 
Steinerová Zděnka, Steinert Ota, Steinová Eliška, Steinová Erika, Steinová Ger-
truda, Steinová Malvína, Steinová Vilma, Stern Ota, Sternová Erna, Sternová 
Gréta, Sternová Marie, Sternschuss Josef, Stinglová Josefa, Stössler Viktor, 
Stromwasser Mořic, Stromwasserová Antonie, Stromwasserová Medea, Sušická 
Marie, Sušický Artur, Szábo Volf, Szábová Terezie, tauberová Margita, Taussig 
Adolf, Taussig Richard, Taussigová Pavla, tegner Jirí, tegnerová gertruda, teg-
nerová Kateřina, teichner arnošt, Teichnerová Anna, teller abraham, teller 
Edvard, tellerová hinde, Thalheimová Lotka, tokayer oskar, tokayerová 
helena, töpfer richard, töpferová ida, türkl richard, Turnauerová Ema, 
turnovská hana, Turnovská Jaroslava, turnovský Erich, ullmann reimund, 
Ullmannová Eva, ullmannová Marie, Vértes Julius, Vértesová Marta, Vesecká 
Marie, Vesecký Edvard, Vesecký Jirí, Vocilka Ota, Vocilková Berta, Vodičková Ida, 
Vogelová Ida, Vogl Karel, Voglová Ema, Volková Karla, Volková Terezie, Votická 
Emilie, Votická Markéta, Votická Olga, Votická Olga, Votický Edvard, Votický 
Jaroslav, Votický Rudolf, Vovesová Anna, Vrba Bohumil, Vrba Jirí, Vrba Karel, 
Vrbová Ida, Vrbová Růžena, Wachtl Karel, Wachtl Oskar, Wachtl Viktor, Wacht-
lová Gerta, Wachtlová Marta, Wagnerová Antonie, Wahleová Eliška, Wahleová 
Hedvika, Wahleová Pavla, Waldstein Bedřich, Waldstein Marcel, Waldstein 
Zdeněk, Waldsteinová Hilda, Waldsteinová Marta, Waldsteinová Valeska, Walter 
Alfred, Walterová Berta, Wantoch Arnold, Wantoch Jirí, Wantochová Irma, Wan-
tochová Melanie, Weigerová Pavla, Weiglová Ludmila, Weinberg Robert, Wein-
berger Arnošt, Weinberger Ervín, Weinberger Harold, Weinberger Ludvík, Wein-
bergerová Irena, Weinbergerová Marie, Weinbergerová Terezie, Weinbergová 
Alžběta, Weissenstein Oskar, Weisskopf Ota, Weisskopfová Ela, Weiszová Lina, 
Wien Gustav, Wilder Vilém, Wildmannová Růžena, Wimmer Arnošt, Wimmerová 
Gizela, Windt Rudolf, Windtová Eliška, Windtová Herta, Winter Bedřich, Win-
ternitzová Eliška, Winternitzová Marta, Wistov Hynek, Wohryzek Jindřich, Wolf 
Zoltán, Wolloch Marek, Wotitzká Marie, Wotitzký Karel, Zeckendorf František, 
Zimonyiová Emilie.
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Plan of the Terezín ghetto
1. L 417 – Former school used as barracks for boys 10–15 
years old. – 2. Q 619 Terezín town hall. – 3. L 414 Head-
quarters of the SS-Commandant, then girls’ barracks. – 
4. L 410 A girls’ barracks and school where art lessons 
were taught. – 5. Central square. – 6. L 415 Clothing 
shop. – 7. Q 418 “Café” with ersatz coffee and live music. – 
8. Q 414 SS-Kommandatur with prison cells in the base-
ment. – 9. L 311 Sapper Barracks for old prisoners and a 
hospital. – 10. L 315 Ghetto guard house. – 11. L 318 Home 
for infants and first grade schoolchildren. – 12. Block F III 
Homes for children. – 13. Block G II Headquarters of the 
Ghettowache (ghetto guard). – 14. Block H II Bauhof near 
Litoměřice gate, where workshops were located. – 15. L 
324 SS Headquarters building. – 16. Block H IV Boden-
bach (Podmokly) Barracks, for temporary housing of 
arrivals. – 17. Block J IV Aussig (Ústí) Barracks, origi-
nally the ‘Shleuse’, later the central store for clothing. – 
18. Block H V Dresden barracks for women; it had a pris-
on in the cellar. – 19. Block G VI Houses for mothers with 
infants and small children. – 20. Stadtpark from 1944 on, 

it had a playground for children. – 21. Block E VI Hohen-
hohe (Vrchlabské) Barracks, ghetto hospital. – 22. Block 
E VII Kavalír Barracks for old, disabled and mentally ill 
prisoners. – 23. Block D VI Disinfection station, shower 
and laundry. – 24. Old military riding school convert-
ed to workshop. – 25. Block B V Magdeburg Barracks, 
which housed the Council of Elders and offices of the 
Jewish self-government. – 26. Block B IV – Hannover 
Barracks for men. – 27. Block A IV – Bakery and food 
store. – 28. Bahnhofstrasse – Railway branch line built by 
prisoners. Used for transports to Auschwitz. – 29. Block 
C III – Hamburg Barracks for women and Dutch prison-
ers. – 30. Block A II – Jäger Barracks, a disinfection sta-
tion. – 31. Südberg – Sports area for adults and children, 
built in 1943. – 32. Block E I – Sudeten Barracks for men. – 
33. Building C I – Building of the Czechoslovak Sokol 
sport society, converted into a social club with meeting 
halls, library and synagogue. – 34. Südstrasse – Place 
in the fortification walls where last rites took place. – 
35. Jewish Cemetery and crematorium.

The Riga ghetto plan 
December 1941:
 
1 – “Big ghetto” gate  
2 –  “Judenrat”  

and Jewish police 
3 –  Jewish  

“Labor exchange” 
4 –  Ghetto guards  

(“Wache”)
5 – Old Jewish cemetery  
6 –  Hospital “Linat-

Hatsedek”(later SS 
infirmary) 

7 – “Women’s ghetto”
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